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CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction
THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
BIDDING
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the printed
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing and please note that we are a certified State of
Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding and shall deterCT, COVID-19 compliant business. As the guidance and rules change, please refer to the CT.GOV
mine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves the right to withdraw
or CDC.GOV websites. Ample opportunity is given for on premises inspection prior to the aucany lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or agent), to re-offer any withdrawn
tion date, by appointment only, and upon written request and at Kellehers’ discretion. Live video
lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging to the same consignor or vendor, and to
viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange same, at least one week prior to the
refuse any bid believed not made in good faith. Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed
sale date.
Catalogue reflect the best judgment of Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description as modified
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page for increments. (b) The highest
by any specific notations in this Catalogue or as announced at the time of sale.
bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described and was not examined
a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a mail bidder,
by the bidder or his agent prior to the sale, may be returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its
consignor or vendor, the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful bidder is and whether
receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by
to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the auctioneer’s sale records shall
Kelleher within four weeks of the date of the auction and in its original packaging; however, Kellebe conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on the hammer price is payable by the buyer
her may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acto the auctioneer together with any sales and use tax or customs duties. (c) Lots may be re-opened
ceptable authority is desired (Extension), the period of time within which a lot must be received by
as necessary to accommodate connectivity issues or incorrect bids.
Kelleher will be extended in accordance with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute can3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but
not be resolved by reference to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes
shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and
to re-offer the lot with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser
whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those of the auctioneer.
shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve price by
and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and expenses of the
bidding on behalf of the consignor/ vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all consignors have been
re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the description of which is
advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and Kelleher therefore has a security
disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging and in the condition received (uninterest in the consigned material over and above the normal auction commission.
altered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher:
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a
(i) lots from purchasers who attended the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers;
sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(iii) lots on account of their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; (iv) lots
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on behalf of
described as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10)
their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed in writing prior
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared other than genuine by a mutually recognized
to the auction.
authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four weeks of the date of the
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to express an opinion is not grounds
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Extensions), shall be as
for the return of a lot. (e) Expenses incurred by a purchaser in the submission and the return of a
follows:
lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund. (f) Numerical grading is subjective and is
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall require,
based upon the condition of each issue. Lots may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp
shall be made by the purchaser in cash, bank or certified check, credit card, PayPal or in such other
at lower than our grade. (g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall be
Professional Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(London) (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or any other
(c) Mail/Internet/FAX/Website Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased.
expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP),
Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3)
for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7) years from the date of sale, will be
business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser
offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate payment
for any reason, including but not limited to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
(by a dollar draft, ACH or wire transfer from a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall pay to
advised address shall constitute delivery. This includes disputes for payments made via PayPal and/
Kelleher the compensating Sales and/or use taxes of any State claiming jurisdiction, which is being
or credit card. Buyer acknowledges that he/she waives their right to file a dispute in such cases with
collected, reported and remitted to said State, based upon the Supreme Court Wayfair legislation
PayPal or their Credit Card Company. All charges for handling, delivery and insurance obtained
enacted June, 2018. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall
by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase price; a minimum charge of
indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes
$20.00 will be made for same.
relating to the purchase of articles at the auction, whenever the same may arise.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within 15 calendar
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment discount of the hammer
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws of the State of Connecticut
price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as agents
ARBITRATION
for the consignor or vendor.
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled by arbitration
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same may
in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules of the American Arbitrabe modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge of 2% per
tion Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be
month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance with the aforesaid
entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
conditions.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Complying
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the Courts of the
Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs, Kelleher, may, in
State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial district within the territoriits sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auction at a later time, or by
al limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out of this auction sale, including, without
private treaty sale at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate and
limitation, any action or proceeding instituted for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation
the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the hammer price and
and liability arising under or by reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such
the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, whether at auction or by private treaty, as well
action or proceeding in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such juas for all costs and expenses of both sales, including all other charges due thereunder, including
dicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents that
commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all
service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail, return receipt
incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’ sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot
requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer at the time of the sale.
theretofore hammered-down to a Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty
BIDDING STEPS
in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus aris12. Bidding Steps (Increments) are as published; bids made out of increment will be reduced to
ing from the sale of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc. “Split” or “Slice” bids are not
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in property
accepted.
in Kellehers’ possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the rights afforded a
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
purchase money secured party under the Connecticut Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) with
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer. (b) Any errors are the responrespect to such property and may apply against such obligations all monies held or received by it
sibility of the bidder. (c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
for the account of, or due from Kelleher to such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Statement in order to perfect its rights as a secured party.
Bids must be received at least 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting purFAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
chaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to secure such payment,
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’ fees. For purposes of this paraPhone bidding space is limited and available on a first-come, first served basis. The importance of
graph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any and all consultation by Kelleher with its
reserving early cannot be overstated!
attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of a delinquent account.
Please call us at (203) 830-2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of cash, bank
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN)
check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of lots), credit card
Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be registered and be approved by both
(AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank ACH or wire transfer. Payments made
Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to
by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge.
www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the Kelleher link.
WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
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Table from the Scott Specialized Catalogue of United States Stamps & Covers, ©2020 Amos Media

Grading and Condition
Superb			
Extremely Fine (XF)
Very Fine (VF)		
Fine-Very Fine (F-VF)
Fine (F)			

Extraordinary item in the finest condition
A stamp or cover of outstanding and exceptional quality.
Scott Catalog’s standard. Stamps will present a nice, balanced apperance. Covers appear new or show only
minimal wear.
Stamp and/or covers are sound. Stamps are fully margined but noticeably off-center. Covers show normal
travel wear
Sound in all aspects. Perforated stamps will have the perforations clear of the design; imperforate stamps
will not be cut into to any significant degree. Covers how extensive wear.
Stamps with imperfect centering, stamps or covers with poor general appearance.

Very Good (VG)		
Covers
Minor imperfections are normal for 19th-century envelopes that have been postally transmitted. These include, but are not limited to,
nicks, edge or flap tears, or slight reductions; folded letters will often have at least one file fold. Further, covers may have an ordinary stamp
with a minor defect. Acceptable forms of conservation include light cleaning and edge mending. These conditions, even if not described,
are not grounds for return.
Catalog Values
Unless otherwise noted, the currently available (2021 edition) Scott Catalogue values are quoted in U.S. dollars and rounded to the nearest
dollar. Other catalogues are often used for foreign countries or specialized areas as required.
Collection Lots
Please note that all collection lots are sold on an “as-is” basis and therefore not returnable for any reason. Every attempt has been made to
provide an accurate description, and extensive imaging is available on our website. Most collection lots will contain stamps and/or covers
with varying imperfections or faults. We strongly suggest that all lots of interest be viewed in advance of the sale.
Please note that late payment for purchases may, at Daniel F. Kelleher’s option, be considered just cause to revoke all return privileges.

Live Bidding - at Home From Your Computer!
Participate comfortably in Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions from your home or office - Live on the Internet.
You hear the auctioneer, you see the current lots, you can bid in real time; it is fast, easy and comfortable.

What do I need to do to be able to bid in this sale LIVE at StampAuctionNetwork?

For clients already registered with both Kelleher and SAN
Log into StampAuctionNetwork http://stampauctionnetwork.com/LoginNew.cfm

I am a Current SAN client but not registered with Kelleher
Update your registration page after logging in at: http://stampauctionnetwork.com/Edit ureg.cfm, select Kelleher from the choices
underlined and press the Update Registration button to submit. This will send your request to the Kelleher Team for approval.

I am Currently a Kelleher Client but am NOT registered with Stamp Auction Network
You will have received an invitation to join Kelleher at SAN with a temporary username and password.
Follow the instructions or contact Kelleher.

I am a new client to Kelleher and SAN
Go to: www.kelleherauctions.com and select
“AUCTIONS” from the main menu.

Under “MEMBERSHIP” select “REGISTER”
complete the form (red highlighted areas mandatory) agree to the terms of sale and submit registration. A Kelleher team member will review and
approve or ask for additional information.

Kelleher Auctions Powered by
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Bidder approval in advance of the sale is required
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Biography
Benjamin J. Fishman, wholesaler

Benjamin J. Fishman, a retired wholesaler and founder of an international organization of stamp
collectors, died Wednesday of cancer at his home in Mount Washington.
Mr. Fishman, 83, retired in 1973 as the owner of Benjamin J. Fishman & Co. Inc., which sold bedroom,
bathroom and dining room linens and similar goods.
He had started in the business in 1927 as a bookkeeper for Abraham Baumblatt and bought the company from
Mr. Baumblatt’s estate in 1944. During World War II, he also worked as an inspector at the American Hammered
Piston Ring Division of the Koppers Co. In 1978, he founded the Israel Plate Block Society and was president of
the group and co-editor of its journal at his death. He sold his collection of American plate blocks and first-day
covers to buy his first home.
David Lebson, treasurer of the organization of collectors of blocks of stamps containing the plate number and
co-editor of the journal, described Mr. Fishman as a “helpful, considerate and gentle man who was dedicated to
the society.”
“He was always willing to share his knowledge or his services,” said Mr. Lebson.
He also marveled at Mr. Fishman’s memory, explaining that he would not take a list of coveted stamps to a show,
like most collectors. “He would carry it in his head,” Mr. Lebson said.
Mr. Fishman was also a founder, in 1945, of the League Chapter of the Labor Zionist Organization of America
and was its first president. Mr. Fishman was born in Mlynov, Russia, in 1910. He and his mother came to Baltimore in 1921 to join his father, who came here in 1912. He graduated from the Baltimore Hebrew High School in
1926 and two years later from the Baltimore Hebrew College and Teachers Training School, now the Baltimore
Hebrew University.
In 1933, he graduated from the Baltimore City College Evening School.
He was a life member of the Society of Israel Philatelists, a former president of its Baltimore chapter and a member of the American Philatelic Society and the Baltimore Philatelic Society.
He was also a member of the Jewish Historical Society of Maryland and the Beth Am Congregation. For 30 years,
he was a member of the Summit Country Club.

Jan Ovsey Sarkin, MD,

As many of you know, Jan was involved with hospice for many years. He had a philosophy
of embracing the art of dying by dancing with the elephants. Dying is so simple, yet we
make it so hard.
Facing elephants is something we often avoid. Most of us have elephants hidden in our
closets, or hidden in plain sight. These elephants are our big, unacknowledged fears.
Ask yourself: What are your elephants? What do you fear? Who gave you those elephants?
How can you learn to love and dance with your elephants?
We cannot learn to revere life if we cannot wrap our heats around the idea that suffering exists. The are of dancing with elephants is not the elimination of suffering. We don’t kill the
elephant. We learn to dance with it. All living being suffer. To revere life, we cannot remain in denial but must understand
that suffering and death are inevitable. This truth is not the end of the story but it is a necessary starting point on this journey.
Once we become comfortable with the idea that suffering exists, we need to learn to let go of fear and replace it with love.
For elephant dancers, celebration is a mindfulness training. Celebrate everything. We don not know what will happen tomorrow but we can find an excuse to celebrate today.
(Dancing With Elephants-Jarem Sawatsky)
Thank you for celebrating Jan’s life with us and helping us dance with the elephant. Shalom.
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AUTOGRAPHS

WORLDWIDE
1

Autographs Collections

Worldwide, Excellent and Diverse Collection of Autographs. Wonderful old-time assembly of approximately 40 items with
emphasis on explorers, politicians, generals and statesmen; some better items of interest show I.J. Paderewski, pianist and first
post-war Premier of Poland, ALS; Samuel F.B. Morse, ALS; Dwight Eisenhower LS as President of Columbia; a 1922 Sven Hedin
ALS; a 1754 Thomas Penn ALS; 1890 Fredrick Schwatka (arctic explorer) ALS; a handwritten 1863 note from Gen. Burnside; a
1937 Field Marshal Smuts ALS with South Africa Official stamp envelope; a 1906 Bradley S. Osbon LS on Arctic Club stationery;
a scarce 1848 ALS by Edmund Kirby (Smith) on Mexican stationery, undoubtedly seized during the war (Kirby later served as
a CSA General during the US Civil War); an 1899 Maximo Gomez signature; Harry Truman and Harold Ickes autographs on 3¢
Florida Centennial sheet of 50; an envelope written by German author Johann Wolfgang von Goethe with his family crest wax seal
on reverse; plus others; a lovely group, condition ranges on some as to be expected, be sure to view all items on the web. Shipping
charges apply - weight 6.2 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

UNITED STATES
General Collections
United States General Collections

2

U.S., Intact Useful Collection, 1845-1934 (Scott 9X1//CSA 14). In a single hingeless Schaubek album, offered intact as received
on the orders of the owner, most value is in the mint whose highlights includes: Unused/Mint includes as mounted:3; 18; 20; 22; 25;
28; 29; 30; 30A; 33; 35-39; 62; 64; 68-72; 73; 75-78; 85B; 86-91; 92-93; 96-99; 112-117; 119; 121;134-6; 145-8; 182-91; 206-11;
212-8; 219-27; 229; 230-245; 246-63; 264-76; 277; 279-84; 285-293; 294-9; 300-13; 315; 323-30;357-8; 362; 364; 366; 367-73;
331-42; 374-82; various Washington Franklin coils including pairs of: 351; 352-55; 385-6; 392-6; 397-403; 414-23; 424-40; 442-7
singles and pairs;452-8 singles and pairs; 459; 460; 465-480; 500-518; 523; 524; 547; 551-73; 581-91; 599A single and pair; 630;
634A; 658-79; Then Used: 9X1; 1-2; 12; 13-17; 19; 21; 27; 28A; 34; 67; 83; 84-85; 85C; 85E; 100-10; 118; 122; 129; 137-9; 141;
143-4; 534B schermack; Airmails Mint C1-18; E1-19; F1; Q1-12; JQ1-5; J1-6; J15-21; J22-8; J29-37; J38-44; J45-50; J52-8; J5960; J68-87; K1-17; CSA complete but for 2, 5 & frameline, the overall quality ranges from decent to spacefiller with some items
listed possibly not correctly, one must examine this highly valuable collection to readily assess its true value, the client collected
over seven decades and it wasn’t until his later success in life where he became more quality conscious and added nicer stamps, we
have conservatively estimated its value and it will surely have a huge catalog and re-sale value, a boon for the eBay/online dealer,
mostly Fine or better appearing. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $30,000 - 40,000

3

U.S., The “Only the Best Will Do” Collection, 1847-1938. A simply gorgeous, top-quality collection meticulously presented
in a Lighthouse hingeless album; begins with a four-margined #1b with light blue grid cancel and runs through the Prexies with
wonderful premium in-between; we note used 1869 Pictorials complete (#122 with 1989 PF certificate), solid Bank Notes (a mix
of mint and used), mint Columbians #230-238 & 241-244, First Bureaus to the 15¢, 1895 Bureaus complete (several never hinged,
#276A and 278 used), Trans-Mississippis including $1, Pan-Ams complete, #369, strong Washington-Franklins, Fourth Bureau
complete (#573 never hinged), C1-C6, C10a pane never hinged, C13-C15, C18, E1 & E3-E11, F1; nice mint and used Dues; Parcel
Posts through Offices in China complete, Ducks complete #RW1-RW35 (less #RW18), mint #O68 with 1981 PF certificate, and
much more besides; numerous certificates sprinkled throughout; an absolute must-see, Very Fine, imaged in full online. Shipping
charges apply - weight 5.6 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $25,000 - 30,000

4

U.S., Mouth-watering Mostly Mint Collection, 1847-1935. In a hingeless Lighthouse album, an extremely valuable and absolutely stunning collection from the very first page. Only a sprinkling of used, like #1, 2 and a complete set of the 1869 issue,
the mint highlights are overwhelming yes, the Zepps are here along with a complete set of the Columbians (239-40 NG) and
numerous other 19th century gems like a #2 (regummed), early issues with and without grill, both perf sets of the Panama-Pacific
Exposition, some hi-value Washingtons & Franklins like #423 NH and 523-24, 1922 issue with many NH and coils mostly in line
pairs, the White Plains sheet, Kansas/Nebraska overprints (#675 used), special delivery complete to 1925, an incredible offering
of postage dues, a set of Parcel Post and on and on and on. But you don’t have to take my word for it, have a look for yourself
either in person or online, Generally Fine to Very Fine or better. Shipping charges apply - weight 5 lbs. (photo on web site)
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
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5

U.S., Smithsonian Wine Revenue Holding, 1942-1954. Tens of thousands of pristine Revenues counted 100 to a glassine and
annotated with the Scott number in long black dealers boxes; generally about a thousand mint examples each from the 1942 Series
and later (RE108//RE201); 2014 Scott catalog value $1,326,550, Very Fine. (photo on web site)���������� Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

6

U.S., Wonderful Old-Time Mint Collection, 1887-1953. Neatly mounted on National pages, running from the late Bank Notes
on; formed in the 1950s-1960s, the collection is well-filled throughout with numerous highlights including #218, 219-229, 230244, 246-263 (no #261A), First Bureaus complete, #285-292, 294-299, 300-311, 397-400, 401-404, virtually complete Washington-Franklins including pairs, positionals and a Schermack-perforated pair; Fourth Bureaus complete including what appears to be
a #573a, nice Farleys, #C1-C6, C13-C15; 1934-41 Ducks, Special Deliveries complete to 1927, Parcel Posts and Offices in China
complete, and much more besides; all in wonderful condition with some flawlessly centered examples, private perforations, color
shades, etc., etc., etc., Fine to Very Fine with much better, a stellar holding, either to build on or to break down; see a solid selection
online. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs. Scott $70,000+ (photo on web site)����������������������������� Estimate $18,000 - 22,000

7

U.S., Attractive and Valuable Collection, 1847-1980. Neatly mounted in a Scott Specialty album with additional pages loose,
starting with a bold #1 (unused appearing, pen cancel removed) and a four-margined #2 (with red grid cancel), nicely filled to about
1918, and largely complete thereafter; majority used to 1870, with nearly all mint from there; much of note, a sampling including
used #12, 28 (vertical pair with blind perforations between), 69-72, 117, 121, 261 pair, 291, O15-O24, O35-O45, O72-O82, PN1PN18; unused/mint #24, 38, 68, 75, 113, 115, 230-242 (#241 used), 246-261, 261A, 264-278 (less #276A), 285-290, 292, 294299, 300-313, 479-480, 523-524, 547, C3, C6, K1-K16 (a pretty set), O1SD, O25SD, O57SD, O83SD; never hinged #323-325,
327, 328-330, 369, 658-668, 669-679, C5, C14; plus F grills complete mint and used, regular issue Bank Notes 1870-93 (most
mint), solid Washington-Franklins, Special Deliveries complete mint and used, a page of Schermack Type III perforations, nice
Dues, Parcel Post and Special Handling complete, nice Newspapers (including several proofs on card), eight pages of Locals, and
much more besides; some condition issues, but plenty of salable material; a must-see for the US dealer, Fine to Very Fine with
better throughout, see a sample online. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.4 lbs. (photo on web site)���� Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

8

U.S., Powerhouse Mostly Mint Collection, 1847-2020. Spectacular collection in black mounts on Minkus pages with plenty
of stamps most of us only dream about owning! Used #1-2, 37, 72, 120-22, 261A, 278 and a plethora of 19th-century mint with
an excellent selection of Bank Notes, and throughout, whether that be the 1902 issue, the Columbians, Washington/Franklins or
Air Mails, it’s in there! Virtually complete mint from the 1920s onwards, with most of the modern booklets also present. There
are some condition issues with the earlier issues as expected and some which appear unused may not be, but this is nevertheless
an upper echelon collection commanding attention, Generally Fine to Very Fine, If you are unable to visit us on-site, a portion of
this collection is viewable online in hi-res for scrutiny. Shipping charges apply - weight 28.4 lbs. (photo on web site)
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

9

U.S., Desirous Collection of mint and used, 1847-1934. In an American Heirloom hingeless album with selectively placed items
acquired over a lifetime, many useful and boasting some nicer quality scarce items, used : 2; 17; 18; 28; 29; 30; 31-32; 62B; 67; 75;
89-91; 95; 97-100; 118; 121; 122; 155; 191; 261A; plus many of the surrounding items, unused /mint includes: 9; 20; 24; 26-26a;
30A; 33; 35; 36; 36B; 37; 38; 63; 68-69; 70B, 71; 72; 76 (2 shades); 78; 87-8; 93; 96; 112-3; 116; 119; 120 (regum); 136; 45; 147;
156; 160; 166; 189; 212-8; 219-29; 230-42; 246-54; 257-9; 261; 266-278; 284; 285-91; 294-9; 300-313; 323-30; nice Washington
Franklins including 342; 367-73; 400; 403; 438; 505; plus the rest of the set less 500; 523; 547;51-73 with both shades of 573;
578-9; commems from here mostly complete and includes 630 and 658-79; Airnails complete including Zepps, a truly valuable
collection with some items incorrectly mounted and some condition issues but one will find a nice value here with some scarcer
items, viewing a breeze and will be rewarded, generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)������������ Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

10

U.S., Powerful Plate Blocks, Palo Album Collection, 1901-1937 (Scott 294//QE4). Lovely hingeless album filled with delectable and valuable commemorative, regular issue, airmail and BOB plate blocks, some are in fact well centerred and never hinged,
we note: #294-5; 325 (6); especially well centered; 327; 328-9; 367-8; 370-73; 397-8; 401-2; 537; 548=50; 551-572 with some
lovely full margined tops such as 570 & 572; 578-9;581-91; 595; 610-2; 614-23; 647-8; 658-68 and 669-79 both Kansas and Nebraska Complete; plus most of the surrounding 2¢ red plates; 692-701; 704-15 and complete to the Army-Navy Issue; Airmails
#C1-C2; C4; C6; C7-12; C16, also E12-14 each with wide Top Margins; QE3-4, a useful, compact and valuable holding offered
intact as received, there are some small faults and perf separations as one would expect but this is generally nicer than one encounters with some never hinged, take a look you will not be disappointed, generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $12,000 - 15,000
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U.S., Quality Curated Collection, mint and used, 1851-1952. In a single Scott Platinum hingeless album with slipcase, many
useful items abound and many in choice VF quality and some NH, we note used: 12; 14-5; 18 cert; 28 cert; 68-72; 76-8; 97; 101
cert; 116-9; 138; 151-55 (154 with cert); 160; 162; 165-6; 191; 261; 422-23; 440; 446-7; 460; 478; E1-5, the collection shifts to
predominantly mint at the turn of the century and includes unused/mint: 75; 145-7; 149; 156-59; 178; 182-5; 189; 205; 206-7;
209-11; 212-8 (2i8 cert regum); 219-28; 230-8; 240; 246; 248-58; 264-71 etra 271; 273-76A; 279-84; 285-90; 300-7; 309; 312
cert; 313; 326-7; 328-30; 367-73; quite a few Washington Franklins including some coils; 397-403; 407; 417-9; 438 cert; 452-7;
478-80; 500; 506-18; 547; 525-34A; 551-73; 578-8; 581-91; 595; 599A single and pair; 630; 658-79; plus other sets of the period;
Airnails complete to C36 except Zepps; F1; Q1-12; JQ1-5; J2-3; J6-7; J16; J24; J26, overall a delightful collection teaming with
quality that won’t disappoint, viewing in person to ascertain the true quality cannot be replaced, if you are planning on buying one
lot—- this is it, generally Fine to Very Fine with many better. (photo on web site)��������������������������������� Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

12

U.S., Match & Medicine Proof Collection, 1862-1883. About 140 private die proprietary die proofs drawn from the dean of
Revenue proof collectors, Morton Dean Joyce; includes many original pages hand lettered by the collector as well as counter pages
from the 1991 auction sale; there is no duplication noted and the quality of the material is extraordinary; many of the Match &
Medicine proofs from this collection had been previously unrecorded or unaccounted for; large die proofs many full sized; this
remarkable collection is fully imaged online; CV nearly $30,000; collectors of match, canned fruit, perfume, playing cards and
medicine re-Joyce, Fine to Very Fine, ex- Morton Dean Joyce. (photo on web site)������������������������������� Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

13

U.S., “Bedford” Booklet Bonanza, 1917-2015. Thousands of booklets whose aggregate Face exceeds $20,000 without accounting for the multitude of premium items; trove includes 27 BK68 ($100), BK108 ($150), BK109a ($150), 4 BK114 ($240), 17
BKC4 ($25) and 10 BKC16 ($65); BK105 has numerous partial plate numbers; panes without holes and tabs at bottom; Airmail
section very well represented; lots of value in tiny bundles, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 56 lbs. (photo on
web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

14

U.S., Old-Time Collection, 1847-1938. A mostly used holding lovingly presented and annotated on quadrille pages in a Frank
Godden binder, and a full run of the catalogue from the First Issue through far Back-of-the-Book, Confederate States, and Possessions; condition is most definitely mixed, but the collection holds a wealth of sought-after material with plenty of retail potential;
starts with a #1 with red grid cancel and runs from there, with most numbers present and many amazingly duplicated, most in
quantities up to five; we note #117 (4), 120 (3), 121 (2), strong Bank Notes with even 90¢ values duplicated, a complete Columbian set with two additional #244, one complete Trans-Mississippi set with another to the $1 and a third to 50¢ values, three
Pan-American sets, two Second Bureau, four each Louisiana Purchase, Jamestown, and Pilgrims; three Fourth Bureau, a ton of
Washington-Franklins, and much more besides, including a nice array of cancels; some faulty not counted in our estimate, Fine
to Very Fine, truly a must-see collection—they don’t make ‘em like this anymore. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.4 lbs. Scott
$80,000+ (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

15

U.S., Quality Mint and Used Collection, 1847-1975. Mounted in a National album using Scott’s original numbering system
(where our #1 is listed as #28) filled with sound quality items; starting with a four-margined #1, the collection starts to pick up
steam with the 1861 issue, with mint predominant from about 1881; much better material including used #71 (intriguing cancel),
75, 76, 78, 83, 116-117, 119, 155, 165, 191, 299, E1; mint #217, 229, 230-239, 276, 291, 294-298, 327 imprint single, extensive
Washington-Franklins including #528B, mixed mint and never hinged Kansas-Nebraskas complete, C1-C16 (#C4 never hinged),
E2-E5 (the last a plate number single), RW1; never hinged #224-225, 270, 286 plate number single, 289, 328-330, lovely mostly
never hinged Fourth Bureau, 630 (“dot over S” position 11), C18, F1, plus smatterings of cut squares and Revenues; generally
sound and clean; a grand foundation or solid stock, Fine to Very Fine or better, see a sampling online. Shipping charges apply weight 8 lbs. Scott $32,000+ (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

16

U.S., Powerful Postally Used Collection, 1845-1938. Schaubek hingeless album houses a tremendous, well populated collection;
includes Scott 9x1, 1 (2), 7, 10, 14, 15, 20, 23, 26A, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 36b, 37, 38, 70, 72 (2), 76, 77, 78, 79, 87, 89, 91, 95, 96, 98,
99, 101, 115, 117, 119, 120, 121, 151-154, 191, 230-240, 276a, 277, 291, 313, 352, 353, 395 LP, 396, 630 S/S, Kansas-Nebraska,
and ends with the Prexies; higher values tend to have issues but show well; consignor’s effort to obtain well centered examples with
light cancels makes for a truly desireable collection, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs. (photo on web site)
��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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17

U.S., Superb Mint & Used Collection, 1846-1984. It is evident from the very first page that this collector had a true love for
philately. Each page is handmade, annotated with useful information and Scott #. Above all, not just any stamp was selected for
this collection, but one with superb centering and richness of color, used stamps gently cancelled, many with fancy cancels, and
for unused, many lightly or never hinged. The collection is entirely used until 1910 and mint thereafter, runs until 1933 but also
includes a collection of coils in pairs or strips (mostly line) until 1984. Among the many highlights are 9X1, 1, 10, 14, 15, 17 (with
cert), 29 (with cert), 36, 89, 90, 115, 151, 154, 163, 166, and mint 226, 227, 229 (with cert), 256, 258, 259, 275, 282C, 283, 291,
342, 369 (with cert), 439, 524 (NH), E1 (NH with cert), E3, E5, J4, J27, J36b (with cert), J37, J76, Q12, Almost all Fine to Very
Fine and better, Please view the images online for a closer look, ex-Gillette. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.8 lbs. (photo on web
site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

18

U.S., Valuable Mint Collection, 1847-1980. A Minkus 2-volume set, volume 1 runs until 1944 with some very hi-value 19th
century, among them 17, 121, 151, 217 all with certificates as well as other nice Bank Notes, a #1 (NG, thin), the Columbians up
to the 30¢, 1902 issue up to the 15¢, some scarcer Washington/Franklins, 1922 issues with Kansas/Nebraska overprints, a nice
selection of early postage dues, E1-2 and much more. Volume 2 has cut squares in used condition, but entires and postal cards are
mint until 1980. There are also over 50 booklet panes including C10a, but the real value is without question the first volume. The
certificates mention regumming, reperfing and/or various repairs, and additional items in collection show signs, but nevertheless,
this is a collection of considerable value and will enable you to scratch off a number of those items on your want list! Condition
will vary but are generally Fine to Very Fine, Portions viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.6 lbs. (photo on web
site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

19

U.S., Enchanting Collection of Predominantly used, 1851-1950. On double-sided International pages earlies in mounts,
hand-selected for quality and appearance, we saw some flaws here and there on the classics but many items are what we refer to
as “sexy fish”, noting: 12; 17; 29; 36; 37-8; 67; 68-70; 72; 112-7; 120-22; Banknotes including 90¢ values, proofs; 219-29; 230-9;
246-60; 264-77; 285-292; 294-9; 300-11; 323-47; many others including a 630 s/s mint; 658-79 and into the Farleys; C1-6; C18;
E1-7; Q1-12 lus cut squares; unused RW1-7and CSA 6-8 & 12 end the story, what a lovely captivating collection that once you see
it you will want it, overall Very Fine with many upwards to XF. (photo on web site)��������������������������������� Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

20

U.S., Stamped Envelopes & Wrapper Stock, 1863-1986. 70,000+ stamped envelopes and wrappers organized by Scott number
in more than 175 boxes ranging from U56//U610 and UC1//UC48; quantities range from modest to gargantuan (14 page inventory
included); catalog $240,000++ and Face exceeds $3,800, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)�������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

21

U.S., Pulchritudinous Plate Block Bonanza, 1893-1970. Presented in mounts or in glassines in five albums, plus an additional
group of glassines with better, an outstanding holding with loads of surprises—not to mention value; majority of items run mid1920s to 1970, but note earlies as well including a choice never hinged #231, a pretty #233 hinged, #666 never hinged, plus plenty
of 2¢ Reds and 3¢ Purples, Prexies to 50¢, nice Airs including Transports complete, etc., etc.; many never hinged with numerous
sought-after wide tops; pretty and fresh; appear sound, though expect the possible reinforcement or otherwise on the earlies, Fine
to Very Fine with better throughout, well worth review; see a sample online. Shipping charges apply - weight 22.4 lbs. (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

22

U.S., Very Impressive Mint & Used Collection, 1852-1994. A hingeless 2-volume Scott National with a vast array of nice classics and from the mid-20’s to 1989 collection of mint which looks as if it may be complete. Used highlights include #9, 36, 69,
76, 77, 121, 160, 190, 261, 311, 342, 523, and mint 237, 239, 245 (LH), 285-93, 294-99, 323-27, 369, 630, 658-79, 834, C13-15,
K1-16. Also includes a second collection in a Liberty Album from 1861-1981. Nowhere near the caliber of the other collection,
there are still some better sets and singles, and a nearly complete collection of mint from 1940 onwards, as well as a stack of mint
blocks and mini-sheets mostly 29¢ & 32¢ and stocksheets filled with mint and used duplicates. If you’re ready to bump up your
collection of U.S., this is the lot for you! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 21 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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U.S., Wonderfully Diverse Collection, 1851-2008. Tremendous material grouped on black display cards, album pages and black
stock cards; Scott (unused unless noted) O57P4-O71P4, K-6, K-17 (MNH), K-18 (MNH), 115, 116, 123, 287, 288, 291, 300-309,
314-320, 344-347 PB, 399, 403, 452 LP, 480 MNH, 535 centerline block, 523 MNH plate single, 542; Scott (used) 17 (2), 69 (2),
70 (2), 71, 76 (2), 77 (3), 78 (5), 90 (2), 112 (2), 113 (2), 115, 117, 118 (2); Admiral Byrd 2nd Antarctic expedition crew envelope, 14 flight covers (1928-1976), 9 National Air Mail Week envelopes, Philippine Revenue on document, unused postal entires
from Hawaii and Philippines, Austrian AMG Postage Due J189-J203; matched set Scott 482 PB of 6 MNH; Scott 7 and 9 (7)
with APEX certs; RS9 Type I with cert; album page of CSA stamps without expertizing; RI1-RI13 potato stamps on page, Motor
Vehicle tax stamps on stack card, E-3 mint, 18 Q1-Q5 used and unused Parcel Post Q1-Q12 (with extra Q1-Q3, Q11); a dozen
Special Handling stamps; Newspaper stamps PR9, PR15, PR16, PR120, PR121 (used with fancy cancel and cert), PR103, PR114PR125; package wrapper cover mailed from Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) Camp in 1937; 3 frauds modified to appear rare
and 8 Pony Express forgeries with APEX certs; album pages with 49 booklet panes (1916-1974); Scott catalog exceeds $26,500;
wonderful material for the discerning eye, Fine to Very Fine, see a sampling online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,500 - 6,000

24

U.S., Powerful Mint & Used Collection, 1847-1978. Housed in a massive one-volume hingeless Scott album, this collection
starts off with a gorgeous #1 and doesn’t let up. Duplicates were saved in the same mount and don’t be surprised if you uncover
some for the higher values as well. Most of the goodies are also here - the White Plains sheet, the Zepps (C13 has a thin but C14
is NH) and countless classics. As should be expected, condition will vary among the higher values, but for the most part, this is a
very sound collection of Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.8 lbs. (photo on web site)� Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

25

U.S., Postal History Collection, 1853-1950s. Over 900 covers encompassing a variety of collecting fields beginning with a handful of stampless covers and nearly 100 19th-century covers chronicling the postal history of Georgia, many with CDS. You’ll also
find a large quantity of used and some unused postal stationery, picture postcards, Zeppelin Mail, U.S. Possessions, First Flights,
Airport Dedications and more. Sample images available online., Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.2 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,500 - 4,500

26

U.S., Airs to Officials Collection. Neatly mounted in a 3-ring Scott Specialty binder on National pages with additional material on Vario-style stockpages; well-filled Airs include mint #C1-C6 (#C5 never hinged), C13, C18 (2), some plate blocks, etc.;
never hinged #E7, E9, E11 and F1; #PR123, PR124, never hinged Parcel Posts complete ($1 with detached plate number selvage
tab), Postal Insurance booklets, some Dues, even a quintet of Confederate States; nice quality throughout, with cancels of interest, Fine to Very Fine, well worth inspecting, in-person or online (imaged in full). Scott $14,000 (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

27

U.S., Attractive Mint and Used Classics Collection, 1851-1940. Mounted on two sets of album pages, one mostly mint, the second used, housed in a National album; nice early material including cancels of interest, parallel mint and used Columbian set to the
50&cent (some mint never hinged), #300-310 mint, good selection of Washington-Franklins, two #630, Fourth Bureaus complete
less #558, Kansas complete, Nebraska less 9¢ & 10¢, #C18, some better used Officials including mid- to high values, used Parcel
Posts complete, plus Post Office Seals, cut squares, Telegraphs, and more besides; a few condition issues, but generally fresh and
sound, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, an enticing holding for collector and dealer alike. Scott $20,000+ (photo on web
site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

28

U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1852-1934. Blackmounted in a Scott National album and mostly used until 1920, a wonderful
selection of 19th century with 1851/57/61/67 issues, Bank Notes, 1869 pictorials, Columbians up to 50¢, a nice representation
of officials and postage dues, and a sprinkling of Shanghai overprints. Washington/Franklins are also strong with some very nice
coils, both in singles and pairs. There are many individual highlights to speak of, #72, 155, E1, O1, PR5-7, but let’s let the pictures
speak for themselves (viewable online), For the most part, a very sound collection of Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply weight 4 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

29

U.S., Mostly Mint Collection, 1902-2009. Stamps in mounts on album pages in nine binders, which also seemed to double as a
stockbook with tons of duplicates both mint and used throughout. Loaded with mini-sheets and booklets often in triplicate or more
add up to tremendous face value; a conservative estimate after 1970 would be in the $2,500 range. There are also some quality
items in the collection, especially in the Ducks with a virtually complete collection from 1957-2009 as well as RW5 with o.g. and
RW17 with plate number, Fine to Very Fine, Inspection encouraged. Shipping charges apply - weight 55 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 3,500
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30

U.S., Very Impressive Plate Block Collection, 1909-1977. 10-volume collection mounted on Minkus and Scott pages with overlapping year spans, and virtually complete from 1930 onwards with some B-O-B. Some very nice items here, among them #370,
548-50, 610-12, 614-16, 617-19, 620-21, 647-48, 704-15 (2), 756-65, 834, 1053. In addition, there are also some blocks without
plate # and a few booklet panes, including a very nice example of 301c. Mostly NH including some of the above-mentioned, Fine
to Very Fine, Images available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 39 lbs. (photo on web site)���������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

31

U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1978-2020. Very nearly complete collection of plate blocks mounted in Minkus and White Ace
albums. Also includes the numerous booklets, mini-sheets and a few thousand forever stamps which add up to enormous face value
of over $6,000, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 38 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

32

U.S., Unexploded Booklet Stash, 1939-1970. Massive holding including 2 BK33 ($3,500), 9 BK42 ($1,240), 21 BK54 ($1,785),
12 BK55 ($1,320), 17 BK56 ($1,275), 17 BK57 ($1,700), 2 BK62 ($1,000), 3 BK63 ($675), 7 BK68 ($700), BK69 ($400), 4 BK75
($260), 2 BK79 ($170), 48 BK80 ($480), 30 BK81, 30 BK82, BK83 ($900), 2 BK84 ($250), 2 BK89 ($250), 11 BK90, 11 BK92
($350), 24 BK93 ($900), BK94 ($350), 3 BK96, 3 BK98, 4 BK100 ($340), 45 BK102 ($900), 43 BK103 ($1,935), 3 BK104, 7
BK105, BK106, 17 BK107 ($510) and hundreds more; consignor collected Scott 1889a plate numbers 1-14 (missing 9, 11 & 12);
bonus 150 Canal Zone booklets for letter and Airmail rates; tremendous collection with early booklet catalog value exceeding
$20,000+, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

33

U.S., Flat Plate Coil Rolls, 1910-1914. Complete 500 stamp rolls of Scott 390, 410 (2), 441, and 70 examples of 442; one of the
rolls still has the original Post Office Department wrapper; cataloged as MNH pairs with no premium taken for guide line pairs
which add significant value; catalogs $31,000+, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)����������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

34

U.S., Revenues, A Century of Taxation Collection, 1862-1962. Neatly presented in a Scott Specialty binder plus a store-bought
binder holding a mix of album pages, along with a small handful of not-yet-mounted items on 102 or 106 cards; holding covers
nearly the full gamut of Scott’s R-numbers, the Scott album starting with solid perforated First Issues, some attractive bicolor Second and Third Issues, a well-filled Wines cabinet (including Wines and Rectified Spirits from Puerto Rico), Playing Cards, Narcotics, Telegraphs, Potatoes, Ducks, uncommon Customs stamps for Imported Cigars, etc., etc.; the second binder dedicated to Match
and Medicines, with plenty of attractive, generally sound material to please the eye, condition varies as always, but generally Fine
to Very Fine with better throughout, an appealing lot; imaged in full online. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.4 lbs. (photo on web
site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

35

U.S., Gorgeous Mint Collection, 1857-1934. Here’s a collection that may have very well never been opened for over a half-century. There are two small albums with most stamps looking as fresh as the day they were issued! Hinged on pages and attractively
arranged, in addition to singles you will also find blocks, many of them with plate number, booklet panes, and coil pairs very often
with line and other extras like stocksheets filled with NH coil strips and plate blocks, mostly Prexies but others too, and a couple
of stocksheets of early mint Canada, like #104-22 (missing 116) as well as NH blocks of 104, 105, 107, 109, 110, 112, 113, 117.
Have a look for yourself; the U.S. albums are viewable online in full., Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

36

U.S., Handsome Plate Block Collection, 1924-2001. Presented in three albums plus a stockbook, fresh and appearing sound
across the board, with most material running into the 1950s (Airmails continue to the near-present); light duplication, blocks with
plate numbers, normal blocks accompany, but many prime items including Prexies, Liberty and Prominent Americans complete,
Famous Americans complete, nice array of 2¢ Reds, #C7-C9, C10, C11, C20-C22, Transports complete, and much more besides,
with many never hinged and including many a wide top; a great foundation on which to build, or a grand restocking opportunity
with plenty of modern to serve (if you wish) as postage, Very Fine on the whole, well worth the time to review. Shipping charges
apply - weight 13.4 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

37

U.S., Sterling Selection of Postal Stationery Entires. Several hundred pieced in total, all mint or unused, solidly geared toward
the 19th century; generally clean and sound, with paper shades and knife sizes readily apparent, and we wouldn’t put it past there
being some die varieties as well; note Grant lettersheet, Columbians, Washington Bicentenary issues, even some 20th century
Canal Zone items; also note numerous albino impressions, miscuts, and more to add a little more spice; some with corner cards or
pre-printed addresses, but most appear fresh from the Post Office, often in light to useful duplication, Very Fine overall, well worth
review. Scott approximately $9,000 (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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38

U.S., Airmail, High-Altitude All-Mint Collection, 1918-33. If only all holding patterns were as thrilling as this; mounted mostly
various album pages, a complete Airmail collection for the period, including two complete #C13-C15 sets, plate blocks of #C7C24, a block of four #C3a reproductions by Winter, plus additional material including oversized plate blocks of #QE1-QE3; fresh,
sound, and generally with superior centering, many items additionally never hinged (as noted on the pages), Very Fine overall,
imaged in full online. Scott $5,700 (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

39

U.S., Commemoratives Collection, 1893-1940. Essentially complete in mounts on White Ace pages - apparently missing only
the 1898 $2 Trans-Mississippi, the 1901 10c Pan American (a used copy is present) and the 1909 Hudson-Fulton imperf, everything
else is present with Columbians to the $5 with an extra $2 (2), $4 and $5 value, Trans-Mississippi to the $1, Pan Pacific including
the perf 10s, White Plains S/S, etc., condiition will be a bit mixed including some regumming, without gum, occasional reperf,
some minor faults etc. with most of these confined to the pre-1930s issues, many of the later issues arwe NH, VG-VF, considerable
catalog value and a collection needing carefu inspection. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

40

U.S., All American Mint Single Collection, 1902-1980. Minkus album populated with unused in clear mounts; includes 305-308,
331-340, 343-347, 501-508, 551-573, Kansas-Nebraska, Prexies, and good coverage between 1925 and 1980; Airmail (less C1315) to 1944; condition varies and often hinged; bright color and attractive centering, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply
- weight 3.8 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

41

U.S., Mostly Airmail, Lovely Selection of Plate Blocks, 1918-41. 23 items in total on album or black stockpages; comprises #C1,
C3, C4-C6, C7-C9 (#C9 a plate of nine), C18 (plus a block of four with plate number), C22, C24, C31, all never hinged with fresh
gum except #C3 (hinged in selvage only, stamps never hinged), C4 (lightly hinged) and C24 (disturbed gum); also includes a full
set of National Parks plates—great destinations for all those flights, Fine to Very Fine or better, see them all online. (photo on web
site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

42

U.S., Powerful and Extensive Marginal Markings and Booklet Collection and Stock. Useful and substantial horde, comprising nine or ten volumes of plate, ZIP or other marginal markings blocks, with better plates including #328, lots of 2¢ Reds,
Famous Americans, #1030-1053, C8-C10, C12, C20-C22, C24, C25-C31; excellent never hinged booklet panes like #319g, 331a,
332a, 375a (2), 405b (2) 406a, 463a, 501b, 502b, plus a lovely 1¢ AEF pane (#498f); in addition, there are packed shoeboxes, each
containing complete booklets and plate blocks in quantities; worthwhile accumulation to say the least, Fine to Very Fine or better,
inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 58 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

43

U.S., Substantial and Diverse Tail-End of a Mighty Consignment. A wonderful and valuable old-time assembly including a
vintage red Scott American album containing nothing but nice cut squares and Revenues, the latter including #R40a-R42a, R44aR49a, R52a, R57a-R62a, R81a, R82a, R85a, R91a, R97c-R98c, R100c-R101c, R123-R125, R127-R128, R145-R147, etc.; we also
note a small but cheeky group of covers including some nice 19th century usages, several nice crash covers, private perforation
covers, etc.; additionally, look for a couple small stockbooks of coils, with duplicated pairs and line pairs, Ducks including loads
of plate blocks like #RW38-RW42, RW43 (2), RW44, RW45 (2), RW46-RW54, RW64-RW67, RW69-RW70, RW72 and others;
fun to wade through and figure, Fine to Very Fine, inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 10 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

44

U.S., Powerful Mint Officials Collection, 1873-1911. A dynamite collection of Officials, most have OG and many with still
vibrant color. A couple of proofs are noted, but otherwise complete sets of the Department of Agriculture, Interior, Post Office,
Treasury, and both paper varieties for the War Department. Hinged on Scott pages, the only downside is that many of the stamps
are adhering to the paper, but in the hands of someone with the care and patience needed, there is over $20,000 in catalogue value
waiting to be rescued! The bulk are Fine to Very Fine, All pages viewable online. (photo on web site)����� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

45

U.S., Rotary Coil Rolls, 1916-1922. Partial rolls of early coils with estimated quantities including Scott 486 (500), 488 (400), 489
(400), 490 (400), 492 (300), 494 (30) and 496 (400); some of the original Post Office Department wrapper are included; cataloged
as MNH pairs with no premium taken for guide line pairs which add significant value; catalogs $20,100+, Fine to Very Fine. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

46

U.S., Bedford’s Best Postal Stationery, 1853-1874. 38 key early postal entires; all are mint except for one exceptional postally
used cover (U29); this top shelf collection consists of Scott U12, U17 ($625), U28 (2), U29 (2), U30 ($3,250) U36 (3), U42, U53
(2), U67 (3), U67a, U68 ($600), U70, U71, U72, U93, U94, U97, U99, U101 (2), U102, U104, U107 (2 at $600), U203 ($750),
U207 (3), U209 and U350a ($1,100); catalog exceeds $16,000 you have the rest, now get the best, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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47

U.S., All the Ducks in a Row, 1934-2012. Attractive Federal Duck stamps from 1934-2012 unused and complete mounted on
album pages in a slender binder; of the 100 stamps, all appear MNH except RW1 and RW6-RW8; black stock pages house plate
blocks of JDS9-JDS23; autographed RW74b and RW75b; Virginia (VA1) PB of 10; Canadian in presentation folder FWH1, FWH2
(2), FWH3 (2), FWH4 (2), FWH5 (3), and FWH6; owners cat $6,500+, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

48

U.S., Revenues, Whopping Collection, 1862-1955. Many thousands of Federal and State Revenue stamps with Distilled Spirits,
Cigars, Documentary, Narcotics (including full sheets of 1¢ and 2¢), Snuff, parchment paper Cotton Revenue tag (with razor-sharp harpoon), Gin Rosin, 1933-35 metal Cotton tags, Lock Seal (sheet of 10 Scott #LS106), Manufacturer of Tobacco
(1881 Series) book with eight stubs and one unissued certificate, exquisite SPECIMEN engine-turned Washington design in
blue (for hydrometer or lock seal?), over a hundred on document; considerable catalogue value with much to discover; powerful
collection for the savvy Back-of-the-Book specialist, Fine to Very Fine, see a solid sampling online. Shipping charges apply weight 13.5 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

49

U.S., 19th & 20th Century Stockbook Selection. Pretty mint and used holding neatly arranged in a thick stockbook (only partially filled, leaving plenty of room for additions), with stamps through about 1940; stamps run from the 1851 issue, with some
interesting cancels, and include better such as used #291-293, two #505 error blocks (the error stamps never hinged), Bank Notes,
Columbians up to 50¢, etc., etc.; no howling rarities, but solid additions to any collection, with plenty of retail potential to boot,
Fine to Very Fine, see it all online. Scott approximately $10,000 (photo on web site)�������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

50

U.S., Multi-Volume Collection, Stock and Face Lot, 1851-. The heart of the collection two slipcased National albums; 19th century light and used, mixed mint and used to about 1925, whereafter everything (or nearly so) is mint and presumed never hinged,
including a nice array of earlier booklet panes; several binders of stockpages with plate blocks (front-of-book and Airmail), modern
postal stationery, a light mix of First Day Covers, etc.; also a stack of material from the 1980s to early 2000s, including booklets,
full panes, coil strips, miniature and souvenir sheets, etc.; a smattering of commercial usages, a glassine bag of joint issues, etc.,
etc.; two lightly filled but fully serviceable Traveler Stamp Albums, an actual mixed bag of foreign, etc.; well worth review by the
dealer looking for a clean collection ready for onward sale, solid albums, or a way to avoid lines at the Post Office (there’s plenty
of face here), Fine to Very Fine with much better throughout, well worth review. Shipping charges apply - weight 58 lbs. (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

51

U.S., Airmail Sheet Collection, 1926-1957. Old time collection balance and duplicates in three small stock books and group
of White Ace pages, each page carefully totalled with the Scott value of that page with plenty of useful and nice singles, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.8 lbs. Scott approximately $21,000 (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

52

U.S., Express Company Related Ephemera, 1846-1880. Large binder packed with a few hundred mid 19th century items including stage notices, Bill of Lading books, parcel receipts, COD envelopes, letterhead, postal cards, telegraph messages and telegrams; companies include United States Express, Western Express, Excelsior Line, American Express, Adams Express, Ludlow,
Cheney, Fiske, Snow’s European Express, Southern Express, Harnden Express, Putney’s Express, Eastern Express, Bill Brothers,
Beal’s Nantasket Beach Express, Lawrence Express, United States & Canada Express, Jones Express, Westcott Express, Western
Union Telegraph, Wells Fargo, Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph, Central Vermont Railroad Telegram, and Trans-Atlantic Cablegram;
delicious, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.8 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������ Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

53

U.S., Unexploded Booklet Collection, 1917-1964. Excellent intact old time generally F-VF or better collection; from BK53//
QI1-5 including BK53, BK63 (miscut cover/panes), BK67 (cover folds), BK69, BK85, BK87, BK94, BK96-9 (extra 97), BK1069, BKC1-13, and BKC18-19; total Scott without premium for positions exceeds $6,000; includes $300 Face val for other booklets,
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.6 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

54

U.S., Definitives and Back-of-the-Book Collection, 1847/1963. 19th century nearly all used and the 20th mostly all mint though
a some earlier in the period without gum or regummed, starts with a lightly canceled 4-margined (close but clear) #1 plus 30A
used, 35 used (VF), 1861/68 perforated issue complete used (very mixed centering), 1869s to 15c used, useful selection of used
Banknotes to 90c values, 19th century Bureaus mixed unused and used incl 276-77 regummed, 311 mint, 312 regummed, nice
group of Washington-Franklins to the $5 values, 658-68 mint, etc., also includes some extras on stockacrds with 70-72 used, 191
used, 311-12 used, 572-73 mint, etc., usual mixed condition and centering especially in the pre-1920s issues with some regum/
reperf/ small faults, VG-VF, plenty of value here but needs careful viewing. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.1 lbs. (photo on web
site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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55

U.S., Rotary Press Coil Partial Rolls, 1930-1932. Partial rolls with estimated quantities from Scott 686 (roll of 1000, partial of
900, and partial of 100), 687 (300), 722 (3 rolls of 500, a partial of 450 and another of 300) and 723 (250); cataloged as MNH pairs
with no premium taken for guide line pairs which add significant value; catalogs $15,500+, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

56

U.S., Superb, Specialized Postal Stationery Selection. Neatly presented specialist’s selection of approx. 50 items, postal cards
or entires, the majority selected to show a wide range of errors & varieties. Some highlights show #U471e, U632a, UX72a, U458m
var, triple surcharge, 2 inverted on front, 1 on reverse, UXC1a FDC, 3¢ Wells Fargo entire with “Loon Creek Express Paid”
imprint, U619a, U621a (APS cert.), U605a-b, U605 var with all colors omitted, UX122 non-denominated essay, UX124-125,
unissued 16¢ value cards, an 1870 U82 Wells Fargo from Eureka N.B. to Maine, a U221 with “Clarkes Centennial Express to the
Black Hills” etc. imprint, UX12 & 14 showing splendid NY Bay designs (Burdick #83v6 & 136v13), a 3¢ entire with blue “Red
River Steamboat” h/s, and loads more including miscuts, color shifts, etc, Lovely specialist holding, largely Fine to Very Fine, be
sure to view in its entirety on the web. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

57

U.S., Extraordinary Picture Postcard Collection, 1903-1942. Approximately 800 antique postcards beautifully presented in
four Leuchtturm albums; these premium cards were carefully curated are are an absolute delight to view; Patriotics, Happy New
Year, 1901 Pan American Expo, leather cards, Barham (6 different), Boileau (13 different), Brundage (6 different), Clay (10 different), mechanical cards, Buster Brown (3 different), autographs of Bob Walkey, Debbie Reynolds, Jack Dempsey, “hold to the
light”, turn of the century hand painted, Hudson-Fulton, Hillson (4 different), Green Santa (6), Russell (6 different), a few San
Francisco 1915 Exposition, a dozen turn of the century Native Americans, Illustrated Card Co (7 different), Valentine’s Day, Sing
Fat Bazaar (13 different), Thanksgiving Day, made from stamps, artist signed (15), Kenyon, Leap Year, embossed with cloth clothing, Blue Santa (10), Brown Santa (6), and pop-up cards; virtually all premium material; owner’s retail price $13,400, Fine to Very
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 16 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

58

U.S., Mostly Mint Collection, 1857-1959. In multiple parts, beginning with a Scott Commemorative album from 1959 with
spaces for both singles and blocks. Outside of a few used, entirely mint attractively arranged in black mounts and almost complete
from 1925 on. There are also additional pages added for plate blocks and regular issues, two mint sheet folders, packets of mint
singles and blocks and a dozen covers, two of them from the Civil War era. You’ll find many better mint singles and blocks, such
as 230-39 (230-32 also as blocks), 285-90 (285-86 also as blocks), 294-99, 323-26, 328-29 (blocks), 369, 397-99, 401-02, 80334, C4 (block) and others. Also accompanying this collection is a Scott UN album until 1958 which is über-complete with blocks
both with and without inscription, postal stationery and 79 FDCs, Fine to Very Fine Online images available for closer inspection.
Shipping charges apply - weight 17.2 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

59

U.S., Mostly Mint Scott National Collection, 1851-1977. While there are a few stray postally used stamps the vast majority are
unused in black mounts; includes Scott# 214, 230-233, 235-239, 294-299, 300-309, 508-512, 548-550, 614-619, 730-731, Kansas-Nebraska, National Parks, Prexies to $5 Coolidge, Liberty Series to $5 Hamilton, C1-12, C16-83, and Q1-12 used; album in
great condition and ready to be built, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.7 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

60

U.S., Airmail, Attractive and Valuable Selection, 1918-52. A holding pattern you’ll actually enjoy; presented on extensively
annotated (typed!) quadrille pages and black stockpages; quadrilles present mounted #C1-C15 with information on each issue and
each stamp individually, with plate number singles of #C6 and C7-C9, and two sets of Zeppelins; stockpages offer duplicates for
sale, with blocks of four of #C7, C8 (2), C10 and C18, along with plate blocks of #C19 and C46; a pretty, fresh group with centering
ranging from the solid to the sublime, Very Fine on the whole, imaged in full online. (photo on web site) Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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61

U.S., Large Balance Lot to Explore, 1851-2005. Davo 6 volume hingless albums with slipcases, mixed used and unused with
many spaces to 1940 left to fill, did note attractive Scott 240 with faint cancel, 260, 311, 523, 524, and E1-E6; box of better
material including partial sheet of 24 stamps (including plate number) of Scott 715, hundreds of better Revenues in glassines and
102 cards heavy in higher denomination Documentary, Tobacco, State Ducks and much more; 1940-1989 plate blocks in two
volumes; Airmail singles 1941-2010 on custom pages; Airmail plate blocks C23-C130; Rapkin specialist album with unused singles and blocks in the 1925-1933 period; beautifully mounted revenue stamped paper includes RN-D1, RN-B24, RN-P5 and
RN-Q1; about 100 modern GB blocks (minimal duplivation) in glassines; 90+ oversized black cards as issued by the Royal Mail
with new commemorative sets; 19 WWII era Censored military mail to Maine; Scott Great Britain Specialized with pages to
2010 moderately populated with mixture of used and unused, including Scott used 26, 28, 49-51, 54, 55, 57, 111-122, 139,
173, 179, 180; stockbook with hundreds of Revenues including playing cards, motor vehicles and telegraph; slender stockbook of
Locals (not expertized) including Pomeroy, Hussey’s, American Letter Carriers, Pony Express, Boyd’s and Empire City
Dispatch; Rotnem Precancel Album with quadrille pages and 150-200 precancels mounted with hinges; stockbook with mint and
used Airmail, Special Delivery and Parcel Post; Lighthouse hingeless Great Britain unused collection with a start on Victoria,
KEVII, KGV and KGVI (catalog approx $2,000); deceptively nice, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 120 lbs.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

62

U.S., If It Quacks Like a Duck, 1934-2010. 184 mostly unused Federal Ducks; includes $1 (49), $2 (25), $3 (19), $5 (15), $7.50$12.50 (48) and $15 (28) with most $1 ungummed, most $2-$3 hinged and most later material MNH; RW1 (1 unused, 2 used),
RW2, RW3 (2), RW4 (2), RW5 (4), RW6 (3), RW7 (3), RW8 (2), RW9 (2), RW10 (3), RW11 (7), RW12 (5), RW13 (5), RW14
(4), RW15 (3), RW16 (3), RW17, RW18, RW19 (3), RW20 (4), RW21, RW22 (3), RW23 (3), RW24 (2), RW25 (3), RW26, RW27
(3), RW28, RW29, RW30 (3), RW31 (2), RW32, RW33, RW34 (2), RW35, RW36 (2), RW37 (2), RW38 and many more; several
plate singles as well as a few $12.50 and $15 plate blocks; tremendous catalog for the dealer with Duck clients, Fine to Very Fine.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

63

U.S., Better Singles Collection, 1851-1990. Lighthouse pages well-populated with US mint and postally used stamps; used include 9, 10, 12, 13, 36, 37, 64, 70, 70a, 71, 75, 76, 98, 112-117, 119, 121, 145-153, 156-166, 190, 191, 217, 218, 229, 239, 260,
276, Kansas-Nebraska mixed used and unused, and a good selection of Special Delivery; Unused include 230-238, 240, 287, 288,
290, 294-299, mostly unused 1929-1980, C1-C5, C7-C13, and C18; condition varies widely and examination encouraged, Fine to
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

64

U.S., Washington Booklet Panes, 1908-18. Clean, nicely presented collection of 1¢-3¢ Washington booklet panes along with
a few complete booklets. Arranged by catalog number from 332a to 502b, some with many examples of different plate numbers
arranged in ascending order, as well as an array of plate number singles. Owner places CV of $7000+ By George, this is a nice lot!
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.8 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

65

U.S., “It’s Duck Season!” Collection, 1934-2002. Nothing Daffy about this one—a stunner of a holding complete to 2002 for
sheet stamps, plus a 2001 Junior Duck Stamp and 1998-2002 self-adhesive sheetlets; mixed hinged and never hinged (noted on
album pages), with numerous plate number singles including #RW1; fresh throughout, most with superior centering, Fine to Very
Fine with much better, take a gander online—imaged in full. Scott $5,514 (photo on web site)����������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

66

U.S., Advanced Postal Stationery Collection, 1873-1913. [Binder 1] 145+ curated postal cards in a G&K binder; mint and
postally used examples with mild duplication and annotated with Scott catalog number and value; unused include UX1 ($375),
UX3 (3), UX5 (3), UX6, UX7 (5), UX8 (11), UX9, UX10 (2), UX11, UX12, UX13, UX14 (4), UX15, UX18, UX19 (2), UX20,
UX21 (2), UX22 (2), UX23, UX24, UX28, UX29, UX30, UX270 ($550), S44-27 ($130) UY1, UY2, UY5 ($175); Puerto Rico
UX1 ($165), Cuba UX2, Hawaii UX8; mint Columbian Exposition cards; numerous better postally used classic cards and overprint
varieties; [Binder 2] 125+ mostly 19th century postal cards in 3 ring binder; many annotated with Scott catalog number and priced
between $15-30 each with better usage and interesting markings; early cards addressed to Swizerland, Belgium, Germany, Canada,
and Holland; some censored and a few APO noted; several included for superior cancellations; several UX1 as well as UX3, UX6,
UX7, UX15, UY2 and UY4; a pair of scarce 1889 experimental Washington DC machine cancels; “South Carolina Inter-State and
West Indian Exposition 1901-1902” slogan flag cancel; most postally used but includes some early in mint condition; very interesting work for the specialist or dealer in search of eye candy; view in person or online to whet your appetite, Fine to Very Fine.
Shipping charges apply - weight 9 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

67

U.S., Rotary Press Coil Partial Rolls, 1923-1929. Partial rolls with estimated quantities from Scott 597 partial rolls (1000), 598
two partial rolls (400 and 300), 602 roll (500) plus two partial (450 and 100), 601 partial (100), 603 roll (500) plus partial (200),
604 partial (200) and 606 partial (200); cataloged as MNH pairs with no premium taken for guide line pairs which add significant
value; catalogs $13,100+, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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68

U.S., 1909, Sultry Group of Commemorative Plate Blocks (Scott 371, 373). 371 (3 plate blocks) and 373 (11 plate blocks), all
different positions or plate numbers, including wide tops, overall Very Fine, a useful group for re-sale. Scott approximately $4,000
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

69

U.S., Better Back of Book Balance, 1859-1984. Large carton stuffed with unusual B.O.B; C1 MNH plate block of 6 (oxidized);
about 15 unused and postally used Wells Fargo entires; a few thousand used Postage Due with nice selection of First Issue (including J18S-J20S), Full used sheets of Second Issue, and great selection of Due on cover (check out the 1844 “undercharged” stampless); a few 3c photo essays; extensive Western Airletter on Scott pages and 22 legal-sized covers; IPSA collection complete on
black stock pages; a dozen unused Newspaper Periodicals plus 6 SPECIMENS; Halley’s Comet USPS Experimental Photostamp
Program set; perhaps 100 Parcel Post, and much more, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.7 lbs. (photo on web
site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

70

Grade-able Quality Collection, 1963-2020. From a consignor to our Flagship Series with phenomenal centering and overall
quality comes his 30 binder modern material on black stock pages annotated with Scott numbers; each stamp is worthy of being
graded for picky collector so inclined; in addition to the stamps, coils, booklets and sheets look for Scott 1727 (brown misregistered), this DOES NOT INCLUDE 1789b or any better perfs of this issue, 1789 misperf, 1789 imperf, 1894 misperf, 2004 misperf,
2115b wide tag, 2115c test coil, 2149e tagged error, 2723a, 2881a-2887 (these booklets require 94 stamps alone), 3785g (#P2222
tagged error); while every issue isn’t here it is because the consignor demanded perfection; in the vast majority of cases he got it,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 72.8 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

71

U.S., Starter Collection of Federal Ducks, 1934-1981. 51 of the most attractive Revenue stamps the US has issued; includes 18
early $1 beginning with RW1, 15 of the $2 values, 8 of the $3 issues, and 6 $5 stamps, as well as a $7.50 plate block of four; most
are unused or hinged; the centering and color are wonderful and duplication is minimal; great introduction to a wonderful series,
Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

72

U.S., Enticing Compilation of Plate Number Strips, Blocks, and More, ca. 1894-1953. Pretty and fresh array falling between
the First Bureau Issue and the Liberty Series, neatly arranged in a Lindner hingeless album; we note never hinged plate strips of
#294 and 295, plate blocks of #346, 700, 833 (top block of 20), 834, 1053, quarter-panes of #QE1-QE3, plus hinged block of 12
#425 with plate number and “COIL STAMPS”, used normal blocks of four of #617-619 and a used block of eight with plate number of #439; fresh and apparently sound throughout; also includes a number of early UN inscription blocks, Fine to Very Fine with
much better, imaged in full online. Shipping charges apply - weight 3 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

73

U.S., State Revenues, Enticing Collection with Seals. Housed in four stockbooks or albums, plus a sheet file, a box of glassines,
and additional material gathered in envelopes, offering a solid look into this often-overlooked area of Fiscal philately; two stockbooks hold a plethora of items, organized alphabetically and running from Territory of Alaska to Wyoming, with Beer, Cigarette,
Hunting/Fishing/Trapping, Controls and general Revenues; glassines hold duplicates (some heavy, some mint never hinged) again
by state and type (useful for trade or sale), the two albums with even more State Revenues and a variety of seals—Christmas Seals,
Boys’ Town, WWII propaganda, philatelic shows, and more besides; condition varies, but generally clean and sound, with numerous on-document or on-license usages; also includes photocopies of Wooten’s Streamside Catalogue of Fish and Game Stamps
(2001 edition) and Hubbard’s State Revenue Stamps (1992), Fine to Very Fine, an interesting lot not often encountered; the main
collection imaged in full online. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

74

U.S., Mint Collection, 1980-2017. A comprehensive collection of NH and self-adhesive singles, coils, S/S, mini-sheets, booklet
panes, etc. in mounts on Scott pages in three Minuteman albums with nary an empty space to be found and also including a “ziploc” bag of misc mint, includes the high value priority mail and express mail definitives, recalled “Legends” sheet, imperf “Bugs”
pane, etc., fresh and VF, ideal opportunity to acquire a comprehensive modern mint collection in one fell swoop; Face Value in
excess of $2,100. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.4 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

75

U.S., Collection, 1847/1979. Commemoratives and regular issues in mounts in a nicely filled Scott “Minuteman” album 19th century mostly used, the 20th century mixed mint and used through the 1920s and primarily mint and complete thereafter with large
majority NH, some highlights would include 1 used, 17 used, 30A used, 119 used, 121 used, assorted used Banknotes to 30c value,
219-29 used, 233-40 used, assorted mostly used Washington-Franklins to $5 value including some coils (some dubious), 404 used,
630 mint (thin preprinting paper crease), 658-79 mint (few NH), etc., classic period very mixed condition noting good number of
issues with faults/ reperf, etc., VG-VF with the later issues generally F-VF. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs. (photo on web
site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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76

U.S., Beer Revenue Collection, 1866-1934. Custom printed album pages with sheet protectors in heavy duty Scott Specialized
binder with about 100 used and unused stamps; includes #REA3, REA4, REA16, REA20b, REA22a-REA22c, REA25, REA26,
REA30-REA32, REA34, REA37, REA38-REA41, REA39b-REA39f, REA51, REA53, REA55, REA62, REA63, REA65,
REA75a, REA77b, REA80c, REA80d, REA89, REA97, REA145, REA190, REA198a and many more; considerable condition
range as expected for Revenues; mild duplication; considerable catalog for dealer in need of exquisite stock, Fine to Very Fine.
Shipping charges apply - weight 10 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

77

U.S., “Bedford” Plate Number Coil Stock, 1968-1988. A bee hive of activity with several hundred Scott 2281 (Honeybee) in
virtually every conceivable PNC strip; massive amounts of Scott 1518a, 1613a, 1614a, 1615a, 1615c, 1616b, 1617a, 1618a, 1813a,
1816a, 1895a, 1898a, 1900a, 1901a, 1902a, 1903a, 1904a, 1905a, 1905ab, 1906a, 2123a, 2124a, 2125a, 2126a, 2127a, 2127ab,
212828a, 2129a, 2130a, and the rest of the untagged in the series as well as all the regular tagged values of the Transportation Issue;
also 1891, 1895, 2005, 2112, 2115, 2115b, 2149, and 2150; volumes of Honeybee varieties; huge Face and catalog, Fine to Very
Fine, ex-Bedford. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

78

U.S., Sturdy Balance Collection, 1893-1970. Four serviceable albums plus an ancient (read indestructable) stockbook, well populated with unused and cancelled stamps; Scott National album with some light Banknotes, Columbian to 30c, Trans-Miss to 8c,
good start on Washington-Franklins, and a start of unused (hinged) with 1922 Definitives (thru $1), fairly complete (except S/S)
forward (except $2 and $5 Prexie) to 1941, nice Postage Due and Stock Transfer; Minkus with mint in black mounts fairly complete 1929 to 1970; White Ace binder with mint commemoratives from Lexington-Concord through 1948; and a delicious Vernon
Album for 20th Century United States Issues, lightly populated with unused Washington-Franklin and up to 1930; lastly a stockbook with modern cut squares on the first several pages but with nice meat in the back including mint National Park sets, Washington Bicentennial blocks (heavy in 7c-10c), and 30 centerline blocks of Scott 753; clean, Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

79

U.S., Official Envelopes & Postal Savings Hoard, 1873-2001. Extraordinary file containing hundreds of unused Official entires
required with the end of the franking privilege; begins with Scott UO1, UO2 AND UO4 Specimens; better items including (2)
UO38 Specimen ($750), UO40, UO41, plus two UO41 Specimens ($500), UO44 (2), UO47, UO56 (3), UO65, UO67, UO71 (8)
and UO72 (35); considerable modern Officials as well; includes stunning U104 Specimen as well; catalog exceeds $11,200, Fine
to Very Fine, ex-Bedford Stock. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

80

U.S., Classic Postcard & Postal Card Collection, 1873-1972. Pioneer, early advertising and exposition postal stationery compiled by an advanced specialist; several hundred mostly used examples selected for cancels beginning with UX3 (dozens with
fancy cancels or numerals) as well as valuable defects (SP4, SP7, SP23 and SP45); magnificent turn of the century Britannia
Rules the Waves type (about a dozen different); spectacular Kohle Souvenir Card to Russia (postage due); 1902 mechanical
postcard; 1901 printed Grand Canyon UX14 card from territory to CO; 1898 New Oreans scene on UX12; 21 unused turn of century multicolor embossed Birthday Wishes set; set of 10 mint 1904 St Louis World’s Fair postcards; 11 Admit Bearer cards to
the United States Senate (1917-1918) all diff; dozens of missing persons or “be on the lookout” for stolen automobiles; about 50
postcards featuring Blacks; 1895 Illustrated Souvenir Card with folded message; spectacular English fan postcard; mint 1897
American Souvenir Card Co set of 12 (only no 7 used) of Washington DC; Standard Postal Souvenir or Grant Monument and one
of a battleship sent to Germany; Livingston Souvenir Card honoring McKinley; a number of turn of the century from American
Souvenir Co; too many exceptional items to mention; check out a smattering of this extraordinary collection at our website, Fine
to Very Fine, ex Bedford. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

81

U.S., Computer Vended Coils, 1989-1992. A real sleeper of a collecting specialty; thousands of coils and imperforate stamps from
the earliest CV period; in addition to Plate Number Coil strips, there is an exhaustive selection of denominations, fonts, and gum; in
addition to CVP31-33, the consignor has dozens of postally used (including Priority and Express Mail) from the CVP1 and CVP2
designs; Face alone exceeds $2,000 but the real value will turn out to be the usages, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

82

U.S., Singles Plates and Stationery, 1922-2010. A valuable balance lot containing several albums and fresh Face; Scott National
with selection of 1922 coils (including most line pairs) and many mint singles up to WWII; Harris plate block album mostly complete 1946-1970; Handmade worldwide album in old school binder; Harris Liberty album with beginner postally used collection
(brave attempt at Washington Franklins); Scott album pages with the recent high value Air Post mini sheets (Face exceeds $150),
well populated Plate Number Coils mounted on Scott pages; beautifully mounted modern postal cards (Star Wars era) on Scott
album pages; varies little boxes of Face and a small plate block album; and the sleeper are the Ducks, on licenses ($3 x 2 and $5 x
4) and an unbelievable 44 mint, self adhesive or signed $15 stamps (no duplication); lots of meat here, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 53.2 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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83

U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1851-2013. Very tidy little collection of United States in two albums, two binders and two stockbooks along with accompanying spreadsheets with in-depth information on gum and overall condition. In addition to the two Scott
albums, the two binders are filled with mint singles, plate blocks, booklet panes, coil strips, etc. and the stockbooks with many
higher values both mint and used. Overall very high catalogue value. As expected in the classic era, condition tends to be mixed
but for the most part is, Fine to Very Fine, Please view our online images for a closer look. Shipping charges apply - weight 15 lbs.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

84

U.S., Motherload of Tobacco Sale Tax Stamps, 1934 (Scott RJ1-11). Well over 1000 stamps, mainly i9n sets of this short lived
Revenue series in 5 stockbooks; massive quantities of both unused (NG) and used examples with about half the engraved higher
values ($1-$20); in one stockbook the consignor has organized 235 sets while the rest are neatly presented by denomination; there
are plenty more of each value to make more sets as required; catalog exceeds $16,000, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply
- weight 11 lbs. Scott $16,000+ (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

85

U.S., Revenue Stamped Paper, Extensive Collection, 1865-1898. Hundreds of Revenues on checks and larger documents;
magnificent 1887 Dubuque & Sioux City Railroad Company convertible bond ($1000) with only a few coupons clipped; Chicago
& South Western Railway stock certificate (#RN-U1), #RN-T4 (several), RN-L5 (on unused checks), RN-D1S, RN-B1, RN-A10
(magnificent “tape worm” on piece), RN-V4, RN-X7; three legal-sized Lighthouse binders packed with checks and cut squares
including RN-A1a, RN-A5, Rn-B1 (at least a dozen), RN-B2, RN-B3, RN-B4, RN-B6, RN-B10, RN-B13, RN-B17, RN-B17b,
RN-B17c, RN-B20, RN-B24, RN-C1, RN-C2, RN-C2a, RN-C5, RN-C17, RN-C19a, RN-C21b, RN-D1 (plus SAMPLE), RND4, RN-D5, RN-D7, RN-E5, RN-E8, RN-F1, RN-F1a, RN-G1, RN-G1a (printed on reverse in error), and many, many more;
the engraving on these checks is remarkable; you will want to frame them, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.4
lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

86

U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1857-1999. Housed in the three hingeless Lighthouse albums, this collection has a decent selection of classics, but its strength really lies in the modern era with a fairly complete run of mint from 1930-99. The face value alone
makes this a worthy lot, not to mention the price tag on the original albums! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
18.2 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

87

U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1926-1973. Three albums with a mix of Minkus and Scott National plate block pages, containing
#627 (2), 629, 643 (2), 644 (2), 645, 649 (2), 650, 657, 680, 681, 682 (2), 683, 688-690, 696-698, 701, 718-719, 740-749, 756765, 785-794, 803-831, 859-893 and several decades of plate blocks, overall condition appears mostly sound and very fresh,
generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.2 lbs. Scott $4,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

88

U.S., Newspaper, Playing Cards & Duck Stamps, 1871-1997. Three B-O-B categories, each in their own binder. A very nice
selection of newspaper and periodical stamps with light duplication, a couple with certificates and including a selection of variety
proofs. The binder on Playing Card revenues begins with the first issue of the Internal Revenues and continues with the RF listings
subsorted by precancel varieties. The bulk of the value in this collection, however, is in the quackers! Labeled by Scott #, an impressive stock of both mint and used Duck Stamps with some better items and a few affixed to hunting licenses, Condition varies
but on the whole Fine to Very Fine, A very nice lot, and if you play your cards right, you can be one lucky duck! Shipping charges
apply - weight 3.4 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

89

U.S., Picture Postcard Collection, 1904-70s. Three boxes containing in the neighborhood of 750 cards, the vast majority from the
earlier part of the 20th century. Over 100 greeting cards of which a fair amount is from artist Catherine Klein, over 100 holiday-related, a couple hundred from World’s Fairs and Expos held in the U.S. from St. Louis in 1904 to the 1939 Fair in New York as well
as many from the Panama-Pacific International Exposition in 1915 San Francisco, and a box of well over 200 cards alphabetized
by state with extensive California including many from the 1906 quake in San Francisco. Inspection recommended., Fine to Very
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.4 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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90

U.S., Bedford Bolderdash Balance, 1880-2018. Wow; a very interesting remainder lot with considerable value; counter book
of better postal cards including UX33 with inverted surcharge on reverse, UX33 inverted surcharge, UX46 manila tape paste up;
counter book with better postal cards including UX3 reverse watermark, UX6 to Austria and another to Holland, numerous fancy
cancels on UX7, UX9 Territorial, UX12 Flat Printing, UX27d; counter book of postal stationery Specimens including U76, U78,
U113, U166, U184, UO4, UO5, UO7, WO31, UO34 (2), UO37, WO50, UO47, U311 (3) and a dozen more; a Tarifold packed
with eclectic items including $500 Postal Savings Systems note (1954 Series), Snyder Brothers 1910 coupon booklet only
payable in ice, US government Thrift Card (WWI), Transportation Series LP and PNC strips, Postal Savings notes from 1911 ($1,
$2, $5) and 1917 Series $20, $100 and $200, and dozens more from 1939 and 1954 Series, WS8 Printers Waste strip, RV41 block,
OX30 and OX39 sheets, RI1-RI13 mint set, 1213a and c plates, RL1-8 used, RE147 sheet, Scott 1551 Black Test Stamp block
of 24, $1 special tax stamp for Opium, PN1-PN18 First Day cards; sheet file with Christmas Seal sheets from 1930-40, packs
of used Prexie blocks with light Registry cancels, 1867 NYC survey maps for sale of parcels, Wine 1/5 cent and $1.44 sheets,
Postage Due sheets of 1c, 2c, 6c, and 17c values, stockbook of fake overprints, great Official Mail stamps on cover (DoD), dozens
of early computerized postage on cover, test coils and booklets (2 rolls TD107, nine strips of TD119 with plate number, TDB90,
TDB82, TDB84b, TDB84d, and more); dozens of rolls of USPS modern Official seals (all different) along with a complete roll of
Registered Mail with barcode; not to mention hundreds in Face (mostly booklets); you will have fun with this, Fine to Very Fine.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

91

U.S., Federal Duck Counter Book, 1934-2015. Wonderful lot including RW1 (plate single), RW2, RW4, RW5, RW7, RW9,
RW14, RW19, RW20, RW21, and RW22; all are OG LH to moderately hinged and well centered, with a CV $1,400+; also more
modern Duck plate blocks and singles with Face of $1,100+, Very Fine. (photo on web site)�������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

92

U.S., A Miscellany of Interesting Covers, Many Stamp Collars, 1897-1935. 34 fascinating items for the postal historian; 18
lovely “collars” for clothing, leather, jewelry, suitcases, boots, hats, Esperanto, knee pants, cloth, silk, fine firs, milliners, and lace;
two Mexican entires, a Mexican postal reply card, and an envelope with US bisects all postmarked July 1914 at the US Postal
Agency in Vera Cruz, each subsequently assessed 2c Postage Due by American authorities; 1914 local letter at the rare local 1c
rate for USPA Vera Cruz; 1987 Stoothoff Advertising cover (both front and back) for tobacco oil; U281 entire on 1910 stamp dealer’s corner card from Boston; Earlton, KS local precancel on Allen Bros. Big Tent Show advertising card; RARE P T Barnum
photographic card with Figi Cannibals; undivided postcard of Old Man of Mountain with 1c US stamp postmarked in Quebec;
Pathfinder Publishing Co all over Advertising cover from Pathfinder DC to Annapolis OH; stunning folded 1855 British Packet
letter from NY to Canton China by steamer; 1883 wrapper (Scott W235) from Chapel Hill NC to Austria; scarce Swain Island,
American Samoa cover postmarked Dec 1935; and lastly a 1901 envelope from Alaska during the Gold Rush era to Paris with great
postal markings; a wonderful lot, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $800 - 1,200

93

U.S., Plate Number Single and Coil Collection, 1902-1920’s. On old time quadrille pages, with many better flat plate and watermarked rotary coils (spotted a used #449), plus many better coil singles; usual mixed condition, but fairly nice and worthy of a
closer look, generally Fine to Very Fine, a few plums to be plucked here. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.8 lbs. Scott approximately $7,000 (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $800 - 1,200

94

U.S., Six-Volume Platinum Album Never Hinged Collection, 1935-2000. Each binder with slipcase (one binder damaged);
includes Famous Americans and Overrun Countries, complete basic Prexies, Liberty and Prominent Americans series; both the
common and error Legends of the West sheets; Airmail complete for the period as well; material is clean and fresh, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 32.4 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

95

U.S., Balance of High Quality Collection, 1934-1981. 6 plus volumes of mint US including 832-834, 832b, and 1053; may be
submitted for high grades as the collector meticulously selected each and every stamp; bonus run of souvenir cards including both
Truck S/S and Barcelona card; well worth a look, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 37.6 lbs. (photo on web site)
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

96

U.S., Imperforate Flat Plate Coil Rolls, 1912. Rare opportunity to own complete 500 stamp rolls of Scott 408V and 409V; the
408 (previously listed as 408E) still has the original Post Office Department wrapper, the 409 has the leader intact; cataloged as
strip of 4 with no premium taken for guide line pairs which add significant value; catalogs $3,750, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on
web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
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97

U.S., Bedford Stock of Aerogram Sheets, 1947-1991. Several hundred mostly mint aerograms as part of a tremendous holding
of Scott UC16-65 in post office issue condition; UC16 (300) folded unusual as both quantity as most are in the 10-50 each range
and that they are folded as virtually all others appear as issued, UC16d (223), UC32a (64), UC39 (80) and UC42 (126); excellent
selection of reversed die cuts including UC38, UC44, UC44a, UC50, UC51, UC53, UC56, and UC60; also about 30 UC16a postally used and perhaps 50 United Nations aerograms of three different issues; unchecked for varieties (except die cut) and tagging;
very useful stock with significant catalog value, Very Fine, ex-Bedford. (photo on web site)������������������������ Estimate $750 - 1,000

98

U.S., Booklets by Position Plate Number, 1939-1970. Wonderful collection consisting of hundreds of plate number panes including Scott 807a (104), 1213a (90), 1278 (4), 1280 (4), 1280c, 1284c, 1393, 1395, C25a (10), C39a (13), C60a (4), C64a (25)
and more; also includes several hundred booklet panes including 462a, 498a, 499e, 552a and 554c; tremendous value, Fine to Very
Fine. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

99

U.S., Re-valued City Surcharge, Message-Reply Postal Card, 1920 (Scott UY9). Approx 250 mint folded unsevered cards in
quantities of 10-20 each with overprint from Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Minneapolis,
New York, Oklahoma City, Philadelphia and St Louis (MR16-1 to MR16-12; with another half yet to be identified they may very
well be some from Des Moines (MR16-13); several cards are severed but the vast majority remain attached; catalog exceeds
$5000, Very Fine. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

100

U.S., Premium Coil & Test Coil Stock, 1916-1981. Hundreds of pairs and strips from Scott 490 and 723, dozens of LP for Prexies
839, 840, 841, 842, and 843 (at least 100 strips of 5 with LP and plate) at least a hundred LP for 1059 as well as numerous others
from the Liberty Series, LP with partial plates for 1297, tons of Prominent American LP (1305c alone is 63 pairs and 9 strips
of 4!), plus Airmail strips (dozens) with LP and partial plates; equally impressive are several hundred test coil stamps in partial
rolls and an old timer’s stock book; some of the test stamps noted include TD95, TD107, TD111, TD117, TD119, TD120, TD131,
TD134, TD136 and TD138; unchecked for gum varieties or tagging; lots of cat, face, and fun! Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web
site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

101

U.S., Christmas Seals of the US and Denmark, 1908-2012. Surprisingly strong collection of Christmas seals, sheets, as well
as usages on cards and covers; fairly complete US collection on White Ace pages in black mounts, noting that a number of better
items like the 1911 Type II (WX8) and a booklet pair of the 1908 WX4 remained on “102” cards suggesting that when mounted
the collection might well be complete; usages tied on card are well represented (along with a 1909 Wisconsin label) from the
1908 and on with many of the early issues; there are also flawless sheets from the 1930s and much collateral material up through
at least 1975; the truly remarkable, however, are the Scandinavia seals; a Stenders Julemaerke album has spaces for Denmark,
Iceland, Danish West Indies, Sweden, Norway and Finland with the album perhaps a third to a half populated with unused examples; amazingly, the 50 or so Denmark cards are well represented all the way back to 1904; the American material is good, the
Scandinavian portion is great, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $750 - 1,000

102

U.S., “My Name is B-O-B” Revenue Collection, 1862-1955. Beautiful 3-volume set of federal revenues in mounts. Very diverse
with many scarce items, such as mint R644, R679-83, Stock Transfers RD 313-27, Silver Tax RG108-22, Firearms Transfer Tax
RY3, some fine wines (pun intended!) like RE152, RE154, RE188, RE201, Puerto Rican Rectified Spirits RE36 & RE51, and over
50 different ducks up to 2006 including mint RW4, RW7 and used RW5. In addition, many categories still not listed in Scott, such
as Cigar, Cigarette, Snuff and Tobacco Strips, Almost all Fine to Very Fine, Images available online. (photo on web site)
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

103

U.S., Plate Block Collection in White Ace, 1929-1963. 11 volumes of White Ace binders and pages housing a starter collection;
blocks and plate blocks sealed in clear mounts but in cases were stamps are easily accessible they have had no evidence of hinges;
beginning with blocks of Scott 614-616 through 1933, the White Plains S/S is MNH (cat $600) and the C18 plate block of 6 (cat
$500+) shows minor gum skips; Special Printings plate blocks 754-765 and well populated through 1939 and from 1942-1963;
new unused pages and binders through 1990; extra blocks of 563-568, National Parks, C7-10, C16, C17, C19 and more; includes
QE1-3 plate blocks of 6 (cat $140); a fresh collection with room to grow, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 42.4
lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $750 - 1,000

104

U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1920-1977. Three Scott albums, one of them so huge it looks ready to explode! Very nearly complete from 1930 onwards with many having two or more copies all adding up to some considerable face value, but there are also
many better blocks from the earlier years, such as #614-15, 617-18, 630, 704-15, 740-49, 859-93, C7-9, C16, C20-22, C24 and
more, Generally Fine to Very Fine and better. Shipping charges apply - weight 18 lbs. (photo on web site)� Estimate $750 - 1,000
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105

U.S., Plate Block/Strip Collection, 1947-1985. 18 volumes of plate blocks in mounts in black sheet protectors; hand selected by
a festidious fusspot and annotated with Dymo labels; included are 1053, C31 and C46; Face $1,350+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 71 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $600 - 800

106

U.S., Quality Mint and Used Selection, 1912-1925. (42) items on stock sheets, all selected for the freshness and overall quality,
with several better including some well centered with certificates, 370 PSE graded 85J NH, 397 PSE graded 85J o.g., 433 NH PSE
certificate for block of four, 564 PSE graded 85 ogPH, plus many well centered mint and used stamps; a few small faults, generally
Fine to Very Fine and better. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $600 - 800

107

U.S., Back of the Book Balance Collection, 1862-1963. Mostly mint on Leuchtturm pages, with C1-C6, C10a plus front and back
covers, C20-22 set of first day covers, E12, Q3-Q7, J15, J18, J22, J25 and J26; an occasional flaw as one would expect, generally
Fine to Very Fine, fill in some of the back-of-the-Book in one felling swoop. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs. Scott $3,000+
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $600 - 800

108

U.S., Prexie Coils Plus, 1939-1949. Partial rolls from the Presidential Series as well as a roll from the Liberty Series and Airmail;
partial coil rolls with estimated quantities including Scott 839 (300), 841 (50), 842 (300), 844 (300), 845 (250), 848 (250), 849
(200), 850 (300), 851 (400), 1054 (350) and C41 (400); cataloged as MNH pairs with no premium taken for guide line pairs which
add significant value; catalogs $5,400+, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750

109

U.S., Booklet Panes and Block Collection, 1902-1975. Lighthouse stockbook filled with booklet panes and Prexie blocks (and
some PB for good measure); includes 319g, 331a, 332a, 375a (with plate number), 405b, 406a, 424d, 425e, 462a, 463a, 498e, 499e,
501b, 502b, 552a, 554c, 583a, 632a, 634d, 720b, 804b, 806b, 807a (partial plate), Prominent American panes, C10a and modern
Airmail panes; blocks of 803-832 ($1 is a centerline blk); C26-C30 blocks; 1030-1052 blks (several are PBs); 752-771 blks of 4
plus several different gutter blocks; 921 plate flaw block (and normal); two dozen plate blocks including a matched set of Hammerskjold invert (1204); CV for better panes exceeds $1,100, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)������������� Estimate $500 - 750

110

U.S., History of the American West, Pony Express Cover Collection, 1880’s-1990’s. Staring with four early Wells Fargo
covers, with two used and one mint Mexico Wells Fargo covers, both used covers sent to San Francisco and franked with Mexico
numeral issues, mint stamp franked with U.S. 10c indicia, one mint Wells Fargo Express envelope franked with 4c indicia, 113 tied
to cover as drop rate to/from New York city, 113 on 1935 late useage cover, several early banknote era advertising covers, a nice
group of early picture post cards and many commemorative (event and first day) covers from the 1970’s to 1990’s, nice collection
with plenty of interesting material, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.6 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750

111

U.S., Used Classics Group, 1866-1915 (Scott 77//440). Including Nos. 77, 91, 95, 100, 113, 119, 153, 218, 240, 276, 285-291,
311, 400, 403 and 440. All with small faults. Centering and appearance varies from Very Fine to V.G. Have a look! Scott $4,015
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $300 - 400
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U.S., Stock of Duplicates, 1850’s-1950’s. In red box full of #102 dealer cards, filled with stamp collection duplicates slowly
filling this box full of better stamps. Unlike many dealer stocks you may run into, this lot has some great potential to find a really
expensive or rare item mixed with common stamps, as the collector would throw a $1,000 stamp into the same box as a 25¢ stamp.
There is a fairly high misidentification and faulty rate as it seems the collector did not care as much about these stamps as he took
with meticulously identifying each and every stamp in his main collection, although we tried to catch and correct most of those
errors for the list below. Better items include - used: 25, 36, 68 (2), 69 (3), 70 (3), 71 (2), 76 (4), 77 (2), 78b, 92, 93, 97, 98, 100
faulty, 134 (2), 135A, 144, 151 (2), 152, 153, 154, 155, 160 (2), 162 (2), 163 (3), 165, 166 (2), 190 (2), 191, 217, 218, 276, 523,
R80c, R83c, R87c, R97c, R100c, R101c, R125, R130, R146, R147, R148, R535, R683 and mint: 24 type Va, 26, 92, 114, 123,
145, 149, 165, 205, 210 (3), 215 (2), 216, 218 mint? 220, 221, 223-24, 225 (2), 228, 230-32, 234-37, 248, 256, 258, 259, 269, 270,
272, 273, 275 (3), 283, 289, 303-4, 306, 326, 327, 328-30, 334 (2), 335, 336, 337, 357 (3), 369 (6), 380, 381, 394, 395, 396, 399,
401-4, 405-7, 414 (2), 415, 416, 417, 418, 426 (2), 428, 429, 431-35, 437-38, 505, 507, 511-12, 514, 515 (2), 516, 517 (3), 518,
533, 541, 548-50, 571, 591, 599A, 614-21, 622-23, 666, 1053, C5 (2), C6 (2), E1, E2 (2), E3 (2), E5, E7, E12 and Q12. Condition and centering are mixed, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.8 lbs. (photo on web site)
��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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113

U.S., Eclectic Accumulation of Total Miscellany, 1849-1986. A Lighthouse stockbook loaded with several hundred stamps and
5 covers plus Confederate States, mint and a used, everything from used 5¢ 1847 to a $1 Trans-Mississippi used, we note a 90¢
1869 used plus #120-121 used, Columbians to the 50¢ mint with duplicates, additional better 19th Century Revenues mint and
used, 20th Century Washington-Franklins, a collection of mis-perforated Revenues, a few interesting 19th Century covers, #E4
never hinged with certificates, Newspaper stamps, #C1-C6 (16 various examples mixed mint and used), a few Ducks with #RW2
no gum, small stock of Officials and Parcel Post plus Postage Due issues, a few Local posts, also Confederate States; well worth
a look, mixed condition and a few items should be carefully reviewed but overall a very interesting holding containing substantial
value with much F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

114

U.S., Plate Number Coil Hoard, 1981-1989. 6,000+ PNCs in strips of 3 and 5 (about 3,000 of each) organized by Scott number
and plate number in two shoe boxes and a Lighthouse PNC hingeless album with slip case; owners catalog for the half populated
album is $3,200+; in one shoe box are coil P/N strips of three (1981-1984 Transportation Issue) with most with 40-50 strips; the
other box contains coil strips of five from the 1985-1989 Transportation Issue, again with often 40-50 examples of each plate
number; the saavy dealer will snag this lot to supply coil specialists; tremendous catalog (Face alone is quite considerable), Fine to
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.8 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

115

U.S., A Valuable Volute End-of-Estate Mishmash of Miscellanies. Treasure hunter’s delight, largely organized on stockpages,
stockcards or in glassines, the Washington-Franklins a strong presence; note better items including used #277 and CSA #1-3, mint
#342 and 524, plus various plate blocks, multiples, Farleys including positionals, Ducks, Dues, Parcel Posts, Postal Notes (five
complete used sets), a few Test Stamps, private perforations, and more and more, including Guam with Guam Guard Mail used,
Hawaii, and further Confederate States material; condition varies, but generally fresh and sound, with tremendous catalogue value
and solid retail potential, Fine to Very Fine or better, imaged online. (photo on web site)�������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

116

U.S., Attractive Group of Errors, Freaks & Oddities. A bit of a hodge-podge presentation, but a fun opus of these ever-popular
items, including misperforations, miscut booklet panes with plate number capture, pre-printing paper folds, partial reverse printing
Overrun Countries plus “Korpa” error, #455 plate crack used, 499c very lightly hinged, 1813 tagging omitted, a couple postal
forgeries, 29¢ Mt. Rushmore in Toledo Brown (plate number 7 strip of five), dry prints, imperforates and more; most singles or
pairs but larger blocks and part- to full panes included as well, Very Fine in general, a rewarding holding; see it all online. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

117

U.S., Mint & Used Accumulation, 1847-2012. Beginning with an old Minkus album from 1953 containing a very nice #1 to a
binder of FDC panes up to 2012, and a little bit of everything else sprinkled in, this is an enticing lot for any U.S. collector regardless of interest. In addition to the #1, there is a nice selection of classics with other better, such as 116 and 153, revenue on pages,
and a ton of modern mint. In a mint sheet folder and bags containing blocks, strips, mini-sheets and booklets, the total face value
easily exceeds $2300. I even found a Legends of the West recalled sheet, but you might not want to use this one for postage! There’s
also a postal stationery album loaded with cut squares, entires and postal cards, a mix of mint and FDCs. Speaking of FDCs, there
are three gigantic binders loaded with over 1,300 covers from #620 to 1128 including blocks and cachet varieties. Also, the aforementioned binder of FDC panes from 1998-2012 consisting of over 100 panes, as well as a few other surprises, Fine to Very Fine,
Inspection encouraged. Shipping charges apply - weight 88 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

118

U.S., “Get To Later” Goodies, mint and used, 19th & 20th Century. A stack of items on various cards and stocksheets ranging
from nothing to quite nice, this was squiirelled away by an old codger that was only in the acquisition mode, we note some highlights such as used: 241; 17(2); 30A; 38; 70; 78; 95; 119; 155; 191; 229(2); 311-2; 477; 500(2) and mint: 93 block unused; 294-99;
294 block; 330; 369; 832g; C4 block plus a lot more, one can easily sell these online or retail as many are VF and up, of course
some fine and the occasional fault but a fun little group, have a peak as we’ve listed it very conservatively, generally Fine to Very
Fine or better. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

119

U.S., Wide-ranging and Useful Balance of Collection. Many hundreds of glassines or dealer’s cards, with material ranging from
1851 to the present; nice mix of mint, never hinged and used, with light duplication on some; most singles, but note used multiples
(block of six #834, for example), plate blocks, booklet panes, booklets, a few souvenir sheets, etc.; some gems and Extremely Fine
material mixed in; over $5,000 in Scott catalogue value, plus an additional $350 in better face; generally fresh and sound, and a
boon to the online or bourse dealer, Fine to Very Fine with much better, inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.6 lbs.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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120

U.S., Mint & Used Accumulation, 1861-2004. Fairly large assemblage of an album, folders, souvenir and cover books and a few
small boxes covering a wide range of material. There is a 95% mint collection in mounts on quadrille pages from 1920-79 featuring
many better items, such as a MNH #595, mint Kansas overprint set (some NH), Farley gutter pairs and blocks and a mint Prexie
set. We have a binder with numerous souvenir folders and large-size FDCs, a 10-volume hardcover book set of the “Celebrate the
Century” issued by the Postal Service, a couple of boxes and two cover books filled with mint and used postal stationery, a few
items of which are perhaps suspect, but nevertheless some of the scarcer die varieties. There are also various covers, mostly special
event but also some FDCs and a very good selection of nautical postcards. Lastly, a small box with some high-end material, such
as used examples of 71, 76, 152, 162, E4 to name but a few., Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 48 lbs. (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

121

U.S., Savory Mulligatawny Accumulation/Stock Base Holding. Presented in albums, binders, glassines and as loose pages,
a broad and well-duplicated compilation to replenish your show and online offerings; the box of glassines are generally in order
and identified, with the earliest item spotted being #11 and running through about 1935, with Airs, Dues, Revenues, Ducks, Postal
Notes, Telegraphs and Locals; binders include manila stock pages (some stuffed, some organizedsome not), a plate block collection
running ca. 1951-1980 (Liberty Series to $1, Prominent Americans to $5), plus black stockpages with much additional material;
condition varies, the earlies offering a nice array of cancels; worth a bit of time to sift and sort, Fine to Very Fine, inspection invited.
Shipping charges apply - weight 49 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

122

U.S., Extensive Consular Service Fee Stamp Accumulation, 1906-37. A very nice accumulation of Consular Service Fee stamps
with many better values, such as RK8 (pair), RK9 (2), RK11, RK25 and blocks of four of RK2, RK6, RK21 & RK31. There are
around 35 documents with attached stamp(s), many with better values or just downright interesting, such as a bisect usage (RK19a)
on an invoice cancelled in Stavanger, Norway, a visa issued in Warsaw bearing RK14, RK33 & RK35 (pair), even a German Empire passport from the 1920s with RK20 affixed to an enclosed visa issued in Frankfurt. An absolute must for any U.S. collector of
revenues! Fine to Very Fine, Entire lot viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.4 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

123

U.S., Tail-End of a Fine Consignment. A true caboose lot with a bit of this, a bit of thatsomething for everyone; we note plate
number singles of several high-value issues along with #RW4, RW53, RW55, RW57 and RW58 (2); a slew of mint face, most 5¢
and up and including multiple booklets, etc.; a two-volume White Ace plate block collection (1951-70), First Day Covers, commercial mail, a bit of UN, etc., etc.; no screaming rarities, but a wealth of useful and salable material, Fine to Very Fine with much
better, inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 32 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������ Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

124

United States, Engravings, Documents, and Covers, 1872-2005. 28 engravings of prominent Civil War era figures including
Cornelius Vanderbilt, Richard Henry See, Col Elmer Ellsworth, Maj Gen Nathan Banks, John Vanderbilt, Brig Gen Abraham Duryee, Gen McClennan, Andrew Johnson, Samuel F Dupont, Ambrose Burnsides, B F Butler, Nathan Banks, David Farragut, William
Rosencrans, James Shield, John Wool, Nathan Lyon, Joseph Hooker, Henry Hallack, Winfield Scott, Ormsby Mitchell, Charles
Wilkes, Edwin Sumner, James Fremont and Andrew Foote; dozens of wonderful documents including 1871 Confederate States
of America 7% Cotton loan (with 4 coupons clipped), 1872 vault title with revenue stamp, 1926 and 1927 stock certificates for
American Bank Note Co, a clear title for a home in Philadelphia with several documents with revenue stamps attached from the
mid-19th century, 1791 pension receipt for $18, 1811 New York judgement demanding $14.34, 1770 shipping document, 1763
Pennsylvania document, 1849 and 1852 Pennsylvania deeds, 1784 shipping document, 1763 Newport RI lawyer’s bill, 1804 stampless letter from Georgetown DC to Baltimore; also at least 150 interesting envelopes including a hundred 2c Harding Memorial
(both perforated and imperforated) on commercial covers, Q4 on uprated envelope, a binder with a few dozen early round trip
Contract Air Mail (CAM) routes, a $2 Harding used on cover as partial franding on Registered mail from stamp dealer, and much
more; you will have loads of fun with this lot, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)�������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

125

United States, Delicious Mish Mash to Explore, 1862-2005. Remnants from several collections arrived in six cartons; like a box
of chocolates, you never know what you’ll get (unless you come to examine it first); numerous albums including White Ace with
Columbian to 10c then mostly mint 1926-1946 including Prexies to $5 Coolidge, Minkus 1926-1958 mint, and Scott American
1936-1968; early plate blocks including 498, 525, 548, 549, 628, C16, National Parks perforated and Special Printings, plus several
dozen more; hundreds of better worldwide postcards with commemorative cancels as well as dozens of US mint entires; several
1904 World’s Fair fancy cancels on period postcards; folder stuffered with dozens of revenues on documents; Supersafe black
stockbook with Christmas Seals from 1907-1976; fascinating study of the 1932 5c and 7c Washington issues for double transfer,
re-entry, and scratches as well as 1c Franklin and 2c Washington studies; wonderful 1939 Elmer Long Christmas Seal Album about
half full (or is that half empty?); expect the full range of condition from faulty to flawless; lots of hidden value for the treasure
hunter, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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126

U.S., Uncut Press Sheets, 1994-2014. Over 60 press sheets housed in nine tubes with light duplication. Legends of Hollywood
(Marilyn Monroe, James Dean, Humphrey Bogart, etc), Celebrate the Century, Civil War, Legends of the West, Jimi Hendrix Forever
among many others including higher denominations, such as Space Achievement & Exploration and the $3 Mars Pathfinder. Owner states face value in the neighborhood of $2150, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 19.2 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

127

Accumulation of Production Proofs and Press Photos, 1960s-80s. With three difficult-to-find production proofs, each showing
enlarged stamp image along with color and saturation scales, plus approximately 600 black and white press photos to announce
new stamp, postal card and souvenir card issues, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs. (photo on
web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

128

U.S., Mint Sheet Accumulation, 1922-97. A stack of mint sheets totaling well over $600 in face, but you probably do not want
to use all of it for postage. There’s a number of better stamps in full sheets from the 1920s & 1930s, like 551, 644, 649-50, 655,
680, 682, 703, 709, 734, 744, 747, 749, 855 (2), 878, 888, 890 & 892, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.4 lbs.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $600 - 800
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129

U.S., Undoubtedly Unequalled and Unduplicatable EFO Stock Holding, ca. 1966-95. In 54 counter books (yes, we checked
our count), each item on its own fully identified page; items start at #1304 and end at 2999and it’s mind-blowing just how many
printing and production gaffes there are in between; majority of items are misperforations and color misregistrations, but we also
note part-imperfs, miscuts and more; we’re guesstimating there are around 3000 items, including useful duplication, in this holding—but it’s one you’ve truly got to see to believe; fresh and clean throughout (except where it shouldn’t be), with tremendous
retail value, Very Fine, an irreplaceable, incomprehensible, irradiating stock; image in full online. Shipping charges apply - weight
62 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

130

U.S., Powerful Pleasure, mint and used, 1847-1950s (Scott 1//PR125). Six small counterbooks chocked full of better and useful
items all accurately identified and attractively priced, many premium examples present, we note Used: 1(2); 2 on cover; 29; 33 on
CA cover; 37(2); 67; 67b; 71; 72; 78b; 95; 96; 99; 118; 119(2) 120; 121; 138; 155; 292; 293, Mint includes #325, 330, a nice range
of Washington Franklins; 400; 403; 438; 547(2); nice flat plates; 581-91; nice Airmail, Dues, Officials, Shanghai’s, Newspapers a
few to think about: J18; J27-8; O3(2); O11-12; O28; O41; O43-4; O60(3); PR5; PR9; PR33a; PR81; PR103; PR109, Q11 and so
many more, one needs to reveiew this and be pleased by the overall quality and freshness that isn’t often seen, a few faults, a must
add to the viewing list, generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������� Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

131

U.S., Dealer’s Stock of Mint Ducks, 1934-78. About 220 Federal Duck Revenues on “102 cards” in a red dealer’s box; #RW1
(19), RW2 (13), RW 3 (16), RW4 (14), RW5 (12), RW6 (11), RW7 (9), RW8 (6), RW9 (5), RW10 (7), RW11 (6), RW12 (6), RW13
(4), RW14 (2), RW15 (8), RW16 (3), RW17 (3), RW18 (10), RW19 (9), RW20 (3), RW21 (7), RW22 (8), RW23 (5), RW24 (5),
RW25 (7), RW26 (10), RW27 (10), RW28 (8), RW29 (6), RW30 (4), RW31 (6), RW 32 (3), RW33 (4), RW34 (10), RW35 (3),
RW36 (5), RW37 (3), and RW45 (2); color and centering are wonderful and about a third appear never hinged; great find for the
dealer with access to Duck collectors, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs. Scott $46,000+ (photo on web
site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

132

U.S., Powerful Stock of Back-of-the-Book Proofs. More than 130 black approval cards with neatly arranged proofs; mainly plate
proofs on card, but also on India and a few die proofs, essays & specimens; strongest in Special Deliveries, Postage Dues, Officials
(about half the value, including lots of “Atlantas”) and Newspapers, but we also note Locals, Telegraphs, Post Office Seals, Revenues, etc., incg some unlisted; there are even a few Postage Currency notes (not proofs). A fabulous lot with a Scott value well in
excess of $40,000. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.5 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������� Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

133

U.S., Small but Valuable Stock of 1845-88 Regular Issues Proofs. About 70 black approval cards with neatly arranged proofs
- just about all plate proofs; starts with 9X1TC5 in brown and in green, then includes #1TC3b with Specimen overprint, 2TC3a,
3P3, 4P4 (3), LO2TC5a, 12TC5 (9 - 3 different colors), 39TC5d & f, 40TC5 (7 singles & a pair, various colors), then lots and lots
of proofs of the 1861 and Bank Note issues including “Atlantas” and some Loewenberg decalcomanias (we note blocks of 8 of
79-E65P6, 79-E66P5b & 79-E73P5a); among the Bank Note issues there are four die proofs and a number of “SAMPLE A” Specimens, some with the overprint omitted. Overall an incredible holding with a Scott well in excess of $39,000. Shipping charges
apply - weight 3.8 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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134

U.S., High Value EFO Dealer Stock, 1975-1981. Binder bulging toward bursting with miscuts, omitted colors, plate flaws, and
all manner of EFO; includes 30 sheets of 1460 (broken ring), J88//101 sheets shifted up or down, 31 sheets (and a plate strip) of
1551a ($16,275+), 21 misperf sheets of 1757, 21 sheets of 2998 ($630 Face), 6 press sheets of 200 and 2 panes of 50 of TD117 test
stamp sheets for 1552 ($4,800); and lastly, a LOT of 1856C, specifically 59 sheets (each with 10 error pairs) plus over 1000 pairs
in partial sheets of stamps, cat exceeds $12,800 for the imperfs (and Face for this one stamp is $1,000+); CV $33,000++, Fine to
Very Fine. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

135

U.S., Coil Ultimate Dealers Stock, 1938-2018. Line pair coils and Plate Number Coils valued only at Face which is conservatively valued in excess of $10,000 without accounting for the plethora of premium pieces; ex Bedford stock, Fine to Very Fine.
Shipping charges apply - weight 19.6 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

136

U.S., Immaculate Proof Counter Books, 1862-1875. Three counter books brimming with fresh Revenue proofs; small quantities
of singles and blocks in beautiful condition, all annotated with Scott numbers and prices; includes R1P3, R4P4, R8P3, R13P4 blk
of 6, R18P3, R21P4, R30P4, R32P4, R39P4 ($1,600), R56P4, R71P4, R79P4, R105P4 blk of 10, R119P3, R136P4 margin blk of
4, and hundreds more; CV $25,000+; a feast for the eyes, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

137

U.S., Magnificent EFO Plate Block Stock Holding. A truly one-of-a-kind compilation of well over 800 individual items, fully
identified on pages that need 11 counter books to hold them all; we note Scott numbers ranging between #425 and 2998 plus #C25
and C104, with one- and two-way perforation shifts, some leading to plate number capture or escape, color shifts, color omissions
(full or partial), offsets on gum, under- and over-inkings (including a most dramatic Cacti block), etc., etc.; includes a handful of
Washington-Franklin issues, plus Prexies (highest value spotted was 25¢), Liberty, Prominent Americans, Americana, and Great
Americans Series, and of course loads of commemoratives; consignor’s retail values up to $325; add a whole new dimension to
your EFO offerings, Very Fine, see the entire lot online. Shipping charges apply - weight 14.6 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

138

U.S., Superior Centered MNH Dealer Stock, 1893-1967. 3 counter books with extraordinarily clean material; highlights include
(3) 230, 231, 234, 285 (3) 286, 323 (5) 324 (2) 329 (12) 367 (6) 397, 373 blk of (4), 398 (2) 399, 442 XF-Superb paste up pair,
444 paste up single, 455 pair, 466 (2) 492 LP, 496 LP (2) 504, 507 (5) 513, 516 (2) 548-550 (5) 555, 558 (8) 559, 560 (6) 561, 566
(2) 567, 573 (2) 600 LP (2) 602 LP (8) 612, 620-621 (5) sets Kansas-Nebraska (8) 660 (3) 661, 662 (7) 663, 664 (2) 665 (3) 666
(5) 667, 668 (21) 670 (18) 671 (2) 672 (2) 673, 674, 679 (6) 687 pairs (12) 693 (9) 695 (6) 696 (10) 698 (4) 699 (11) 700 (9) 701
(4) 723 (2) 723 LP; Back of Book includes C1 (8) C4 (3) C5, C6, E6 (2) E7 (2) E11 pink paper, E13, Q1; Federal Ducks include
(2) RW12, RW16, RW18, RW19 (2) RW21, RW22 (2) RW23 (3) RW24, RW26, RW27 (2) RW29 (2) RW31, RW32, RW33 (2)
RW34 (2) RW35 (2) RW36, and (3) RW38; many other stamps not mentioned and some later stamps XF-Superb that graded will
increase the retail value; perfect for mail order dealer or for shows; catalog $18,000, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

139

Small Stock of Specimen Overprints. 51 dealer’s “102” small retail cards; starts with a 1P3 with diagonal overprint (light staining) and including 14 19th century, four 20th and 33 Officials, several with two or more values; all are identified and marked with
retail prices ranging from $75 to $1,299 (a 12¢ Navy Dept.). A most unusual lot with retail prices totaling nearly $15,000. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

140

U.S., Bedford’s Behemoth Postal Stationery Stock, 1853-1995. Well over a thousand postal entires from U1//U632 in mild
to moderate duplication; a few early used and unused cut squares but the vast majority are mint and organized by Scott number;
includes three U9 ($140), U11 ($275), U62 ($160) U348-51 (enough for several sets); extensive collection of U468 city surcharges
with minimal duplication including Milwaukee, Des Moines, Los Angeles, Butte, Detroit, New Orleans, Baltimore, Denver, Washington, Brooklyn, St Paul, Pittsburgh, Seattle, St Louis, Cincinnati, Charleston, Philidelphia, New York, Cleveland, and Boston;
city surcharges for U448, U449, and U458; U620 envelope sets (24); the granddaddy of postal stationery stock, Fine to Very Fine.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

141

U.S., The “BOB’s Yore Ankle” EFO Stock. Comprising Airmails, Special Deliveries, Dues, Ducks, Savings, Locals, and more;
over 870 items fully identified on individual pages, in 12 counter books—nine of which are Airmails (647 items), three Back-ofthe-Book (226 items); anything and everything imaginable is here: foldovers, crazy perforations, misperforations (one- and twoway), color shifts and omissions, offsets, under- and over-inkings, ink smears, vignette shifts (see #C3, where we let you decide
just how fast, high or low the plane is), recognized varieties (#C11 “open door”), tape splices, plate number captures, double impressions; Airs run #C1//C130, with plenty of multiples and blocks, many marginal, some with markings (no plate numbers); two
binders of Back-of-the-Book dedicated to blocks of four of #20L56 with perforation shifts; a magnificent holding w tremendous
retail value (one item previously priced at $1250), Very Fine, see it all online. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.6 lbs. (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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142

U.S., “Bedford Stock” of Unused Postal Cards, 1873-2006. Extraordinary holdings of a consummate postal historian; thousands of mint, unused, and postally used postal cards organized by catalog number beginning with UX1 including 100 mint UX6
(cat $3,500), 2 UX44f, a mint UXC1a ($475), 2 postally used ($800), and a First Day ($250); also a scarce UZ1 postally used
($500); also LOTS of modern commemorative mint postal cards; a few hundred First Days UX38//73, UY13//28, and UXC1//7;
there are also 750 copies (three wrapped “bricks”) of UY18a ($4,875); a descerning specialist with other interesting varieties
not described; huge Face value; bonus the COMPLETE Postal Buddy story (on hundreds of mint cards), postal card sheets
from all 18 trial locations with 15c cards and then the 19c cards, collector has receipts for last day of sale as the program was
suddenly cancelled, ephemera and correspondence with the Post Office, everything needed for the ultimate exhibit on the subject
(and especially for resale); spirited bidding recommended, Fine to Very Fine, ex-Bedford Stock. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

143

U.S., Crisp Dealers Stock, 1845-1975. Several hundred 102 cards of better US stamps; used includes #9X1, 1, 9, 10, 12, 17,
25, 36, 37, 69, 70 (3), 71 (3), 72, 76, 77 (2), 78 (2), 95 (2), 97, 98, 112, 115, 116, 117, 121, 151, 163, 165, 208, 217, 218, 229 (2);
unused/mint #94, 96, 113, 211, 235, 236, 238, 239, 240, 242-245, 287-290, E1, RW24, RW28, RW31-RW34, plus a small group
of plate blocks (many noted never hinged) between #690 and 774, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.4 lbs. Scott
$20,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

144

U.S., Private Die Proprietary, Matchless Multitude. Over 400 items in six small size counterbooks, each individually identified
and priced, Match items include: RO11a; 12a; 14b; 16a; 23b(2); 28a; 44a(2); 52a; 57c; 59b; 61b; 65a; 72d; 73a(2); 80b; 83a; 84a;
85; 99c; 101a; 110b; 111b; 121b; 131; 138a; 140c; 142b, c; 179d; 182a, about 100 items totalling marked prices of $4,200, Medicine: Includes: RS1d; 4a; 16a; 19a; 23a; 36d; 37a; 42a; 54; 64b(2); 66a; 84(2); 85d; 97 exp silk not counted; 99b; 104; 116a(2);
116e; 117d; 119d; 149; 155a; 173b; 181d; 182d; 205b; 223; 224d; 225b; 226a; 243b; 250D; 253b; 263d; 277a pair; 277c; over
300 items priced at $6,500, Perfumery includes 10 items with RT29d; Playing Cards 15 items with RU2a, RU10a, in total over
$11,000 in marked prices, seldom do we offer such a nice selection of this most popular area, some faults as one can expect but
surprisingly clean and nice, have a look, generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

145

U.S., Old School Dealer FDC Stock, 1929-1964. 10,000+ better covers individually sleeved with many organized by stamp issue
in long dealer’s drawers; large percentage are unaddressed with focus on better cachets including Linprint, Fidelity, Crosby, Washington Stamp Exchange, Anderson, Historic Art, Grandy, Sadworth, House of Farnam, Pavois, Gundel, Mayne, Pilgrim, Staehle,
Nix, Imperial, Sidenius, Ludwig, Pent Arts, Velvatone, Boll, Fluegel, Aristocrats, Sanders and many, many more; nice Famous
American sets and good selection of lower value Prexies; great for shows and internet sales, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges
apply - weight 221 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

146

U.S., Better Plate Blocks and Booklet Panes, 1909-1952. Three plus counter books packed with useful stock; includes Scott
367, 528B, 611 (2), 620, 623, 633 (2), 648, 667, 677, 701 (3) 713 (2), 715 (2), 833, and 1053; Airmail includes C10, C10a,
C12, C16, C31, C46 (8) and J88; compact, powerful, and ready to be put to work, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

147

U.S., A Rambler of Revenues, 1862-1950 (Scott R1//RVB2). Two packed counter books with nice earlies, a few proofs a smattering of Reds and Greens, we note: R1a; 17c; 27b block; 36d; 53a; 61b; 75a; 80c(2); 83c(5); 86c pair; 86c(4); 87c(3); 90c; 98c;
101c(2]; 103(2); 110(2); 114; 136; 141; 148 strip of four; 149; 160; 177; 198; 214; 220; 257; 706; 711; RB5a,b; RB6b; RB11c(2);
RB12c; RB19b; RD18; RD31 block of 8; RB39; RD76; RD282; RJ80A pair; RK28; RK32 RVB1-2, enticing and useful material,
some well above average quality, occasional faults have a peek, generally Fine to Very Fine. Scott $14,500+ (Owner’s) (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

148

U.S., A Badling of Ducks, Mint and Used, 1934-2010 (Scott RW1//RW76). Three volume stock of these desirable issues with
both depth and some nicer quality ranging from unused, mint and used, attractively arranged on counter pages and stocksheets, we
note unused/mint: RW1 (3); 3(2); 4(2); 5(5); 6(4); 7(3); 8(2); 9(3); 10(4); 11-12(2); 13(3); 14(4); 15(2); 16(4); 17; 18(3); 19(2);
21-22; 23(2); 24-25(3); 26(4); 27-28(2); 29-20(3); 31(4); 32(3); 33-34(2); 35(10); 36(9); 37(5); 38(7) plus about $200 Face Value
from here, Used includes RW2-4(3) plus about another 100 or so stamps, mixed condition to nice NH, useful and excellent for resale, generally Fine to Very Fine. Scott $10,000+ (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

149

U.S., Mint Stock Backup, 1922-1985. Three binders and a pair of counter books house considerablely useful modern stock;
White Plains S/S look NH (5), nice Kansas-Nebraska, various Farley National Parks and Century of Progress S/S, Truck S/S,
832 (17), 832c (4), 832g (4), 833 (10), 834 (9), 1053 (9), 3461c (2), 3830De (4); overall nice select quality with many VF; plus 2
counter books of EFO’s with over $2,000 retail, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)����������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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150

U.S., Better Early Used Dealers Stock, 1847-1925. Beautifully centered, mostly sound and sound appearing early material including Scott 1, 25, 28, 36 (2) 68 (2) 69 (2) 73, 98, 99 SE, 113, 116, 119, 149, 151, 153, 162, 163, 165 (2) 190, 287, 290, 311 (3)
327, 330, 332 jumbo, 341, 368 pair, 369 blue paper (2) 371, 399 (2) 400, 400a, 413 LP, 421, 450 pair, 454, 455 LP, 477, 487 LP,
488 LP, 524 block of (4), 550 jumbo,and 573 block of (4); Back of Book includes C2, E3 (2) E7, J4, J5, J59, and R73; perfect for
online sellers; catalog $9,000+, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

151

U.S., Ready-made Dealer’s Stock Selection, ca. 1909-30s. In a small-format binder, stock cards, etc., all neatly arranged and
catalogued; while we note some earlier material stretching back to the 1857 Issue, 1909 Commemoratives as well as Washington-Franklin issues, the majority of the material seems to fall from the late 1910s through the 1930s; loads of Front-of-Book material with 2¢ Reds, National Parks, and other commemoratives in quantities up to ten; Back-of-the-Book has Airs including #C1-C6,
C18, solid Parcel Posts, and more; the work’s been done, you just need to put it up and sell, sell, sell, Fine to Very Fine, worth a
look; see a sampling online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.4 lbs. Scott $7,500 (photo on web site)���� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

152

U.S., Stock Selection from the Russ Estate Balance. Presented in seven stockbooks or albums plus an additional bag of loose
album pages, a solid holding of mint and used US from the 1857 issue through about 1940, with Back-of-the-Book represented as
well; album collections can be plundered or offered whole, while the stockbooks provide depth with mostly useful duplication (a
few issues heavier); note some interesting cancels among the 19th century items, most mid-range material mint and mounted; back
on the market after eight years, last offered by Maltz Liquidation in 2013, Fine to Very Fine, inspection invited. Shipping charges
apply - weight 28 lbs. Scott $12,000+ (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

153

U.S., Fantastic Four-Volume Larger Item EFO Stock. Over 330 individual pieces by our count, comprising larger blocks and
se-tenant issues along with coil strips, all identified and in Scott order; offers a range of printing and production pickles, including
foldovers, tape splices, paste-ups, over-inkings, perforation and color shifts, color omissions, offset on gum, etc.; a couple listed
items including “Korpa” error in block of six and Stockholmia ‘86 booklet pane with black omitted; many sheet stamps with selvage
(with or without markings, a few plate blocks included), several coil strips with line or plate number; fresh and appealing stock,
with useful duplication, Very Fine, be sure to see it all online. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.4 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

154

U.S., Mostly FDC, Dealer Stock for Beginner to Specialist, 1930-2016. 8,000+ envelopes (predominently First Day Covers)
with some organization by stamp issue while other boxes will require some effort; individual albums with between 100-125 better
cachets with single stamp focus include Scott 782, C38, C39, C40, C76, Special Delivery stamps, and postal entires; two complete
sets (one Rice) of Famous Americans; box containing 1200 UN covers from 1951 forward; binder of about 100 better railroad
postcards; binder with a few hundred hotel, railroad, Niagra Falls and Grand Canyon postcards (many with Canadian franking);
43 hand drawn Overrun Countries, at least 19 Ferryman cards, dozens of British Commonwealth Charles and Diana FDCs, large
group of Star Wars covers still in USPS packaging; plenty of wheat amongst the chaff, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply
- weight 295 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

155

U.S., The Betting Man’s Stock of EFO Booklets and Panes. If you’re a bookie, you’ll want to look sharp for this straight-up
winner; 190 booklets or panes, each identified on its own page in four counter books—one stuffed so full it’s about to give; everything you could possibly want is here: miscuts, perforation shifts, foldovers, inverted panes, color shifts, color omissions, albino
test panes (as panes and between covers), 40%-100% plate number or electric eye captures, even a couple “what were they thinking?” miscut covers; items range between #554c//2585a and C25a//C79a; fresh and bright throughout, with useful duplication;
most unpriced, but one noted “$350”, Very Fine, a great lot with huge retail potential; see it all online. Shipping charges apply
- weight 4.8 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

156

U.S., Carefully Curated Duplicates, 1923-1986. Obsession can be a complement when used to describe a collector focused on
quality; 90+ black index sized cards with unused and mint stamps; begins with Washington Bicentennial, National Parks, Prexie
to 30c, Prexie line pair coils (incomplete), Overrun Country blocks, Prominent Americans ($5 x 2 plus plate block, 1$ line pair
x 2), 1610-1612 plate blocks, 2195 PB and block of 8, 2195 PB and block of 8, 2196 PB and block of 8, early Airmail, E1-E3
(regummed), Q10, J1-J3, J15, J22, J24, J77a, O133 PB x 2; and more; condition varies but overall appears fresh, Very Fine. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

157

U.S., Striking Offset EFOs Stock. Each item on individual page in two counter books; our count tallied 212 items, ranging
between #184 and 2884, C71 and C90, plus R209 along with one item each from the Philippines and Peru (!); note partial and
full offsets of design, single and multiple color offsets (some issues with varieties), offset of the precancel, several blocks with
offset of the marginal markings, etc., etc.; a most uncommon holding of this elusive and attractive material, with useful duplication, Very Fine, well worth your time to look; imaged in full online. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.4 lbs. (photo on web site)
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
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158

U.S., Well Organized Balanced Modern Stock, 1861-1986. 7 volumes of “I was going to be a dealer” stock of mostly US mint
selected for quality; some early used including Scott 71, 152 and 162 as well as a White Plains souvenir sheet (H with selvage
trimmed); high aggregate face; noting $5 Moore (3 plate blocks), $1 O’Niel coil (26 line pairs), high value lantern plate blocks
1610 (3), 1611 (4) and 1612 (2); hundreds of coil strips from 490 through the Liberty Series, Prominent Americans, and onto Transportation; includesAirmail, Special Delivery, Officials and Postage Due; bonus box of modern mint postal entires and postal cards;
a surprising amount of fresh material, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 30.4 lbs. (photo on web site)
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

159

U.S., Warehouse Worth of Test Dummy Coils, 1927-30. Extraordinary lot of complete rolls of #TD75; includes 38 rolls of 1000
stamps and 52 rolls of 500 with original POD paper wrappers; in wonderful condition (a few are missing the outer wrapper); unusual and great for online sales and at shows; 64,000 stamps in all, o.g., never hinged, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply
- weight 7.8 lbs. Scott $38,000+ (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

160

U.S., Massive Backup of “Bedford” Postal Cards, 1879-1997. 25,000 mint postal cards in paper wrappers and brown paper
“bricks” of 250; ranges from UX6//UX283 with large to XXXXL quantities in great condition; about 3,000 of the cards are Airmail
including UXC1-5F, UXC6-8, UXC10, UXC14, UXC16-20 and UXC22; and about 4,000 of the total are show cards from CUPEX, SUDPOSTA, PHILATELIA, NAJUBRIA, MYRTLE and SYDPEX; compact, organized and clean; ready to be put to work,
Fine to Very Fine, ex-Bedford Stock. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

161

U.S., Valuable Booklet Dealer Stock, 1939-1972. A few hundred unexploded booklets (plus dozens of booklet panes); includes
BK96, BK104 (5) BK107, BK111 ($110), BK113 (50) BK115, BK117, BK117B; also Airmail including BKC7, BKC9, BKC12
($275) (14) BKC13 ($4,200), BKC21, BKC22 and many more; unexamined for misperfs; useful for dealer stock, Fine to Very
Fine. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
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162

U.S., 3¢-29¢ Face Postage Motherload, 1944-2014. Stack over a foot high of mint sheet files with a half century’s worth of
US issues; all fresh and in great condition it spans three cents into the relatively recent; not picked over for someone willing to
pull panes for grading; start an internet business offering these wonderful sheets; face value $9,000+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 33.2 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $5,000 - 7,000

163

U.S., Mini Sheet Bonanza, 1948-2018. Open your own post office with this delightful collection of modern commemoratives;a
few mint sheet files with sheets back to Scott 773, Overrun Countries, and the 1948 Boy Scout issue (about 100 sheets); Legends
of the West, American Illustrators, Classic Aviation, Trans-Mississippi, modern Officials and much, much more; all fresh with a
Face of $10,000+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 30.6 lbs. (photo on web site)��������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

164

U.S., Clean, Fresh Face Lot, 1978-2001. Between Scott 1735//3490 in legal-sized envelopes annotated with Scott number, description, and amount of Face; principally plate strips and self adhesive booklets; Face exceeds $9,000, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 10.2 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

165

U.S., Delicious Better Face, 1986-2010. Five looseleaf binders plus numerous glassines packed with desirable Commemoratives
and useful Definitives; consists of sheets, plate strips and plate blocks as well as very sellable Celebrate the Century series, 18
Hawaiian Missionaries souvenir sheets still in celophane, Ameripex 1986 sets, space hologram souvenir sheets, and much more;
condition is terrific; can easily form a useful basis for the show or web dealer; face value $6,500+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 27 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

166

U.S., Uncut Press Sheets, 1996-2005. Stunning oversized uncut press sheets including Cinco De Mayo, Comic Strip Classics,
Atlantic 1996, Pacific 97, Classic America Craft, Legends of Hollywood James Dean, Ronald Reagan, Aquarium Fish, Legends of
Baseball, Pan-American Inverts, US States, Mars Pathfinder, Trans-Mississippi, and Looney Tunes 32c-34c; these are really fun;
Face $6,000+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 26.4 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

167

U.S., 70 Years of Plate Blocks, 1948-2008. Mostly plate blocks in envelopes organized by catalog number from Scott 965 to
4340; duplication is mild to moderate and material is fresh; Face exceeds $5,000, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply weight 23.2 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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168

U.S., Modern Fresh Face, 1999-2016. Ex-Bedford scrap plus better including PB number coils, in-demand commemoratives,
and computer vended postage stamps; Face exceeds $5,000, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.8 lbs. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

169

U.S., “Face to Face” Modern Mint Accumulation. A binder of mint sheets, a stockbook, coil rolls and numerous PNC strips, a
stack of booklets and mountains of plate blocks and mini-sheets. Heck, there’s around 190 Marilyn Monroe sheets alone! All this
comes to easily over $3,700 in face. Stock up now! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 38 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

170

U.S., Massive and Valuable Mint Accumulation. Huge selection comprising hundreds of complete booklets to the 33¢ era in
duplicate, plus many, many hundreds of sheets, part-sheets, plate blocks, strips of ten, etc., filling a good-sized box as received;
great variety to be sure, with very substantial aggregate face value, Very Fine, well worth a careful inspection. Shipping charges
apply - weight 16 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

171

U.S., Vast and Valuable Mint Accumulation. Eclectic holding comprising a two-volume Lighthouse hingeless album 1935-97
collection of mostly face, with some premium included; in addition, we note four large, fat glassine-type bags jam-packed with
useful postage, mostly in blocks of four-ten, strips, Airmails, etc., with strength in the 20¢-30¢ values range; huge amount of face
to be sure, Very Fine, inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 20 lbs. (photo on web site)������ Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

172

U.S., More Coils Than a King-Sized Mattress, 1923-2018. Modern coils both opened and sealed; 1c to Forever, Non-Denominated A-H, Officials, Bulk Rate, Non-Profit, self-adhesive, the works; noticed 1225, 1054a, 1059 and much more; a golden
opportunity for the coil specialist to pull guide line pairs and Plate Number Coils; unchecked for varieties of perforation, paper or
tagging, bonus box of about 10,000 TD119 test coils in complete wrappers; Face exceeds $4,000, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web
site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

173

U.S., Exceptional and Massive Highly Comprehensive Stamp Booklet Collection, 1960-2020. A clean and well-presented
collection of hundreds upon hundreds of complete booklets, booklet panes, imperfs, etc., all keenly presented on White Ace pages
in three large binders; “comprehensive coverage” is an understatement, as perforation varieties and other interesting oddities are
noted; includes a very substantial amount of face value in Forever stamp booklets, with total face approximately $3,680, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, a super lot; inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 19.6 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

174

U.S., Great American Series (and a Great Deal More), 1923-2006. A few thousand plate blocks, strips and singles; light in
plate blocks between 551//1031; considerable Liberty Series, Prominent Americans, and Great Americans (and no skimping on
the high values), and more organized by Scott number and further divided by tagged vs untagged, as well as perforation, paper
and gum varieties; there is a Scott 1033 plate 25061 (evaluate for possible Silkote?); booklet miscut, inking problems; massive
BOB including Airmail, Postage Due, and Special Delivery; easily $5,000 Face, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

175

U.S., A Half-Century of Postage, 1960-2011. Being a complete, never hinged collection of the period, neatly mounted in six
Specialty albums (four of which with slipcase); everything is here, including high-value definitives of the Prominent Americans,
Americana, Distinguished Americans series, plus Priority and Express issues (including a plate block or two); coil pairs, line pairs
and plate number strips (unchecked for better); miniature panes, souvenir sheets, prestige booklets—everything you remember
getting at the post office or from the Stamp Cave; ready-made bourse or eBay offering, or postage enough to allow you to avoid
said for quite a while; total face $3870 per the consignor—and pricey albums to boot, Very Fine, years of work to assemble—yours
in the fall of a gavel. Shipping charges apply - weight 40.4 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

176

U.S., Excellent and Substantial, Comprehensive Commemorative and Airmail Collection, 1960-2013. A lovely and very extensive well-presented collection of thousands, assembled on White Ace pages in five large binders; aside from a complete run of
the stamps themselves, we note extensive additional sheetlets, booklets, strips, etc., with nice Airmails for the era as well; a solid
holding with a face value count over $2,700, Very Fine, inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 42.7 lbs. (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,800 - 2,200

177

U.S., “Face Value Plus a Little More” Collection, 1893-2015. Two collections one neatly mounted in Heritage album, with
#231-38, 240, 287, 289-90, 296-99, 323-25, 328-30, 397-400, 401-2 and 548-50 plus another postage collection in three green
Lighthouse albums with slipcases from 1975-2000; total face value from two collections is approximately $1,500 to $2,000, Fine
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 38.2 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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178

U.S., Mostly Higher Value Face, 1940-2018. With hundreds of sheets there is only one 4c (Dag Hammarskjöld error) and only
19 5c (mostly Overrun Countries) this lot has useful postage once the better material is removed; majority of sheets are 29c (70),
33c (38), 10c (41), and 32c (19) with everything from sheets of 1c to $2.40 present; one mint file has sheets (mostly lower values)
partially stuck and there is several hundred dollars of broken postage in strips, plate blocks and partial sheets; at least a dozen sets
of the 1992 Columbus souvenir sheets, well over $100 in unexploded booklets, and extensive (and nicely annotated) plate number
coils in singles, pairs and strips on stock pages; vast majority are commemoratives with great customer appeal; Face value $3800+,
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 27.6 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

179

U.S., Extensive and Varied Mint Accumulation. Huge and diverse assortment comprising mostly blocks of four and strips; most
everything 15¢ and up values; nice variety, with total face over $3,000, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.3 lbs. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

180

U.S., Not Just a Pretty Face, 1945-2010. H E Harris Liberty single and plate blocks albums, year sets, and unopened USPS
Philatelic Fulfillment envelopes; several binders with commemoratives mounted on pages; plate block album packed (1970-86);
Year Sets 1978-81 and 1990; Yearbooks 1995, 1997, 2005 and 2007; more than $1,000 from 2006 still in cellophane from USPS;
all clean and fresh; total face $2,600+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 57.8 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

181

U.S., A-H Non-Denominated Face Postage, 1978-1998. Scott 1735//3264 (15c-33c); Face in excess of $3,500, Fine to Very Fine.
Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

182

U.S., Massive Plate Block Accumulation, 1909-2005. The main attraction here is, without a doubt, the enormous face value on
the heaps of stamps in shoe boxes, tubs and one stockbook. Mostly blocks with plate number, but some without as well as booklets,
souvenir sheets and singles. But please, don’t use it all for postage! There are certainly a lot of better items here, like plate blocks
of #370, C31, QE3 and surely much more lurking somewhere in the stacks. Total face alone has got to be at least $2,400, so stop
in and have a look, but don’t forget to bid! Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

183

U.S., Full & Partial Mint Sheets, 1936-2021. The majority are full sheets and mostly denominated 13¢ and above with a total
face value of around $2,300. Also in four mint sheet files are over 70 foreign sheets, mostly from the 60’s & 70’s, and a mix of
mint and CTO from Poland, Paraguay, Philippines, Panama and others, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 23.4
lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

184

U.S., Forever Mini-Sheets, 2000s. Around 200 mini-sheets totaling up to over 3,400 stamps. At today’s postal rates, that’s some
serious face value, and this is a lot guaranteed to grow in value! Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 lbs. (photo on web
site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

185

U.S., Modern Plate Blocks and Partial Panes, 1968-1980. A large carton filled with manila folders for issues ranging from 6¢
to 15¢; each folder is annotated with the Scott catalog number and contains moderate duplication of partial panes, plate strips
and plate blocks; all the material is post office fresh and ready to be put to work at shows, sold on the internet, or as discount
postage for mass mailings; face value $2,600+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 16.6 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

186

U.S., From Flags to Forevers, 1982-2012. Over 100 Scott album pages with singles, blocks, coils and mini sheets mounted;
loaded with modern sheets; all together Face exceeds $2,500, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 14.4 lbs. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

187

U.S., “About Face” Plate Block Collection, 1923-2006. Not much in the way of classics, but my goodness, what a massive
collection this is, all the way to 2006 with some astronomical face value. Presented in four Harris albums, the collection is nearly
complete from 1945 onwards, very often with multiple copies occupying the mount. There are duplicate pages from 1964-82 and
many high denominations, such as Express Mail, putting the face value easily over the $2,500 mark, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 29 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

188

U.S., Excellent and Compact Mint Accumulation. Nearly exclusively of 30¢-era issues in booklets and sheets; great variety of
issues present; face approximately $2,100, Very Fine, examine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.4 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,200
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189

U.S., Wonderful Forever Stamp Accumulation. Extensive and diverse holding of over 3000 Forever stamps in complete booklets, sheets, strips and blocks, etc., with definitives and commemoratives alike, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.5 lbs.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

190

U.S., Forever Booklets & Blocks, 2000s. Over 100 booklets totaling around $1250 in face at the current postal rate and a hefty
pile of blocks and strips tacking on an additional $400+ in face. Stock up now as an increase in postal rates is just as certain as
death and taxes! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

191

U.S., First Kwanzaa Issue Uncut Press Sheet Collection, 1997 (Scott 3175). First of many stamps issued to celebrate the
non-religious African-American festival which synthesizes and reinvents traditional African “first fruits”; the press sheet contains
five panes of 50 stamps plus plate numbers, registration marks and other printer’s notations required to produce a quality postal
issue; lot consists of 10 extra large cardboard mailers filled with uncut press sheets plus a few that have been cut into gutter blocks
and other interesting combinations; Face over $2,300, Very Fine. (photo on web site)������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

192

U.S., Commemorative Face Lot, 1940-88. Two multi-mint sheet files brimming with more than 300 commemoratives sheets
with minimal duplication; 3&cent (28), 4&cent (30), 5&cent (29), 6&cent (61), 8&cent (75), 10&cent (41), 11&cent (3), 13&cent
(41), 15&cent (3), 18&cent (14), 20&cent (7), 22&cent (4); about 20 percent consists of strips and plate blocks; dozens of BEP
engraved show cards; about a dozen USPS commemorative panels; sheet of #1283B with drastic miscut; Post Office Department
presentation folder for #1168 and 1169 autographed by Postmaster General Arthur E. Summerfield; face value $2,100+, Fine to
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 33 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

193

U.S., Fabulous Regular Issue Mint Collection, 1960-2020. Exceptional and comprehensive collection of thousands, presented
on White Ace pages (both sides often used) in one large binder running nearly to date; everything is here, from all Express and Priority Mail issues, coils, lots of blocks of four, pairs, strips, etc., including non-denominated issues, etc.; total face value of postage
approximately $2,050, with much of that in dollar-values and Forevers, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 8 lbs. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

194

U.S., Vast and Valuable Forever Stamp Commemorative Collection. A superb, comprehensive collection from the first-issued Forever commemorative in 2010 and running through 2020; includes over 2600 stamps with singles, sheetlets, booklets, strips, and more,
Very Fine, a great lot with face value approximately $1,520. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.4 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

195

U.S., 3c Commemorative Sheets, 1945-1952. Four oldtime hard binders with $900+ Face sheets; post office fresh; grading anyone? Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.8 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������ Estimate $500 - 750
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196

U.S., Illustrated Advertising Letterheads, 1804-1922. A few hundred sleeved lettersheets and advertising letterhead postal
contents; 30+ pages from the Baltimore Price-Current from 1804, fine letter about “abundant crop in Russia” concerning flaxseed
prices in Ireland to NY stampless (3 covers), Havre Price-Current (France) printed 1835 circular with fine letter, delicious engravings of sailing ships and paddlewheels, scarce 1852 illustrated lettersheet with views of Peoria, IL, 1844 color hand drawn mounted
letersheet, stunning illustrated 1852 folded letter describing Queen Victoria’s procession to the new Houses of Parliament,
engraved 1840 etching of Trafalgar Square that consumes half a stampless cover letter sheet, exquisite image of Chain Pier Brighton with lovely 1850 letter in French, 1833 Northampton PA “Land Map”, 1872 monthly tobacco circular on Liverpool folded
letter, 1835 MA temperance society circular; organized by subjects including Hotels, Merchants, Printing & Publishing, Services,
Political, Slavery, Schools, and Social Fraternal; a fair number are pressed stampless folded letters and many have stamps including Scott 9, 24, 73 as well as some with frankings from Great Britain; a fascinating window into centuries past, Fine to Very Fine.
Shipping charges apply - weight 11.4 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

197

U.S., Lovely Selection of Diverse Covers, ca. 1857-1930. 34 items in total, from First Perfs to Zepps, most on original dealer or
auction cards with annotations and (old) prices; note CAM and FAM First Flight Covers (including FAM5 franked by #C10a full
pane with tab), 1926 Chicago-Dallas First Flight Cover, two 1930 South America Flight items (2¢ Grant postal card uprated by
#C14, plus #C15-franked cover), 1933 Century of Progress Flight Cover franked with block of four #C18, numerous Black Jack
covers, interesting 1871 mixed-franking cover (#98 & 147), #113 Carrier cover, four city-different Lexington-Concord First Day
Covers, #65 multi-franked cover (2 on front, 8 on back) from US Consulate in Manzanillo, Mexico, to Raab, Hungary; New York
to La Guayra, Venezuela oversized cover franked 4¢, 6¢, 15¢ and 50¢ Columbians, and more besides, several with certificates; a
stellar lot for the Postal History enthusiast, with outstanding retail potential, generally Fine to Very Fine, see them all online. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 6,000
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198

U.S., Superb Embossed Cameo Advertising Corner Card Collection. A spectacular, neatly presented collection of 100 elegant
Cameo Advertising Corner Cards, all 19th century, ranging from the stampless era to the early banknote period, housed in one
binder. Virtually all are different with just a few items in duplicate. Many choice and elegant designs are offered, including topics
such as hotels, insurance & banking enterprises, grocers & food merchants, publishers, hardware, liquor, guns, iron works, clothing, machinists, lumber, various dry goods, furniture, attorneys, tobacco, china & glassware, hair merchants(!), railway cars, etc.
In addition, we find cameos on postal stationery entires, a nice territorial usage, etc. A super lot, which is a complete joy to review
and admire, Overall, condition is quite nice, generally Fine to Very Fine, If you cannot inspect in person, be sure to review in its
entirety on the web. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

199

U.S., Zeppelin Flights Flown from America, 1928-1936. 207 envelopes and cards related to Zeppelins flown from the United
States (US franking) with about 150 carried and the remainder commemorative; 24 wonderful Oct 1928 Graf Zeppelin 1st flight
to Germany (Sieger 22) including Scott C5-C11 on cover, 5 values (C1, C2, C4, C8 & C10), several with $1 Lincoln Memorial,
as well as a stunning business-sized envelope from L Bamberger & Co; 28 flown USS Akron covers from the May 1932 Coast to
Coast or Aug 1932 Tactical Training flights, including an A C Roe illustrated cover with green label and another (with a blue label)
addressed to Honolulu; 11 carried USS Los Angeles (Sieger 20) covers including April 15 (6), April 16 (Bermuda), April 20, April
27 (2) and May 6 (San Juan); 28 commemorative envelopes (USS Akron leaves for Lakehurst, First flight, Dr Eckener inspects Zeppelin dock, etc); 73 flown Lakehurst to Frankfurt Hindenburg covers with wonderful franking combination and destinations
(including the US) including Belgium, Czechoslovakia, and Holland; 8 Century of Progress (NY, 4 Chicago, Akron and 2 Miami)
each (except one) franked with C18, includes one to Rio de Janeiro; and 35 misc including printed Hindenburg memorial (3 diff),
comical early aircraft photo sent by Harry Truby on 1st Graf Zeppelin US to Germany, several Hindenburg flown (including to
Czechoslovakia, Austria and Sweden, and combination Lyndon B Johnson Free Frank (and meter free frank) envelope; tremendous
variety and value; well worth a look, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

200

U.S., Automobile and Auto Related Collection, 1905-1980. 450+ covers, cards and memorabilia representing a tremendous
range of vintage era Advertising covers for cars, supplies, and services; real photo picture postcards, picture postcards, multiple
postcard packs alongside wonderful corner cards, full cover Advertising, and illustrated letterhead; remarkable Elbe binder with
about 50 pages dedicated to Dearborn, Henry Ford, and Greenfield Village with scarce cornercards dating back to 1912 and an
engraved 1938 invitation to Edsel Ford’s 50th wedding anniversary; 1930 Registered cover addressed to Henry Ford Jr simply
to the city of Detroit (it was delivered);1920’s Ford Motor Co corner cards addressed to Edsel Ford from company facilities in
Luxembourg, Greece, Uruguay and Sweden; about 50 Highway Post Office covers; about 60 legal-sized envelopes with extraordinary multicolor advertising; 50+ modern First Day Covers primarily for classic car and Transportation Series issues; real picture
postcard showed runner up from 1925 Indianapolis 500 explained by spectator/writer signing he “must speed this off”;
examine images on the web (or better yet see it all in person) and bid, the winner will be very pleased, Fine to Very Fine. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

201

U.S., Unpicked Local Covers from the Russ Estate. Once again seeing the light of day, eight years after the estate’s dispersal;
37 covers offering a lovely and enticing mix of Blood’s, Hale & Co., American Letter Mail Co., Swart’s, City Despatch, Boyd’s,
etc., with acid cancels, fancy box “Collect/New York/Office” handstamps, a corner card or two, a mourning cover, etc., condition
varies, but an uncommon holding, Fine to Very Fine, see it all online. (photo on web site)������������������������ Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

202

U.S., Lovely Local Issues Collection. An attractive and neatly presented collection of over 50 covers (includes a few fronts or
fragments) housed in one binder. We note a fine array of Blood’s Despatch & Penny Post usages, including a #1 cover usage and a
choice example used with a lovely red railroad handstamp, a Swarts #136L14, #26 combo usage, 20LU29 usages, numerous nice
Boyd’s City examples, attractive Hussey’s Post items, a splendid #137L1 Teese & Co. with #11 combo (ex-Morris, 2 PF certs) and
many others. Lovely holding, equally suited for the trader or specialist advancement, bulk Fine to Very Fine, Be sure to view in its
entirety on the web. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

203

U.S., Outstanding 19th Century Postal History Collection. A lovely and valuable collection of 62 items housed in one binder
including premium items such as three #64, 3¢ pink covers, two with PF certs, the third signed, plus other nice 3¢ covers including
several fancy cancels, a Waterbury Shield Rohloff Q-2, etc. Additionally we note a lovely range of #14 covers, seven nice Blackjacks including paper folds and margin inscription markings on cover, fifteen 10¢ 1851 & 1857 covers, including several choice
examples, some 1869’s including a lovely 12¢ on cover, Charleston, SC to Liverpool and others, An excellent, select group, bulk
generally Fine to Very Fine, Well worth inspection either live, or in its entirety on the web. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.4 lbs.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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204

U.S., Zeppelin Flight Around the World, 1929. 109 envelopes and cards flown on the Graf Zeppelin and sporting US postage;
a delightful group with incalcuable permutations on how to satisfy the required rate; Universal Pictures Corporation business-sized envelope to employee with $3.75 franking; most have addresses in the US (short leg or around the world) but includes
recipients in Japan, Germany, Switzerland and Bohemia; overall condition is quite good and all those colorful stamps (one has
24 diff) is bound to entice your clients, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

205

U.S., Civil War Patriotics, 1861-65. About 370 unused envelopes telling a passionate, compelling, and tragic story of the War
Between the States; while a handful have minor condition issues, the vast majority look like the day they were made; at least 17
Magnus multicolor, two “all over” Armory Hospital, and an Admiral Porter “all over”; includes a Palmetto State flag flying to
left in blue (cat $750) and a stunning Wells design (F-S1-181) that traverses the upper portion of the envelope (gorgeous); includes
artwork of Gibson, Wells, D B Cooke, Magee, Hedge, Murphy, Robinson and Upham; a few Confederate examples but vast majority are pro Union; for the consumate collector or merchant in search of a true premium group of scarcer designs, Fine to Very
Fine. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

206

U.S., Banknotes, Banknotes, Banknotes, 1875-1899. 110+ envelopes franked with Banknotes to domestic and foreign destinations in an album; interesting corner cards, Advertising, and business reply; destinations include Italy, England, Scotland, Holland,
France, Switzerland, Saxony, and the Bahamas; a few attractive Mourning envelopes noted; includes Registered covers and LOTS
of interesting auxillary markings; enjoy, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

207

U.S., Wide Range of Postal History, 1851-1910. 90+ better items selected with care; discovery copy Sandusky Railroad, Blood’s
Penny Post acid tied with Scott 11, Boyd’s Express Post on folded letter to judge, beautiful 1857 envelope addressed to Indian
Diggings El Dorado Co CA, Scott 9 on printed circular, numerous 68 on cover with fancy cancels, 73 with Turtle cancel to Maine
Volunteer Lt with contents, 75 on cover with fancy cancel and attractive NY strike plus letter, 78 to Dublin and another to London,
97 double transfer of bottom frame on cover, several 114 on cover, bold Denver & Rio Grange Express envelope, scarce Frankfort
KY 1897 Spread Eagle machine cancel, engraved garden party invitation and envelope from President Hoover, Grace Coolidge
free frank, pair of Cobb embossed Valentine’s Day envelopes, and plenty more; well worth a look, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 2.8 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

208

U.S., Postal History & Memorabilia of Los Angeles, 1851-1955. Approx 150 covers and assorted ephemera trace a rich history
of Southern California; numerous better items (lots of “ex-Tatum”) including stampless, Paid 3, Paid 10, and various 1851-1857
usages on cover; stampless to exotic usages with plenty of advertising; well worth examining; bonus Graf Zeppelin Round the
World postcard from LA, Very Fine. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

209

U.S., Pioneer & Government Airmail collection, 1911-25. Extraordinary binder of Pioneers, Government, and First Flights
through the late 1950s;Pioneers include 1911 Sept 23 ($525), Sept 25 ($250), Oct 4 ($150), Oct 21 ($175), Nov 28 ($250), Dec 12
($300), Dec 28 ($200); 1912 Jan 28 ($175), May 18 ($150), Jun 6 ($250), Jul 18 ($175), July 20 ($200), Aug 10 ($450), Aug 11
($300), Aug 24 ($175), Oct 12 ($400), Nov 2 ($300), and 1915 Nov 5 ($400); Government flights include AAMS 101E ($450),
105 ($300), 109 ($100), 110 ($125), 127a ($125), 131, 135 ($150), 148, 148a, 155, 156a, 167, and several more; includes First
Flights, Airport Dedications and anniversary flights as well as a few Pioneer era unused postcards; very strong early flight collection worthy of close inspection, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.4 lbs. AAMC $6,000 =. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

210

U.S., Old-Timer’s Aviator Autograph Collection, 1926-52. Approximately 400 vintage signatures of early pilots on period
flown envelopes in three large volumes; about a third on Contract Air Mail (CAM) covers from the mid-1920s to 1930s while the
majority of the others on airport dedications, anniversaries, and air races; some autographs include Ralph DeVore, Shirley Short,
Earle Ovington, Edwin Musick, Basil Rowe, Jack Tilton, Arthur E La Porte, R O D Sullivan, Slim Kidwell, Maurice Bellonte, Clarence Chamberlin, Diesdonne Costes, Dean Smith, Ira Eaker, Frank K Everest, Robert Fogg, James Gavin (on 82nd
Airborne letterhead), Francis Gabreski, Bud Gurney, Albert Hegenberger, Walter Hinton, Frank Hawks, Erich Hartmann
(German Ace), Laura Ingalles, Jack Knight, Frank Lahm, B B Lipsner, Armand Lotti, Glenn Martin, Wop May, D S Noyes,
Clyde Pangborn, Tex Rankin, Ralph Royce, Averdon Roe (on postcard ay 1909 aviation meet with Farman), Eddie Rickenbacker, Robert Scott (Flying Tigers), Carl Spatz, Charles Sweeney (A-bomb Nagasaki), Elinor Smith, Nathan Twining,
George Vaughn (WWI Ace), Max Conrad, and hundreds of others, Fine to Very Fine, get a taste of the lot online. Shipping charges
apply - weight 19.6 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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211

U.S., Stampless Folded Letters, 1756-1860. Wonderful lot of about 75 folded letters includes 1550 copper plate printed astronomy movable graph, 1796 engraved and hand washed geographic map, 1795 folded letter to Capt William Inger with a letter
mentioning General Schuyler, 1851 referring to issuing more bonds for the Harlem & Holley Railroad, extensive archeological
content on 1890 American Museum of Natural History letterhead, fascinating documents related to 1843 railroad land taking
including map and correspondance, 1818 land deed, stunning 1790 ship insurance policy, and dozens of letters from the early
to mid 19th century; other ephemera includes 1844 booklet on state of French Naval Forces, printed Letter from the Secretary
of the Navy (1802 bound from book), and much more; a delicious romp through American history, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

212

U.S., Consummate Mint Patriotic Envelope Collection, 1861-1865. 250 almostly exclusively mint (and in great condition)
Civil War Patriotics; at least half are multicolor and many are seldom encountered illustrations; produced by James Gates,
King & Baird, Magee, Frank Beard, Proctor & Clark, D Murphy & Son, Hilton, Harbach & Brother, Gay & Hollingshead, New
York Union Envelope Depot, F R Vermeule, S C Rickards & Co, S C Upham, Mumford & Co, Young & Lockwood, Brown &
Ryan, Berlin & Jones, and of course Charles Magnus; there are at least 30 wonderful Magnus here, the generals, generals with
maps, dual images, and the exquisite multicolors; there are “overalls”, maps fashioned as envelopes, and much more; these are
perfect to go straight to your online business (unless you can’t part with them), Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

213

U.S., Wonderful Collection of Airmail Issue Covers,1928-23. Lovely collection comprised of 15 covers including #C2 on
7/15/18 First Flight cover (American FDC Society cert), C1, C2 & C4-5 (on one cover), offering three 8/21/23 Transcontinental
Flight covers, C3 on May 15 First Flight cover, C6 plus #634 on Airforce Around the World 9/5/24 cover, two C2 7/15/18 flight
covers, C5 on 2¢ entire Nov. 1926 from Peru, IL, carried by train due to plane issue, C2 on NY to Chicago Pathfinder flight, etc,
Lovely group, bulk Fine to Very Fine, Examine in its entirety on the web. (photo on web site)����������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

214

U.S., Aviation Events and Rotary Flight Balance, 1925-1960. (about 500 in total) 50+ better aviation events, 180+ rotary wing,
and about 35 postal items in three binders; 1925 Cristobal to Costa Rica, 1925 Victoria to Seattle seaplane, 1925 Cristobal to San
Jose, 1926 Norfolk to Havana, 1926 Floyd Bennett flown, 1926 Sir Alan Cobham (New York, Milburn, Philadelphia and Washington), 1927 USS Leviathan Ship to Shore, 1927 failed flight to USS Leviathan, Curtis Airplane Export Co set of four (3 autographed by J H Doolittle). CAM 1 airplane-motorcycle courier service (3 different), 1928 US Army inspection flight to the Canal
Zone, 1928 Glenn Curtiss Hammondsport, 1929 Adams pick up from USS Leviathan, 1929 transcontinental non-stop flight, 1930
Air Mail messenger service by speed boat, 1930 world record endurance refueling flight (with four autographs), 1930 New York to
Harbour Grace (signed by John Henry Mears), 1932 Washington Bicentennial autographed by J H Doolittle, 1932 Woman’s refueling record signed by Louise Thaden and Frances Marsalis, 1933 LA to NY speed record autographed by Roscoe Turner, 1934
speed flight carried by Capt Eddie Rickenbacher, four world record covers autographed on Sikorsky and Douglas envelopes, 1935
Wiley Post stratosheric flight, and several more; 180+ autogiro and helicopter cover with virtually no duplication; and a few dozen
postcards (with many early) and Wright Brothers commemorative covers; extraordinarily useful lot for the advanced specialist or
savvy dealer, Fine to Very Fine, see a sampling online. Shipping charges apply - weight 14.6 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

215

U.S., Lighter Than Air Zepps to Spaceflight, 1924-1969. Approx 125 envelopes and cards for early aviation to beyond the
atmosphere; WWI crashed aircrart on postcard, military postally used; early Contract Air Mail route Cheyenne to Pueblo franked
with Scott C4; glider mail including transcontinental glider flight and experimental flight; Earl Ovington autograph on 20th anniversary flight; autogiro and several first CAM flights; helicopter service in Chicago; 4 Graf Zeppelin first North American flights
(including Registered); 8 LZ 127 Round the World with destinations in the US, Germany and Japan; 24 Training and Coast to
Coast carried mail in the USS Akron; 2 better Liechtenstein Registered covers with the C15-16 Airmail Zeppelin stamps; 5 USS Los
Angeles envelopes NY to Bermuda; 1961 rocket mail Reynosa Mexico to McAllen TX, 17 covers postmarked Poker Flats Rocket
Site in AK; 7 covers on board recovery ship for Apollo 11 (3 are the far less common hand cancel); plus aerograms from Iceland
and envelope sets from French Australian Antarctic Territories; quite the spread, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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216

U.S., Mecca of the Stamp Collecting Universe, 1855-1986. Ask anyone where the center of the stamp collecting world was
(before the void called eBay) and they would tell you Nassau Street in New York City; for generations many of the most important
dealers and retail shops operated there; this special collection of about 100 covers plus Cinderellas and ephemera speaks to that
magical place; some items, like the 1855 printed circular sent from Liverpool by steamer to Nassau Street, chronicle the merchants;
in the case of the steamer cover, it had the same address as a very early manufacturer of tinted envelopes; others are from giants in
the trade including Nassau Stamp Co, Stamp and Coin Exchange, Burger & Co, J M Bartels, Economist Stamp Co, Herman Herst
Jr, George Herzog, George Sloane, Navarre Stamp, Chambers Stamp, M Herbert & Co, J Krebs Stamp Co, Hobbs Stamp, and dozens more; included are dozens of modern Local Post (Shrub Oak, Rattlesnake Island, etc) on cover as well as several sheets; The
Post Office, a monthly journal for stamp collectors from July 1892; R F Albrecht 29th Auction Sale (on Nassau Street, of course),
where this 1895 event offered very reasonable prices (a Scott 118 invert opened at $1); tons of memories for the high bidder, Fine
to Very Fine. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

217

U.S., Patriotic Covers from Civil War to WWII, 1861-1945. Approximately 110 fascinating covers in a single Supersafe album;
about half are unused Civil War Patriotics beginning with a stunning all over multicolor Magnus of the US Capitol; other printers include Berlin & Jones, J K Hall, Cobb, Wells and Murphy & Sons; many are multicolor and are in wonderful condition; also
observed are Spanish American War flag covers, censored WWI Soldier’s Mail, WWII Free Mail, as well as better first day covers
from House of Farnam, Fluegel (20), Staehle (8), Clifford, and others; stand up and salute! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges
apply - weight 3.6 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

218

U.S., Consumate CAM & FAM Collection, 1926-1984. 1300+ envelopes from a longtime Airmail collector from the immediate
postwar yearsin trays and a binder; Contract Air Mail mounted on pages and organized by CAM Routes and in a tray individually
sleeved; extensive holdings of fresh Foreign Air Mail principally from FAM 14 and 19 but also strong in 17 and 18 (with a little
FAM 6); FAM 22 mounted on Scott quadrille pages with photocopies of the receiving marks displayed; binder with approx 120
flights to Ireland (FAM 27) including Concorde mail; a few Lindbergh and Catapults noted; much of this hasn’t seen the light of
day (all addressed to the collector) since they were flown in the late 1930s and through the 1940s; break out your American Air
Mail Society catalogs! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 24.6 lbs. (photo on web site)�� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

219

U.S., Unusual and Valuable Flight Cover Collection, 1922-2002. About 250 better aviation related envelopes in two binders;
1933 Graf Zeppelin to NY franked 2RM with Chicago overprint and three eagle values, 1936 TIPEX rocket mail, C18 plate single
on flown on LZ-127 from Akron, 1931 Christmas airmail Wellington to Christchurch, Linprint Zeppelin cover with C-18 from
Chicago to Friedrichshaven, 1924 Riga to Luzern, Roesseler cachet on USS Los Angeles NY to Bermuda, Beazell flown Akron to
Chicago franked with Baby Zep, 1927 USS Leviathan catapult mail, flown 1936 Greenwood rocket mail, 1931 Surinam DOX to
Havana, 1935 Brazil Condor mail to Germany, 1929 Bremen catapult mail, 1939 round the world with 8 postmarks, C-76 FDC
with autographs of ASTP crew including Tom Stafford, Vance Brand, Deke Slayton, Alexi Leonov and Valeri Kubasov, a few
dozen vintage USS Macon commemorative covers, 1939 Cuban rocket mail, Cams, FAMs, Airport Dedications, Concorde mail,
Canadian Semi-Official on airmail cover, at least a dozen space event covers, and more; owner retail exceeds $6,200, Fine to Very
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.2 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

220

U.S., 1983 (Aug 30), Space Shuttle STS-8 Challenger FLOWN covers. Crew: Truly, Brandenstein, D. Gardner, Bluford, W.
Thornton. 147 envelopes flown in outer space in 1983 as part of a joint USPS/NASA program; 98 are in colorful issued folders
and the remaining 49 are still sealed in the Certified Mail envelopes they came in; First Day of Issue souvenir panel with booklet
pane of the $9.35 stamp (cat $185); also lithograph of the Apollo 15 crew with autopen signatures; it cost $10,000 for NASA to
get a pound to orbit, the Post Office charged $15.35 over the counter for each; you are getting quite the bargain, Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 27 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

221

U.S., Eleven First or Pioneer Flight Covers, 1918-28. From the dawn of aviation, a bright little holding sure to please; note a
lovely #C3 on May 15, 1918 Philadelphia First Trip cover, CAM First Flight Covers (one franked by 10¢ Trans-Mississippi!),
Night Airmail Flights (transcontinental or legs), connecting services, and more; many mixed frankings or uprated stationery items,
and a range of auxiliary markings and cachets to please the eye; a great start to a new collecting area, or stock sure to entice your
clients, Very Fine on the whole, see everything online. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

222

U.S., The “From Russia, With Love” Compilation, 1862-1919. 22 cards and covers, the earliest an April 1, 1862 stampless
cover to Riga from Milwaukie, Wis., the latest a 1929 Alaskan-Siberian Navigation Co. cover, with the majority of what falls between from what might be considered the original “cold war”, the American Expeditionary Forces’ campaign in Siberia; numerous
Soldier’s Mail covers with a variety of Censor handstamps, a Roessler cover (also censored), a 1917 cover to Russia with New
York City Post Office “service suspended” label, a lovely woodgrain-design card and envelope with hand-colored illustration of
Nikko Temple, etc., plus covers to or from the US Legation/Consulate/Embassy in St. Petersburg; a couple with correspondence;
general age and travel wear, but an interesting and uncommon lot, Fine to Very Fine, fully imaged online; be sure to view. Shipping
charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
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223

U.S., Dealer Stock of Town Postmarks, 1878-1954. 1200+ envelopes and postal cards with superior cancels individually
sleeved with exquisite typed postmark detail on each housed in three cardboard drawers; organized by State and then alphabetically; includes Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Indiana, New Hampshire, Ohio, plus a smattering of Maine, and Massachusetts;
very clean and well organized; DPO anyone? Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 20 lbs. (photo on web site)
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

224

U.S., Early Post Office Correspondence Exhibit, 1803-1874. 22 stampless letters/documents clearly part of an exhibit concerning the early working of the US Post Office, including the Conferency; the first several, beginning in 1803, are quarterly partially
printed receipts detailing credits to the post office in Newton CT; lovely Bishops Mark on 1808 folded letter addressed to Samuel
Osgood, the Postmaster General; Civil War Patriotic addressed to the Third Assistant PMG; Penalty envelopes of both the United
States and the Confederacy; condition varies considerably; examination of this fascinating collection is recommended, Fine to Very
Fine. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
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225

U.S., Jaw Dropping EFO Stock, 1882-2019. Thousands of stamps in 6 stockbooks covering the gambit of imperfs, color omitted,
misperfs, misregistration, paper folds and more; over 50 different imperfs (some with mild duplication) including 1699a unlisted
PB of 12 ($2,100+), 1618Cd block, 4 pair 1304e ($250), 2489b block of 6, 2 pair 2551a ($600), 1787a vertical with plate number
($325+), 1769b block ($2,000), 1908a strip of 6 Plate 3 ($1,500), and C82a LP ($375); color omited includes a stunning 16 stamp
block of 1432a (5) and 1432b (4) unlisted ($4,225++), 2955a block of 4 ($800), and several others; hundreds of crazy misperfs
and bizzare color misregistration resulting in some spectacular stamps; an online dealer could go for years with this lot, Fine to
Very Fine. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

226

U.S., Imperfs, Misperfs, and Other EFOs, 1917-1995. Centering varies GREATLY in this packed mint sheet binder; thousands
of mint stamps, often in sheets, show just how wrong stamp production can go; extensive study of Scott 498 including block of 15
with 2 plate numbers and bizzare perfs (one imperf stamp), block of 20 with missing plate number, plate blocks with cracked plate;
504 double transfer, numerous 505 misperfs and paper creases, 1394 progressive misperf over 10 sheets; 12 examples (including
plate singles and pairs) of 2540b ($750) as well as strange miscut sheet; 4 sheets 2541 with perf bisecting eagle’s head and 2 sheets
with color shift (Face alone is $300), several butchered 2194 minisheets, beautiful 25c Savings stamp sheet before it got perforated
(now the plate number in comfortably inside the stamp),complete sheet of 2723A ($1,060), three 1591b untagged sheets ($600),
definitive and commemorative sized gummed and perforated blank sheets, 2111 complete gummed imperf sheets (5) plus 2 perf
sheets with red tape (stunning), jaw dropping $1 O’Neil (1294) sheet with half profoundly underinked, 1735 imperf sheet, three
sheets of imperf 1894 ($1,500), five complete imperf sheets of 2897a, fascinating 1890a sheet half perfed, two rows blind
perfs, and three rows imperf; 1597e sheet with a row perfed, a blind row, and 8 rows imperf (also an imperf plate strip of
20 and block of 36) as well as 2 complete imperf sheets and two with a single row of blind perfs, and dozens of sheets unmentioned; a TON of catalog here, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������� Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

227

U.S., 1861 to Banknotes, Phenomenal Fancy Cancels. Presented in two volumes, about 400 items mostly off-cover, and includes: pictorial; faces; masks; shields; paid, colors; US; letters; NYFM; kicking mule; steamship; Bee; masonic; shoe; Waterbury;
Apple; stars; leaves; crosses; skull and bones; Albany Lincoln; man in coffin; gengerbread man (2); each item identified and/or
priced at very low retail to about $750 each, includes South Hanson MA pictorial locomotive on a #210 (we do not like it and it
hasn’t been counted), substantial value and uncommon to find such a nice holding intact, buy now as we haven’t seen one this nice
in a while, generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

228

U.S., The Balance of a Powerful Specialized Collection of Proofs. A tremendous mounted collection balance beginning with
#3P2-4P2 & 3P4-4P4 and including five pages of 1861-66 proofs including six 1861 First Design; five pages of 1870-71 N.B.N.
Co. proofs, including a 10¢ imprint & plate number strip of 7 and a 15¢ imprint & plate number block of 12; four pages of 1873-79
C.B.N.Co. & A.B.N.Co. proofs including 1¢-3¢ & 7¢-90¢ plate proof on India blocks of 4; nine pages of 1881-82 A.B.N.Co. (205209) proofs including plate proofs on card singles & blocks, 1¢, 6¢ & 10¢ “Roosevelts”, #205-E2 on full card and 5¢, 1¢, 3¢ & 10¢
large die proofs; six pages of 1883-88 A.B.N.Co. proofs (210-218) including five “Roosevelts” & two large die proofs; six pages
of 1890 A.B.N.Co. proofs including complete plate proofs on card and 5¢, 6¢ & 10¢-90¢ blocks of 4; three pages of First Bureau
proofs; and a stocksheet of unmounted proofs, which includes 6¢, 8¢ & 15¢ First Bureau large die proofs (reduced). Condition is
just about all clean and F-VF, with a small flaw here and there. All-in-all, a truly extraordinary lot. Scott $24,500 (photo on web
site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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229

U.S., Fresh Dealer’s First Day Cover Stock, 1942-2019. Massive ultra-clean dealer’s stock of approximately 4,800 premium
covers ready to be put to work; extensive holdings include Kapner, Grandy, Farnam, Fidelity, Sanders, Von Glen, Ioor, Fulton,
Fleetwood (both classic and extensive modern), Coronado, Ferryman, Crosby, Staehle, Historic Arts, Grimsland, PentArts, Aristocrats, Ken Boll, Anderson, Spartan as well as hundreds of unaddressed Fluegel from 1948-68; several dozen unusual First
Cachets; vast majority are individually sleeved and annotated with cachetmaker and priced; owner’s retail over $66,800, Fine to
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 100 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������� Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

230

U.S., Dealer’s Private Stock First Day Covers, 1929-2016. 1675+ better FDCs in 15 Showgard albums; a breathtaking smattering of First Day Covers from the earliest cachets to the best of today; the first four volumes are all 1st cachets from the 1930s
forward for a total of an astounding 425+ envelopes; the remaining 1250+ are premium artists including Fluegel, Fleetwood/
Knapp, Staehle, Fairway, Smart Craft, Crosby, Gundel, Pavios, Kapner, Dyer, Top Notch, Clifford, Ioor, Griffin, Imperial, Fleetwood (Ducks), Pilgrim, Historic Arts, Fidelity, Beverly Hills, 1st Artcraft ($350), Poormon (6 diff), Weigand hand painted (19
diff), 1st Aero-Print, 1st Barcus, 1st Horn, 1st Tyndall, 1st Habbert, Fulton hand painted (3 diff), Doris Gold hand painted, Wright
hand painted, Knoble hand painted, Adler hand painted, Goldberg (4), Griffin (9), 1st Williams, 1st Egolf ($150), Williams (4),
1st Horseheads Rotary ($150), Mauck, Roessler, 7 Beazell ($2,100), 1st Jenkins, 1st Linprint, Stoutzenberg, 1st Decker and much
more; obviously a labour of love to assemble; owner retail price nearly $60,000, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
47 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

231

U.S., Massive Old-School First Day Cover Dealer’s Stock, 1922-40. 3200+ classic First Day Cover (most sleeved) in four long
cardboard dealer’s drawers; drawer 1 begins with Scott 551 and runs through 727, printed cachets around 634 including Roesseler,
Gorham, Mauk, 1st Adam Bert, Earnest Smalley, 1st Henry Moye, 1st Ganser, 1st Shockley, 1st Ploch, Garfield Perry, Hux Cut,
Egolf, Klotzbach, 1st Perry Harold, Nickles, Stoutzenberg, 1st Nicoll Co Wheeling, 1st Herman Gordon, Leo August, 1st Douglas
Stamp Co, 1st V H Jenkins, Ioor, 1st Linprint, 1st Nelson White, 1st Olympic Cover Co, 1st Adelphia Stamp Co, John Gill, Baxter,
Rice, Faiway, 1st R A Griffin, 1st Daniel Webster Commission, and 1st Gordon Davidson; drawer 2 picks up around 731 and ends
at 802, exquisite cachets, many in multiple colors and with some unlisted or autographed, the sleeves usually have the catalog number, cachet maker, and a retail price ($15-$50); drawer 3 begins with the Prexies (through 50c), National Parks, and Army Navy;
drawer 4 goes through 1939 (with a handful of Fleetwood in the 1940s) before a serious plunge in Airmail beginning with C7,
not neglected are Special Delivery, postal entires, aerograms, and Special Handling; clearly a mix of addressed and unaddressed as
well as minor faults as to be expected; preview this lot as it can serve as a cornerstone for servicing your most demanding clientele,
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 57 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������ Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

232

U.S., Extensive Hand-Colored Collins First Day Cover Collection, 1978-97. Approximately 1400 presented in 12 Nuance
binders, beginning with his sold-out American Quilts and the scarce (48 produced) A102 variety with blue Mountain State Philatelic Center pictorial cancel; sought after by collectors for superior cachets, attention to detail, and frequent bonus postmarks which
set Collins apart from the run-of-the-mill servicers; no duplication noted; this would make a great addition to your collection or
surefire stock for the austute dealer, Fine to Very Fine, see a sampling online. Shipping charges apply - weight 44 lbs. (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

233

U.S., 1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (Scott C18). lot of 203 mint copies, 108 are never hinged, 85 lightly hinged and 10 faulty;
the usual natural gum skips and bends are to be expected here and there, but otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $12,375 (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

234

U.S., Bevil Collection of “Special Covers”, 1992-2000. Approximately 375 hand-colored limited edition First Day Covers in
four albums, the covers’ “Special” nature being either artist proofs, plate number singles, plate number coils or a combination cover; highlights include Canoe PNC #1, Elvis unofficial cancels, and artist proofs of 29¢ Baseball, many WWII, American Aircraft,
Movie Monsters as well as many Celebrate the Century; a great specialized collection worthy of a complete review, Fine to Very
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 13 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

235

U.S., Fancy Cancels of Watkins NY, 1869-1929. Mounted exhibit containing fancy cancels of Watkins NY; 11 envelopes
and one postal card as well as one stamp; includes left pane of Scott 657 as well as vintage Post Office correspondence and a
lovely photograph of the engraving from which the stamp was created; absolutely top drawer, Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

236

U.S., Extensive Dealer Stock of Ham Hand-Painted First Day Covers, 1979-2001. Approximately 700 unaddressed First Day
Covers by the talented, fanciful, and innovative cachet-maker; sometimes festooned with feathers or covered with cloth, stickers
or even puzzle pieces, he never fails to deliver; multicolored and rarely in quantities greater than 25; in exceptional condition with
minimal duplication perfect for online sales or stock for shows, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.8 lbs. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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237

Prexie Series Covers & Postal History, 1938-58. 3500+ Presidential Series-related envelopes; excellent range of solos, combination usages, registered, rate combos, postal tags, censors, special delivery, airmail including Clipper mail, return to sender,
advertising covers, overseas usage, perfins, patriotics, FDCs, coil usage, insured mail tags, RPOs, and more; convenience overpaid
14¢ and 22¢ solo covers noted; around the world registered envelope from Washington DC to Annapolis MD via Hong Kong and
London with $2 Harding on 6¢ entire mailed on first day of issue; Wells Fargo bank tag with 9 perfin stamps (including two $2);
FAM-18 to Germany with complete horizontal coil set; bisect usage on cover; exceptional lot for the specialist with many select
usages, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 46.6 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

238

U.S., 2¢ Washington Specialized Mint Collection, 1908-19. Very nicely presented and detailed collection of the 2¢ Washington
organized by catalog number from #332 to 540 with just a few used, precancels and a few covers, otherwise entirely mint. 78 pages
of singles, pairs, strips and blocks of various sizes, many with plate number, imprint and/or star, arrow, center line, spacing variants,
as well as coils (some line pairs) imperfs (some with vending & affixing machine perfs) and some perfins. An excellent reference
collection or for anyone interested in early 20th century U.S. philately. Owner states CV in excess of $16,000+, Much NH and
generally Fine to Very Fine or better. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.4 lbs. (photo on web site)����������� Estimate $3,000 - 3,500

239

U.S., Exposition & Celebration Picture Postcard Collection, 1899-1926. 575+ extraordinary postcards and ephemera related
to early 20th century expositions in 4 binders; don’t let the hideous old binders fool you, these exquisite cards (some mint and
others postally used with show cancels) properly displayed form a difficult to duplicate foundation for a collection or the makings of several fascinating philatelic exhibits; 1899 Greater American Exposition, Book of Views from the Omaha event; 1901
Pan-American Exposition, about 70 cards from Buffalo; 1904 St Louis World’s Fair, 20 cards; 1909 Hudson-Fulton Celebration, about 70 postcards from New York, and an Official Program; 1909 Alaska Yukon Pacific Exposition, about 75 postcards
including about 20 haunting color images of Inuit; 1911 Appalachian Exposition, 2 postcards from Knoxville (who knew?); 1915
Panama-California Exposition, 180+ from this San Diego event; and the 1926 Sesquicentennial International Exposition, 7
cards from Philidelphia; includes about 30 off color (but interesting) turn of the century cards, and 20 related to April Fools Day,
including one with fancy cancel and bold April 1st postmark; while condition varies most look remarkably fresh and attractive,
Very Good to Excellent. Shipping charges apply - weight 20.2 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

240

U.S., Eight & Ten Cent Denomination EFOs, 1970-1975. Many thousands of modern misperfs, inking, and color misregistration
(many in full sheets) in a bulging binder; 1434-35 (double row perfs), 1455 (10 sheets crazy misaligned), 1472, 1508, 1473 (bizzaro), 1473, 1463, 1469, 1468, 1507, 1439, 1445, 1440-43, 1485, 1486, 1484a (3 vrt imperf plate strips of 16) cats $3,840++,
1479 (stunning color shift), 1478 (equally stunning), 1476, 1559, 1477, 1504, 1464-67 (27 sheets), 1480-83, 1470 (shift is a showstopper), 1461, 1436, 1426, 1474, 1471, 1499, 1453 (great paper fold at plate number), 1489-98, 1444, 1488, 1166 (nothing wrong
here, signed by PMG), 1431, 1433 (crazy perfs and color shift), 1041, 1041B, 1338Fi (4 strips of 20 stamp imperf plate blocks) plus
numerous imperf pairs, 1285, 1396, 1427-1430, 1503, 1447 (great progressive missing color sheet), 1660, 1579, 1525, three 1551a
panes with certs ($1,575), 1548, 1556 blue in on reverse with cert, 1569-70, 1506, C76 sheet with overink through to back, 1527,
1529, 1511, 1542 (amazing misperf and color shift), 1505, 1509a (full sheet plus 3 partials with plate numbers), 1286, 1538-41,
1576, 1555a block ($1,800), 1565-68, 1557, 1558, 1580a two imperf sheets ($4,250++),1571, 1510, 1577-78, 1583, and many
more; In a mere sliver of the lot we note listed items achieving well above $10,000 which does not begin to reflect the value of the
unlisted items in this treasure trove, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������ Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

241

U.S., Powerful Dirigible Covers Collection, 1931-35. Approximately 350 fascinating lighter-than-air envelopes, postcards, and
photographs in three albums; well over 100 classic autographs on flown and commemorative airships including USS Akron, USS
Macon, TC-13, K-2, Defender, K-125, Enterprise, Reliance and America; notables include C E Rosendahl (numerous), P F Randolph, Ernest Jahncke, A H Dresel, G Campbell, Hugo Eckener, R J Blair, W G Crosby, C M Cowart, S H Sheppard, R D
Wilson, Raymond Rodwick, R W Crosier, Ray Hortan, Wilfred Bushnell, Herbert Wiley, Richard Deal, Moody Erwin, Alger Dresel, A J Sewell, W L Massic, Verner Smith, Capt Walker, A H Voss, J R McRants, P S Ryan, W J Shaffer, H V Wiley,
E F Cochran, George Steele, Harold Miller, F C Simpler, P W Litchfield, M R Pine, Lester Pritchett, T G Settle, L A Larson,
E J Sullivan, W R Peeler, and many more; one USS Macon envelope has 12 signatures, another 17, and yet another an
amazing 27 autographs; a few lovely hand-painted covers as well as numerous ring raisings, inaugural flights, training missions,
overflights, ship-to-shore, and memorials, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.4 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

242

U.S., A Solid Wall of First Day Covers, 1935-2018. 50 binders (and several drawers) of First Day Covers spanning over 75 years;
virtually all have printed cachets from the most popular cachet makers of the period and well mixed between addressed and unaddressed; several hundred premium sets from Bronesky, 1st Ben Kopel, Imperial, Scatchard, Scrampy, Historic Arts, Pavois,
Torkel Gundel, Bates, Ioor and more; with vast majority in binders, there is a box of at least 100 oversized envelopes, all told
there are 7,000+ envelopes; very clean drawers of United Nations FDCs (including a nice selection of Airmail) in excess of 3,000
covers; included are BEP and UN type show cards with mild duplication; tremendous stock for the dealer with eager customers,
Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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243

U.S., Staehle Premium First Day Cover Stock, 1943-50. Approximately 675 better First Day Covers in a long dealer’s box; vast
majority are unaddressed, sleeved, and sporting the Scott catalog number; duplication is mild; these are the covers your customers
are clamoring for, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.6 lbs. (photo on web site)����������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

244

U.S., Trove of Collins Hand-painted First Day Covers, 1930-2016. Over 600 better limited edition envelopes in a deep dealer’s
box; long list of wonderful artists represented with vast majority sleeved; cachet makers include Collins (480+), Pasley Classic
(46), Kribbs Kover (3), A O Henry, Dan Mangus (3), Vaughn Hord (9), Tom Morrissey, Bevil (16), T M Weddle, Silverwing, David
Peterman (2), Karen’s Cachets (6), Heluva Covers, T M Weddle (21) and R T Bellik (13); there are also a handful of mostly uncacheted covers from the 1930s, includes C25-C31 complete with Anderson cachet; this lot calls for a dealer with an online presence
who needs fresh stock, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.6 lbs. (photo on web site)� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

245

U.S., Mae Weigand Hand Painted Collection, 1942-1943. Approximately 230 very collectable covers postmarked with hand
cancels throughout the country during WWII, housed in three attractive UN Covers flip binders; mild to moderate duplication of
her work showing nation flags set against an outline of the Statue of Liberty; overall condition is quite good and does not suffer
from glue staining often observed during the period; golden opportunity to stock up on personally fashioned artwork from a glorious age, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 10 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

246

U.S., Stampless to Fancy Cancel Collection, 1851-1925. About 250 items of postal history individually sleeved in a dealer’s
drawer; stampless folded letters from the 1830s; a few Bloods Local acid tied; stamps on cover include Scott 7, two with 9, 10,
24 (3), 26A, five with 73, and others; 64b on a stained Patriotic cancelled Baltimore; several unused Civil War Patriotics; 35 with
Steamboat cancel; mint Hawaii postal stationery including UX2 (2), UX3, UX6, UX8a, UY1, UY2m, UY4m, UY4r; early US
postal stationery including U139, UY3, UX3, U111a, U262, U293, UX10 Columbian Expo, U351; Christmas Seals on postcards
1911 (4), 1915, 1918, 1922, 1925 (2); Wells Fargo (about a dozen); about 10 Railroad covers; and lastly 150+ Banknote Fancy
Cancels, Rates, Redirected, etc; includes 10 reference pages of Banknotes on piece with fake cancels; powerful lot for dealer or
collector, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

247

U.S., Fancy Cancels on Cover Collection, 1857-1891. 60+ envelopes and postal cards mounted on quadrille pages; includes
interesting fancy cancels including Route, Cancelled, CityDate, Correct, Direction, Free, Month, Letter Number, Steam, Ship,
Steamboat, Railroad Ticket, Time, U S Ship, Way, Words, Stage, Paquebot, and Railroad Marking; Interesting, Fine to Very Fine.
Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

248

U.S., Washington/Franklin Specialized Mint Collection, 1908-18. Very nicely presented and detailed collection of the Washington/Franklin series from the 3¢ to $1 organized by catalog number from #333 to 535. A 99% mint collection of singles, pairs,
strips and blocks of various sizes, many with plate number and arranged in ascending order, as well as coils (some line pairs)
imperfs (some with vending & affixing machine perfs), some perfins and even a few misperfs. An excellent reference collection or
for anyone interested in early 20th century U.S. philately. Owner states CV in excess of $7,750+, Much NH and generally Fine to
Very Fine or better. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

249

U.S., 1¢ Washington/Franklin Specialized Mint Collection, 1908-21. Very nicely presented and detailed collection of both the
Franklin and Washington 1¢ denomination organized by catalog number from #331 to 543 with just a handful of used, precancels
and a few covers, otherwise entirely mint. Over 70 pages of singles, pairs, strips and blocks of various sizes, many with plate
number, imprint and/or star, arrow, center line, spacing variants, as well as coils (some line pairs) imperfs (some with vending &
affixing machine perfs), some perfins and a few Shanghai overprints. An excellent reference collection or for anyone interested
in early 20th century U.S. philately. Owner states CV in excess of $8000+, Much NH and generally Fine to Very Fine or better.
Shipping charges apply - weight 5 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

250

U.S., Spotless Fluegel First Day Cover Dealer Stock, 1945-68. About 800 extremely popular, full-color covers in a long transport tray; unlike many envelopes from this era, there is virtually no toning and all appear unaddressed; the perfect stock for the
online operation catering to the fastidious collector, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.4 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

251

U.S., Cream of the Crop Torkel Gundel First Day Cover Collection, 1929-40. 225 or so of many of the finest cachets of the era;
widely recognized for his artistic flair and multicolor printing, these pre-war covers would grace any collection; both addressed and
unaddressed observed as well as very little toning (except on an 855 Baseball) so often from this period; early material including
681, 717, 773, and the Famous American series; several blocks noted as well as two examples boldly autographed by the artist; a
shrewd investment to stock the cupboards for your better clients, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.8 lbs. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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252

U.S., Specialized Mostly Used Classics Collection, 1852-1935. Extensive collection in three binders, either in mounts on pages
or in stocksheets, presenting various color shades, double transfers, recuts, worn, cracked and other plate flaws, watermark orientation, fancy and various color cancellations, etc. Numerous better stamps, many in duplication, such as #9 (4), 69, 71, 76, 78 (5), 89,
96 (2), 115 (3), 149 (3), 151, 152, 190, 217, 260 and even a few mint sprinkled in, like 205, 237 (2), 288. A fun and insightful lot
waiting for a new home, Generally Fine to Very Fine, Entire lot viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.4 lbs. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

253

U.S., Classic Polar Exploration Collection, 1927-76. 26 mostly better Polar covers from a long-lost era in a 3-ring binder; 1927
Wilkins Arctic Second Season Detroit News (AAMS PP57a) flown 12,000 miles by air and 100 miles on foot signed by Hurbert
Wilkins (cat $600), 1928 Third Season Detroit News (AAMS PP64) Alaska to Spitsbergen autographed by Wilkins (cat $675),
1928 First Powered Flight in the Antarctic (AAMS PP72a) signed by Carl Ben Eielson and Hurbert Wilkins and reused for the
1931 Wilkins-Ellsworth Trans-Arctic Submarine Expedition (cat $350), Minkus cachet on envelope postmarked at Little America,
Antarctica and signed by R E Byrd at the South Pole, Dustin Trans-Polar Flight Around the World (AAMS PP356) with printed
letter, Byrd lecture tour covers, Bernt Balchen signature on 1930 envelope, scarce Byrd III Expedition paquebot envelope from
the USS North Star, five seldom seen USS Bear covers (Byrd III) including day of arrival in January 1940 and two from Evacuation of East Base in March (including wonderful letter on USS Bear stationery the day of the emergency evacuation, 1960 airmail
envelope postmarked Ladd AFB from Fletcher’s Ice Island (T-3) and a similar timeframe cover from the International Geodetic
Greenland Expedition, and lastly an autographed envelope from Australian Hurbert Wilkins; classic material from both poles of
the globe, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.4 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������ Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

254

U.S., 15¢ Honeybee Entires with Brown Omitted. 75 copies of #U599a, plus some normal for comparison. Scott CV $7,500.,
Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

255

U.S., Massive Babe Ruth FDC Collection, 1983. 900+ different (200 of these handcolored or hand drawn) baseball FDC
envelopes housed in 5 Fleetwood binders; cachetmakers include Hall, Adams, American Postal Arts, Aristocrat, Arlo, ArtCraft,
Artmaster, Artopages, Ashley, Babbitt’s, Bazaar, Bowie, Centennial, Cliff’s, Colorano, Elite, EduCachet, Farnam, Gamm, Garis,
Gill, Glen, Globe, Goldcraft, H&M, Hudeck, Jemm, Justice, King, Kornas, Kribb’s, Land’s End, LEB, Marj, Maury, Mirrorcraft,
Mount Penn, Myers, Namake, Philgraf, Post, RL/NSC, Roberts, Thelen, Santog, Singling Hills, and Slavin; premium include JBA,
Applegate, BV Cachets, David “C” Cachets, Collins, Riggs, Rank, Ellis, Den’s, Emmy, Everett, Judith Fogt, Melissa Fox, Gundel,
Goldberg, Ham, Gary, Murry, Ike, Irby, Remmick, Gamm, McNatt, Pasley, Pugh, Roberts, Scott, Skat, Walsh, Weddle, Andrews,
and Wild Horse; an out of the park collection of the Sultan of Swat, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 27.2 lbs.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

256

U.S., Pristine Collins Hand-Painted Cover Collection, 1981-2003. About 425 premium covers (mostly Collins) arranged in
sets; Collins includes unique 1981-1993 Christmas collection (35), Circus (4), Dinosaurs (9), Endangered species (15), Playing
fields (9), WWII (30), wildflowers (7), Greetings from America (19), Ameripex 86 (34), Great Plains Praire (9), Celebrate the
Century 1970 (11), Celebrate the Century 1990 (11), 1996 Olympic Games (13), Civil War (7), Transportation issue (10), Oregon
Trail (7), Flags (5); some J Pugh and a little House of Farnam; top drawer material sleeved and ready for sale, Fine to Very Fine.
Shipping charges apply - weight 9.6 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

257

U.S., Tsunami of Used Washington/Franklins, 1908-21. Eleven stockbooks, two binders, two glassine files and fourteen tubs,
all add up to tens of thousands of stamps. The binders and stockbooks are arranged first by denomination and then by cat number
with page after page of singles, blocks, pairs and strips separated by varieties, such as straight-edged, perfins, those with plate
numbers, and also the various shades, town cancels and precancels, imperfs with the various vending & affixing machine perforations, etc. There are definitely some better varieties here and perhaps others waiting to be discovered. Obviously with this amount
of stamps, condition will vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 58 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S., Comprehensive Airship Collection, 1924-30. 60 flown or commemorative envelopes and postcards from American and
Canadian airships as well as photographs and magazine articles from the era; USS Shenandoah includes San Diego Naval Air Station postmarked cover signed by 7 including Frank McCrary, 1st commander of the Shenandoah, envelope signed by Jerome
C. Hunsaker, designer of the Shenandoah, atypical cover signed CE Rosendahl, Shenandoah navigator on envelope postmarked
July 3, 1925 and backstamped Bar Harbor but without ship postmark FLOWN on Shenandoah (catalog $750), unflown Shenandoah cover created by Roessler (catalog $250), autographs from airship tender USS Patoka, as well as newspaper clippings,
photographs and notorized fabric swatch from the wrecked Shenandoah; flown mail on the USS Los Angeles from New York
to Bermuda including nice Scott C6 paying rate with Feb 19th cancel (and Rosendahl signature), two dated April 15th (one with
Rosendahl autograph) and a fourth on April 18, two return Hamilton to Lakehurst covers, as well as a pair of Lakehurst to San
Juan (one is franked 617-619), there is also two San Juan to Lakehurst return covers; USS Akron pilots W T Van Orman and A
F MacCraken signed a ring laying cover, great note with autograph of William A. Moffett on Akron ring laying envelope, typed
letter signed by Moffett on Bureau of Aeronautics letterhead, many other wonderful autographed covers including one signed by
R V Litchfield, President of Goodyear, Admiral Moffett, and Karl Armstein, chief engineer at Luftschiffbau, three signatures on Los Angeles transfer of command including Captain Clarke, 5 autographs on commemorative cover for Los Angeles at
Guantanamo Bay; scarce Canadian R-100 from Montreal signed by the Captain, 1st Officer, and a Rigger; this material is hard to
find and well worth your examination, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.4 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

259

U.S., Better Collection of Early First Day Covers, 1922-1939. 235+ pre-war First Day Covers in two binders; most are before
the era of cachets; FDCs include 551, 554, 559 ($275), 560 registered blk ($190+), 564 ($185 x2), 567 ($600), 569 ($800), 587590, 610, 611, 612 ($100), 614-616 ($150), 617-619 ($150 x2), 620-621, 622-623, 634, 638, 684, 685, 720b ($100), 692 ($100),
694 ($100), C18 ($200) and a C18 blk of 4 ($200+), and lots more; you have the common stuff, this is your chance to own the good
stuff, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

260

U.S., Stamp Essays - The Balance from a Large Specialized Collection. An exceptional group comprising Scott numbers 11E3c (3 different colors), 11-E8b (2 different), 11-E10b (5 different plus 2 duplicates), 63-E13f (2) & g (1), 73-E3e-73-E5e (sheet of
9, red on pink laid), 75-E5 var. (5 different colors on card plus one Brazer 75-Ej, “probably counterfeit”), 79-E30n (small), 205-E2
(on full card), 184-E5e (11 singles, 2 blocks of 4 and 2 blocks of 10), and 184-E5g (6 singles & 10 pairs), and 190-E2a (6 different).
A marvelous lot, virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $5,410 (photo on web site)����������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

261

U.S., Airmail, 1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin, First Day Cover collection (Scott C18). Sixteen covers sporting a total of 23
of these “Babies”, many of them actually flown; we note postmarks from New York (7 singles, including two striking Rice cacheted-covers, plus one pair and two blocks of four), Akron (1), Washington DC (2, both cacheted) and Miami (3); all with US
addressees, six with additional red double-triangle South America-Chicago flight cachet; one Registered, one endorsed “to Rio de
Janeiro”, another endorsed “to Sevilla, Spain”; an attractive group for your collection or your stock, Fine to Very Fine or better,
imaged in full online. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

262

U.S., 1937, Territorial Issues First Day Cover Collection (Scott 799-802). Over 240 classic envelopes (many cleanly addressed)
for a terrific exhibit including cachet colors unlisted in Mellone; includes #799-1 (13 different), Anderson (5 different including
hand-colored), H B Co (4 different), Fidelity, Naegele (hand-drawn), Brunner (hand-drawn), Holland, Grandy, Hobby Cover Service, Rice (6 different), Sidenius, #800-15, 801-15, 799-16, Grimsland set of 4 (beautiful), Parson’s/Aubry, #799-22, 800-22, 80022, 800-23b, Linprint (4 different), Espenshade (4 different), #799-30, 800-30, 802-30, Imperial, Bronesky (4 different), Gilbert,
Mayne (5 different), Plimpton (5 different), Roy, Scatchard-Buchwald (4 different), WSE/Dyer (6 different), Davenport (6 different), Ioor (11 different), Crosby (5 different), Historic Arts (8 different), Warneford (10 different), Kapner (4 different), Roessler
(4 different), Farnam (4 different), Pavois (6 different), Laird (13 different), Caribbean Sales (4 different), Nix, #801-125 ($100),
801-125a ($100), and a few hand-painted including AO Henry; relative completeness and unlisted hand-colored items make this
lot special, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.4 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

263

U.S., Presidential Series EFO Stock, 1938-1939. Hundreds of Prexies in a Lighthouse binder; delicious colection of imperfs,
blind perfs, impropper wiping, overinking, misperfs, dozens of plate booklets (and a few nice coils), and splice;beautiful margin
block of 3c counterfeit (807CF2); represented are 1/2c - 15c, 20c, 24c, 25c, and 50c; coils and booklets are found in abundance;
definitely worth a look, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

264

U.S., Unmanned Spaceflight Event Collection, 1961-2004. Approximately 1800 extremely clean launch envelopes from a large
range of satellites including Explorer, Pioneer, Ranger, Surveyor, Mariner, Lunar Orbitor, Telstar, Voyager, Viking, Galaxy, Domstar, Transit, ATS, Tiros, Intelsat, Syncom, Relay and more; postmarks include Kennedy Space Center, Cape Canaveral, Vandenberg AFB, and Wallops Island; cachetmakers include Space Voyager, JPL Stamp Club, Swanson, Orbit Covers, Robert Boudwin,
Sarzin, Dubeau; includes FLOWN Challenger cover with Express Mail stamp, first space mailgram, and more; Space is becoming
popular again, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 20.2 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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265

U.S., Airmail, 1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin, group of 21 flown covers (Scott C18). Attractive mini-collection of this popular
issue on covers actually carried by the Graf Zeppelin; six covers cacheted (one a very handsome black-and-white design), all with
the appropriate flight cachet handstamp (in colors and shades), nine additionally carrying a red double-triangle South America-Chicago flight cachet; one addressed to Hilo, Hawaii, one to San Juan, P.R., one to Germany, one to France; a total of 35 “Baby Zepps”
in all, Fine to Very Fine with better, be sure to view the entire lot online. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

266

U.S., Panama-Pacific Exposition Post Cards, 1913-1916. About 250 vintage postcards from the 1915 San Francisco Exposition; this delightful lot is a delicious combination of Official cards and postally used with Exposition cancel and mint cards
showing every aspect of the multi-year event; numerous photos as well as scrapbook pages (mostly from the 1966 reconstruction
period) and a hald dozen multi-packs of postcards sold at the event; has a pair of stereo photo cards and the most interesting special coupon book which required a cancelled passport photo of the bearer (Irma Previati), a number of loose booklets panes
of coupons remain (although we suspect the Exposition ended a century ago); this is a great lot for a collector of this period, Very
Good to Excellent. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

267

U.S., Red Hot Baseball Collection, 1939-2012. About 350 envelopes (and a few postcards) honoring the boys of summer in three
Showgard albums; premium cachets including Sanders ($125 x 2), McCamley ($200 x 4), Marsella ($350 x 2), Holland, Farnam,
Ioor (4), Warneford ($100), Bromesky, Gundel ($100 x 2), Grimsland, Rice, 1st Ladedger, 1st Baltimore Orioles, Staehle, Crosby
($150), Historic Arts, Grandy, Coulthard, Clifford, Cachet Craft, 1st Rich, Linprint, Artcraft, and many more; autographs of Enos
Slaughter. Dwight Gooden, Rickey Henderson, Robin Roberts, Phil Niekro, Pete Rose (2), Nolan Ryan, Tom Seaver, Rod
Carew, and Don Baylor; consigner lovingly assembled this collection; owner’s retail price $8,500+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 11 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

268

U.S., Bicentennial Souvenir Sheet EFO Stock, 1976. A binder packed with 150 mint S/S (Scott 1686-1689) and four oversized
First Day Covers additionally cancelled from June 2-6 st the INTERPHIL 76 show; perforation alignment problems resulted in
some very curious looking stamps and often meant the denomination was no longer in the frame; considerable tagging shifts
are also noted; 5 examples of 1689 with stamps A, B, & C untagged; a fun lot, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

269

U.S., Better Airmail and Zeppelin Covers, 1933-1941. About 100 premium envelopes in glassines during the pre-WWII years;
16 flown Graf Zeppelin envelopes (each franked with a Scott C18 “Baby Zepp”) with rubber stamp and/or printed cachets posted
in Akron, New York, Chicago or Miami; Crosby C25-C30 Transport Issue (several are blks of 4); 20 FAM 14 First Flight from San
Francisco to Guam, Manila and Honolulu; several vintage FDR related covers including a rubber stamp Eleanor Roosevelt free
frank; FDR and Truman Inauguration envelopes (plus a 2009 Obama set), as well as a signature on cover of Sec of the Interior
Harold Eckes; great stuff well worth a look, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)��������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

270

U.S., Space Shuttle and Stationery, 1920-2018. 2000 event envelopes chronicle the work at Edwards AFB and Cape Canaveral
as NASA works to make air and spacecraft safer and more capable; wonderful collection of 80 (of 100) of the Smithsonian Milestones of Flight series including the all important 1st cover flown supersonic and autographed by Chuck Yeager; numerous
B-70, M-2, HL-10, M2/F3, X-24, X24B, DFBW, and F-15 envelopes; early shuttle training flights, and main engine tests; nice
selection of cachet makers including Centenial, Sarzin, SpaceCraft, Swanson, JPL Stamp Club, Orbit, Cygnus, Inner & Outer
Space and more; a few Vandy Officials and a number of later Apollo mission covers present; to infinity and beyond! plus 4 Bankers Boxes full of postal entires and postal stationery including three Lighthouse cover binders, at least $500 Face modern postal
stationery, and hundreds of older items and valuable surprises; you will enjoy this lot, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

271

U.S., Fancy Cancels on US Banknotes, 1870-1887. About 350 postally used Banknotes on quadrille pages; they range from
1c-15c including dies re-engraved or retouched, soft porous paper, and issues without grill; definitely “old school” specialist at
work for you to enjoy; includes Scott 148 (21), 149 (6), 150 (9), 151 (12), 160 (6), 161 (13), 162 (11), 178 (9), 179 (21), 188 (11),
189 (10), 205 (27), 211 (18), 214 (6), 215 (13) and 216 (23); catalog exceeds $10,000, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply
- weight 2.2 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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272

U.S., Extraordinary Crazy for CAMs Collection, 1926-1982. About a thousand covers (most autographed), signed vintage
photographs, ephemera, and reference notes from a driven aerophilatelist in 12 packed volumes; as a result of the 1925 Kelly Act,
the Post Office Department began inking deals with commercial airlines to carry airmail, the first 34 routes constituting Contract
Air Mail (CAM), and following a brief period in 1934 when the Army flew the mail, Air Mail (AM) routes; the consignor amassed
lovely examples from virtually all 107 routes on multiple First Flight Covers signed by the pilots representing a tremendous philatelic achievement; particular care was taken to show marvelous examples and often there are several interesting covers from each
route; while pilot autographs are present from the Chicago to St Louis route (CAM 2) first flown by Charles Lindbergh, there are
no Lindy signatures included; in addition to the aviator-signed covers there are perhaps about a hundred period photographs autographed by the pilots, letters signed, scrapbook material, and useful reference notes; there are 1380 signatures in this lot; the consignor provided the American Air Mail Society Catalogue value and added a value of $7 per autograph to come up with a catalog
value of $16,500+; this would be exceedingly difficult to duplicate and is well worth examining, Fine to Very Fine, see a sampling
online. Shipping charges apply - weight 54 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

273

U.S., 1894, 2¢ pink, type I (Scott 248). Wholesale group of 76 stamps; a few straight edges and occasional small faults, Fine to
Very Fine some very fine and each fresh as a daisy. Scott $6,840 (photo on web site)�������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,300

274

U.S., 1894, 2¢ pink, type I (Scott 248). Group of 24 stamps selected for centering and overall freshness; a few straight edges,
overall Very Fine or better and includes a few GEMS. Scott $2,160+ (photo on web site)���������������������������� Estimate $800 - 1,000

275

U.S., Collins Hand-painted First Day Covers and More, 1936-2003. About 200 better covers including 18 early First Day Covers (mixed addressed and unaddressed), 33 post-war test flight envelopes, and nearly 150 Collins premium covers; #783 Kapner
(4 different), Sudduth (4 different), Dietz (5 different), and #783-755 (5 different); Pan American World Airways South American
test airmail on 33 different flights all with mixed franking and quite colorful; and stunning Collins hand-painted including 1999
Celebrate the Century 1950 (18), 1960 (19), 1970 (22), 1980 (14) and 1990 (15) as well as 2000 Stars & Stripes (20), 2000 Baseball
Legends (20), 2001 Baseball Parks (10) and 10 others; stimulating collection without duplication primed for the collector or savvy
dealer, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

276

U.S., Blossoming Artists on Prexies, 1938-1954. 43 hand painted envelopes by three artists; 31 virtually complete Presidential
Series (missing 832) drawn by RS; 7 beautiful pieces of art by CW Ray including $1-$5 (including 1954 $1 Wilson) and the three
booklets with tabs; and 5 by 1st time cachet maker Letha Meier on the 4.5c White House, $1 Wilson (and 832a Wilson), $2 Harding, and $5 Coolidge; a wonderful grouping for a Prexie admirer, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs. (photo
on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $750 - 1,000

277

U.S., Prominent Americans Postal History, 1965-1968. About 250 carefully assembled items highlighting the Prominent Americans series; most have be researched with the capacity to create a top notch modern Rate study; all of the values, including the
$1 O’Neil and $5 Moore are well represented; services include Registered, Return Receipt Confirmation, Express, 3rd Class
(Standard), Insured, 4th Class Library Rate, Priority Mail, 1st Class postcard, Airmail Special Delivery, Express Mail Next Day,
1st Class Parcel tag, 3rd Class Bulk Rate, 3rd Class Non Profit, Certificate of Mailing, International UPU Surface Letter, Airmail
International postcard, International Special Delivery, Restricted Delivery, and more; bonus plate blocks of the series, 24 Artcraft
unaddressed FDCs (plus a Registered $5 Moore signed by the Designer), Ceremony programs for a number of 1960s stamps
including Prominent Americans 1-4c, 7c, 12c, 18c, 21c & $5; added bonus 52 (out of 60) Transportation Coil First Day souvenir
pages. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

278

U.S., Early First Day Cover Stock, 1928-39. About 500 mostly sleeved First Day Covers in a dealer’s travel box; about a dozen
sets of #649 and 650 from the International Civil Aeronautics Conference; a few dozen (often without cachet) from the 1930-36
period organized by date; real strength is 1937 to 1939 where cachetmakers include Espenshade, Imperial, Laird, Rice, Grimsland,
Ioor, Clifford, and Beardsley, with particular strength in Army-Navy issue; nice 1939 Baseball despite gum toning; great stock for
the dealer helping collectors fill early holes, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.6 lbs. (photo on web site)
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

279

U.S., Mostly Airmail First Day Cover Compilation, 1926-83. A solid holding of approximately 80 covers, most all Airmail issue
First Day or First Flight Covers, starting at #C10 and ranging through the early 1980s; note “First Ford Air Contract Flight over
Two Routes” (2), 1936 First American Rocket Airplane Flight cachet and label on post card, 50¢ Clipper block of four First Day
flight to Hong Kong, some cachets, numerous block of four or plate block frankings, etc.; better individual items include #C10a
with full tab (1928 Cleveland Midwestern Philatelic Exhibition), #C19 cancelled Baltimore, plus front-of-book #611, 1052, 1053
(plate block), 1294 (plate block), 1295, and more besides to tempt the dealer; everything presented on stockpages or in individual sleeves, identified and ready to sell, Very Fine overall, nice, clean retail stock; see it all online. (photo on web site)
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S., [Ships] Mae Weigand Hand-Painted Covers Collection, 1941. 64 handpainted envelopes postmarked on warships; 17 are
naval covers for battleships (2), destroyers (9) and cruisers (6) cancelled on that ship; 21 are different flags representing departments of the US Navy; and 26 are insignia worn by different positions in the Navy; good condition throughout, Fine to Very Fine.
(photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

281

U.S., W H Wright Hand-painted First Day Cover Collection, 1948-59. 62 First Day Covers in a Showgard album; very popular
artist due to his colorful, upbeat images and Knapp-like style; most are addressed but these are either carefully lettered or typed;
a delightful collection for the advanced collector who appreciates original art, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
2.2 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $750 - 1,000

282

U.S., 1934, Maryland Issue Exhibit (Scott 736). Rare chance to own a highly decorated exhibit undisturbed from the early
1980’s; compiled by an extremely accomplished exhibitor, this won the Grand Award at Rocky Gate 82, Gold ar SEPEX 84, Gold
at AFDCS Washington 83, 1st place at ROAPEX 84, and best FDC exhibit at WILSHOW 83; nearly 100 different cachets in
two albums including, Beazell (3e), Rothblum (and a Rothblum variety), 1st Baltimore Philatelic Society, Postmaster General
corner card and letter from Assistant Postmaster General to his daughter, unlisted hand drawn Eleanor Dashiell, Nix, Stoutzenberg, Linprint, Top Notch, 1st Kapner, Hacker, Ioor, Roessler, Rice and more; includes over 20 related covers for celebrations,
tercentenary, etc along with brochures; beautiful, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.4 lbs. (photo on web site)
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

283

U.S., Back-of-The-Book Proofs & Specimens, The Balance of a Large Specialized Collection. A marvelous group of Plate
Proofs and Specimens overprints comprising E1P4-E3P4, J1P2-J7P2 (removed from gray card), J22P4-J28P4, PR2P4-PR4P4,
PR9P4-PR32P4, PR57P4-PR79P4, O1SD/O83SD (1¢ Specimens complete, plus duplicate Agriculture & State), PR57SDPR61SD, and 40L1RP1 (3¢ City Despatch Post, reprint die proof from defaced plate); few small faults - mainly thins in J1P2/
J7P2; otherwise just about all clean and F-VF. Scott $2,385 (photo on web site)������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

284

U.S., 1¢ Trans-Miss., Plate Number Imprint Pairs, Collection of Numbers (Scott 285). Group of (26) plate number and imprint pairs, each a different number and/or position; nearly all appear sound and fresh, Fine to Very Fine some very fine and one or
two worthy of measuring the grade, freshen up your holding with this. Scott $3,285 (photo on web site)���� Estimate $750 - 1,000

285

U.S., Delaware Tercentenary FDC Collection, 1938. Comprehensive 135+ envelope collection of Scott # 836 in two binders; includes Hux-Fairway, Demetrious Petroutsa, Crosby (4 diff), Grandy (6 diff), Linprint (6 diff), Anderson (4 diff), Plimpton, Pavois,
Hobby Cover Service (4 diff), Staehle (2 diff), Clifford (black and the multicolored), Historic Art/Gilbert, Historic Art/Coakley,
Evans, Bronesky, Aubry, Pilgrim, Gundel ($50), Sidenius, Holland (2 diff), Farnam (3 diff), Rice, Fidelity (4 diff), August (4 diff),
Mayne, Law (2 diff), Heyl, Speer, Grimsland (3 diff), Reid (4 diff), Espenshade (3 diff), Von Losberg, Annis, Raley (3 diff), Ioor
(12 diff), Webster (2 diff), Imperial, Detroit Thermographics, Kuntz, Nix (2 diff), Christie, 836-60, Beardsley ($125), Keyworth
($60), 836-67 (12 diff), SEPAD (2 diff), Reid 75 ($60), Reid 75a ($60), Chambers ($100) as well as better related covers from
Sweden and Finland; great stock for the dealer or a philatelic exhibit in the making, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply weight 5.3 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $600 - 800

286

TIPEX Souvenir Sheet First Day Cover Collection, 1936 (Scott 778). 155+ envelopes in large like new Vario binder; includes WSE/August, WSE/Dyer, Top Notch, 778-5, Grandy, Hubbard, Bert, 778-9, Ioor, Sidenius, Fairway, 778-18, Anderson,
Eagle Cover Service, 778-24, Rice, Linprint, Beverly Hills, Imperial, Evans, 778-36, Lerchenfeld, 778-GP7, and many others;
several handpainted covers as well as unlisted multicolored printed cachets; quite the makings for a philatelic exhibit or better
stock to satisfy your specialist clientele, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750

287

U.S., Close to Complete Prexie Series, 1938. 98 better covers from three close to complete Presidential Series sets; includes 44
Egolf in red and blue from 1/2c - $5 ($2 and $5 are plate singles) missing the 4.5c, horizontal coil pairs are included (but short the
4.5c) and vertical coil pairs (except the 3c); 30 Keyworth 803-34 series (several are blocks) but missing the 1/2c and 1c values;
lastly a partial set of 24 Caster micro First Day Covers with AMOCO labels, these diminutive envelopes measure a scant 2.5” x
3.5” in size, at total of 24 (most between 1/2c and 25c) in evidence, certain to be a fun set to complete; if your mission is to reunite
broken sets most of the tough ones are here and a little rummaging through the dollar box will bring you reward, Fine to Very Fine.
Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750

288

U.S., Better Presidential Series Sets, 1938 (Scott 803-851). 101 of some of the nicest covers you are likely to run across; complete
set of 32 Sudduth (with a stray 2c Electric Eye plate block thrown in for good measure), most are addressed to the Superintendent
Division of Postmasters at the Post Office Department in Washington DC, the $5 Coolidge is a plate single, the set is in extraordinary nice condition; 36 envelopes addressed to Oswald Ludwig (complete 1/2c-$5 plus the booklets complete with tabs); and
complete set of Clarence Reid generally printed in the color of each stamp, unaddressed and clean, the $1-$5 are plate singles; three
great complete sets for the discerning collector, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750
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289

U.S., Classic Baseball FDC Collection, 1939. 50+ First Day Covers postmarked Cooperstown NY; condition varies with some
toning noted; better cachets include Leatherstocking Stamp Club (3), Fidelity, House of Farnam (4), Ioor, Gundel, Linprint (3),
Artcraft (3), Clifford and Grandy; numerous color add-on cachets are attractive; who doesn’t love baseball? Fine to Very Fine.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750

290

U.S., Large Collection of Modern Hand Painted, 1939-2012. About 150 hand drawn and colored envelopes created by Kate
Hansen and Ben Kraft; each is individually sleeved with no apparent duplication; very colorful, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750

United States Specialized Collections

Topical Collections
291

United States Topical Collections

U.S., [Ships] Scarce Louis Weigand Ship Cover Collection, 1940. Consists of 142 in marvelous condition grouped by vessel
with different dates; includes USS Sailfish (9), USS Tautog (9), USS Seawolf (7), USS Thresher (8), USS Roe (12), USS O’Brien
(12), USS Morris (11), USS Walke (12), USS Tambor (8), USS Russell (10), USS Sealion (10), USS Buck (11), USS Eberle (11) and
USS Wainwright (12); a tremendous holding tracing the travels of the US Navy just prior to the outbreak of hosilities, Fine to Very
Fine, unaddressed pre-WWII Weigand material is very hard to find. (photo on web site)��������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

US & Possessions
292

United States US & Possessions

U.S. with Possessions & UN (All Offices), Mint & Used Collection. Mounted on Minkus pages, a more than respectable collection of the United States (1861-1956) with a mix of mint and used until 1923, and all mint thereafter. The collection is slightly
duplicated and contains many better stamps, such as #C1-C6 mint and a set of Kansas overprints. You will also find a decent
selection of Revenues along with some Ducks and cut squares. Possessions include a mix of mint and used Canal Zone, Danish
West Indies, Hawaii, Puerto Rico (also under Spanish administration) and an almost complete, nearly all mint Ryukyu Islands. Also
included are nearly complete mint collections of the trust territories of the Marshall Islands (1984-1991), Micronesia (1984-1990)
and Palau (1983-1990). Also present are all three offices of the United Nations, all mint and all very nearly complete. In addition
to New York (1951-2000), Geneva (1969-2000) and Vienna (1979-2000), you will also find not only the Swiss offices of the UN
(listed under Switzerland in the Scott catalogue), but also mint sets for the other offices, such as the World Health Organization,
Universal Postal Union and the International Labor Office., Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.4 lbs. (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

US & Foreign
United States US & Foreign

293

U.S. and Foreign, Expansive Holding of African-Americana Post Cards. If you are offended or angered by stereotypical
portrayals, this lot is not for you; five post card albums of varying sizes holding an incredible 780 post cards with African American themes; these are of a certain age and mindset, and don’t sit well with contemporary viewpoints, but are an important record
of past race relations; we note Tuck, wooden and leather cards, photo cards (some hand-colored), with advertising, overseas
“scenes” and “natives”, holiday cards (Valentine’s, Thanksgiving, Christmas), many, many caricatures and “humorous” (ca. 1910)
scenes, etc., along with sets of Lincoln Centennial Souvenir Cards and a set of “American Negro Emancipation Centennial”
cards; overwhelming majority of cards are, unsurprisingly, American, but the collector noted cards (many Tuck) from France,
Germany, Great Britain, Italy and the Netherlands as well; the odd advertising or cacheted cover included as well; generally sound,
an important holding for a library, historical society, or museum. Shipping charges apply - weight 25 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

294

U.S. & U.N., Veritable Variety Cavalcade. US comprising 12 American Commemorative Panels binders (all but one with years
left in them) with 8¢-29¢ issues, plus additional panels running to the mid-30¢ values, a three-inch stack of sheets and large-format plate blocks (most 3¢-37¢), plus a 2003 Year Book and additional odds and ends; UN including a #38, loads of year sets and
additional material still in the original mailers; also included is an interesting lot of “Thibet”-themed advertising cards; sizable
face value for your mailing needs, plus plenty of salable material for your online or bourse offerings, Very Fine. Shipping charges
apply - weight 114 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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CONFEDERATE STATES
Confederate States Postmasters’ Provisionals

295

Confederate States, Postmasters’ Provisionals, Collection of Fakes, Forgeries & Genuine. Fakes and forgeries galore, but
there are genuine stamps too among the rubble. Well-presented and arranged on pages and mostly in mounts, this collection of
around 800 stamps is a joy to thumb through. Arranged by city, there’s over 200 from New Orleans alone, with numerous pages
of Lynchburg, Memphis, Nashville, Richmond and others. You’ll also find examples from Baton Rouge, Charleston, Galveston,
Knoxville, Mobile and even places you may never have heard of, like Pleasant Shade, VA and Tellico Plains, TN. There’s even
four stockpages of examples from the general issues of the Confederate States (Scott #1-14). And in addition to stamps identified
as either fake or genuine, there are some, well, no one is quite sure and will require more research. Take a year off from work and
have some fun! As expected, condition will vary but are generally Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.8 lbs. (photo on web
site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

296

Confederate States, Rebel Postal History Collection, 1861-1865. 28 covers carefully curated for quality from the War Between
the States housed in a binder; stampless cover Monroe GA from 29th Regiment - Shelly’s Brigade; Scott CSA 1 on Greensbrough
NC; CSA 5 on Greensville VA envelope; VF pair of CSA 1 on Mobile AL to Thorne Hill; Soldier’s Turned Cover with CSA 11 paid
by the wife, turned inside out, and returned by soldier marked “paid”; mixed franking CSA 1 and 6 tied with Winchester VA CDS;
double transfer CSA 11 tied with VA hand stamp; CSA 6 pair on homemade envelope from Gainesville, GA with soldier’s letter
included; many more wistful rememberences of a difficult time, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)��� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

297

Confederate States, Massive Holding of Facsimiles. About 625 sets that look convincingly real to the novice on their
face but marked “Facsimile 1-14” on the back; each set nicely presented on an oversized black index card; fresh and ready
for resale or to give out as philatelic favors, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.6 lbs. (photo on web site)
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

298

Confederate States, Selection, mint and used. In a small counterbook and includes #62X2 cert; 62X5 used cert; 1; 2 used; 2b
used; 4 used(2); 6 (7); 8 used (2); 8(3); 11(7); 11e used; 12(17); 13(4); 11,11B,12 in blocks, useful and better than one usually finds,
some faults, generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
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UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS
United States Possessions

299

U.S. Possessions, Outstanding Mostly Mint Collection, 1853-1933. A very valuable, old-time collection hinged on pages. There
are so many highlights of this lot, I will try and not get carried away! The following are all mint - Canal Zone #4-8, 58-59, 60-66,
70-81, 95, J7-9, J12-14, J18-20, Cuba E1, J1-4 and also includes issues of the Republic until 1933, Guam 1-12 (no #9), E1, Hawaii
9 (used), 48-49, 67-73, Philippines 212-19, 223-25 (no 223A), 226-38, 340-53, C1-12 (no 7 or 8), C17, E1, E4, J1-7. Okay, that’s
enough. If you would like to know more, this glorious collection of over CV$15,000 is entirely viewable online, Fine to Very Fine.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

300

U.S. Possessions, Persuasive Possessions Portfolio. Arranged in a 28-page (56-side) Showgard stockbook, a diverse holding
of Canal Zone, Hawaii, Philippines and Puerto Rico; mostly singles, mixed mint and used, with both overprinted US and territory-inscribed issues; note blocks and larger multiples, including Hawaii Provisional Government overprint part-sheets with imprint,
strong Philippine “O.B.” Officials, a few Japanese Occupations (as issued and overprinted), 24 Puerto Rico 2¢ plate number strips
of three (#211 and 211a), and more besides to interest the dealer; generally clean and sound; in need of some organizing, but otherwise ready for sale, Fine to Very Fine or better, see it all online. Scott $10,000+ (photo on web site)����� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

301

Cuba, DWI, Guam, Philippines, Puerto Rico & Ryukyus, mint and used Bazzar, 19th & 20th Century. Selection of useful
items which includes smatterings from the following: Cuba 179 used; 222a; E1(3); used(1); E2(2); owners catalog $1,100 +; DWI:
43-50(3 sets one used, one NH); Guam:10; E1(2); M3-4; about $800 cat; Phillippines: 219; C3 OX8 cat about $750; Puerto Rico:
J3; A few Ryukyu’s, catalog total $2,600+, a lot that posesses one’s attention, generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750
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United States Possessions: Canal Zone - Philippines

Canal Zone
302

United States Possessions Canal Zone

Canal Zone, Cavalcade of Mint & Used, 1904-1942 (Scott 4//J20). 2 counter books of mostly nicer quality singles and sets
with light duplication, includes mnt/unusd: 6-8; 13; 13c (cert); 20/20a pair; 27-30; 28-29 blocks; 31-35; 35 block; 36b, 36bs
block (cert); 46a (cert); 48; 49-51 (2); 58; 59; 61a; 70-81(2); 85-95; 95; 120-35(5); C15-20(2); C21-31; CO1-7; J2; J20, be
set and lock up this market, quality above the norm, generally Fine to Very Fine. Scott $9,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Hawaii
United States Possessions Hawaii

303

Hawaii, Lovely Postal History Collection. Attractive collection well presented in one binder comprised of approx. 47 items in
all, 27 covers plus 20 postal stationery items. The covers include a fine range of cancels, markings and usages, including a 6¢ on
1877 choice cover, Honolulu to New Haven with nice, red “Honolulu H.I. Paid All” h/s, several U.S. postage due assessed covers,
lots of town cancels and more. The stationery section includes a nice 1895 card written by Claire Perry, daughter of Admiral Perry,
plus used examples of #UX2, UX2a (scarce), UX9 with interesting written message detailing the issuance of the card, a Wells
Fargo Kingdom of Hawaii mint entire imprint on U.S. U223, etc, Interesting group, bulk Fine to Very Fine, Examine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

304

Hawaii, Nui mint and used selection, 1861-1901 (Scott 9//R12). A lovely compact counter book packed with some better items
which include unused: 9; 9 used; 21 used; 28; 31NH; 49 used opium cancel; 52c; 54b; 63(2); 70e; 72-3; 74 & 81 imprint blocks of
six; R2s; R5; R12, includes some better cancels and overall nice quality with a few faults, viewing a breeze, generally Fine to Very
Fine. Scott $6,000+ (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

305

Hawaii, Quality Collection, Predominantly mint, 1853-1899. On Mystic pages in mounts, each stamp painstakingly selected
for quality and freshness, about 50 items but each one makes a statement: 9s; 11s; 19 (small thin); 283942-7; 49; 52; 53-62; 64-68;
71-73; 74-82; O2 used; although many unused (no gum) these are some of the most beautiful items you will find with an overall
appeal in color & centering, have a look and you will be bidding, overall Very Fine. (photo on web site)������� Estimate $500 - 750
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United States Possessions Philippines

306

Philippines, Occupation and Independence, 1899-1957. Mint file folder packed with sheets and partial sheets, album pages with
black mounts (singles, blocks and plate blocks), and an Elbe binder with hand lettered pages and a used collection from 1945-1958;
considerable value noted with expected occasional perf separation and gum disturbance; includes Scott 213 partial sheet of 50
(with plate number), 284 sheet, 2 sheets of 386 with handstamped Specimen overprints; 438 sheet, 441 sheet, 443 sheet, 461
sheets (4), 485-493 blocks, N4 sheets (11), N6 sheets (8), N09 and N10 partial sheets, N11 partial sheet, N13 sheet plus partial,
N15 sheets (2), N26 sheets (3), N27 sheets (3) and E7 sheet plus PB of 6; great stock for the specialist or dealer, Fine to Very Fine.
Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

307

Philippines Officials and Occupation Issue Accumulation, 1907-1944. Many complete sheets that seem to have been partial pads of stamps that were liberated from a post office sometime around the Japanese invasion of the Philippines and a small
book containing approximately 140 early O.B. handstamp overprints of various colors, fonts and denominations of the early
Rizal issues and are unchecked for watermarks and perforations, sheets include: 416 (85+ complete sheets), 464 sheet of 100,
O16 (85+ complete sheets), O37 (80+ complete sheets), several sheets (and partial sheets) from Japanese Occupation N12//N22
set. Condition is a mixed and much of gum of many of the sheets has become tropicalized or stuck to glassine interleaving, o.g.
or without gum, generally Fine to Very Fine appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 7 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $600 - 800
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Ryukyu Islands
308

United States Possessions Ryukyu Islands

Ryukyus, Complete Mint Collection, 1948-72. A high-quality collection neatly mounted in a White Ace album with every space
filled; First Issue with First Printing 5s and 30s, with additional better including Currency Conversion, Airs, Special Delivery, and
a key #17 with 2017 PSE certificate; also note First Printing 10s block of six with “broken stem” error (position 18), three blocks of
nine or six of #8 with plate varieties, #16 surcharge varieties; a page of 1952-72 Christmas Seals, etc.; Post Office fresh throughout,
the vast majority never hinged, with those hinged so lightly as to appear never hinged, Very Fine, an exceptionally clean holding;
see a sampling online. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.6 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

UNITED NATIONS
309

United Nations

United Nations, Massive, All-Encompassing Three-Office Holding. A lovely and very substantial holding comprising singles,
souvenir sheets, sheetlets, imprint blocks, etc., neatly presented on White Ace pages and housed in 12 binders with coverage to
about 2010; everything is mostly complete, but there is very more value in the form of a second collection in a Harris album, plus a
huge amount of modern face value material in strips, blocks, etc., which we just removed from the original envelopes as received;
finally, a massive quantity of modern stationery and First Day Covers is included as well, largely Very Fine, worth a look-see.
Shipping charges apply - weight 140 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Session 2 December 4, 2021 Lots 310-726
BRITISH COMMONWEALTH
Great Britain
British Commonwealth Great Britain

310

Great Britain, The “Rule Britannia” Mint & Used Collection, 1840-2006. Not just great, but “Really Great” Britain collection,
beautifully presented in mounts on pages. Entirely used up until 1924 and all mint thereafter, it should also be noted that the collector obviously went out of their way to obtain choice copies of many of the classics. #1-4 all show four margins and the centering
on most of the early classics is quite exceptional, not to mention the avoidance of heavy cancellations. Here are just a few more
highlights to mention - #28, 37, 40, 42, 46, 48, 52, 53, 57, 60, 65, 70, 98-107, 141, O23 and complete plate number varieties of 43
(8 plates), 49 (7 plates), 58 (15 plates), 64 (6 plates) & 67 (15 plates). The modern era is very well-filled up to around 1990 with an
excellent selection of Machins with types and phosphor variants, but let’s face it, the QV selection is the main attraction here, and
it’s not every day we see this level of quality and completeness. Rule Britannia! Almost all Fine to Very Fine and better. Shipping
charges apply - weight 8.4 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

311

Great Britain, The “Rule Britannia” Mint & Used Collection, 1840-2006. Not just great, but “Really Great” Britain collection,
beautifully presented in mounts on pages. Entirely used up until 1924 and all mint thereafter, it should also be noted that the collector obviously went out of their way to obtain choice copies of many of the classics. #1-4 all show four margins and the centering
on most of the early classics is quite exceptional, not to mention the avoidance of heavy cancellations. Here are just a few more
highlights to mention - #28, 37, 40, 42, 46, 48, 52, 53, 57, 60, 65, 70, 98-107, 141, O23 and complete plate number varieties of 43
(8 plates), 49 (7 plates), 58 (15 plates), 64 (6 plates) & 67 (15 plates). The modern era is very well-filled up to around 1990 with an
excellent selection of Machins with types and phosphor variants, but let’s face it, the QV selection is the main attraction here, and
it’s not every day we see this level of quality and completeness. Rule Britannia! Almost all Fine to Very Fine and better. (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

312

Great Britain & Offices, Wonderful Vintage Dealer’s “Mañana” Selection of Hundreds. Excellent, clean and valuable, overall mostly used selection of perhaps 550 or so items, with the vast majority Queen Victoria through King George V, neatly presented on thirteen 6” x 9” stockcards; the lion’s share of items here were plucked out of collections over the years, and as we review
this exceptional holding, we note many superb cancels (both those that are better, along with those which are perfectly struck),
loads of premiums Vickys from #1 (duplicates) on, various special purpose stamps, perfins, many large format 2s6d to £1 Victorias
to King George V issues, etc.; an outstanding holding brimming with better values, etc., largely Fine to Very Fine with much better throughout, be sure to view the lot in its entirety on the website. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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313

Great Britain, “Royal Treatment” 1st & 2nd Class Mint Accumulation. Stacks and piles of Royal Mail souvenir books and
booklets totaling over £3,700 (US$ 5,000 +). If you were looking to grab GB at well under face, you’ve found it! Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 14.6 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

314

Great Britain, Extensive Two-Volume Scott Specialty Album Collection to 2013. A vast and valuable mostly mint collection
neatly assembled in a pair of pristine albums; the collection is somewhat modest mint and used through King George VI with some
useful pickings, but is complete mint, generally all never hinged from the first 1952 Queen Elizabeth II set to 2013, with a corresponding substantial aggregate face value to be sure; in addition, we note complete mint Postage Dues (#J1-J112) highlighted by
a corner margin control number block of six with experimental watermark (Gibbons #D14b, catalogue value of £570, with 1979
RPSL certificate), plus decent Offices, etc., Fine to Very Fine or better, a lovely, very clean lot; examine. Shipping charges apply weight 14 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

315

Great Britain Assortment, 1840/1969. Couple of stock books of mixed mint and used 1840s/1960s issues plus a binder with
18 1813/1867 documents franked with various revenues, starts with five used “Penny Blacks” and a used “Two Penny Blue” and
continues with a variety used 19th century line-engraved and surface printed Victorian issues with numerous penny red imperf
and perf assorted plate numbers including an XF mint #33 plate 219, ½d Red used with variety of plate niumbers, also note #43
mint, 124 used with Jersey cancel, extensive array of Victoria “Jubilee” issues used, 4 stock sheets full of used 2/6, 5sh and 10sh
“Seahorses” of various printings and shades (mixed condition with most having parcel cancels), some George VI high values used,
assorted used dues and officials, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, enormous catalog value. Shipping charges apply - weight
11.6 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

316

Great Britain, Wonderful Specialized Collection of Mint and Used King George V Issues, 1913-35. Hundreds of stamps all
neatly mounted on quadrille pages and identified by Gibbons numbers in a Gibbons album; offers a plethora of shades, inverted
and sideways watermarks, different formats and dies of the small definitive of 1911-24, followed by a nice showing of Seahorse
printings in far better than average quality with Gibbons value of £7,290 ($10,020) and a Scott value of $7,275; we also note a nice
£1 PUC (Scott $750) with slight faults; there is much value in the specialized section in Stanley Gibbons, totally many hundreds
of pounds sterling, generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

317

Great Britain, 1840-1975, massive collection. Neatly hinged in a home made album, meticulously cataloged, predominately
used but the more modern issues are about 50/50 mint/used, the collection is replete with shade varieties, platings, watermark varieties etc., a smattering of Postage Dues, Officials, and British Offices Abroad at the end, this is great for a dealer or a collector who
wants to continue the search for plate varieties, etc.; hours of fun to be had here. Stamps with major flaws not counted in catalog
value. Condition is typical of the period: early Queen Victoria is V.G.-Fine, later issues Fine to Very Fine with some modern Very
Fine. Scott $27,649+ (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

318

1854-1919, collector’s used balance. Small group including Queen Victoria: 7 (two), 20b, 25, 28, 44, 55, 57, 60, 94-95, 96, 98107, 108; King Edward VII: 139-140; and King George V Seahorses: 179-180 (two each), generally Fine or F.-V.F. Scott $7,482
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750

British Commonwealth Great Britain

British Commonwealth Great Britain

British Commonwealth Great Britain

British Commonwealth Great Britain

British Commonwealth Great Britain

Australian States
319

50

British Commonwealth Australian States

Australian States, Astounding Specialized Cancellations Collection. From a leading Australia specialist, a rarely encountered
holding of State cancels, presented in albums, binders and on multiple stockpages; includes an excellent presentation of Victoria
Traveling Post Office cancels, nice Tasmania, Sydney city cancels; good South Australia including a “calendar” collection; an excellent New South Wales calendar collection; and a specialized city of Melbourne collection including double-circle and Commonwealth cancels, machine cancels (Barr-Fyke, Columbia and straightline Krag), General Dispatch, Late Fee, Paid, Parcel Post and
more; specialized Geelong cancels, “Paid at” cancels on newspapers, plenty of town c.d.s., duplex, bootprint, numeral, Registered,
GPO and machine cancels, and more besides; binders generally well-organized, stockpages could use re-arranging, but you’re not
likely to come across another collection like this for some time, Fine to Very Fine with much better throughout, a fun lot well worth
review; a sampling offered online. Shipping charges apply - weight 17.6 lbs. (photo on web site)������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Australia
320

British Commonwealth Australia

Australia & Dependencies, 1913-2000’s, mostly mint n.h. collection. In 2 Scott albums and 3 Lighthouse hingeless albums.
Australia is sparse before 1930, then has many of the 1930’s commemoratives (no Sydney Bridge however), then seems to be
complete mint from 1940 to 1996. We note the 1949-50 Arms high values are used, and the 1963-65 Sterling Birds and Navigators set is missing, although the 1965 Decimal Birds and Navigators set is complete. Dependencies include: Australian Antarctic
Territory complete 1957-1995, Christmas Island complete 1958-1979, Cocos Islands complete 1963-1995, Norfolk Island nearly
complete 1947-1979 (missing 5 stamps in the 1958-60 period), Papua New Guinea complete 1964-1979. There are fewer than 10
used stamps total in the early part of the collection, and the King George V issues are hinged. From King George VI through Queen
Elizabeth II all appear to be mint n.h. This is a beautiful collection and a great way to start collecting Australia, generally Fine to
Very Fine. Scott $2,000 ++ (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $400 - 600

Falkland Islands & Dependencies
British Commonwealth Falkland Islands & Dependencies

321

Falkland Islands, Outstanding Specialized Collections Including Mint and Used Varieties and Cancels, 1869-1935. A magnificent holding of several hundred mint and used Falkland Island stamps all neatly housed in a light house stockbook containing
a plethora of scarce varieties and cancels plus a number of blocks of four or more, please carefully appreciate the significant
amount of better items contained in this holding, If you collect or deal in the Falkland Islands this lot is one to consider, it begins
with Gibbons #FR2 on piece at £190, then Scott #1 mint $850, 3 (2) mint $250+ a used pair $170, 4 used $80, these mint copies
of Gibbons #5 total £925, a number of varieties, watermarks sideways or reversed plus Fox Bay and West Falklands cancels on
issues from 1883-1902, followed by a plethora of King Edward VIII issues with shades and interesting cancels, King George V is
well-represented including high values such as Scott #37 (2) used $240, 38a mint $140, 39 used $275, 40 mint $550, also an array
of singles plus blocks with neat cancels, the 1933 Centenary issue 70 (2), 72 Scott $790+, a nice group of singles with duplicate totals $783, a used section includes Scott 73 and totals $1756 and includes nine stamps with Fox Bay cancels, also noted are sections
of Deception Island and Fox Bay cancels, a great lot well worth an extra bid for any lover of this great collecting area, completion
is uniformly excellent with few if any faults, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)���������������������������������� Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

322

Falkland Islands, Specialized Collection Mint and Used, 1879-1938. An advanced holding of several hundred mint and used
with color, perforation and watermark varieties strong in the Victorian era and the 1938 King George VI issue all housed in three
Lighthouse stockbooks, a great lot for the specialist collector or dealer looking to add unusual material, some duplication, mainly nice quality throughout with a bit of never hinged present especially in the wide range of the 1938 set with multiple pound
values; to fully appreciate please view online or better get in-person, there is too much to enumerate here with the plethora
of color and perforation varieties, don’t miss this special holding, few faults, generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

British Commonwealth Falkland Islands & Dependencies

Ghana
323

British Commonwealth Ghana

Ghana, Comprehensive Specialized Collection, 1938-1990. Hinged or mounted into twelve White Ace albums, with the core of
the collection in five of the albums containing an interesting mint section of later issues in both perf and imperf sets and souvenir
sheets, many of which don’t appear to be listed in Scott, as well as an album of early issues on first day covers, with a couple souvenir covers of the QEII Gold Coast set with the Independence overprint with Scott unlisted (possibly private) “GHANA” overprints,
the remaining six albums seem to be duplicates, possibly one of the most specialized collection of this country we have ever seen,
generally Fine to Very Fine, ex Sheeran. Shipping charges apply - weight 46.8 lbs. (photo on web site)��� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Hong Kong
324

British Commonwealth Hong Kong

Hong Kong, Nice Assembly, 1905-2010. Focusing on commemorative issues, souvenir sheets, and booklets, with much duplication, including never hinged Scott #147-150 (2), 168-173 (2), 168-179 (2), 185-198 (2), 203-217, 308a (4), 316-327, and 388a-403,
plus hinged #81b, mainly Very Fine and fresh. Scott $10,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site)������������������ Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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British Commonwealth: India - Malaya

325

Hong Kong, Sumptuous Cross-Era Collection. Covering mostly later Queen Elizabeth II and early SAR issues, with loads of
attractive and salable material; several hundred First Day Covers, many large-format envelopes; loads of souvenir sheets, stamps in
full panes, gutter strips, booklets, presentation packs with Topical interest (Chinese New Year, Olympics, Insects, etc.); handsomely produced commemorative booklets for, e.g., 1992 Olympics and the Centenary of the Hong Kong Post Office (3 of the latter
with mounts for stamps included), etc., etc., etc.; minor duplication, nearly all fresh as the day it was bought, Very Fine, worth a
careful review. Shipping charges apply - weight 45 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

India
Indian States
British Commonwealth India

326

Indian Princely States, Wonderful, Old-Time Revenues, Stamps and Esoterica Collection. Excellent collection of thousands,
neatly presented in two Scott binders, plus a separate group of unmounted pages; bulk of coverage lies in a huge selection of revenues, though stamps are featured with good selections of Travancore, Cochin, Charkhari and others; attractive labels, cut squares,
and revenues on documents; very unusual collection, inspection highly advised, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges
apply - weight 11.8 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

327

Indian States, Revenue Paper & Revenues on Documents, 1929-57. Approximately 1500-2000 legal documentary from various feudatory states of India, all with adhesives or revenue stamp paper. Written mostly in Hindi or Gujarati, with some in English,
these documents originated from cities and states, such as Bhopal, Dhar, Gwalior, Jaipur, Jind, Maler Kotla, Patiala and many
others. Very intriguing to say the least and something you most likely will never see again., generally Fine to Very Fine with better.
(photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

328

British Commonwealth India

Feudatory States
British Commonwealth India

Indian Feudatory States, Extensive Mostly Used Collection, 1878-1949. Many hundreds hinged on Minkus pages of the various Feudatory States of India, such as Bhopal, Cochin, Hyderabad, Jaipur, Kishangarh, Travancore and others. Homepage pages
added for varieties not covered in album; a must for any collector of India, Fine to Very Fine, The entire lot is available online for
viewing. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.4 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ireland
British Commonwealth Ireland

329

Ireland, Mint & Cover Collection, 1922-1998. Housed in four Lindner binders, two of them covering 1988-98 with abundant
corner blocks, mini-sheets and gutter-pairs. A third volume is filled with miscellaneous mint including older and better, such as 10a
and 105a, a few more covers and additional blocks and gutter pairs. The highlight of this lot, however, is the last volume, a First
Flight cover collection beautifully presented and annotated on homemade pages. A sampling of this album is viewable online., Fine
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 22.4 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

330

Ireland, Pot o’ Gold Collection, 1960-2000. Gorgeous, jaw-dropping modern collection of Ireland on White Ace pages housed
in two 3-ring binders; basic issues complete with highly specialized material containing inverted and sideways watermarks, gum
and paper varieties, coil singles and pairs, Framas, gutter pairs, over 100 complete booklets and scores of mini-sheets, Very
Fine, if you collect Ireland, you’ve found the end of the rainbow. Shipping charges apply - weight 14.1 lbs. (photo on web site)
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

British Commonwealth Ireland

Malaya
331

British Commonwealth Malaya

Malaya, “A Postal History of the Straits Settlements, Malay States, Malaysia and Singapore” Collection. A fascinating and
superb, well-researched and annotated collection nicely presented on pages in a slipcased G&K binder, with maps, illustrations
and other pertinent information; includes perhaps a couple hundred or so stamps along with a select array of covers and postal history items, all with an eye towards scarce to rare usages and cancels; begins with a lovely group of Indian stamps used in Penang,
Malacca or Singapore, and continues with Straits Settlements usages including examples of the Nebong Tabal Crowns, various
paquebot usages, Christmas and Cocos Islands examples; excellent Thailand stamps used in Alor Star, Kuala Muda, Kulim, Batu
Mengkebang and elsewhere; amazing Independent Native States usages used within and outside of Malaya, Japanese Occupations
with postal history, Thai Occupations of the northern provinces, and more; truly a fascinating study, Fine to Very Fine or better, be
sure to view in its entirety online. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.2 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������� Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

British Commonwealth Malaya
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332

Malaya, Specialized Mint & Used Collection, 1912-2012. Highly specialized collection of Malayan States and related areas
beautifully arranged and labeled on stock pages in a 3-ring binder. It begins with a complete doubled collection of both mint and
used Kedah #1-45, including the scarce 24a and 25a variants and the Malaya-Borneo Exhibition overprints. We also find both
mint and used of the Japanese occupation of Kedah N1-6 including N4a, the scarce black overprint. A turn of the page leads to
another shocking discovery listed as 52s-59s in Stanley Gibbons, a complete set of specimens along with two other values from
the first set. The collection of Kedah doesn’t end there; we also find a few pages of mint and used blocks, a small collection of
perfins, and a very comprehensive, alphabetical listing of postmarks containing duplicates of many of the better stamps. Also
included in this collection is a selection of mint Malaya-Borneo Exhibition overprints from a number of neighboring areas - Brunei, Kelantan, North Borneo, Straits Settlements (with some SG-only variants) and Trengganu. It’s not every day a collection
like this comes along. Make a bid before it’s gone! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

333

Malay States, Excellent Mint Postal Stationery Collection. A fantastic, highly comprehensive collection of approximately 165
items presented in a slipcased Lighthouse cover album, arranged by state from Johore through Trengganu; includes postal cards,
entires, Registered envelopes, message-reply cards, etc., with highlights like (MSB numbers) Johore #P3-8, OP1-2, E1, E3-4,
RE1-3; Kedah #P1-9, P11, OP2-4, E1-2 plus four Registered entires; Kelantan #P1-2, P4b, P7, P8-9, P10, P12, OP1, E1-2, RE1,
RE1a, RE2a-3; Malacca #P1-2, P5, E1-2, RE1-3; Negri Sembilan #P1-4, P7-8, P9, P11, E1, E2a-2b, RE1-3; Pahang #P1-3, P5-8,
P10-11, E1-2, RE1-3; Penang #P1-2, P5-6, E1-2, E2a, RE1-3; Perak #P1, P1a, P2-3, P4-5, P6-7, P9b-9c, P10-11, P12, P14-15,
OP1, OP3, E1, E3-4, RE2; Perlis #P1-2, P3-4, P5, E1a, RE1 (2 types); Selangor #P1-2, P3-4, P4a, 5-6, P7-8, P10, E1-2, E2a,
RE1-2, RE4; Trengganu #P1-2, P5-6, P7-8, P10, P11, E1a (3), RE1-2, RE3-5, etc., Fine to Very Fine or better, a super collection;
see it all online. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.6 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

334

British Commonwealth Malaya

Federated Malay States
British Commonwealth Malaya

Federated Malay States & Straits Settlements, Exceptional Mint Postal Stationery Collection. Approximately 115 items, all
different, in a slipcased Lighthouse cover album, including Straits Settlements (MSB catalogue numbers) #P1-19, P19a, P2022; Labuan overprinted cards #23-25 complete, 26-34, 36-38, 40, 42, 44, L1, N1, E1-E5, RE1a, RE1g, RE1h, RE1h2, RE2F,
RE4f, RE4g, RE5b; BMA #P2, P2a; Federated Malay States #P1-8, P9-10, P15-16, P19, P21, L1, N1; Japanese Occupation
#JP1-2, JP3b, DP1-2, DP5, YP1, PP3, KP1-2, KP4-5, MP1, GP1-4; Thai Occupation #MT1, OP1, RE3, RE12, RE14-16, RE18,
and others; a clean, superb and high quality holding which is highly comprehensive as issued, Fine to Very Fine or better, be
sure to review on the web. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.2 lbs. 2005 Tan Ringgit 20,700+ ($6,480). (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Malaysia
British Commonwealth Malaysia

335

Malaysia, Amazing Compilation of Complete Sheet Sets, 1994-2021. A superb, perfectly presented sheet collection in 21 uniform mint sheet files, comprising approximately 880 different sheets in all; includes an outstanding run of sets and sheets for the
period, and aside from the fact you rarely find this lovely material, the first couple volumes contain an amazing array of specialization with premium perforation types, watermark varieties, unlisted imperforate sheets, etc.; a lovely holding, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, view the first volume online, and you’ll want this lot. Shipping charges apply - weight 34.6 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

336

Malaysia, Outstanding and Highly Eclectic Specialized Accumulation. A wonderful holding of the unusual, which quite
frankly is rarely encountered in these parts; includes a highly comprehensive specialized Malaysia & States 1973 and on complete
booklet collection (from MSB #1-13 on, 2 of each) comprising approximately 200 booklets showing right and left stitching varieties, reverse cover types, etc.; from there we note several binders of postal stationery with strong postal cards, entires, Registered
envelopes, aerogrammes, etc.; additionally, there are three mint sheet binders filled mostly with the Garden Flower issues by State
(featuring perforation and watermark varieties); and finally, included are several dozen beautiful and scarce year sets and presentation books/booklets (mostly 2000 on), generally Very Fine, a most uncommon holding; inspection invited. Shipping charges apply
- weight 59.4 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

337

Malaysia, Beautiful, Highly Comprehensive Mint Collection, 1963-2021. A splendid, neatly assembled, substantially complete
holding well-presented in four stockbooks, beginning with the 1963 First Issue and continuing to early 2021; there are literally
hundreds of rarely encountered sets, plus hundreds of souvenir sheets (not only attractively produced, but seldom seen as such);
additionally, where appropriate, the owner has identified perforation and watermark varieties, etc., o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a
beautiful collection. Shipping charges apply - weight 18 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
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British Commonwealth: New Hebrides, British - New Zealand

338

Malaysia & Federal Territories, Extensive Varieties Collection, 1963-2020. A fascinating and very broad collection of hundreds (yes, hundreds!) of items neatly presented and annotated in three Lindner stockbooks, two for Malaysia proper, the third
containing issues for the Federal Territories; we note watermark and unwatermarked varieties (many scarce), unlisted souvenir
sheets, perforation varieties with emphasis on compound perforations, unissued sheetlets, and lots more; it’s safe to say it would
be a monumental achievement to duplicate this study, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, inspection invited. Shipping charges apply weight 13.4 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

New Hebrides, British
339

British Commonwealth New Hebrides, British

New Hebrides, French & British Mainly Mint Collection, 1908-56. Dozens of mint and used French and British issues with
strength in the better mint complete sets all neatly mounted on quadrille pages by a European collector; we note the French issues
include #11-21 socked-on-the-nose cancels complete set Scott #142, 33-34 and 36-43 mint Scott $128, 44-66 mint except 45 used
Scott $226, J1-J10 mint sets Scott $353, J15-J20 mint Scott $74; British section includes #6 mint Scott $145, 10-25 mint Scott
$106, 31 mint signed Brun Scott $125, 33-37 mint Scott $20, 41-49 mint, 50-61 mint Scott $212, 66-76 mint Scott $29, J1-J10 mint
Scott $340, quality is excellent, please view online or in-person to fully appreciate, a perfect collection to breakdown for online
sales or better sets, few faults if any, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout. (photo on web site)������������� Estimate $800 - 1,200

New Zealand
British Commonwealth New Zealand

340

New Zealand, Exceptional Comprehensive Mint and Used Collection, 1858-2010. A formidable quality collection of many
hundreds of mint and used sets and singles, all neatly mounted on quadrille pages and housed in a 4-inch-thick binder. The first 15
or so pages have a Scott value of over $10,000 and here are several hundred more pages including a very comprehensive showing
of issues from the 1930s up to 2010 with significant face value, Semi-Postals mint include “Smiling Boys” B3-B4 and souvenir
sheets, Postal-Fiscals, Officials, Airs and more. The initial pages include 11 imperforate Chalon Heads plus another 11 perforated,
1874 and beyond includes perforated Victoria issues with better mint singles, mint Christchurch Exhibition set Scott $461, King
Edward VII and King George V issues Scott 130-139, 145-159 and 182-184 all mint Scott $808, mainly mint thereafter with some
used. Quality is well above the norm with the massive amount of later issues mainly never hinged; a few faults in the early adhesives but the vast majority are clean, fresh and sound Fine-Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 7 lbs. (photo on web site)�
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

341

New Zealand Collection, 1855/2004. Mostly mint in a Palo album (to 1950), on White Acve pages in three binders plus an envelope of “waiting to put in the album” material ranging from classics to modern, among the many better note 2used (full margins),
12 used, 20 used, 29B unused, 35 used, 51 mint, 52 unused, 54-56 mint, 66-67 mint, 70-80 mint, 83 mint (small faults), 97-98 mint,
118 NH, 119 mint, 120 without gum, 128 mint, 182-83 mint, 320 mint (APS cert), AR3 mint, J10 mint, J15 mint, O28 mint, O35-38
mint, etc. in the albums, a quick shuffle throught he loose material reveals 125 mint, AR15 used, AR36 mint, AR91 used, J9 mint,
J11 mint, O51 mint, etc., 19th century usual mixed condition some some pre-1930s bit heavily hinged, overall an F-VF collection
and ideal for continuation. Shipping charges apply - weight 21 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

342

New Zealand Collection, 1862/1998. In hingeless pages in two Davo albums with the post 1988 issues and some of the postal
fiscals being on quadrille or Scott pages, useful group of used perf and imperforate Chalon issues, various used “Sideface”, 80-81
used, assorted 1915/22 George V definitives to 1sh mint or used, 165-70 mint, 179-81 mint, 185-98 mint, 203-16 mint, 288-301
mint, C4-8 mint, etc., usual mixed condition in earlier issues but most F-VF; owner’s Scott valkue about $7,500. (photo on web
site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

343

New Zealand, Wonderful and Substantial Postal History, 1928-2010. Excellent group of perhaps 500 or so, mostly from the
1930-1960s, including censors, first day covers, flights, aerograms, military M.P.O. covers, and lovely semi-postal issues; many
sets on cover as well as large percentage of color cachets (often in support of Children’s Health Camps); solid mix of interesting
items from an uncommon and popular nation; while condition varies it remains, on balance, quite good, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.6 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Singapore
British Commonwealth Singapore

344

Singapore, Comprehensive Keepsake Collection, 1948-2019. Superb, breathtaking, and wide-ranging, encompassing a wide
array of collecting arenas; begins with a complete, pristine never hinged five-volume Lighthouse hingeless collection with all the
better from #1-20, 1a-20a, 106a, etc., but it gets better from there as there are duplicate (as in 2 of each) comprehensive collections
of complete booklets (approximately 300 in total) identified by issue, the multitude of reprints that exist, etc.; moving on we note
approximately 240 different issue or value Frama labels; comprehensive binders of postal stationery including postal cards, entires,
aerogrammes, and nice Registered entires with varieties; finally, three sheet files are included with feature ca. 2005-19 sheets,
about 147 in total, all of which are rarely found on the market these days, including “My Stamp” New Years issues, and other progressive designs; simply a wonderful, fresh lot, o.g., never hinged, routinely Very Fine, should be examined for full appreciation.
Shipping charges apply - weight 56.5 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

345

Singapore, Broad Collection and Stock, 1948-2012. In three pristine Lighthouse albums, various dealer’s boxes and folders,
with nice sets, souvenir sheets, booklets, blocks, and sheets in various formats with se-tenant combinations; useful duplication
including Scott #21-22 (6), 28-42 (4), 107-111 (4), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, see a sampling online. Scott $9,000+ (Owner’s)
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British Commonwealth Singapore

Solomon Islands
346

British Commonwealth Solomon Islands

Solomon Islands, The Iron Bottom Sound Collection, 1907-94. In a Scott Specialty album, mainly mint, by 1920s some are
mint never hinged in black Showguard-style mounts, and by 1960s virtually all are mint never hinged; highlight include, mint o.g.:
#1-4, 6, 8-12, 14, 67-79, 89-105, 149a-166a, J1-J8; mint never hinged: #46-51, 53, 60-63, 98 & 100 blocks of four, 113-125, 128142, 149-166,:232-246,:296-311, 316-331, 431-434, 570-574, 580-596A, 597-605, 606,:607-621, 627-647, 648-682, 683-702,
708-722, 722b, 726a, 727-728, 729-755, 756-771 gutter pairs; includes souvenir sheets, a few booklets and many gutter pairs;
demand for later 20th-century sets is strong, and catalogue values for the 1985-1995 issues have risen nicely; you don’t need to take
the Tokyo Express to get this collection, generally Fine to Very Fine, ex Winston. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.2 lbs. (photo
on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $750 - 1,000

Sudan (British)
347

British Commonwealth Sudan (British)

Sudan, Superb Mostly Mint Collection, 1897-1954. Terrific collection, rich in postal history with various covers, some stampless, some on postal stationery. Some really nice sets and singles, like #51-59, 61-62, 63-78, MO11 (used) and an interesting
selection of Military Telegraph stamps. For a collection such as this, sometimes pictures do speak leader than words. You may view
this collection in its entirety online, With few exceptions, stamps are generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
3 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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348

British Commonwealth, A High-End Comprehensive Mint and Used Collection, 1849-2007. An extraordinary, massive collection of thousands of stamps all mounted on quadrille pages in seven packed volumes with dozens of British Commonwealth
Countries included from Bermuda to St. Vincent, and many high-value singles and sets into hundreds of dollars each. The quality
is excellent with fresh colors and very few faults. The 19th Century is comprised of both better mint and used with the focus on
mint after the Victorian era. Bermuda begins with #1 mint Scott $110, 2-3 used, 5 mint, 6 used, 7-9 used Scott $252, 16-25 mint
plus shades Scott $357, 28-39 mint Scott $204, 40-52 mint plus shades Scott $316, 55-69 mint Scott $142, 71-79 mint Scott $121,
81-96 mint Scott $491, 105-114 Scott $70, 118-128 mint high-value never hinged plus Types Scott $672, 133-134 mint $47, also
note 97 used Scott $425; Botswana flows with 1/891 mint and used; nice section of British Antarctic Territory with 1-15, 24 mint
never hinged plus more; British Central Africa 1-12 and 19-20 mint Scott $168, 24-25 and 27 used Scott $117, 59d used $115,
43-45 and 47-51 mint Scott $215 52 used Scott $375, 60-65 mint Scott $96; British Columbia 7 mint Scott $160, 8-9 and 11 mint
Scott $860; British East Africa 14/30 mixed mainly mint Scott $156, 42 used Scott $60, 49 lovely used copy Scott $325, 71 mint
Scott $50, 88-90 mint Scott $292, 102 mint Scott $95; British Guiana 18-19 and 22 used Scott $450, 24-25 mint Scott $340, plus
other better issues pre-1875, 79 mint Scott $160, 92-95 mint Scott $170, 107-108 and 110 mint Scott $226, 112-123 mint except
117 Scott $240, 128 used $450, 130-147 mint Scott $409, 148-159 mint and 159a Scott $300, 160-170 mint Scott $200, 171 used
Scott $500, 172-1777 mint, 178-201 mint sets Scott $323, 205-241 mint some high-value never hinged plus Types Scott $409+,
O10 used Scott $500. The above detailed country descriptions will give you an idea of the depth and better stamps which comprise
the countries in this exceptional collection, so rather than further annotating every scarce single or set, will list the remaining
countries: British Honduras, Brunei, Burma, Cape of Good Hope, Cayman Islands, Ceylon, Christmas Island, Cocos Island, Cook
Islands, Cyprus, Dominica, East Africa, Falkland Islands and Dependencies, Fiji, Gambia, German East Africa, Gilbert & Ellice,
Gold Coast, Grenada, Jamaica, Jordan, Kenya-Uganda, Kuwait, Labuan, Lagos, Leeward Islands, Malaysia, Maldive Islands,
Malta, Mauritius, Montserrat, Nauru, Nepal, Natal, Nevis, New Guinea, Niger Coast, Nigeria, New Hebrides, Niue, Norfolk Islands, Northern Nigeria, North Borneo, Nova Scotia, North-West Pacific Islands, Nyasaland, Palestine, Papua, Papua New Guinea,
Pitcairn, Rhodesia, St. Christopher, St. Helena, St. Kitts-Nevis, St. Lucia and St. Vincent. This collection was carefully built up
stamp by stamp over many decades and the exceptional quality exhibits that philatelic knowledge, with clean fresh material plus
interesting varieties adding to the value (which adds up quickly with so many countries worth in excess of $1000 each). As noted,
a few faults and a few cancels need review, but on balance the quality is F.-V.F. or better., Simply a great collection to break down
into sets and singles or well above the norm country collections replete with key items from Queen Victoria up through 2007.
Certainly one of the finest British Collections that we have had the pleasure to offer and well worth your careful consideration.
Shipping charges apply - weight 44.4 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $30,000 - 40,000

349

British Commonwealth, Sweet and Savoury Stock Sensation. You’ll bubble and squeak with delight over this holding, filling
four 11-inch-deep card boxes and covering the Empire and Commonwealth from Aden to Zimbabwe; all singles, sets, miniature
or souvenir sheets and booklets (!) are on individual cards (102 or black), identified by country, Scott number and gum condition,
and carry catalogue values that are refreshingly up-to-date; the overwhelming majority of items are mint, the vast number of those
never hinged, generally ranging from late King George VI and Queen Elizabeth II, but with numerous Vickies and Eddies showing
up regularly, often lightly hinged; immense catalogue value with most items in the $3 to $100+ range; many better (and often surprising) items present, a brief list including (never hinged unless noted) Ascension #23-32 mint, 62-74 lightly hinged (2); Australia
#100 used; Barbados #127-137 lightly hinged; Bermuda Gibbons #96m used, Scott #143-162; Canada #41, 90; Cayman Islands
#100-111 (#111 lightly hinged), 135-149 lightly hinged; Cook Islands #1305-1322, 1388-1389 (3), O76-O87; Falklands #99-100,
128-142 (lightly hinged); Gibraltar #74 lightly hinged; Great Britain #126, 138, O44 (used); Hong Kong #185-198 lightly hinged;
Jamaica #61-70 used, Gibbons booklet #SB10a; Jordan #145-157 and 169-184 (both mint); a beautiful Kenya #58 lightly hinged;
Qatar #279-286, 494-499; South West Africa #93; Swaziland #405; Tonga #CO69-CO71; Turks & Caicos #86 & 87-89, and much
more besides; useful duplication allowing multiple want lists to be filled; in need of some reorganizing, but the reward will be great,
bulk Very Fine, a must-see lot. Shipping charges apply - weight 20.6 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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British Commonwealth, Eclectic Ten Stockbook Diverse Accumulation Almost All Mint, 1905-90. Ten stockbooks with
several thousand almost all mint sets and singles, never hinged or o.g. with a range of material, we note strong Fiji with Scott 69
mint $400, 70-77 with 3 mint sets Scott $1800+, 117//131B (7) sets with high-values missing a few low values but duplicates of
many better Scott $1600+, plus much more all in one stockbook, New Zealand Smiling Boys B3-B4 appear never hinged $500,
Montserrat Tercentenary sets (2, 1 never hinged) $593, British Sudan better mint sets, some 19th century Straits Settlements
used, India 207-222 mint $348, a section of Australia mint with pound values, a bit of mint Canada and Newfoundland, a book
of 1949 UPU issues mint with duplicates of better colonies and some Silver Jubilee mint sets, the main additional value is in
the King George VI and Queen Elizabeth II mint issues, well worth viewing online or in-person, a great lot to break down for
resale as the value is mainly in 20th Century mint sets, some toning, but the majority is Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

351

British Commonwealth, Big Lot from a Small Island, 1851-1990s. A large lot, the lion’s share of which is the British Empire,
with excellent 19th-century stock. Numerous albums from a GB Schaubek to multi-volume sets of Scott covering the rest of the
world. You’ll find an abundance of Canada in the form of covers, lots of mint, much in blocks and a few full sheets, 100’s of Newfoundland on stockpages, a couple of Harris Canada albums, some year sets from the 1980s as issued by Canada Post, and better
sets & singles, like mint #55, 85-86, C2 and used 40, 46-47, 57-60. The rest of the Commonwealth is also well covered in multiple
stockbooks and counter pages, but the jewel in the crown of this lot is the motherland with many choice FDCs from the 1930’s
thru 1950’s and extensive stock of the QV, QEVII & KGV issues with duplicates of many premium items, like #98-105, 107, 139,
179-80, 222-23 and a fantastic selection of plate #’s, many of #33 & 58, as well as plates 8, 9 & 10 of #64. In addition, some items
of curiosity, like a very well-filled mint collection of Ghana mounted on White Ace pages, various postal stationery, souvenir
cards, a large bag of Wildings & Machins on paper, a pair of Cinderella sheetlets from the 1940 Stamp Centenary Exhibition in
London, two old circuit books from the Society of Philatelic Americans, a fascinating homemade collection of GB metered mail in
the 1950’s annotated on pages, and full sheets of the Courier Service Winnipeg-Pembina in the 1970’s. As a bonus, you will also
find a U.S. collection on pages, two boxes with 1000’s of worldwide, an album of the Allied occupation of Europe with an almost
complete collection of mint Venezia Giulia including 1LN13, 1LN19 & 1NLC6 and Trieste (Zone A) complete mint from #58
onwards including 63 & 74-75. As expected, condition varies with the early issues, but for the most part Fine to Very Fine, Some
images available online, but if you have the opportunity, we strongly recommend viewing this lot in person. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

352

British Commonwealth, Select Mint & Used Collection, 1862-2000. This impressive mix of mint and used hinged on Minkus
pages is comprised of British Asia and the remote outposts of the British Empire in the Atlantic, Indian and Southern Oceans. Beginning with Asia, all countries here are well represented and include many of the better sets, such as Brunei #62-75 mint and North
Borneo #280-95 mint. In addition to these countries, you will also find more-than-adequate collections of Bangladesh (to the mid90’s), Burma/Myanmar (to the mid-80’s), Ceylon/Sri Lanka (1972-1999), Hong Kong (1862-2000), India (1855-2000), Labuan,
Malaysia (1963-2000), Sarawak and Singapore (1948-2000). What really caught my eye browsing this collection was the numerous scarcer sets of the Straits Settlements. Oodles of higher values will be found here including sets such as the Malayan States of
Johore #130-150 mostly mint, Kedah #61-81 & #83-93 mint, Kelantan #50-70 mint, Negri Sembilan #38-58 mint, Penang #3-22
mostly mint and Perak #105-125 mostly mint. The Indian Ocean nations of Seychelles (1890-1990s) and the Maldives (1909-1992)
are also well-filled with a mix of mint and used into the early 80’s. As if this selection was not enticing enough, we also find some
of the most remote places on Earth, which is probably one of the reasons they are so highly collectable. The Falkland Islands is
extremely well-filled and mostly mint from 1935 into the mid-90’s and includes a mixture of mint and used from its dependencies.
St. Helena is a very well-filled mix of mint and CTO’s up to 1990, as is Tristan da Cunha. Ascension is also very well represented
and runs up to 1988 and mostly mint. Topping off this lot is the British Antarctic Territory from 1963-1999, a collection of mostly
mint from the first issue (used) to the 2000 London Stamp Show souvenir sheet and not missing much in between. We encourage
everyone interested in British Commonwealth to take a look and see what this lot has to offer., Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges
apply - weight 10 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

353

British Commonwealth, “The Union Jack” Accumulation. A little bit of everything from the empire “on which the sun never
sets”. A couple of albums, stacks of stockpages, hundreds of covers, tons of glassines with sets & singles, Royal Mail Yearpacks
and bunches of other commemorative sets from the post office many of which are still sealed, folders with full and partial mint
sheets from Isle of Man, Guernsey and Jersey as well as over 300 presentation packs and additional booklets. You’ll find a lot
of Australia, both mint and used, stockpages of British revenues and cinderellas, a nearly complete collection of the KGV Silver
Jubilee issue in mounts on Scott specialty pages and what appears to be a complete set of the UPU omnibus. Mint/Used Singapore
hinged on pages, a stockbook of British Africa, a good selection of Machins, some decent classics and who know what else is buried under the piles. Although primarily British Commonwealth, you will encounter a bit of worldwide scattered throughout. Will
certainly require some organization but undoubtedly worth the effort. Another lot where inspection is requisite, Fine to Very Fine.
Shipping charges apply - weight 86.2 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,500
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British Commonwealth, Valuable Mint & Used Selection, 1881-1966. Only better singles and sets of the British Commonwealth on stockcards or in glassines, and there’s a lot of it. To give you an idea of what treasures await, here’s a sampling Mint
Ascension 40-49, Australia 179 (2x NH), Basutoland #46-56 NH, Barbados 81-89, Brunei 14b-37a (complete Malaya-Borneo
overprints), Canada 50, 54, 55, 56, 57, 249-62 (NH), Falklands 2L1-8, 3L1-8, 4L1-8, 5L1-8 (all NH blocks of 4), Gibraltar 32-38,
63, Maldives 20-28 (9 sets NH), Straits Settlements 58, and some nice used too, like Labuan 10, 33-39 (3 sets) and St. Helena
109. View some images online or come in and have a look, but don’t let this one slip away! Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

British Africa
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355

British Africa, A Superb Holding of Mint Key Sets and Singles, 1875-1938. A valuable and desirable accumulation of several
dozen sets and singles from Queen Victoria through King George VI all mint and neatly housed in two stockbooks; begins with a
lovely copy of the Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania #40, the scarce £4 value which catalogues $5000 in mint and always realizes
a high percentage of Scott whenever offered, on the same page are Natal’s King Edward VIII issues in mint 94-95, and the difficult-to-find 109 with a total Scott of $2403; Nyasaland key sets total Scott $1170; British Central Africa Scott $771; excellent
Gold Coast has a Scott total of $3380; Northern Nigeria and Nigeria is over $3100 in Scott; Book II is comprised of K.U.T. with
two full sets plus extra high-values of Scott 46-59 with a total of $1541, followed by pages of King George VI issues including
28 pound-values of the Scott basic set 66-85 and loaded with rare perforations, altogether an excellent holding of this popular set
with varieties, we note some never hinged throughout counted as hinged in our Scott values, an exceptional holding of only key
mint issues with a tremendous breakdown resale potential, please check out the scans online to fully appreciate this rare offering,
condition is generally fresh and F.-V.F. with a small amount of slight gum toning, overall well worth an extra bid. (photo on web
site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

356

British Africa, Mint & Used Collection, 1863-2000. Once referred to as the “dark continent”, Africa is still a fascinating area for
collectors of the British Commonwealth. Some countries merged, others broke away and declared independence and some simply
changed names. Whatever the case, you will find almost all in this collection mounted on Minkus pages. Our journey begins in
West Africa with mostly mint collections of Sierra Leone (1883-1993), Gold Coast (Ghana) (1876-1989) and Nigeria (1914-2000).
Heading down the coast, our next stop is a mint and used collection of South West Africa, better known today as Namibia (19232000). Its neighbor, Botswana (1887-1997) and previously known as Bechuanaland, has a good mix of mint and used. To the south
is the Republic of South Africa (1910-2000), a mostly used collection accompanied by mostly mint collections of the independent
states of Bophuthatswana, Ciskei, Transkei and Venda all into the mid-80’s. Also related are collections of Transvaal, Orange River
Colony, Natal, Cape of Good Hope and a very well-filled mint/used collection of Basutoland (Lesotho) (1933-1989) as well as
Swaziland (1889-1998) with some better. Rhodesia became the countries of Zambia (1925-1997) and Zimbabwe (1890-2000), and
both feature a mix of mint and used until the 80’s, then mostly used thereafter. Travelling northeast we encounter a good selection
of Malawi (previously British Central Africa / Nyasaland) (1891-1998), Tanzania (1961-1990s) along with a decent selection of
Zanzibar (1898-1967), Kenya (1963-2000) and Uganda (1962-2000) with an abundance of souvenir sheets. We end our journey
east of Madagascar on the islands of Mauritius (1863-2000), an impressive and even mix of mint and used. Don’t be left behind!
Botswana images are viewable online to give you a feel for this collection., Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 15
lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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British America Mint Collection, 1903/73. Primarily Edward VII and George V era sets, short sets and singles neatly arranged
on stock sheets, includes definitive sets, high values, etc highlighted by Antigua 42-57 (less 2/6), Bahamas 44-47, 85-91, Barbados 116-26, 140-51, Bermuda 31-39 (less 1d carmine), 52, 55-69, 71-79, 95, 96, 127, 128, 128b, British Antarctic 1-15 NH, 24,
25-38,British Guiana 210-22, British Honduras 81-83, Cayman Isl 85-96 NH, Falkland Isl 20-21, 30-35, 65-72, 84-96, 99-100,
107-20, 128-42, Jamaica 41, 70, 88-100, 106-08 (6d NH), 112 “Lightning Conductor” variety (SG 117c), Montserrat 75-84, St
Kitts-Nevis 52-61, Trinidad J11-17, Trinidad & Tobago 10, 19, 34-42, Virgin Isl 47-66, etc. plus an assortment of NH 1960s/70s
S/S, some minor faults here and there but overall much nicer than usually encountered, F-VF, ideal foundation collection for this
popular area. Shipping charges apply - weight 3 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

358

British North America, Juggernaut Mostly Mint Collection, 1852-1953. A powerhouse collection of mostly mint Bermuda,
British Honduras and Canada with Provinces hinged on pages (some in mounts) and all ending at 1953. The mint highlights include
Bermuda #31-39, 49-52, 118-28, British Honduras 12, 38-46, 52-56, Canada 46-47, 50-59, 70-72, 96-103, 111, 241-45, 249-62,
O16-25, Newfoundland 115-26, C6-8, C13-17 and New Brunswick 10 to name just a few. Some used standouts include Bermuda 53, British Honduras 3 and Canada 17-20. But there are many, many more and we encourage you to view the album online
which has been imaged in full, Generally Fine to Very Fine or better. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
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British North America, Mint and Used Collection, 1859-2000. A very impressive collection of the British Commonwealth in
North America and the Caribbean hinged on Minkus pages with overall a bit more mint than used. Canada only goes up to 1967,
but there are plenty of better early issues along with a fair amount of provinces. What defines this lot though is the enormous
amount of 20-century among the Caribbean nations. Anguilla, Antigua, Barbuda, British Guiana (Guyana), Dominica, Grenada,
Montserrat, St. Kitts-Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and Trinidad & Tobago all have a copious amount of stamps into the late 80’s.
Countries such as Bahamas, Barbados, British Honduras (Belize), Jamaica and the Virgin Islands were collected until 2000, and
for the most part are very well-represented., Fine to Very Fine, Through-the-roof catalogue value. Antigua and Bahamas images
online to give you a feel for this collection. Shipping charges apply - weight 14 lbs. (photo on web site)�� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

British Europe
British Commonwealth Area Collections

British Europe, Mint & Used Collection, 1841-2000. Mounted on Minkus pages, we begin with Great Britain (1841-2000), the
country that started it all! Here we find a very impressive selection of classics from Queen Victoria on through to King George V.
Homemade pages were created to accommodate plate varieties, and there are quite a few including over 60 for #33 alone. Condition does vary among the early issues but are for the most part fine. The collection as a whole is very well-filled and mostly used,
with the exception of the 80’s, which is almost entirely mint. Included with Great Britain are a selection of regionals as well as
offices in Africa, China, Morocco and the Turkish Empire. Moving on to the Channel Islands, both Guernsey (1958-2000) and
Jersey (1943-2000) are very well-filled throughout and comprised of mostly mint. Alderney (1983-2000), on the other hand, is entirely mint and looks complete. Isle of Man (1958-2000) too is fairly well-filled and mostly mint. Gibraltar (1886-1998) is entirely
mint and almost complete from 1991-98. Malta (1885-2000) is a fairly even mix of mint and used, as is Cyprus (1894-2000) until
the early 90’s, which from then on is all mint. The Cyprus collection is nearly complete after WWII and also includes a darn near
complete collection of the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus (1975-2015). Mostly used until 1980, it is entirely mint afterwards
and runs all the way to 2015! Ireland (1922-2000) is also included in this lot and is a mix of mint and used until 1996 and almost all
mint thereafter., Fine to Very Fine with the exception of some 19th-century Britain. Shipping charges apply - weight 9 lbs. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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British Pacific, Collection, 1874-2000. Gigantic collection of the British Commonwealth in the Pacific all hinged on Minkus pages. Classics are nothing to write home about, but that’s not what this lot is about. Both the Australia and New Zealand collections
are very well-filled throughout, but from the early 80’s until 2000, they are almost entirely mint and carry enormous face value.
Australia also features a mostly mint A.A.T. collection, Christmas Island very nearly complete and mostly mint, a very well-filled
Papua New Guinea collection of which the majority are mint, a 50/50 mint and used Norfolk Island, a predominantly mint Cocos
(Keeling) Islands collection which looks complete, and a sampling of Australian states. New Zealand dependencies include wellfilled, mostly mint collections of Samoa, Cook Islands, Niue, Penrhyn, Ross Dependency and Tokelau. If that weren’t enough, the
following areas are also included - Gilbert & Ellice Islands / Kiribati (1935-2000) very well-filled and mostly mint, a 99% mint
collection of Tonga with Niuafo’ou both up to 1992, Pitcairn also very well-filled and mostly mint, a 50/50 mix of mint and used
for the Solomon Islands (1908-early 90’s), Fiji (1880-2000), Nauru (1924-2000), New Hebrides / Vanuatu (1911-1980) and Tuvalu
(1976-80’s) including a sampling of its outlying islands. If you are a collector of this area, this one is definitely worth a look., Fine
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 14.8 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

BRITISH NORTH AMERICA
Canada & Provinces
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British North America Canada & Provinces

Canada, Federal & Provincial Revenues, 1888-1967. A wide variety of mint and used Canadian revenues on 120 dealer cards
containing only better sets and singles. As listed in the Van Dam catalogue, the biggest hits are mint FPS23-40, FX28a and used
FSC7, FWM6, FWM8, FWM22-32, FX73, FX115 & FX133. A nice selection of provinces is also included with British Columbia
BCL7a (used), Quebec QL70 (used), Saskatchewan SL67 (mint), and a mint set of Prairie Provinces Conservation stamps, PC1-6
among others. If you ever wanted to dive into the wonderful world of Canadian revenues, now’s your chance! Mostly all Fine to
Very Fine, Entire lot viewable online. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Canada & Provinces, Very Varied Mint & Used Selection, 1851-1988. Interesting mix, heavily weighted towards 19th-century
Canada and Provinces. Extensive Maritimes and numerous examples of Canada #14, 15, 17, 18, 85, 86, F1, F2 depicting the various shades, along with an excellent selection of both large and small Queen Victoria heads, the Jubilee Issue, and King George V
definitives. There’s also some modern plate blocks, a stockpage loaded with Queen Victoria Bill Stamps (Van Dam #FB37//52),
overprinted and perforated Officials, a couple of Airmail Semi-Officials, Revenues and other Back-of-the-Book, condition will
vary, but mostly Fine to Very Fine, definitely worth a look, and you can, as the images are online. Shipping charges apply - weight
3.2 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Canadian Provinces
British North America Canadian Provinces

364

Canadian Provinces, Magnificent Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1949. Actually, two collections hinged on pages, the first of
which features many gems, among them used New Brunswick #1, Newfoundland 12A, 23, 26 and Nova Scotia 1-4! Some really
nice mint sets too, such as Newfoundland 131-44, 145-59, 163-71, 172-82, 212-25, C13-17 and a block of 4 of #28, as well as a
block of 9 of Nova Scotia #8 & block of 12 of #11. The second collection contains multiples featuring the various color shades
and paper types of Nova Scotia and early Newfoundland. There’s even a stack of auction cards with additional better mint sets and
singles, Condition does vary but is generally Fine to Very Fine, Most of the lot is available for viewing online. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

365

Canadian Provinces, Small But Valuable Mint & Used Selection, 1851-1932. On 17 dealer cards, some very nice material
including a used Nova Scotia #1 and New Brunswick 1-2 along with some proofs, specifically 6P, 9P, 10P, 11P. An unusual and
enticing mix, Overall Fine to Very Fine, Entire lot imaged and available online. (photo on web site)����������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

British North America Canadian Provinces

Newfoundland
366

British North America Newfoundland

Newfoundland, Lovely Discovery Issue Plate Proofs, 1897. A complete set of the 1897 “Discovery of Newfoundland” set of
plate proofs, #61P-74P in various singles, pairs and strips. Only 65 & 66 have one copy, but the rest all offer multiples, as many as
31 total for #73 alone, bringing the Unitrade cat value at C$6,300! Seldom seen in this quantity, this could end up being a bargain
for the winning bidder, Fine to Very Fine, Online images available. (photo on web site)���������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Canada
367

British North America Canada

Canada, High-Quality Advanced Mint Collection, 1851-1962. Several hundred mint stamps (one used) all neatly placed in
mounts on album pages, accompanied by nine certificates, A well above the norm collection loaded with fresh quality stamps perfect to breakdown for individual sales at decent percentages of catalogue. Includes the following: Scott number 1 used, balance of
the collection is all unused or mint, 914-15, 17-20, 21-23, 27, 29-30, 34 N.H. graded 95J, 35 N.H./certificates, 36-40 plus shades,
41-47, 45a with certificate, 50-61, 63 Very Fine+, 65 Very Fine, 66-73, 67 graded 98 certificate, 74-84, 85-88, 89-95, 96-103, 104122, 123-148, 149-159, 160-161, 162-177, 178-183, 184 up to 1962 looks complete, C1-C9, E1-E11, EO1-EO2, J1-J14, F1 plus a
& b, F2 and shade, O1-O15A, O16-O32, plus a stockcard of duplicates, well worth a close look at the scans or in person, the vast
majority are sound and o.g., a few no gum in the early issues such as #9, to be expected, a few faults, otherwise Fine to Very Fine
or better. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs. Scott $50,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site)������������������ Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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368

Canada, Zeppelin Voyages to and from Canada, 1924-36. 43 better Zeppelin envelopes beautifully mounted on exhibit pages;
heavily researched study of German airship correspondance in and out of Canada in the inter-war years; intact except for a 1931
Polar voyage envelope posted on board; LZ 126 Sep 1924 Cologne to Quebec, Mayen to Bayonne, Berlin to Toronto, and a rejected letter from Elberfield intended for Ontario; LZ 127 Oct 1928 Quedlinburg through NY and San Francisco to Hawaii
and forwarded to Toronto, May 1929 Orient Flight Friedrichshafen through Palestine to Toronto, July 1929 Friedrichshafen to
Montreal, Aug 1929 Friedrichshafen to Ontario, Aug 1929 Roesseler cachet with $3.55 US franking (includes Scott 547) Around
the World to Halifax, Berlin through Tokyo to Vancouver (4RM Zep), attractive card from Germany to Japan and US and on to
Alberta (4RM Zep), German letter with a 2RM and two 4RM Zeps to Ontario, and a stunning oversized orange cover with 12.5
SF (the entire Swiss Airmail set) from Switzerland to Canada, Jul 1931 2RM Zep with Polar overprint on Ontario via the icebreaker Malyguin above the Arctic Circle, Oct 1933 Brazilian postage from Rio de Janeriro via US to Canada, and Oct 1933 US
via Germany to Brazil to the US to Canada (franked with three C18) as well as a solo Baby Zep postmarked Akron to Ontario; LZ
129 May 1936 six covers from Europe to the Americas including a Hindenburg to Alberta, Vancouver (with Belgium franking),
Saskatchewan, Toronto, Montreal, and an illustrated Airmail envelope to Regina; May 1936 ten envelopes on the return Lakehurst
to Frankfurt journey most with Canadian postage (although one is mixed with US frankings); Aug 1936 Olympic Tour has three
covers addressed to Ottawa, Toronto, and Montreal (a Swedish registered cover); a pair of Aug 1936 On Board cards addressed to
Ontario; and lastly three 1936 Hindenburg covers (two from May 9th and one from Sep 17th) addressed to Montreal, Toronto and
Quebec; very attractive collection to and from an unusual destination, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 lbs.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

369

Canada, Advanced Canada Collection, 1868-1967. Extraordinary unused collection in a Scott hingeless Specialty album; beginning with the 1890 Victoria issues, fairly complete including Jubilee to $5, Quebec Tercentenary, KGV, 1928 series through
$1, 1930 through $1, 1935 through $1, 1938 through $1, and on through the mid 1970s; Air Post, Special Delivery, Registration,
Officials, Postage Due and War Tax are all present; nice selection of Airmail Semi-Officials including CL8-12, CL30, CL40-43,
CL50 and CL52; Canadian History in Postage Stamps Series 1-8; Letter Cards 1300-1309, 1309B; wrappers, aerograms, new issue
sets, and more; exceedingly clean with CV $30,000+, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

370

Canada, Extensive Mint B-O-B Stock, 1906-53. Singles and blocks, mostly NH of the following #C1-9, CE1-2, CO2, E1, E3,
E6, E7, E9, E10, E11, J1-5, J8, MR1-7 including MR3a, O23, O24, O31, O32, as well as a packet of perforated O.H.M.S. Owner
states over $23,000 catalogue. Oh Canada! Fine to Very Fine or better. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.6 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

371

Canada, Premium Mostly Mint On Over 100 Counter Pages, 1855-1950. An excellent selection of our neighbors to the North
with a long list of highlights, firstly mint #43, 50, 54 (3), 56 (2), 61 (creased), 68 (NH), 70 (NH), 72, 86 (NH), 101 (2), 135 (NH),
157 (NH), 175 (NH), 176 (NH but some toning on gum), 217-27 (NH), 241-45 (NH), 249-62 (NH blocks of 4), C2 (NH), C4 (NH
block of 4). Some really nice used examples to mention as well #7 (crease in corner), 12, 20a, 26, 28, 40 (2), 46-47, 62, 84, 100,
etc, Mainly Very Fine, Have a look for yourself at the images online. (photo on web site)������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

372

Canada, Substantial Auto & Auto Related Cover Collection, 1899-1950. Delicious collection of 200+ Advertising and business corner cards related to the automotive industry in Canada; only carefully opened correspondence included in this collection,
virtually defect free; includes Transport companies, Car dealerships, Tire sales, Automobile manufacturers, Carriage Factory, Ford
Stamp Club, Motor oil, Gasoline, Car auctioneers, Bus lines, Repair garage, Battery sales, Auto financing, Cab company, Car
insurance, Aerial car ferry, Auto supply parts, Spark plugs, and much more; eye candy at it’s finest, Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

373

Canada, Massive, Nearly All-Mint Accumulation. Yes, folks, this is a big one; starts off with a two-volume Scott Specialty
album collection with scattered earlies, but a nearly complete never hinged run from the 1950s to about 2010—and that’s where it
gets profitable; there is an absolutely huge amount of face value, some duplicated, going to about 2013 or so, including hundreds
of booklets, plus souvenir sheets, blocks of four, etc.; we also note lots of modern mint stationery, etc.; a wonderful lot certain to
please, largely Very Fine, well worth a thorough inspection indeed. Shipping charges apply - weight 39 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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374

Canada Collection, 1851/1970. Extensive collection of mostly mint in a well-filled Lighthouse hingeless album, premium galore
and including 4d used, 7 used (cut-in at bottom), 8 used, 11 used (signed Senf), 12 used, 17-19 used, 22-27 used, 29 used, 30 used
(4 shades), 35 mint NH, 42 mint NH, 50-53 mint NH, 54-55 mint, 56 mint NH, 58-61 mint ($1 thin spot), 62 roller cancel, 63
smudge cancel, 64 light Winnipeg cds, 65 smudge cancel, 69-73 mint, 82-83 mint, 92 mint, 93-95 used (50c crease), 96-103 mint
(10c small part o.g.), 1911-26 Admirals complete mint including coils, imperfs and surcharges (few NH, 124 without gum), mostly
complete mint after 1918 including high values, some coil pairs, few shade varieties, etc. and with many NH, equally strong “back
of the book” section with airmails complete mint, special delivery complete, F1 mint and used (2 shades), F2 mint and used, F3
unused, useful officials and closing with a stock sheet of mint perfin officials incl airmails and special delivery, some minor faults
mostly in the 19th century issues but overall condition better than usually seen, generally F-VF, substantial catalog value and ideal
for continuation. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,996

375

Canada, Oh, Canada Mint Collection, 1934-2000. A specialized collection of modern Canada blackmounted on White Ace
pages in four 3-ring binders with an endless array of homemade pages for complete booklets and stamp varieties. The collection is
virtually complete from the 50’s onwards and includes most of the various tagging and gum variants as listed in the Unitrade Catalogue, along with miniature panes and well over 300 different complete booklets. As beautiful as the country itself, this collection
will enthrall a philatelist of Canada to no end. Gargantuan catalog and face value., Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 32
lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

376

Canada Collection, 1851/2004. Meaty collection on White Ace pages plus and envelope filled with some Post Office year sets and
miscellaneous mostly pre-1950s sets and singles (including some premium George VI period mint sets to the $1 value and $4-$5
Jubilees unused) still on sales cards, among the many better we note 4d used, 17-18 used, 20 used, 23-29 used, 37-38 mint, 42 mint,
46-47 mint, 50-56 mint, 58-59 mint, 60 unused, 61 mint, 62 unused, 63 mint (light crease), 64-65 unused, 70-73 mint (6c NH but
VG-Fine), 75-76 NH, 77 NH, 83-84 mint (thin spots), 92 mint, 94 mint, 96-103 mint, useful selection of mint Admirals, 158-59
NH (VG-Fine), E1-3 mint, J1-20 mint, O16-25 mint, etc. plus Elizabethan period mostly completet for the period with majority
NH, 19th century issues usual mixed conditon and mixed centering but an overall F-VF collection with considerable catalog value.
Shipping charges apply - weight 20.5 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

377

Canada, Mint & Used Collection, 1872-1976. An impressive offering of classics highlight this collection in a hingeless Davo
album. Mint before WWII and mostly used thereafter, a nice selection of QV, Jubilee Issue, KEVII, KGV, early coils and many
other sets and singles. There is some mixed condition and earlier stamps without gum but a very worthwhile collection nonetheless,
Fine to Very Fine, Images available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs. (photo on web site)� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

378

Canada, Marvelous Modern Collection, 1972-2005. A gorgeous collection, beautifully presented in a 4-volume set of Lindners,
a great deal of which was doubly collected with the used stamp hinged on the page behind the mint example. Very nearly complete
mint run with very few empty spaces and an extra binder for the years 2003-05. Face value must be through the roof Quick, does
anyone have a calculator?! Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

379

Canada, Clean, Well-Filled Collection, 1852-1996. Presented mostly in mounts in a Scott Specialty album; begins with a nearly
four-margined #4, with light coverage through the Jubilees, at which point the collection picks up steam; mint items start with the
1898 Numerals, with Edward through the Georges near-complete (including a used Bluenose), Elizabeth essentially complete; with
Airs, Special Deliveries (including a nice never hinged #E3), Dues, overprinted Officials, etc., etc.—even a nice mix of Revenues
including Canada Bill, Customs and Excise Stamps, plus Quebec Law Stamps; the album rounded out by nice Newfoundland including Gilbert complete mint, plus a smattering of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island items; vast majority
mint, with most of that never hinged, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, see a selection online. Shipping charges apply weight 6.6 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Alaouites
380

Worldwide A-Z Alaouites

Alaouites, Fantastic Selection of Mint Overprint Varieties, 1925-30. An incredibly fun lot of this Syrian territory consisting of
many essays and errors, much of which is not listed in Scott. You’ll find inverted and double overprints, surcharges on front and
back, even a number of rare, overprinted in error on stamps of Lebanon, such as #11 (4) & 12 (3) as listed in the Sanabria catalogue.
Nicely displayed in a stockbook with notations on the various varieties, many with a Scott, Yvert, Sanabria or Gibbons number,
depending on which catalogue listed it! Just to name a few more, we have Scott #25d, C9b on piece (1 of just a couple used in the
lot), C17g, C19a+b, J6c (2), Sanabria 7b-10b, 13b, 15e, 16e, 21 and many more. Other Syrian territories are also represented here,
among them Latakia and Alexandretta, as well as dealer cards and counter pages filled with duplicates of better material. Obviously, a must for any collector of Syria, but a dream lot as well for any airmail enthusiast, Almost all Fine to Very Fine or better and
many never hinged, Entire lot imaged in full. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Austria
Worldwide A-Z Austria

381

Austria, Deep Dealer’s Stock, 1850-1990s. Consists of two boxes filled with approximately 1400 “102” cards starting with #1
all the way into the 1990s, along with a solid selection of air mails, postage dues, military, newspaper, offices in Crete and Turkey,
and Lombardy-Venetia. The real treasure of this lot is in the five counter books offering up numerous gems. Highlights include
MNH #B93-98, B185a-188a, C32-46, C54-60 (2) as well as used B87-92, C54-60 and offices in Turkey 26a, 31a. Any collector
of Austria looking for a bargain should check this one out! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.8 lbs. (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

382

Austria Collection, 1850/2004. A powerful collection in a well filled Minkus album, used through the 1880s and mint thereafter
with very few empty spaces noted, all the popular 1920s/50s sets are here - the 1920s/30s Charity issues, the Renner S/S, the postwar Costumes, charity issues and the Bird airmails, etc., some earlier NH and majority NH after 1960, also includes useful postage
dues, military, newspaper issues, etc., some 19th century minor faults but generally fresh and F-VF, a wonderful foundation collection. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.7 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

383

Austria, Mint & Used Collection, 1922-2002. Two collections, one almost all mint in a hingeless Lindner album from 192237 and featuring a WIPA sheet (#B111), a very lightly-hinged Dollfuss (380) and other very nice mint sets like B87-92, B93-98,
B112-17, B132-37 (almost all NH), C29-31 (NH), J132-58. The other collection is in a hingeless Kabe album, very clean without markings, and running from 1984-2002 with a virtually complete NH collection including added mini-sheets. Images from
first volume viewable online, Fine to Very Fine or better. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.4 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

384

Worldwide A-Z Austria

Worldwide A-Z Austria

Austrian Offices in the Holy Land
Worldwide A-Z Austria

Austrian Offices in the Holy Land, Postal History Collection, ca. 1864-1914. Comprising approximately 30 covers, 20 postcards, and 15 postal stationery cards or envelopes, plus 15 loose stamps or pieces with excellent representation of the three main
towns of Jerusalem, Jaffa and Haifa; includes 1864 perf 9½ 5s with superb centrally struck “Jaffa” c.d.s. (Steichele 522); 1882
5s postal stationery card to Roumania canceled by “Caifa” c.d.s. (St. 503); 1883 2s postal stationery card to Germany, cancelled
by “Gerusalemme” c.d.s. (St. 544) with Rabbi’s sender cachet in blue adjacent, card is aged; 1884 envelope from Jerusalem to
Massachusetts bearing 5s (defective corner) cancelled by c.d.s. and showing “United States Consulate/Jerusalem” circular cachet
in blue on reverse; 1886 envelope to the US Consul in Jerusalem bearing 3s singles (2) canceled by “Jaffa” c.d.s. (St. 523); 1890
envelope from Jaffa to the Austro-Hungarian Consul in Jerusalem bearing 1pi on 10kr similarly canceled; three 1898-1904 envelopes from the US to Jerusalem with Austrian Post Office arrivals; 1899 (Dec. 24) group of three last Christmas of 1800s postcards
each franked with 20pa on 5kr with “Betléem” and Jerusalem commemorative datestamps in violet; and 1906 postcard to Rischon
le Zion bearing 5c on 5h pair canceled by “Jaffa/Osterr. Post” c.d.s. and showing “Aus Jerusalem/Oesterr.-Post” framed origin h.s.
(St. 534) in violet adjacent, card damaged at top right; a few faults, mainly Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.8
lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Azerbaijan
385

Worldwide A-Z Azerbaijan

Azerbaijan & Transcaucasian Republic, Wide-ranging and Attractive Collection, 1919-2000. Neatly arranged in a slipcased
Lindner hingeless album, a solid holding of these two entities; Azerbaijan includes First Issue paper types and 1922 Pictorials,
many featuring blocks, multiples or positional pieces including gutters; a solid array of overprinted and surcharged stamps, including a nice mix of Baku Provincial overprints (#300//330), unofficial pictorial labels, Semi-Postals (again with multiples), even a
few Revenues; these are followed by a well-stocked post-Soviet never hinged collection with souvenir sheets and miniature sheets;
Transcaucasian Republic includes star-overprinted First Issue gutter blocks, including a cruciform full cross-gutter; both areas are
also represented by several covers; fresh and sound, the modern material offering a wealth of Topical interest as well, Very Fine on
the whole, imaged in full online. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.3 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Belgium
Worldwide A-Z Belgium

386

Belgium, Outstanding Holding of Two Key Sets, Red Cross and Mercier, 1918/1932. Never before have we offered such a
quantity of desirables mint sets and the most popular of the beautiful Belgium Semi-Postals: first ten sets of the 1918 Red Cross
B34-B47, a difficult set to find one of mint and complete let alone ten! Next is the outstanding Cardinal Mercier mint B114-B122
in a quantity of 29 complete mint sets, we did note never hinged stamps, overall, the condition is exceptional with only a few with
any fault such as light toning, majority are Fine to Very Fine or better. (photo on web site)����������������������� Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

387

Belgium, A Superb All-Mint High-End Holding of Better Sets and Singles, 1893-1960. A great accumulation of key sets and
singles, several hundred stamps all mint with some never hinged, housed in two Lighthouse stockbooks and a group of sheet pages
with Souvenir sheets, loaded with better items and perfect for online sales, the stamps are not in year order and neither is our listing
of highlights; Page 1 of the blue stockbook contains seven mint 10-Franc Mercier B122 plus three mint B118-B121 all counted
as hinged but some appear never hinged total Scott $2640 also a partial set of 451/468, mint Scott $300+, the next few pages include an array of Parcel Post and Railway stamps all mint much never hinged including Q310-Q327 mint two sets plus Q337 (2)
plus more total Scott including Q343-Q361B mint (2) sets $2200, amongst these Parcel Post issues we find all mint scarce Red
Cross Semi-Postals B45-B47 (4) of each and three B44 for a Scott total of $3001, moving on we find the 1919 “Helmet” set high
values all mint with six of the scarce 2-Franc Scott 135, plus five each of 136 and 137 and numerous lower values some appear
never hinged, the total Scott value is $3425, a page with 451/466 mint Scott $200+, B561-B566 mint $175, B514 mint $140, 435445 mint $120, B15-B20 (6) $690, B21-B22 (2) $640, plus more with a Scott value over $1200 and that is just book 1; the next
book begins with another Mercier high values B120-B122 mint Scott $410, B241-B248 (2) sets $90, B498-B502 (2) mint $250,
B532-B557 (2) mint $130, plus much more mid-range material another page with early regular issue and a bit of Belgium Congo
all mint; the final book contains souvenir sheets, altogether a superb holding without any 19th Century to drag it down as happens
with many Belgium large lots, this is only desirable mint sets and high values, a bit of toning on a few stamps but the quality overall
is F.-V.F. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

388

Belgium, Comprehensive High-End Mint and Used Collection, 1849-2013. A very solid quality collection of many hundreds of
mint and used singles, sets and souvenir sheets. Loaded with better high-value sets from $50 into the hundreds of dollars each, with
a decent amount of never hinged as well, all mounted carefully on quadrille pages housed in two thick binders. The first volume
begins with the 1849 issue with earlies mainly used, but we note a lovely four-margined copy of Scott 9, $225. The mint really
begins with a fresh set of 60-75 $610. We note a used set of 108-122 Scott $151, Scott 172-184 never hinged $126, Scott 185-215
is present mint $279, a neatly cancelled 221 Scott $250, 229-236 mint $99, and much more mint going up to 2013 for a substantial
total value, and only a very few sets are not present. The first volume of regular and commemorative issues was not catalogued
but will have a significant Scott total. We did a Scott value for the Semi-Postals only before 1961 and it easily surpassed $6500.
Only a cross-section of the Back-of-the-Book—Airmails, Special Deliveries, Dues, Newspapers, Parcel Posts and Railways—was
catalogued and came to over $3300 with strong mint Parcel Post. Please review the online images to fully appreciate how nice
the collection is. Perfect to break down for online sales. Condition is well above the norm with very few faults, mainly in the 19th
Century, otherwise Fine-Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.8 lbs. (photo on web site)����������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

389

Belgium, A Solid Mint and Used Collection, 1849-1942. A very attractive collection with several hundred mint and used neatly
mounted on black stockcards and including several rarities, beginning with 50 imperfs from 1849-61 including a mint 4 Scott
$2200, mainly used at the beginning but two outstanding mint stamps are noteworthy Scott $3750, around 1896 we find more mint
as well as used including high values, an interesting collection with much value to be seen online or in-person, Semi-Postals and
Postage Due issues contain better items, a substantial Scott value, condition is a bit mixed, but generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
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Benin
390

Worldwide A-Z Benin

Bénin, Selection of 1892 Overprints, Mint and Used. A mini-holding of 31 of the first issue overprints on a stock page with some
duplicates. Includes: 1-3 mint, 2 & e used, 4 (4) mint & (3) used, 5 (4) used, 6 used, 8 mint & (4) used, 9 mint & (2) used, 10 used,
11 mint & used, 12 used, 14 used and 15A used. A very nice selection of these scarce stamps. A few minor faults most are F-VF,
Scott $4740. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $800 - 1,200

Bosnia & Herzegovina
391

Worldwide A-Z Bosnia & Herzegovina

Bosnia & Herzegovina, Awesome Specialized Collection, 1879-1918. Hinged on pages, some in mounts, an excellent survey
of Bosnian postal history with a virtually complete mixed mint/used collection by standard cat number and broken down with the
first issue by type and perf varieties. A few terrific covers scattered throughout, one an overfranked registered letter mailed from
Sarajevo in 1910 bearing the entire set of #46-61! Also included is a nice, specialized collection of cancellations including an array
of scarce early Jugoslav perfins. Also a must for any collector of the Austrian Empire! Almost all Fine to Very Fine, Collection
viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.4 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Brazil
Worldwide A-Z Brazil

392

Brazil, Powerful Classics on Black Stock Pages, 1843-1884. Approximately 100 better Brazilian definitives, revenues, and
unused postal stationery; Scott 1-3 (last is three margin copy) plus a forgery of the 90r, 21 (2), 22, 23 (13), 24 (15), 25 (4 used
2 mint), 26 (6), 27 (2 used 1 mint), 28 (2 used 1 mint), 37, 38, 39 (2), 40 (2), 68-77, 78-81; Newspaper stamps P1-P9, P10, P12,
P13, P14, P15, P18; Telegraph stamps 200r, 500r and 1000r; mint postal stationery (HG1-13); 1838 stampless duplicate business
correspondence sent to New York; forgeries of Scott 7, 8, 10, and 39; bonus real photo postcards of Mexican Generals Villa and
Carranza; tremendous catalog value, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

393

Brazil Collection, 1843/2004. Two very well filled Minkus albums plus an overstuffed envelope with primarily post 1980s NH
sets, singles and S/S but with a handful of better issues included, note many album highlights as 1-3 used (90r tight margins), 21-38
used (margins to cutting), 64 mint, 73-74 mint, 76-77 mint, 79 mint, useful assortment of 1898/99 Surcharges mostly mint, 342-55
mint, 364-74 mint, C1-16 mint (C11 without gum), C26-30 mint, etc., commems and airmails highly complete 1933/2000s issues
with predominantly NH beginning in the 1950s, many of the empty spaces will be filled with items in the envelope but we do note
a few older issues included such as 2 used, 53-59 mint or unused, 104 mint,280-85 mint, 455-56 mint, 496-98 mint, C76a mint,
J28-40 “Specimen” overprints, fair number through 1920s unuised or regummed, some minor toning mostly in earlier issues but
generally F-VF, a desirable collection of this popular country. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.5 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Brazil

Cameroun
394

Worldwide A-Z Cameroun

Cameroun, An Outstanding High-End Mainly Mint Collection, 1916-60. Several hundred mainly mint stamps and covers
loaded with key sets rarely offered in collection format all neatly mounted on quadrille pages housed in a deluxe binder formed
by a European collector who purchased quality stamps; begins with the scarce 1916 “Occupation” overprinted issue 116-129 mint
except 117 and 120 are used with 122a inverted overprint used and the first page has a Scott value of $1695, followed by 130//146
with two covers including the 5-Franc #146 on cover, total Scott $249+, 147-163 mint, 170-211 mint plus shades $100+, 211-254
looks complete mint, the scarce overprint set of 1940, 255-281 mint Scott $504 is present, B1-B6 mint $70, B10-B13 used with
neat cancels Scott $460, B21-B25 mint Scott $137, better Airmails mint, Postage Due issues mint, some parallel used is noted,
however the main value is in the many key sets, perfect for online sales, excellent quality with few if any faults, Fine to Very Fine.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Worldwide A-Z: China (all periods) - Czechoslovakia

China (all periods)
395

Worldwide A-Z China (all periods)

China, Miranda’s Massive Mound of Missives, Mostly from PRC and Hong Kong. Hundreds—and we do mean hundreds—
of incoming covers, the vast majority from the People’s Republic and Hong Kong, though the earliest we spotted were two from
Taiwan with mixed-franking of Scrolls issues; most all addressed to Ms. Miranda and including nice commercial usages with
complete sets, souvenir sheets, some First Day Covers (most if not all uprated, the additional adhesive(s) postally cancelled), etc.,
etc.; most appear to be from the 1990s through about 2004 or 2005; a one-time opportunity for the dealer to amass modern Chinese
genuine postal usages, Fine to Very Fine with much better, inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.6 lbs. (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Taiwan

396

Worldwide A-Z Taiwan

From 1950

China: Taiwan, Formidable Formosan Fricassee. A tantalizing treat with everything Taiwanese under the sun: singles,
blocks, panes, souvenir sheets, etc., etc.; note single stamps ranging back to the mid-1950s, but the real strength of this holding
is more recent, with beautifully produced First Day Covers, a lovely oversized sheet binder filled with full panes, maximum
cards, presentation packs, even a binder of commercial mail from Taiwan Post; fresh, bright and sound throughout, with minimal
but useful duplication, Very Fine, your chance to stock up. Shipping charges apply - weight 33 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

People’s Republic of China
Worldwide A-Z People’s Republic of China

397

China (People’s Republic), Prolific Robust Compilation, ca. 1979-2008. Substantial holding of modern issues, comprising
hundreds of First Day Covers and mint postal stationery items, pre-stamped post cards, souvenir sheets, maximum cards, booklets,
commemorative and presentation folders, Military Stamp #M4-franked covers, plus never hinged stamps 1981-85 and 1987-94
(most in blocks of four, some pairs, some full panes including pane of 12 2003 SARS issue ($30 each)); the earliest First Day
Covers noted date from 1977, but most date from about 1979 on; useful duplication and Post Office fresh throughout, with rewards
for a bit of sorting, Very Fine, a super lot for the internet or bourse dealer. (photo on web site)����������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

398

China (People’s Republic), Mint & Used Collection, 1949-2000. Not expecting much from a double-sided Minkus album of
hinged China? Make sure you take a second look, because this baby is packed with all sorts of goodies. Over 130 double-sided
pages, the collection is primarily used up until 1969, then mint thereafter. The early issues are reprints, but you will nevertheless
find many, many better sets, such as 245a-248a, 1011-15, 1076-79, 1218-21, 1632-35 and 1761 to name a few. A decent sampling
of the liberated areas is also included. A fantastic collection in every respect., Fine to Very Fine, Imaged in full online. Shipping
charges apply - weight 3.4 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Worldwide A-Z: Czechoslovakia - Denmark

Czechoslovakia
399

Czechoslovakia, Stupendous Collection and Stock, 1918-2004. Presented on a variety of album pages, stockpages, etc., measuring nearly a foot tall, a holding of this popular country as rarely encountered; major strength is into the immediate post-WWII
years, but with plenty of more recent colorful engraved issues to please; the heart of the collection is a specialized holding of
#1-400 & B133-B165, with Semis, Airs, Dues, Officials, Special Deliveries, Newspapers and Personal Delivery stamps, with coupons (“tabs”, many printed), tête-bêche pairs and gutter pairs, perforation and shade varieties, several plate blocks, coil multiples
including at least one line pair, souvenir sheets, and more; the pulse-quickening component of the collection is the “‘round-theedges” material which features 1939 World’s Fair exhibition sheets (with overprint varieties), modern Framas and black prints,
Carpatho-Ukraine including Diet Issue available for one day only (Hungary took over the following day), Bohemia & Moravia
(3 collections, 2 complete mint), jaw-dropping Eastern Silesia, Siberia Legion Post items, three 1918 Scout Post items—two onpiece stamps (each signed) plus a mint cut square—and almost never-seen Liberation overprints; some Slovakia included as well;
gathered together over many, many years, always with an eye to quality; fresh and sound throughout, the mint a mix of hinged and
never hinged, Very Fine overall, a must-see-it-to-believe-it lot; a look at the classic material is available online. Shipping charges
apply - weight 15.8 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

400

Czechoslovakia, Beautiful Dealer’s Stock of Miniature Sheets. A fresh and valuable holding sure to please; several hundred in
total, all in glassines and identified either by Scott or POFIS, with perf and printing varieties and types noted; duplication throughout with useful quantities ranging from 2-3 of each to a small pinch; includes #707-710, 887-889 (2 hinged), 942-948, 882-886m
624 (2 hinged), 776-779m 1144-1149, 1307-1311, 2231 (perf 11½), C36-C37, and loads and loads more with plenty of Topical interest; a couple complete sheetlets CTO, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, useful and attractive stock. Shipping charges apply - weight
4.2 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

401

Massive Stock of Souvenir Sheets. Hundreds upon hundreds upon hundreds, all in glassines or cards, all identified with many
priced; useful to solid duplication, with most issues post-war but with earlier items included as well; includes #556 (8 mint), 719
(5 mint, including imperforate), with the bulk of material in the #2040-2856 and 2889-3272 range; note perforated and imperforate
sheets present, types and plates, plate flaws, and more; a wealth of material for the savvy bourse or online dealer, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.8 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

402

Diverse Tail-End of a Strong Consignment. Mishmash of material, some common, some not so much; includes a used collection
on homemade pages, a stash of postal stationery, sets of picture post cards in their original folders, a slew of booklets, mint sets in
identified glassines, mart books, manila stockpages, etc., Fine to Very Fine or better, a useful lot for the dealer. Shipping charges
apply - weight 18 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

403

Czechoslovakia, Mint & Used Collection, 1918-1956. In three albums hinged on pages, a well-filled, mostly mint collection
including Slovakia and some Bohemia & Moravia. The most interesting part of the collection is the volume of locals. Issued after
the war and not often seen, there are locals from Prague, Pilsen, Prusinovice and others proclaiming liberation and freedom. Also
includes a number of stamps on piece of the Czechoslovakian Army in Britain during WWII. A must for any Czech collector, Fine
to Very Fine. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

404

Carpatho-Ukraine, Valuable and Clean Dealer’s Stock, 1939. On black Lighthouse stockpages, comprising Michel #1 (27),
plus 60 examples each of #79, 80, and 81-86; mostly singles for the first three stamps, #81-86 in blocks or part-sheets (often with
selvage); fresh and clean with astronomical cumulative catalogue value, Fine to Very Fine, difficult material to stock, especially in
this quality. Michel €13,545 ($15,180). (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $500 - 750
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Worldwide A-Z Czechoslovakia

Denmark
405

Worldwide A-Z Denmark

Denmark, Old-Time Used Accumulation with Early Issues in Vintage Stock Album. Much from the 1875-1901 Bicolored
issue showing a range of shades and some interesting obliterations including star cancels; further better issues include a lovely
single of the 1915 5k GPO (#135), 1918 surcharges, a beautiful used set of the first Air Post (#C1-C5), 1913-28 Christian X regular
issue in shades with values up to 10k, early commemoratives, a few used se-tenants, etc.; Back-of-the-Book with Postage Dues,
Parcel Post and Newspaper stamps, Officials, a little bit of Danish West Indies and Slesvig, also a group of 8ø and 12ø Bicolored on
quadrille pages; stellar condition throughout, virtually all sound and fine-very fine, with a catalogue value of $6,000 plus premium
for cancels. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Worldwide A-Z: Diego-Suarez - Ecuador

Diego-Suarez
406

Worldwide A-Z Diego-Suarez

Diego Suarez, A Solid Mint & Used Colletion, 1890-1894. A very nice collection of several dozen mint & used stamps neatly
mounted on quadrille pages, intact, all from this difficult to find French colony. Highlihgts include: 1 & 5 used $152, 6-9 used plus
8-9 used duplicates Scott $950, 11-12 used $177, 14-15 mint $87, 15 used, 19-20 & 23 mint $148, 1-15 both mint complete & used
less 29 $535, 38-50 less 48 mint $131, J5 used, J9 mint. A very fresh collection in excellent quality assembled by a serious collector
who took care in his condition, F-VF, Scott $2242. (photo on web site) ............................................................ Estimate $500 - 750

Ecuador

Worldwide A-Z Ecuador

407

Ecuador, The ¡Ay Caramba! Collection, 1865-2000. OK, for the record, I am not a collector of Ecuador but I couldn’t help
but get blown away by this fantastic and in-depth collection. In six Scott Specialty albums, the collection is strong throughout,
many additional pages added for variants, of which many are not listed in Scott or Michel, and not just for the classics but into the
modern era as well. We have imperf varieties, such as a strip of 5 of #27, a great deal of inverted and double overprints/surcharges,
specimens of 199, 200, 203, 205, 207, 211, 212, a good selection of semi-officials only listed in Sanabria, as well as meaningful
covers interspersed throughout. One of the volumes deals strictly with B-O-B and again there is no shortage of extras, such as the
three surcharge varieties of C3 only found in Sanabria, as well as the brown & red variety of 237 (Sanabria 313a), scores of imperfs
through the 60’s & 70’s as well as varieties the collector himself could not identify. And from here, the collection gets even more
interesting; the next binder I opened contained proofs and essays, among them a set of 8 Consular Service India proofs, die proofs
of 398-99, 430-32, 558, C91-92, C232, an unfinished die proof of C124, C261 die proof without the overprint, a proof of Scott type
AP17 with no denomination and a 1937 set of four essays of Sanabria EB type. There were also stocksheets loaded with essays of
the 1936 triangular airmail in three colors and denominations with and without the “1939” overprint, some in singles but mostly
tête-bêche pairs, some imperforate. Also, Columbus at Ferdinand & Isabella’s Court, most with “1939” overprint, but again imperf
varieties, misperfs and also without denomination. Two of the Scott volumes are dedicated to FDCs with hundreds from 1936-1999
and another binder is filled with Special Event covers and First Flights. In addition to a binder filled with over 100 unused postal
cards, there is an additional one with older unused cut squares, envelope entires and postal cards, many from the 19th century.
You’ll also find a specialized collection of the 1949 Roosevelt Airmail Officials only mentioned in Scott. There’s the original set
(Sanabria 260-64) along with a multitude of overprints from the various government ministries, a sheet of 25 of Sanabria 267 and
sheetlets of 4 of 279-80 & 283-84 (9 sets each) including over 20 different covers. There’s also stocksheets with duplicates and
purchased items still in dealer cards and a small Galapagos collection on a dozen covers along with nearly 200 other stray covers.
I never thought I would collect Ecuador, but it’s collections like this that make me think again! Fine to Very Fine, Portions of collection viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 48 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

408

Extraordinary Counterbook Assemblage of Errors, Varieties and Proofs. Amazing holding of perhaps a few dozen or so
items, each on a separate counterbook page in a binder; includes just a few straightforward items like #CO8 mint and used singles
plus a used set, but basically we find Specimen sets, die proofs, American Bank Note Company proofs, surcharge and overprint
varieties, imperforate pairs and margin singles, color and printing shifts, missing colors, misperforations, etc.; a great way to add
some spice to any collection, or to wheel out on the internet, Fine to Very Fine, imaged in full online. Shipping charges apply weight 2.2 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $750 - 1,000

409

Ecuador, Superb and Valuable Old-Time Specialized Collection. A very interesting and diverse assembly of 16 stockpages;
begins with a substantial, duplicated mint and used selection of the 1865-72 First Issues, including #7 (3 Extremely Fine mint pairs,
a strip of three, along with numerous mint and used singles including white paper types); various 1R items including mint vertical
pair and strip of four, with lots of mint or used singles; nice used 1R green signed Calves; 4R red (2), etc., in addition to a First Issue
reference selection as well; we note some later overprint varieties, punched proof blocks of four, various ca. 1920s card proofs,
Consular Service stamp varieties, #O136-O155 with inverted “Oficial” overprints (rare), #CO6a (rare mint, signed Sanabria and
Kessler), #C32-C34 cover, #CO1-CO8 cover, a fantastic 1930 Registered internal cover that contained a winning lottery ticket,
a wonderful trio of 1956 “Sucre” overprint essays used on cover (Sanabria #EE, EF and ED), etc., Fine to Very Fine, a great lot
chock-full of elusive material; imaged complete online—do not miss this one. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs. (photo on
web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

410

Wonderful Specialized Assemblage. An excellent group including 16 choice American Bank Note Company die proofs, both
finished and unfinished masters, including examples for 1929 Airmail issue, numerous lovely examples for 1952 President Galo
& Truman issue, etc.; we also note #738-743 and C435-C440 imperforate pairs (only 50 issued), beautiful essay sheets for the
Tourist Bureau Airmails, unissued Official Airmails for the FDR series, etc., Fine to Very Fine or better, lovely group; imaged in
full online. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750
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411

Ecuador, Exceptional and Eclectic Old-Time Selection of Varieties, &c. A wonderful and diverse group housed in a three-ring
binder, including imperforate blocks and part-sheets, part-perforated multiples, dozens of overprint varieties including inverts and
doubles, Postal Tax varieties, #775C complete sheet of 50 unoverprinted (believed to be unique), proofs, etc., etc.; a truly fun and
unusual lot, challenging even for the specialists out there, Fine to Very Fine, imaged in full online. Shipping charges apply - weight
2.8 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $350 - 500

Egypt
Worldwide A-Z Egypt

412

Egypt, Mesmerizing Specialized Collection, 1855-1957. A superb highly specialized one-volume mostly mint collection neatly
presented in clear mounts with numerous annotated covers throughout highlighting the postal history of this fascinating area of
philately. Many better sets and singles, #1-7 & 60a (with cert) are among the very few used, and mint 8-15, 90a, 92-103, 114,12849, 167, 189-90, 224, B6a+b, C3-4, J1-5 (J3 used), J6-9, J10-14, J19c (with cert), M9, N56, NC13-24) and the perforated souvenir
sheet of the Second Arab Scout Jamboree footnoted in Scott after B13-15. The covers included in this collection are just as fascinating with some early stampless examples, censored mail, British forces in Egypt, some Zepp flights and more. Have a look for
yourself online! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������� Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

413

Egypt, Hotel Cancels & Advertising Covers, 1892-1961. Super presentation of 21 select covers, all but two fully written up
and annotated on pages. The vast majority covers the early 1900s to the 30s including the Cataract Hotel at Assouan, Luxor Hotel,
Shepheard’s Hotel, San Stefano Hotel in Alexandria, Semiramis Hotel, Nile Hilton in Cairo, Ghesireh Palace Hotel, Heliopolis
Hotel, Mena House Pyramids, the Savoy, etc. Gorgeous lot from a bygone era, Fine to Very Fine, Collection imaged in full online.
Shipping charges apply - weight 1.6 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Egypt

Eritrea
414

Worldwide A-Z Eritrea

Eritrea, Powerful Collection, 1892/1936. A highly complete collection for the period with nearly all neatly arranged in mounts
on quadrille pages with many of the mint being NH, a listing of all the better sets and singles would be quite long but a few “must
mention” would include Used J11, Mint 4 (2 shades), 5 (2 including one NH), 6 NH, 11 NH, 19a NH, 24-25, 46, 47, 75-80, C1-16,
CB1-10, E1-2, J1-10, J1c, J3a signed Raybaudi, J10a, J12-13, Q1-8 (less Q2), Q19-21, Q24, Q30, etc. plus the 1924 Money Order
set NH, generally fresh and F-VF; enormous catalog value. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,000

Estonia
415

Worldwide A-Z Estonia

Estonia, Useful and Clean Sheets Selection, 1921-41. Housed in an oversized sheet binder, #134-137 (sheet of 100 each), 138
(2 sheets of 50), 139-142 (sheet of 100 each), 144-147 (sheet of 100 each), B6 (sheet of 120, split), B7a and B8a (each sheet of
120 yielding five error pairs), NB1-6 (NB1-NB2, NB5-NB6 as sheets of 150; NB3 (160) and NB4 (154) in blocks); stamps fresh
throughout, Occupation Semi-Postal sheets with selvage missing or damaged; a wonderful opportunity for the dealer, o.g., never
hinged, Fine to Very Fine or better. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs. Scott $4,395 (photo on web site)Estimate $600 - 800

Finland
416

Worldwide A-Z Finland

Finland, Greenland and Iceland, Collections. Of mostly mint to 1980s in two Scott albums, fair number of premium including
Finland assorted “Serpentine Roulettes” used, 17-23 used with shade varieties, 25-30 used, 53-55 used, mostly complete mint
1931/97 including charity issues and with many NH, Greenland 1938/98 mix of mint and used plus assorted mint and used Thule
locals, Iceland to 1999 with 19th century Numerals mostly used assortment, 150 mint, 159-65 mint, 213-16 mint, 240-52 mint,
274-82 mint, C2 used, etc., generally F-VF; owner’s Scott values for Finland $2,400; Greenland and Iceland combined $6,600.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
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France
Worldwide A-Z France

417

1876-1900, Sage Selection (Scott 64//108). Sprucely set out on six stockpage sides, a wonderful group for study—or for restock;
most duplicated, in quantities of one to 38; mixed mint and used, with a goodly number appearing never hinged; comprises (mixed
hinged and (perhaps) never hinged unless noted) #64 (11), 65 (9 used), 66 (6 hinged), 70 (3), 73 (1), 77 (10), 80 (3; 2 signed), 81
(14), 82 (35), 84 (12), 89 (9), 94 (5), 95 (37), 96 (3 hinged), 98 (14), 98a (22), 99 (5), 100 (38), 101 (28), 102 (12), 104 (12), 107
(14) and 108 (28); offered as received, unpicked for shades, etc., overall huge value, Fine to Very Fine with much better, a wise
choice. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

418

France, Fantastic Classic Mint and Used Collection in Safe Album. Often parallel mint and used, replete with rare and scarce
stamps, with type and shade varieties throughout; 1849-50 First Issue includes both 10c and 15c in pairs, 20c mint, 25c tête-bêche
pair, 40c singles as well as a pair; attractive group of first Empire issue includes 20c type II mint, two 1F, one particularly lovely,
80c rose perforated mint; laureate Empire issue includes 4c type I mint, 30c mint, 40c mint signed Calves, 80c mint, 5F gray;
1871 10c on 10c Surcharge mint signed by Calves and Thiaude; Siege of Paris 10c mint signed, 40c mint signed Brun; 1870
Bordeaux issue replete with values in various shades and types including mint 20c blue type III; 1871-73 Ceres issues include 4c
mint signed, 15c mint, numerous shade varieties in used condition; Peace and Commerce “Sage” replete with both mint and used
stamps showing types and shades; Postage Dues and a section pre-cancels; the occasional fault as to be expected, but overall Fine
to Very Fine, a formidable collection covering the entire scope of classic France. Yvert €70,000 ($78,470). (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

419

France with Andorra & Monaco, Mint & Used Collection, 1854-2000. C’est une collection extraordinaire! This massive
collection of France (1854-2000) hinged on over 100 double-sided Minkus pages is packed throughout with a decent selection of
classics along with an abundance of better stamps and sets, not to mention a very nearly complete mint run from the mid-60’s to
2000! And the excitement doesn’t end there the French administration of Andorra (1931-2001) is also included with what appears
to be an almost complete run of mint from 1961-2001. And if that weren’t enough, how about a giant stack of Monaco (18852000)? Almost all mint and very nearly complete from the 40’s right on up to 2000. Vive la France! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 5.9 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

420

France, Century Used Collection in Specialized Yvert Album, 1849-1949. The album allowing much room for extra shades and
types; just a few of the earliest issue, but picks up a lot of steam already in the 1853-60 issues with many extra shades and the odd
essay; the same can be said for the issues immediately just after with an array of cancels as well; Peace & Commerce issues with
numerous extra shades, early regular issues from the next century are treated equally well with lots of extra shades, with further
better later issues including #B12-B19, B20-B23, B27 types 1 and 2, B34, B38, B39-B41, 253, 254A, C16-C17, B66-B67, almost
complete from the 1930s on, the Portrait sets including #B294-B299; Back-of-the-Book includes pages for Newspaper stamps,
pre-cancels (quite a bit of value here!), Airs, Officials, Military Post, Postage Dues including #J1, J2, J50, Telegraph stamps, and
more besides, Fine to Very Fine overall, a great collection to build on further. (photo on web site)����������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

421

France, 1849-1967, substantial collection. Neatly organized and mounted on home made pages, mostly used but a few mint,
lovely shade varieties and cancels, catalog value adds up quickly, includes postage dues, airmails, officials, Offices Abroad, military frankings and a small amount of French Colonies, perfect for a dealer or the collector who wants to study and add to this; a
neat collection, with condition typical for the period. Scott $13,225+ (photo on web site)���������������������������� Estimate $800 - 1,200

422

France, Superlative and Substantial Used Stock, 1849-1984. An absolute goldmine for the savvy dealer, two albums filled with
manila stockpages themselves stuffed with thousands of stamps, starting at #3 and running through about 1984 with Semi-Postals,
Airmails and Dues included as well; the 19th century is surprisingly well-represented and duplicated; strong Cérès and Napoléons,
good 1901 issues including the ever-popular Mersons, extensive Sages and Sowers, several Buildings separated out by type, a
myriad of Mariannes, and much more besides; Semis include War Orphans, Airs from #C5, Dues from the start; we even note a
page dedicated to interesting cancels, though the classics offer a wealth of those on their own; duplication for most is useful (some
definitives are heavier), but none so overwhelming; condition varies as to be expected, but overall a clean and sound holding with
massive catalogue value and exceptional retail potential, Fine to Very Fine, inspection invited; imaged in full online. Shipping
charges apply - weight 13.2 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

423

France, Beautiful Accumulation of Red Cross Booklets, 1953-93. Dozens of pristine booklets, complete and unexploded, including the key ones from 1953, 1954, 1955, 1956 (3), 1957 (4), 1958 (3), and 1959 (6); very reasonable duplication throughout
(2-7 of each, mostly), gorgeous and Very Fine throughout, a perfect and varied little stock. Maury €3,700+ ($4,150). (photo on web
site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
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424

425

Offices Abroad
Worldwide A-Z France

French Post Offices Abroad, Turkey (Levant), Egypt, Crete, Zanzibar, Mint and Used Advanced Collections with Rarities,
1885-1943. A superior collection of several hundred mint and used stamps and two covers all neatly mounted on quadrille pages,
replete with many scarce and rare stamps valued into the hundreds of dollars each and in excellent quality, formed by a knowledgeable European collector, Begins with Turkey (Levan), Scott numbers #1 mint Scott $550 plus two used copies, 2-7 mint and
3a mint Scott $604, 21-38 mint with 33 signed Brun, plus 34a N.H., and 34 on cover, Scott $831+, 40-49 mint complete, 52-55
mint Scott $117, Dedeagh 1/18 mixed mint and used includes 3-8 used and 8 mint Scott $592, Cavalle 1-7 used plus scarce cancel
$596, 9-15 both complete mint and used sets Scott $123, Port Lagos 1-6 used plus cancel and 1a used $652, Vathy 1-9 mint plus 1-7
used Scott $497, Crete 1-15 mint Scott $180, 16-17 mint Scott $130, 20 mint Scott $235, Alexandria 1/15 mint includes 5F from
Scott $232, 5/13 used Scott $133, 16-20 mint plus shades Scott $115, 16-30 used Scott $63, 31-45 mint top three values signed
by Brun Scott $925+, 62-86 mixed mint and used Scott $87, B1-B4 mint plus J1-J13 Scott $81, Port Said 1-15 mint plus shades
Scott $413, 15 used Scott $92, 16 on neat attractive cover Scott $260, 18-32 mixed Scott $100, Zanzibar 1/20 mixed Scott $230,
17-28 mixed Scott $284, 39-49 mint two high values signed by Brun Scott $350, J1-J5 used Scott $83, Certainly one of the most
outstanding collections of offices abroad that we have had the pleasure to offer; few if any faults F.-V.F. throughout, don’t miss this
lot! Shipping charges apply - weight 2 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Offices in China
Worldwide A-Z France

French Offices in China, A Comprehensive High-Quality Collection of Mint and Used with Numerous Scarce and Rare
Stamps, 1894-1944. An excellent advanced collection of several hundred mint and used stamps neatly mounted on quadrille pages
included scarce varieties all formed by a serious European collector who had a keen eye for both quality and rarity, Certainly one
of the finest most complete Office of China collections that we have ever had the pleasure to offer, please view the scans to fully
appreciate this noteworthy collection, simply loaded with key set and singles rarely offered in collection format as they realize a
very high percentage of catalogue when sold individually, Don’t miss this opportunity to add to your collection or augment your
online your online sales inventory with in-demand quality adhesives, Begins with Offices in China 1/12A including high values
signed and page is all fresh mint with 9-12A Scott $308, next page is used set of 1-12A plus Types shades and a pair of 11 used
on piece Scott total $277, scarce 13 mint Scott $125, 18-33 complete mint set of Type I 1902 issue Scott $481, 34-44 complete
mint set of 14 values plus partial used set total Scott $408, 18a/33a mint Scott $171, 46/56 mint plus used Scott $244, 57/64 mixed
parallel mint and used 65/71 mixed includes 70 used, J1/J6 mixed, Hoi-Hao is next with 1901 issue 1/13 mixed includes mint 13
total Scott $537, 16-30 mainly mint Scott $400, Lovely 1906 set mixed mint and used includes both mint and used 5 Franc plus 10
France appears to be N.H., Scott $794, 1908 set mixed high-values mint Scott $348, 1919 set 67-84 includes mint 73-83 plus used
84 signed Brun socked on the nose cancel total Scott $451, Kwangchowan follows with lovely complete mint set of 1-17 with 16
and 17 signed and a lovely extra used copy #82 Scott total $908, 18-35 complete mint Scott $339, 56-53 plus varieties catalogue
value $669, 54-74 mint set Scott $54, #75 complete to 1944 issues all mint Scott $150, Canton includes 1/13 mixed mint and used
Scott $216, 15/30 mixed with 28-30 mint and 5 Franc signed with a Scott of $319, 31-47 complete mixed lovely mint high-values
45-47 Scott total $445, 48-64 mixed high-values and mint 62-64 total Scott $283, Next-up is Mongtseu 1/14 mint Scott $344,
16-34 complete mint set Scott $616, 33-50 mixed with high-values 48-50 mint Scott $337, 51-68 plus variety all mint Scott $322,
Pakhoi 1-16 less 12 mixed with 14-16 all mint Scott $445, 17-33 mixed with high-values 31-33 all mint Scott $658, 34-51 Scott
$295, 52-69 complete mint $110, Tchongking few choice used catalogue $300, 1903 issue 1-16 less 15 balance mint Scott $700,
nice set of 17-33 mixed with mint high-values 28-33 plus additional 32 used Scott $808, 34-50 mixed with high-values 48-50 mint
Scott $427, 51-67 mixed with high-values 65-67 all mint plus variety Scott #132, Yunnan Fou 1-9 mint 10 used plus 13-15 mint
high-values page total $395, 17-33 mixed high-values 31-33 mint and 33 appears N.H. Scott $608, 34-50 mixed with socked on
the nose cancel for 50 page total $311, 51-67 plus extras Scott $232, An extraordinary quality collection missing very few stamps
for completion. We noted a few flaws but the vast majority of stamps are F.-V.F. or better with o.g. and many lightly hinged, well
worth an extra bid! Shipping charges apply - weight 4.4 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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426

Offices in Zanzibar
Worldwide A-Z France

French Offices in Zanzibar, Advanced Quality Collection, 1894-1903. A wonderful, fresh collection of 38 mint and used stamps
neatly mounted on a single album page. Includes #1-16 mixed mint and used with a Pinchot certificate for a #9 and a Roumet
certificate for a beautiful #16 with a socked-on-the-nose cancel (Scott for both is $925); #17//28 mixed mint and used with a fresh
used #28 followed by a complete mint set of #39-49. A very worthwhile high-quality collection. Few, if any, faults; Fine-Very Fine
overall. Scott $2,600 (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $800 - 1,200

France & Colonies
Worldwide A-Z France & Colonies

427

France & Colonies, Extensive and Valuable Mostly Mint Stock. Filling two 11-inch-deep card file boxes, with singles, sets,
and souvenir or miniature sheets, one box devoted to France, the other covering her Colonies (with additional home country items
as well); selection runs from the classic to the modern, with France beginning at #12 and running through 1994, and Colonies
spanning Andorra to Zaire; most items from the 1930s on are mint, the vast majority never hinged; no eye-watering rarities here,
but hundreds upon hundreds of solid stock items, fully identified, catalogued (the values are fairly recent) and ready to sell, with
much of Topical interest along with strength in popular countries such as France proper, French Polynesia, FSAT, and St. Pierre &
Miquelon; some jumbling has occurred, so you’ll need to do a bit of organizing, but a great opportunity to stock up, Very Fine on
the whole, inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.6 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

428

France and Colonies 20th Century Issues Collection. To 1960s in three Scott albums, mostly mint and with numerous premium
as France B7 used, B11 mint, B40 mint, 1930s/60s charity issues mostly complete mint (some later NH), C1-2 mint, C17 mint, J1
used, J6-7 used, French Colonies 9 used, 21-23 used, French Guiana B4-8 mint, French Polynesia C21 NH, French Antarctic
30 NH, C1-4 mint, C7 NH, Martinique 52-53 mint, 61 mint, New Hebrides (Fr) 22-32 mint, 258-70 NH, J11-15 mint, Saar C911 used, St Pierre & Miquelon C15-18 NH, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, nice foundation collection with an owner’s Scott value
of around $8,700. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z France & Colonies

French Colonies
Worldwide A-Z French Colonies

429

French Colonies, Mint & Used Collection, 1892-2000. The majority of France’s colonies were in Africa, but this lot covers the
other areas of French influence, from the Southern & Antarctic Territories to St. Pierre & Miquelon and everything in between.
Hinged on Minkus pages, this collection includes Syria (1919-1984), which looks almost complete after WWII and also includes
Alaouites and the United Arab Republic. A collection of Lebanon (1924-1988) very well-filled to the mid-70’s with mint and used.
A very impressive collection of New Caledonia (1892-1996), well-filled to the late 70’s of about 95% mint and also including
Wallis & Futuna (1920-1990). There are also collections of French Guiana (1892-1947), New Hebrides (1908-1978), Martinique
(1892-1947), Guadeloupe (1891-1947), Indo-China (1892-1945) and French India (1892-1952), which are predominantly mint.
But the highlights, and most eye-popping material of this lot are the following three areas with images available for viewing French Southern & Antarctic Territories (1955-2000), which is entirely mint and appears to be complete. French Polynesia (18922000), a mixture of mint/used until the mid-60’s, then almost entirely mint from then on. And St. Pierre & Miquelon (1892-1999),
an abundant collection of 95% mint. If you’re a collector of French colonies, you won’t want to miss this one! Fine to Very Fine.
Shipping charges apply - weight 6.4 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

430

French Colonies, Navigation & Commerce and Sage Selection. Presented on 13 stock- or dealer’s cards, approximately 165
examples of these iconic issues from around l’ancienne francophonie, plus another 13 from France proper; mostly used, but with
clear or interesting cancels; we note Grand Comoro #1-19, New Caledonia #40-58 with an additional #57 on piece, plus offerings
from Anjouan, Diego Suarez, French Congo, French Guinea, French Polynesia (Océanie), Guadeloupe, Guyana, Madagascar,
Martinique, New Caledonia, Obock, Reunion, Senegambia & Niger, Offices in Alexandria, Port Said, Morocco and the Turkish
Empire, etc.; sound and bright with centering from the standard to the superior, all from a collector who placed a premium on
quality, Fine to Very Fine with much better throughout, imaged in full online; be sure to view, ex Professor’s Collection. (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $600 - 800
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French Africa
Worldwide A-Z French Africa

431

French Africa, High-Quality Advanced Mint and Used Collections of French Congo, Equatorial Africa, Oubangi, Chad,
Moyen Congo, 1891-1958. An extraordinary collection of several hundred mint and used stamps replete with scarce and rare singles and sets of multiple African French Colonies all carefully chosen for freshness and quality by a selective European collector,
French Congo begins with Scott number 1 mint Scott $200, 3 used Scott $180, 7a used Scott $110, 8a inverted surcharge used
Scott $160, 10a used Scott $92, 14 and 17 used and 15 and 16 mint Scott $740, 18-34 mint complete and shades and high-value
used Scott $667, 35//49 mixed with 49a a mint Scott $1024, plus more shades and varieties 52 mint signed with a Scott of $325,
53 used neat cancel Scott $160, followed by nice mint run of Moyen Congo Scott $628, next is Oubangi-Chari another lovely mint
fresh run Scott $674, next up is another section of mint Chad, French Equatorial Africa begins with 1-26 mint Scott $237, 11-26
used complete Scott $123, 27-32 mint, 33-79B mint, the scarce “Libre” overprints 80-125 mint Scott $673, C9-C16 “Libre” mint
set Scott $603, B9-B35 mint “Libre” scarce Scott $1359, C1-C37 mint, B1-B8 mint, Please note the value in this collection is built
up with many scarce sets and singles that realize high percentages of catalogue when sold individually, rarely offered in collection
format, take advantage of this rare opportunity, the condition throughout is exceptional and high quality is the rule, few if any
faults, F.-V.F.+. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.2 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,500 - 4,000

432

French Africa, Very Large Collection of Over 25 Countries, to 2000. Collection of 1000’s of stamps hinged on Minkus pages.
Countries include Algeria, Cameroun, Chad, Comoros, Congo, Guinea, Ivory Coast, Madagascar, Mauritania, Morocco, Niger,
Reunion, Senegal, Sudan, Togo and Tunisia to name a few. Virtually all countries are well represented until the mid-70’s, some
extremely well-filled and for the most part mint. Also includes numerous gold foil stamps across many countries as well as imperforate varieties and mini-sheets not listed in Scott. 19th century may be lacking but nevertheless, it’s not every day a collection of
this area of this size comes along., Fine to Very Fine, Online images available for Comoros and Reunion to give you a feel for this
enticing collection. Shipping charges apply - weight 20 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

433

French Africa, Seven-Colony High End Mint and Used Collection, 1894-1959. An advanced collection of several hundred
mint and used stamps and souvenir sheets from Mauritania, French West Africa, French Sudan, Senegambia and Niger, Senegal
and Niger, Upper Volta and Niger all neatly mounted on quadrille pages housed in a deluxe binder formed by a serious European
collector; begins with a solid section of Mauritania with both complete mint and used sets of Scott 1-17 total Scott of $813 with
the balance of the colony through 1944 looking about complete and some parallel used, also present are mint Semi-Postals, Airmails and Postage Due issues; French West Africa is next strong in mint with some used; French Sudan includes 1-19 mint less
12 plus partial used set Scott $491; Senegambia and Niger 1-13 complete mint plus few used Scott $304 is noted; Upper Senegal
and Niger includes 1-17 complete mint plus some used Scott $334, plus 18-34 mint; French Sudan looks complete mint from
21-117 plus Airmails, Semi-Postals and Postage Due issues all mint, through 1941; Upper Volta from 1920-1931 is present as is
another mint section of Niger, check out the online scans to fully appreciate this collection loaded with key sets, perfect for online
sales, we note a few faults with most being F.-V.F. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

434

French Africa, Four-Country Advanced Mainly Mint Collection, 1892-1912. Four difficult-to-find French African Colonies
with several dozen mainly mint with some parallel used neatly mounted on quadrille pages; includes Anjouan 1-30 mint plus
shades plus a few used Scott $795; Grand Comoro 1-29 mint plus some spacing varieties and used Scott $535; Mayotte 1-20
complete mint plus shades and partial used plus 22-32 mint with some spacing varieties Scott $928; and Moheli 1-22 mint complete plus few used Scott $459, a great collection with four essentially complete mint major numbers colonies, formed by a quality
conscious European collector, few faults but mainly F.-V.F. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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435

Worldwide A-Z French Guiana

French Guiana, A High-Quality Mint and Used Collection with Rarities, 1886-1947. A simply outstanding collection of over
200 stamps loaded with four-margined quality 19th century issues all carefully handpicked by an old-time European collector and
neatly mounted on quadrille pages, rarely offered this complete and perfect to augment a collection or to breakdown for online sales
of the many scarce and rare singles and sets. Certainly, one of the nicest collections of French Guiana that we have had the pleasure
to offer, highlights are numerous: we note #1 mint four margins signed Brun Scott $750, 5 mint four margins signed Scott $175, 6
used socked on the nose cancel plus four margins Scott $375, 4 used four margins Scott $57, 7 mint four margins Scott $55, 8 mint
four margins Scott $155 10 used four margins signed Scott $155, 11 mint four margins with bottom sheet margin a beautiful stamp
Scott $400, 13 Type I and II both mint four margins Type II signed very scarce signed, 15 used sheet margin signed Scott $140, 16
mint four margins signed $180, 17 used four margins signed Scott $160, 18//30 nine different mint and used Scott $422, 31 mint
signed Scott $70, selection Type III 1892 surcharge unlisted in Scott €545, 32-50 mint Scott $615+ and used copies Scott $144, 5193 mint Scott $95, 94-108 mint $60, 109-151 mint $51, 152-208 mint Scott $182, B1-B12 mint Scott $97, C1-C20 mint Scott $95,
J1/J31 mint Scott $67, a few used mainly duplicates of the mint, value is primarily in the mint, altogether a significant collection
with few if any faults, easy to break down for resale or a serious addition to any advanced collection, check out the scans for your
viewing enjoyment, Fine to Very Fine with much better. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.6 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

French Guinea
436

Worldwide A-Z French Guinea

French Guinea & Inini, Two Advanced Mint and Used Collections, 1892-1942. A superior collection of dozens of mint and
used quality stamps all neatly mounted on quadrille pages and formed by a European philatelist with a discerning eye; begins New
Guinea #1-17 complete mint plus shades and partial used set Scott $636, followed by the scarce 1904 set 18-32 mint complete with
several used Scott $468, next is the beautiful Dr. Ballay set Scott 33-47 in both complete mint and used Scott $397, 48-62 mint,
strong mint up to 1942 including Semi-Postal, Airmail, and Postage Due issues; Inini looks complete mint, fresh colors and high
quality throughout this collection, please view online or in-person to fully appreciate how nice it is, few if any faults, Fine to Very
Fine. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $800 - 1,200

French Morocco
437

74

Worldwide A-Z French Morocco

French Morocco, Outstanding High Quality Comprehensive Mint and Used Collection, 1891-1956. A superior collection of
several hundred mint and used stamps with numerous scarce and rare stamps valued into the hundreds of dollars each all neatly
mounted on quadrille pages housed in classic style binder all formed by a knowledgeable European collector, rarely will a collection be offered with all of the high-values included which will bring a significant percentage of catalogue when sold individually
and this is just such a collection, the collection begins with local post issues including the rare Tetouan to El Ksar set Scott 13L113L7 used Scott $755, plus other issues, 1891-1900 French Offices issues include: Scott #1 mint, 3-7 mint, Scott $330, 2 mint Type
II, 6a mint signed Brun Scott $375, 8 mint signed Brun Scott $240, also 1-8 used plus varieties Scott $363, 11-22 mint high-values
signed Scott $508, plus 12-21 used with 21 signed and a Scott of $199, 26-37 mint Scott $89, plus 26-37 used less 32 Scott $47,
38-54 mint plus shades Scott $151, 55-71 mint plus shades Scott $337, 72-89 mint plus shades Scott $249, 90-115 mint plus shades
Scott $37, C1-C11 mint plus shades Scott 100+, CB1-CB10 mint Scott $52, 124-147 mint plus shades Scott $115, B10-B12 and
CB21 used on piece Scott $85 plus the same mint Scott $85, B13-B20 mint Scott $44, 149-175 mint Scott $32, 1940’s-1950’s
issues mixed mint and used, J1-J5 mint with J5 signed with a Scott of $443, J1-J2 and J4 two of each used, J6-J9 mint Scott $179,
J10-J16 mint Scott $80, J17-J45 mint Scott $141, also includes the rare B5 mint signed Brun Scott $475, Please view the scans to
fully appreciate this advanced collection, Take advantage of this opportunity to acquire an almost complete collection in outstanding quality, few if any faults, F.-V.F.+. Shipping charges apply - weight 5 lbs. (photo on web site)������������ Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
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438

Worldwide A-Z French Pacific

French Pacific, Three High-End Country Collections, 1892-1952. An advanced mint and used collection comprised of French
Oceania, Tahiti and Wallis and Futuna and several hundred stamps all mounted on quadrille pages and housed in a deluxe binder
replete with numerous varieties and many scarce classic period stamps formed by a knowledgeable European collector with an eye
for quality, contains key mint singles and sets with some parallel used, begins with French Oceania and highlights include #1-20
complete mint plus shades and partial used set total Scott $797, 21-54 mint plus shades, 55a inverted overprint mint Scott $225,
B36 mint inverted surcharge Scott $200, 56-71 mint Scott $148, 72-75 mint Scott $125, 76-79 mint Scott $30, 80-125 mint Scott
$145, B1-B10 mint Scott $150, Airmails include imperforate set of Chad-to-Rhine issue, plus post-WWII Airmails mint, Postage
Due issues mint; Tahiti includes the scarce 1893 issues have 13 mint and used stamps between 5//28 with a value of over $1000
including one non-Scott €400 stamp, the 1903 surcharge including a double 29a, block of six used 30 about $200, the very scarce
Bland B2 mint Scott $335, J8 mint Scott $350; next is Wallis and Futuna a very nice fresh mint 1920-52 section including #1-42
mint Scott $130, 43-91 mint Scott $150, also we note several shades, the very scarce “France Libre” overprinted set is present 94126 mint Scott $667, Airmails and Postage Due all mint round out this superior collection, the quality is exceptional throughout
with few if any faults, certainly a great lot to break down for online sales or better sets and singles of a significant addition to an
advanced French Colonies Collection, mainly Fine to Very Fine or better. (photo on web site)������������������ Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Gabon
439

Worldwide A-Z Gabon

Gabon, Exceptional High-Quality Mint and Used Collection, 1886-1933. A strong collection of 223 stamps with value in the
mint and parallel used, highlights include: #3 mint $100, 8 used signed $325, 16-32 mint and fresh $450, 49-71 mint $56, 72-84
mint $21, 85I//11 mint $45, 112-119 mint $42, 120-123 mint $17, 125-147 mint $224, B1-B3 mint $70, J1-J3 mint $127; formed
by a quality-conscious European collector, few if any faults, well above average with the value easily found in key stamps and sets,
Fine to Very Fine or better. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750

Germany
German States
Worldwide A-Z Germany

440

German States, Excellent Dealer Stock, 1849-1920. Three counter books arranged in Scott order feature better sets and singles including many high values, such as used Baden #24, LJ1, Bavaria 14, 22, 94-114, 117-135, 193-211, 256-275, Bremen
3, 6, Brunswick 1, 18, Hamburg 1, Hannover 9, Mecklenburg 3, Oldenburg 7, Prussia 22, 23-27, Thurn & Taxis 16, 51, 52,
Wurttemberg 1a, 6, 16, 17a, 22, 23, 23a, 33, 39, 39b, 44, 47-52 as well as mint Brunswick 7, Hannover 7, 16, Oldenburg 15
and many, many more. Also includes an excellent collection of mint and used Thurn & Taxis on Scott specialty pages and a
box with around 900 “102” dealer cards also arranged by Scott number and containing many better values scattered throughout
with duplication. Whopping catalogue value! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.6 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

441

German States, 1851-1920, extensive collection. Predominately used and neatly mounted in a stockbook with page after page
of sets from states including Baden, Bavaria, Brunswick, Hamburg, Hanover, Prussia, Thurn and Taxis (Northern and Southern
Districts), Württemberg. Also some Offices in China, Offices in Morocco and German New Guinea. A lovely collection. Some
duplication, generally Fine. Scott $24,017 (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

442
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Bavaria, Substantial Collection, 1849-1920. Neatly presented in a slipcased Lindner hingeless album; mostly used to 1922 and
nearly all never hinged from there; highlights include #6, 7, 9a (o.g.), 41, 861 (never hinged), 871 (o.g.), 901, 76IIa-91II (never
hinged), 941-1091 (never hinged), generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.4 lbs. Scott $6,300 (Owner’s)
(photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $800 - 1,200
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443

German Area, Comprehensive and High-Quality Mint and Used Colonies, Offices and Occupations Collection, 1884-1945.
An extensive three-volume collection, carefully acquired over decades by a knowledgeable philatelist, containing several thousand mint and used stamps and a plethora of scarce and rare high-value sets and singles. We note ten single German Colonies on
separate stockcards for vault-safekeeping have a Scott and Michel value of over $11,000. We catalogued by Scott only the first 16
pages of the neatly mounted first volume (all three are neatly mounted) and found mainly complete sets often mint and used with
the high values, including Offices in Morocco Scott $3436, Offices in Turkey Scott $4294, Cameroons Scott $1359, Caroline
Islands Scott $2375, German East Africa Scott $1506, German New Guinea $1038, German South West Africa $1657, Mariana
Islands $1282, Marshall Islands Scott $1521, German Samoa $916, Togo $495, followed by the 1914-1916 Belgium Occupation
issue, Bohemia and Moravia looks complete from 1939-44, German Eastern Command including 1919 Latvia occupied overprints
between N2/N13 which alone Scott $3450 if ok, Luxembourg 1940 issues, Poland extensive occupation issues 1915-44, Romania
1912-1918, Allenstein mint and used, Marienwerder with mint invert overprint Scott 31 $425, plus more strong Upper Silesia,
comprehensive Danzig including mint Scott 47-48 $2400, Memel very advanced includes never hinged C18 Scott $375. A second
volume with WWII Local Issues. The third volume is a German Colonies stockbook loaded packed with hundreds of 1884-1919
issues with some duplication, replete with many 1M-5M values and much more and a substantial Scott value. A perfect advanced
holding to break down for online resale with high quality throughout and solid value without any 19th Century losers. Certainly
one of the finest German Colonies lots that we have offered; please view online or in person and you will not be disappointed. We
note only a few faults, mainly on the earlier, plus a few reference items as well as scarce varieties; the vast majority of stamps are
F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.8 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $12,000 - 15,000

444

Germany, Hindenburg On Board Collection, 1936-1937. 139 flown envelopes and cards with German franking; most have been
cancelled using the airship postmarking device while transiting the Atlantic between Germany and the United States; they include
18 from first Trial flight to carry mail (Sieger 401), 19 from return from 1st North American flight (407), 12 from the 6th North
American flight (428), 12 from the 8th North American flight (437), 9 from the 9th North American flight (439), 6 from the 10th
North American flight (441), and 20 from the Final flight (453) with five that include the Scott B102 Hitler S/S; did note 6 pieces
of On Board mail on South American flights addressed to Pernambuco or Rio de Janeiro; a delicious collection of premium covers,
Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

445

Germany, 1936 Hindenburg 1st North America Flight, May 6-14. 150 envelopes from the maiden flight to the United States;
many combinations of stamps paying the rate (often overpaid) so this lot will be a great deal of fun; perhaps a quarter are Registered; while condition varies, overall it is quite good and the postmarks, flown marks and receiving cancels are quite legible; a great
opportunity to stock up on this famous airship, Fine to Very Fine. Sieger 406. (photo on web site)����������� Estimate $4,500 - 6,000

446

Germany, 1936 Hindenburg 1st North America Flight, May 6-14. 150 envelopes posted from a wide range of German cities
for delivery in the US; while most are philatelic in nature, did note a few commercial examples as well as interesting franking
combinations; healthy quantity of Registered mail; vast majority has been opened carefully (if at all) making them quite presentable; customers will value them since this was the first flight to America and as a reminder how Zeppelin passenger service
would come to a tragic end because of the airship the following year, Fine to Very Fine. Sieger 406. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,500 - 6,000

447

German Area, Comprehensive Collection including Colonies and Much More, 1849-2010. A packed three-volume collection
neatly mounted on quadrille pages, loaded with nice quality sets and singles (several thousand stamps and souvenir sheets in total).
Encompasses all areas of German philately, including the Fatherland beginning with the 1872 issue of #1-11 used Scott value #940,
13-15 and 22 unused, 24-25 used $435, 27-28 used $467, and much more. We note a plethora of sets including the Hindenburg
set 401-414 in mounts, better stamps from all periods up to 2010 and we note Semi-Postals with the Wagner set mint and more.
Too much to enumerate here, so carefully review the collection online or in person to fully appreciate its scope. Berlin is strong
with 9N1-9N16 used, 9N35-9N41 mint $185, 9N61-9N63 used $135, 9N64-9N67 never hinged $190, 9N70-9N80 never hinged
$197, 9N84-9N98 never hinged $155, 9NB1-9NB3 never hinged $250, and again many more good sets. We catalogued German
Colonies—always a popular area—by Scott and it alone totals over $6500 on only a few dozen pages of the many hundred in this
advanced collection. A nice selection of German States begins with Bavaria and the first page alone had a Scott value in excess of
$1600 and we noted that the quality was well above average and most are sound and Fine-Very Fine. While we didn’t fully catalogue the States collection, it will be a significant value. A solid collection of Saar contains page after page of mainly mint better
sets and adds up quickly. Danzig is also present, the DDR collection is comprehensive and includes the better early sets and a mint
Goethe souvenir sheet. Also noted are some Soviet Locals, Occupation issues including Baden, Rhineland and Württemberg. A
significant value is mounted up quickly in all of the post WWII issues in both Scott and face value. Altogether a perfect collection
to break down for online resale. We noted a few faults on early issues, but overall this was acquired by a condition-conscious collector; mainly Fine-Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 19.6 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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448

Germany, Spectacular Dealer Stock, 1868-2008. Mouth-watering stock consisting of five boxes with around 4000 “102” cards
covering the North German Confederation all the way to the late 2000’s. Semi-postals, air mails, officials, franchise, French, Allied
and Soviet zones, etc., you’ll find it all here as well se-tenants (Zusammendrücke) and other Michel-only listed items. The eight
counter books contain enormous vale and these are just some of the highlights - MNH #366-384, 436-441, 459-462, 634-661,
B8-11, B15-18, B50a-55a, B69-78, B119, B310-313, B314-315, C27-34, C35-37, C40, C46-56, 65A (hinged), 1N1-17 (hinged)
and used 25, 26, 664a, B49-57, B148-159 (including “a” numbers), B295, B310-313, C8-14, C20-26, C43-45, 1N42-57 as well
as a slew of mint and used locals and other items only found in Michel. To make this pot even sweeter, you will find a binder
filled with souvenir sheets, many of which are highly sought after, such as MNH B33, B68 (MNH and used), and B33a-d hinged
block with certificate, as well as many other better era sheets like MNH B91-92, B103, B104, B105, 10NB11 just to name a few.
We encourage everyone to have a look! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 28 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

449

German Area, Extensive, Semi-Specialized Collection. In five Scott Specialty albums (two slipcased) plus a glassine bag of
additional stockpages, with material covering all areas of German stamps; lovely States with particular holdings of Baden, Bavaria,
and Württemberg; a solid Empire & Reich collection with good Shields, Germania & Symbols of Empire, Inflations, Semi-Postals
and souvenir sheets including IPOSTA and OSTROPA (later faulty); post-war with strong Bund, Berlin and DDR holdings; what
gives the collection its gewisses Etwas are the non-Scott-listed items, including Revenues (both national and municipal), Private
Post items, NSDAP Membership Fee stamps, 1945-46 Local Issues (and not just one or two!), etc., etc.; an uncommon collection
sure to entice, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, a taste is provided online. Shipping charges apply - weight 34 lbs. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

450

German Area, “Umfangreich” Cover Collection, 1834-1988. Very extensive collection of around 600 covers with a bit of Bund
and DDR, but otherwise primarily pre-1949 with healthy servings of stampless covers, inflation-era, censored mail, Kriegsgefangenenpost (POW), postal stationery, Allied Zones, WWI & WWII Occupation, States, you name it. An engrossing lot with something for everyone! Avoid regrets later by bidding on this lot before it’s gone! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
12.8 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

451

Germany, Postcard Collection, 1903-57. The centerpiece of this collection is three cover albums from the era of the Third Reich.
One album is completely devoted to the work of artist Wolfgang Willrich with 52 mostly mint cards. The other two albums, also
comprised of 52 cards each feature more of Willrich’s work along with many drawings of Karl Bloßfeld, Hitler Youth related as
well as other propaganda, postal stationery and some picture postcards. The one thing they all have in common is that they are
scarce, many very rare. In addition, we have a box with well over 200 postcards centered around the two world wars including
Feldpost and another box with over 500 postcards both mint and used on various themes, such as people and places, ships, aircraft,
even nudes! An absolutely intriguing and thought-provoking time capsule! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 21
lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

452

Germany, Impressive Collection of Booklets, Booklet Panes and Se-Tenant Combinations, 1925-28. Highly complete from the
1925 Coats of Arms to the 1928 Coats of Arms, all neatly mounted on blank Scott Specialty album pages and identified by Michel
number; includes complete booklets MH20.2, MH23.1, MH24.1A, MH24.2B, MH26.2, MH27.1, and MH27.3, followed by 13
different panes and 79 different se-tenant combinations, many of them NH; best items include (LH unless noted) se-tenants KZ12
(minor separation), S35 (NH), S55, S56, S60 (NH), S61, S64, and S65. A fabulous lot. Scott $22,500 (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

453

Germany, Hindenburg Olympic Flight, 1936. 70 beautiful examples of the August 1936 overflight of the Hindenburg at the Berlin Summer Olympic Games; 17 are destined for the United States with 13 of them with Registration labels from the Berlin Olympic venue and most with complete B82-B89 sets as franking; the European destinations are equally attractive with rich collection
of frankings including C55 and C56; there is also an envelope addressed to Toronto Canada; valuable holding of an eyecatching
flight, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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454

German Area, Massive All-Period Postal History Compilation. Many hundreds of covers, postal stationery items, picture
post cards, and more, from States to Empire to Reich to post-WWII, semi-organized but all identified and priced; note States and
Heligoland postal stationery, a 1923 19Mrd Mark-franked postcard leaving barely enough space for the addressee; nice Occupations (by and of Germany) including Belgium, Danzig, Saar, Serbia and Bohemia & Moravia; POW covers including a WWI
Ruhleben Express Delivery item; a 1936 First North America Flight Hindenburg cover (franked accordingly with a Zepp); several
immediate post-war obliterated Hitler Head covers; picture post cards and propaganda cards (very light duplication), etc., etc.; a
few First Day Covers spotted, but these are just a small handful of the lot, all else being actual postal usages including postage
due, registered, printed matter and other markings; generally fresh and sound, though expect a few faults, Fine to Very Fine with
much better, a great opportunity for the cover dealer to seal the deal. Shipping charges apply - weight 19 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

455

German Area, “Sehenswert” Covers Collection, 1842-1967. Hundreds of covers, the vast majority pre-1945 featuring both mint
and used postal stationary, 19th-century stampless covers, states, inflation-era, a good quantity of air mail, some FDCs, a couple of
Inselpost covers, as well as some scarcer material of DDR, BRD, Berlin, Allied and Russian Zones and other surprises. Definitely
worth a look! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.6 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������ Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

456

German Area, “Ausgezeichnet” Cover Collection, 1874-2019. Over 1,100 covers in total, mostly Reich but also including
around 300 covers of modern Germany (Bund, Berlin, Zones, DDR). You’ll find States, Feldpost, Postal Stationery, Inflation-era,
Offices and other goodies, like 120 covers from the Occupation of Belgium, ten covers of Marine-Schiffspost, almost 150 Feldpost
covers from WWI, 52 used/unused Airship postcards, and many other surprises. As we say in German, “Lassen Sie sich überraschen!”, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 16.2 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������ Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

457

Germany, Marvelous Collection of Booklets, Booklet Panes and Se-Tenant Combinations, 1933-41. Nearly complete from
the 1933 Hindenburg issue to the 1941 Hitler heads, with at least one complete booklet of every major Michel number MH33MH49 (no MH34), including the scarce MH42.2; in addition, just about every pane and combination is also included, many
of them NH; all neatly mounted on blank Scott Specialty album pages and identified by Michel number. A perfect opportunity to begin a collection of this popular specialty. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.4 lbs. Scott $14,000 (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

458

Germany, Outstanding Collection of Booklets, Booklet Panes and Se-Tenant Combinations, 1929-33. Nearly complete from
the 1929 Coats of Arms issue to the 1933 Frederick the Great issue, all neatly mounted on blank Scott Specialty album pages and
identified by Michel number; includes at least one complete booklet of every major Michel number MH28-MH32, then including
at least on of every pane and nearly every se-tenant combination (65 different), many of them NH; best items include se-tenants
(NH unless noted) KZ14, KZ16 (LH), and S83 (2). A great opportunity to fill in those blank spaces in your collection or to simply
to begin a collection of this popular specialty. Scott $14,000 (photo on web site)��������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

459

Germany, Comprehensive Collection of Booklets, Booklet Panes and Se-Tenant Combinations, 1913-21. Nearly complete
Germania booklets, booklet panes and se-tenant combinations, all neatly mounted on blank Scott Specialty album pages and identified by Michel number; includes complete booklets MH11.1A, MH12B, MH13A, MH14.1A, MH14.2A, MH15A, and MH15B,
followed by 33 different panes and 54 different se-tenant combinations, many of them NH; best items panes (LH unless noted)
HB12aaA (2), HB13A (with HAN), HB17aaA (NH), HB18aaA (NH), and HB20abA). A marvelous starter collection. Shipping
charges apply - weight 1 lbs. Scott $15,000 (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

460

Germany, Outstanding Mint Collection, 1880-1944. Comprehensive specialized collection in a Scott Specialty album liberally interspersed with blank pages for varieties; somewhat scattered prior to 1920, with only a few higher values, but just about
complete from that point forward, the main missing items being B55 (there are two B55a), two souvenir sheets, B58 & B68, and
the 1m Chicago Flight Zeppelin, C43. Additionally, there is an abundance of non-Scott varieties including marginal markings and
plate flaws, plus shade, watermark and gumming varieties, many of them expertized; condition is clean and F-VF throughout,
mostly LH, but including some NH surprises, like top margin singles of #432-435. Scott value is nearly $7,000 and there is an
additional €3,500+ in Michel-listed varieties. A marvelous lot. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.2 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Germany, Nice Used collection, States through Third Reich. A fairly strong collection on quadrilled pages with a scattering of
States of Scott Specialty album pages; the only missing items from the post-1925 issues are the three souvenir sheets, B33, B58 &
B68; on the other hand all the Zeppelins are here, along with the “Gelber Hund” on a flown card; in addition, there are a number
of expertized Inflation issues including Scott #161, 176, O3 & O41-46; condition of the 19th century is generally Fine; the 20th a
pretty clean and F-VF throughout. Scott value is over $15,000 (about $2,000 in 19th century), and there are a few hundred Euros
more in Michel-listed varieties. Definitely a worthwhile lot. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.3 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

462

German Area, Stamps & Covers Accumulation, 1825-1974. Outside of a few stray modern and a handful of early Bund and
DDR, all before 1945. There’s a book of 19th century along with some stampless covers, a selection of about 25 unused postcards
from the German colonies, 30 early airship postcards from around the world and over 350 covers from the various facets of German
philately - States, Feldpost, inflation-era, FDCs, postal stationery, censored mail and more. You’ll also find a selection of better
stamps and sets on dealer cards, such as Germany #49-57 mint and DDR 129 used. There’s even a packet of over 60 Zusammendrücke in pairs, strips or blocks with well over €2,000 in catalogue value. An intriguing lot to say the least, Fine to Very Fine.
Shipping charges apply - weight 10.4 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

463

Germany, Collection of World War II Local Feldpost Issues and Propaganda Forgeries, 1943-45. Feldpost issues consist
of 15 Michel-listed stamps: (mint unless noted) Michel 5a, 5b, 7A, 8B II, 9, 10A bII (NH), 10B bI (NH), 10B bI K (NH)), 10B c
(NH), 12 I (NH), 12 III (2, NH & used), 13a, 13b, and 17 (NH); the Propaganda Forgeries include Michel 1, 2 (2), 3-8, 15-17 &
28, plus a few private issues including the Goering souvenir sheet, NH and two souvenir sheets with proposed designs by Felix
Albrecht; also included are the10pf & 15pf Germania forgeries of World War I; in addition, in the Feldpost issues, all but 8B II &
9 are expertized!; and condition is clean and F-VF throughout. A rare opportunity to acquire a large number these always-popular
issues all at once. Michel €6,000 ($6,730) (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

464

German Area, Mint & Used Postal Cards, 1874-1978. Over 3,500 postal cards of which there are over 1,000 mint/used Bavaria,
around 1,700 mint/used German Empire and over 100 used Wurttemberg, all with some duplication. In addition, you will find over
700 mint all different West Germany along with a good sampling of Offices (including some forerunners), Colonies, Berlin and
Zones. The vast majority are noted with the Michel number as listed in the Ganzsachen catalog. Fascinating postal history to savor
here and many better cards throughout including special event cancellations (Sonderstempel)., Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges
apply - weight 28.2 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

465

Germany, Pre-WWII Cover Collection, 1845-1930. Well over 400 covers with inflation-era its strong point including blocks and
strips of stamps not often seen used on cover. In addition, there is a considerable amount of postal stationery as well as 19th century
with over 30 stampless covers. Please check online images for a closer look., Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
6.4 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

466

German Area, Diverse Cover Collection, 1824-1960. A few hundred covers from early 19th-century stampless covers right on
up to the beginnings of the Federal Republic. You’ll find many picture postcards both unused and franked, as well as postal stationery, inflation-era mail, special event cancellations, Generalgouvernement, Austrian and Italian mixed franking and much more.
Even with just a quick identification, many better covers were spotted, such as Baden #14 (2 covers), Germany 228 (15 on one
cover), B332-33, Lindenfels Local Mi.#1, Berlin Mi.#P22 with Berlin Philharmonic cancel, and DDR B21a with DEBRIA cancel
to name just a few. A blast for the postal history buff or anyone interested in Germany., Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

467

Germany, Attractive and Bright Collection, 1872-1933. Pristine stamps in an equally fresh Linder hingeless album; virtually
everything here is never hinged, with highlights including #12 (Sommer certificate), 14 (2), 16, 17, 26, 50, 65C-69, 73, 94a, 330350, 363-365, 387, 391-397, B1-B32, B34-B48, CL4 (o.g. signed Richter), O1-O79, etc., generally Very Fine. Shipping charges
apply - weight 5.4 lbs. Scott $6,500 (Owner’s) (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

468

Germany, Third Reich Collection, 1933-45. Presented in a slipcased Lindner hingeless album; Germany proper virtually
complete and all never hinged according to our spot checks, with regular issues, souvenir sheets, Semi-Postals and Officials;
a smattering of Feldpost issues and private issues for France and Kurland also included; highlights include #398-400, 445529, B69-B293, etc., generally Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs. Scott $5,500 (Owner’s) (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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469

Germany, War and Tourism Postal Card Collection, 1910-1945. About 220 German post and postal cards primarily spanning WWI to WWII in two binders; while the majority are mint, a significant number have pictorial cancels or city postmarks; a
wonderful series (Jan-Dec) entitled Winter Relief Organization of the German People; a large selection related to the 1936 Berlin
Olympic Games; cards promoting annexation of Danzig and Austria; a lovely series entitled Get to Know Germany; many Hitler
related; better cards from a dark period, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

470

German Area, Teutonic Tumble Stock Selection. Presented every which way, every era of German philately from States to Cold
War; note useful holding of Shields; solid Empire and Reich including Plebiscites, Occupations and Feldpost; post-war Occupations (all Zones represented), Bund and DDR; material may look a jumble, but most material is in order in its holder, with stockbooks largely in Scott order, three boxes of glassined material ready to go, etc.; largely sound (expect some faults as in any group
this size), the classic material offering the cancel-hunter fertile ground, Fine to Very Fine with better, a great lot for the online or
bourse dealer. Shipping charges apply - weight 26 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

471

Germany, Get to Know Germany! Postal Card Collection, 1935. 40 used and 128 mint postal cards promoting the scenic beauty and health resorts of various towns and cities of the Third Reich, and urging travelers to “Get to Know Germany!”; collection is
unusually clean with attractive examples of town and pictorial cancels over the visage of Hindenburg; a very pretty set, Very Good
to Excellent. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

472
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German Post Offices Abroad, Delightful Dealer Stock, 1884-1919. A small box containing around 200 “102” cards is loaded
with Offices in China, Morocco and Turkey with most values in the $5-20 range. You will encounter material way about that in the
accompanying counter book with better and high-value sets and singles, such as mint China #16, 24-36A (includes 36A+B, no 36),
Morocco 33-44, Turkey 6, 8-12 (MNH), 12 (MNH), 24d (with certificate) and used China 24-36b (#36 unretouched), 37-46, 47-56,
Morocco 7-19A (also includes 19b, no 19), 20-32, 45-57, Turkey 12a, 30, 31-41, 43-54. Closer examination highly recommended.,
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

German Colonies
Worldwide A-Z Germany

473

German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Valuable Well-Filled and Annotated Collection. Hinged (a few mounted) on Scott Specialty pages, every item identified by both Scott and Michel with further annotations as well where warranted; virtually complete
less French-occupied Cameroun, New Britain and Togo, which are more than compensated by the other Colony collections which
often present a basic mostly mint holding followed by pages of “used and varieties”; lovely throughout, the stamps chosen with
an eye to condition, the Kiauchau particularly fetching with Mark-value Yachts in color and perforation varieties; bonus material
features duplicates and additional items, often still on the original dealer cards, including Tsingtau 56° overprint never hinged and
used on piece, Samoa #104a (fraction bar omitted) used block of four, postal cards, and more besides; a collection rarely seen this
nice, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, Very Fine overall, a must-see item; collection imaged in full online. Shipping charges
apply - weight 2.6 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

474

German Colonies, Delicious Dealer Stock, 1897-1919. Covering all the colonies, we begin with a box of about 300 “102” cards
separated by colony and organized by Scott number. Items vary in catalog value up to $60. The accompanying counter book is
packed with better singles and sets, such as mint New Guinea #7-19, Kiautschou 33-42, Marianas 17-29, Samoa 51-56, 57-69, 69
(MNH), Togo 7-19 and used Cameroon 18, Caroline Isles 7-19, GEA 1-5, 11-21, 21a, 22-29, 41 (signed Schlegel), New Guinea
7-19, Southwest Africa 13-25, 34, Kiautschou 22, 33-42, Marshalls 7-12, 13-25, Samoa 51-56, 57-69, Togo 7-19 (with 4 top values signed) and another copy of #19. Closer inspection is recommended as there is much more being offered! Fine to Very Fine.
Shipping charges apply - weight 2.6 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

475
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Danzig, etc., a Specialized Collection. A strong, parallel mint and used collection of Danzig plus nice groups of World War I
German Occupations and Post-War Plebiscites; better mint Danzig includes Scott #31 (signed), 32, 43 (signed), and then just
about everything else from 1921 forward plus several “burelage” varieties; the used collection is very similar, but missing a few
more numbers (no key numbers in the 1920 overprints); the Occupations and Plebiscite issues include a number of $100-and-up
sets including (mint unless noted) France N15-26, Germany 1N1-24, 1N42-58 (used), Schleswig 32-40 and Upper Silesia 15-28,
the latter NH, and there are many Michel-listed varieties. All-in-all, a very nice lot. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.6 lbs. Scott
$8,000+ (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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476

Saar, Excellent Used Collection, 1920-59. A fairly complete collection on Scott quadrilled pages; highlights include #1-37, 39,
B1-36 (B15 is not signed and it’s $4,000 is not figured in the total catalog value), B44-103, C12, and CB1a (favor cancel, counted
as mint); Scott value is $8,000 (+$4,000?) and there’s a few hundred Euros in non-Scott varieties; condition is clean and F-VF
throughout. An outstanding lot. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.6 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

477

Saar, Exceptional Mint Collection, 1920-59. A nearly complete collection on Scott Specialty album pages liberally interspersed with blank pages for the specialized varieties, many only Michel-listed; the only major missing numbers are Scott #38 and
175a-187a; everything else is here, most of it being LH, the notable exception being CB1a, which is pristine NH. Scott value is in
excess of $5,500 and there’s another several hundred Euros in non-Scott varieties. A terrific lot. Shipping charges apply - weight
1.8 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

478

Saar, Virtually Complete Collection, 1920-34. Neatly arranged on Lindner hingeless pages; highlights include #1a and 16 (both
o.g.), 1-13, 15, 17 (signed), 20-24, 26-28, 30-35, 37 (20, 22 and 37 all signed), 39 (o.g.), 85-116, 118-154, 847-53 (2), 854-63, B1B8, B15 (o.g.), B16-B29, B44-B46, C1-C8, O1-O14, O15c, O16-O26 (type ll), plus O20-O22, O24-O26 {type l), also used B5-B7,
B54-B59, C1-C4 etc., Very Fine overall. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs. Scott $5,700 (Owner’s) (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,200
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479

Germany, Exceptional Collection of World War II Occupation Issues. A comprehensive, nearly all mint collection of several
100 different neatly mounted in a Scott Specialty album liberally interspersed with blank pages for all of the non-Scott material;
highlights include Albania, Austria, Belgian Legion (€2,700), France (€2,600), Azad Hind (Mi. VII, VIIa, VIIb, all NH, €800),
Kotor (€1,500), Kurland (€3,600), Laibach (€3,000), Montenegro (€2,200), Serbia (€3,800), and Zanta & Zara (€2,900); condi is
clean and F-VF throughout with a large percentage being NH and an impressive number being expertized. A phenomenal opportunity! Shipping charges apply - weight 5.3 lbs. Michel €28,500 ($31,950) (photo on web site)������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

480

Germany, World War II Occupation of Russia & Ukraine, 1941-44. An outstanding, mostly mint collection of the local issues of Pleskau, Ljady, and Luga in Russia, and Alexanderstadt, Sarny,Vosnessensk, and Northern & Southern Ukraine; about 80
stamps, with a large percentage of the mint NH and a good number expertized. A great lot and a marvelous opportunity (see our
online photos where we’ve imaged every page). Michel €5,200 ($5,830) (photo on web site)������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

481

482

483
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Germany and Berlin, “Zusammendrucke” Collection, 1946/90. Extensive collection of never hinged se-tenant pairs and multiples plus gutter strips in a Kabe hingeless album with few empty spaces, includes 1948 Hannover Fair, Posthorns mostly complete,
Heuss, 1960s Buildings, 1970s “Safety”, 1972 Olympics, 1970s/80s Castles, Berlin 1949/ Buildings mostly complete, etc., fresh
and F-VF, a lovely collection with a Michel value of over €15,000. (photo on web site)���������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

1945-46 Local Issues
Worldwide A-Z Germany

Germany, Marvelous Collection of Post-World War II Local Issues. Several hundred mostly mint stamps, both official and
private issues, mounted according to Michel on blank Scott Specialty album pages; no rarities, but lots of $100-and-up sets and
singles, including plenty of printing and plate varieties, much of it never hinged and a good deal of it expertized; highlights are too
numerous to mention, but be sure to see the online images. A great starter collection. Total Michel value - counting hinged at 50%
where no value is given - is over €7,000. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8 lbs. (photo on web site)���� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Post-WWII Occupations: Berlin
Worldwide A-Z Germany

Berlin & French Zone, Outstanding Used Collection, 1947-90. A nearly complete collection on quadrilled Scott Specialty
album pages with the most conspicuous missing item being the Currency Victims souvenir sheet; there is also a good bit of nonScott material scattered throughout, which easily add another €1,000 to the listed Scott value. A excellent lot, all clean and F-VF.
Shipping charges apply - weight 5.2 lbs. Scott $8,500+ (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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Berlin & French Zone, Exceptional Mint Collection, 1947-90. A complete collection in a Scott Specialty album liberally
interspersed with blank pages for specialist items, most notably coil strips of 5, but also including paper & plate varieties, marginal markings, etc.; mostly hinged to the late 1960s, but most of the specialist material is NH and there are two Currency Victim
souvenir sheets, one of them NH. A tremendous lot with a Scott value well in excess of $4,000 with an additional €4,000+ in
Michel-listed material; all clean and F-VF. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.3 lbs. (photo on web site)� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

485

Germany: Berlin, Near-Complete Collection, 1948-78. Neatly arrayed in a Lindner hingeless album, apparently complete less
the 1949 Currency sheet; pristine throughout, with nearly everything never hinged; highlights include #9N1-9N20 o.g., and 9N219N34 never hinged (both sets signed Schlegel BPP and Dr. Bohne GPSY), 9N35-9N41 never hinged, 9N42-9N69 o.g., 9N619N63, 9N75-9N424, 9NB1-9NB152 mostly never hinged; clean and fresh, Very Fine overall. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.6
lbs. Scott $3,300 (Owner’s) (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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486

Federal Republic, Outstanding Mint Collection, 1946-2013. Three-volume collection on Scott Specialty album pages, interspersed with blank pages for the many non-Scott varieties; Scott-listed numbers are virtually complete from issues for the Bi-Zone
issues to the issues of 2000, then nearly so 2001-2010; loaded with Michel-listed material including opt and plate varieties, booklet
panes, se-tenants (only the Posthorn and Heuss se-tenants are missing) and coils; in fact, just the Michel-listed material catalogs
well in excess of €10,000 and many of the better varieties are expertized! Clean and F-VF throughout, all NH from the late 1960s,
with plenty of NH before that (the early Post-War period is all LH). All-in-all, quite a remarkable lot. Shipping charges apply weight 22 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

487

Federal Republic, Excellent Used Collection, 1946-2014. Three-volume collection on quadrilled Scott Specialty album pages;
Scott-listed numbers are virtually complete from issues for the Bi-Zone issues to about 2000 then nearly so until 2014, followed by
specialized groups of the 1986-2003 Women’s Issue, the 1987-2004 Historic Sites, the 2005-06 Flowers and a nice group of Computer-Vended Postage; in addition, there is plenty Michel-listed material including plate varieties, booklet panes, and se-tenants (no
Posthorn se-tenants); condition is clean and F-VF throughout. Shipping charges apply - weight 17.1 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

488

Federal Republic, Attractive Mint Collection, 1960-2000. Homemade collection of never hinged Germany in two 3-ring binders; stamps are black-mounted in a pleasantly aesthetic arrangement, and the collector also included regular issue varieties, such
as tête-bêche pairs, phosphor variants and coil strips of 5; at first glance, appears complete, with many complete booklets after
1974, Very Fine, a great little collection for the specialist. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.6 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

489

490
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Soviet Zone, Marvelous, Mainly Mint Collection, 1945-49. Several hundred stamps mounted according to Michel on quadrilled
pages in a Scott Specialty binder; strong in the Local issues of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern (Michel €5,000), East Saxony (€3,200,
including Mi 41, NH, signed Richter), Saxony, Thuringia (€5,500), West Saxony (€3,600), and General Issues (€2,500); also includes a few inconsequential District HOPs; as indicated by the Michel value, there are lots of €100-and-up items here, the majority
of them NH, and the majority of those expertized. A terrific lot of this scarce material. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.8 lbs.
Michel €20,000 ($22,420) (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany

DDR

German Democratic Republic, Massive Mint Collection, 1949-90. A tremendous four-volume Scott Specialty album liberally
interspersed with blank pages for varieties; Regular Issues and Semi-Postals are complete, according to Scott, but probably half of
the pages — and definitely more than half of the value — is in the non-Scott material, including plate varieties, marginal markings,
and se-tenants; highlights are too numerous to mention, but suffice to say there are many, many €25-and-up items; and condition is
uniformly clean and F-VF, earlier material being about 50/50 LH/NH with all NH beginning mainly in the late 1950s, and virtually
all of the non-Scott material — which adds close to €6,000 to the normal catalog value — is NH. A fabulous lot. Shipping charges
apply - weight 28 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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491

German Democratic Republic, Impressive Used Collection, 1949-90. A three-volume collection mounted according to Scott on
quadrilled Specialty album pages album; Scott numbers are 99% complete, plus there are a good number of plate varieties, marginal markings, and se-tenants; in addition, there is a fourth binder with about 55 covers, 1947-2012, including 23 covers bearing the
1958 Revolution Anniversary (Scott 416, Mi. 662), including 17 FDCs, Michel €1860. A marvelous lot, uniformly clean and F-VF
— rarely seen used this complete. Scott value is over $4,000, and Michel probably adds at least another €3,000 for the non-Scott
material. Shipping charges apply - weight 20.4 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

492

German Democratic Republic, Solid Collection of Booklets & Se-tenant Combinations, 1955-90. A fairly complete collection including 11 different 1955-57 Five-Year Plan booklets and seven different 1962 Ulbricht booklets, plus panes and se-tenants
nearly complete; all Very Fine, never hinged. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.5 lbs. Michel €6,500 ($7,290) (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

493

German Democratic Republic, Specialized Collection of Officials, 1954-66. Collection/accumulation of mint used and covers
from all five categories, the stamps on blank pages and stocksheets, the last including a good deal of duplication; highlights are (all
mint NH) Michel (A.) 18x II XII (S. Paul certificate), 30y II XII (signed Weigelt), 31y II XII, 32y II XI, 33y I XI, D. 1A and E. 1;
the 35 covers, 1957-66, include both stamps and meters. A very interesting lot and an outstanding base for expansion. (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750
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494
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Greece, High-End Comprehensive Mint and Used Collection, 1861-2010. An advanced quality collection of hundreds of mint
and used singles and sets carefully mounted on quadrille pages in a packed binder by a fastidious collector who hand-picked every
stamp. The pre-1900 Hermes Heads are a pleasure to view with both mint and used issues. The quality is well above average with
a host of four-margin copies. Also noted is a Scott-unlisted inverted overprint mint pair and double overprint as well of #132, plus
other varieties, nice used copies of #125-126, 128 the 1896 Olympic Games are Scott-valued at $681. These initial seven pages
catalogue in excess of $10,000, not counting any of the plethora of mainly mint sets from the 1920s up to 2004. Check out the online scans to fully appreciate the many high-value, expensive key sets present. Airmails include mint sets of C1-C14 plus more. A
perfect collection to augment yours, or for any online dealer to break down for its resale potential as it has many never hinged sets
as well as o.g. Condition overall is excellent with only a few faults on the early issues, the vast majority Fine-Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 5.2 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Guadeloupe
495
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Guadeloupe, Extraordinary, Advanced High Quality, Mainly Mint Collection, 1884-1947. A truly superb collection of 408
mint and used stamps replete with scarce and rare singles and sets plus a plethora of varieties all carefully collected by an advanced
European collector who appreciated both quality and rarity and neatly mounted on quadrille pages, certainly one of the finest Guadeloupe collections that we have offered, the value is primarily in the mint lacking only a small number of stamps not present to
complete the country, however, the collector also added a few used duplicates which add additional appeal. Highlights include #1
and 2 both mint and used examples all with four-margins Scott $237, 3 mint, 405 both mint and used Scott $125, 8-9 used Scott
$70, 609 mint Scott $139, 7 mint 12mm variety €175, 10-11 mint, 12 mint four margins signed Brun Scott $350, 14-26 complete
mint Scott $601, 14-25 used Scott $70, 27-44 complete mint Scott $373, 45-49 mint plus extras Scott $117, followed by an outstanding page of scarce varieties including 46c inverted surcharge mint N.H. strip of 3, 47c inverted mint pair signed Brun, 48c
mint margin block of four invert signed Brun plus 7 additional varieties the page is valued at over $2500, 54-82 mint $42, 86-95
mint Scott $34, 96-137 mint Scott $50, 138-156 Scott $101, B1-B8 mint Scott $72, C1-C12 mint, J4-J5 used Scott $140, J6 used
four margins, J7 mint four margins, J8 used four margins, j9 mint signed four margins, J10 mint signed four margins, J11 signed
four margins, J12 mint Type I and II four margins. The set of J6-J12 with scarce J12 Type II valued at $1000 Scott and Dallay J13A
mint corner margin superb Scott $325, J14A mint four margins Scott $400, Normally a collection of this scope would be broken
down for individual set and single lots sales at a high percentage of catalogue, take advantage of this offer to acquire all of these
high quality adhesives in one lot, excellent condition with few if any faults, Fine to Very Fine with much better. Shipping charges
apply - weight 1.8 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 3,500
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496

Iceland, Collection, 1873/1990. Mixed mint and (mostly) used to 1930s and then primarily mint and mostly complete to the end
with predominantly NH beginning around 1950, all neatly arranged in mounts on homemade pages in a Lighthouse album, also
includes some extras in stock sheets at the end, better sets and singles sprinkled throughout including 2-3 mint, 4 unused (thinned),
5, 7, 8 used, 13 used (thin spot), 14 mint and used, 15-20 used, 34-44B used, 71-107 used, 130-39 used, 144-48 mint (most NH),
152-66 mint, 170-75 mint (all but 5a NH), C2 used, C4-11 mint and used, C15-20 used including the perf varieties, 232-35 NH,
O2 unused, O3 used, O5-12 used, O40-49 used, O50-51 used including O51a, etc., some dubious cancels in early issues as often
but on the whole a fresh and F-VF collection withg substantial catalog value. (photo on web site)������������ Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

497

Iceland, Land of Fire and Ice Collection, 1876-2012. Marvelous opportunity to organize the makings of a great Icelandic collection; mostly unused collection on Minkus pages with dozens of auction winnings not yet added; collector focused on fresh,
well-centered stamps, spot check of stamps in clear mounts shows disturbed gum; effort was made to collect varieties and document flyspecking but some stamps were misplaced (O13-19 were placed in the regular issues); the few used noted on pages had the
Revenue “Tollur” cancel; lovely MNH C4-8, C9-11, C15-20, mostly complete post WWII to 1975; some of the auction winnings
you get to add include Scott 2 (used), 4 (used), 6 (unused), 7 (used), 10, 13 (used), 67 (used), 76 (LH), 143 (used), plus a few
dozen dealer counter cards with sets and low duplication multiples with catalog values in the $100-250 range; faulty (but visually
attractive) examples of #1 unused, 2 (2 copies) hinged, 8, and 9; pair of Registered Zeppelin mail with Iceland overprints, card
addressed to the United States and the envelope to Germany; dozen mostly real photo unused postcards circa 1910; bonus 1936
petite envelope with attractive Thule commemoratives on cover from Greenland to Denmark; a powerful collection for assembly
by the collector or as better stock for the savvy dealer, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.3 lbs. (photo on web
site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Worldwide A-Z Indo-China

Indochina, Annam & Tonkin and Cochin, Advanced High-Quality Mint and Used Collection, 1886-1949. A very comprehensive collection of several hundred mint and parallel used stamps all neatly mounted on quadrille pages in a deluxe binder, includes
many scarce and rare singles and sets with shades and varieties, Formed by a knowledgeable European collector with an eye for
quality, It begins with two difficult colonies: Annam & Tonkin eight mint and used scarce issues and Cochin with 1-5 mint plus
2-4 used Scott $590, Indo-China 1 mint and used plus 1a used Scott $276, 2 mint pair Scott $220, 3-21 mint Scott $290, plus 3-21
used with shades Scott $335, 24-40 mint set Scott $670, +24-40 less 39 used Scott $290, 41-58 mint set Scott $328, 41-55 used
Scott $64, 59-64 mint, B1-B7 mint, B8-B13 mint Scott $242, 65-82+ 69a and 74a mint Scott $439, 88-114 plus shades mint Scott
$52+, 115-138 mint Scott $113, 140-208 mint Scott $131, C1-C17 mint, B14-B19 mint Scott $72, O1-O16 both mint and used
Scott $119, O17-O32 mint Scott $147, J1-J4 mint plus J2 and J4 used Scott $174, J5-J17 mint Scott $130, J18-J30 and J28a mint
less J23 Scott $185, J31-J56 mint plus shades Scott $65, J57-J73 mint, Parcel Post issues includes what appears to be Maury #2 for
900 Euros used, Altogether a great collection rarely offered this complete, condition outstanding with few if any faults, F.-V.F. or
better. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Israel
499
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Israel, The B’rith of a Nation Stock, 1948-ca. 1982. A solid little holding, most of 1960s-1982 First Day and commemorative
covers (we estimate several hundred in total), many of which are still in their original Israel Post Office mailing envelopes; also
features two albums of stamps, a Scott Specialized (somewhat lightly filled), and a more complete White Ace album which includes several early used tabs, plus mint singles of the 1949 Jerusalem issue, 1949 Coin definitive and Postage Due sets, 1950 First
Airmail set, 1950 Festival and Negev issues, and essentially complete (most mint, many tabs) from there to 1964; also features a
nice array of mint and used plate blocks, Fine to Very Fine or better, have a nargila with your winning bid. Shipping charges apply
- weight 29 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
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500

Israel, Almost Complete Mint Collection with Tabs, 1948-2019. Gorgeous collection blackmounted on Minkus and White Ace
pages, and the only reason the word “almost” is used in the title, is that #J1-5, although with tabs, are above as opposed to below
the stamp. But all the other big guns are here - 1-9, 10-14, 28-30, 33-34, C1-6, J6-11, etc. and as a bonus, there are also booklets
and tête-bêche pairs & sheets added to the collection, Very Fine and appears to be all NH, First volume viewable online. Shipping
charges apply - weight 18.2 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

501

Israel, Absolutely Massive Specialized Holding of Plate Blocks, ca. 1950-91. Come to us in four 2½-foot-long tubs, each tub
packed with two rows of glassines, the space between filled with even more glassines, yielding thousands upon thousands of the
positionals; all Post Office fresh with each issue in quantity, including multiples of various differing plate numbers per issue in
many cases; the earliest item we spotted was #32, the last #1093—though earlier or later may well be lurking within; each block in
its own glassine, the issues appearing to be in general Scott order; from one of the leading lights of the Israel Plate Block Society,
this is truly a one-of-a-kind holding, Very Fine overall, a simply jaw-dropping holding that must be seen to be believed; don’t pass
over this one, ex Fishman. Shipping charges apply - weight 135 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

502

Israel, Astonishing Accumulation, 1948-2000. Virtually everything which falls under Israeli philately is represented here, from
Nahariya locals and other interim issues to FDCs and revenue stamps. You’ll find covers, some of them with early cancels, later
maxi-cards and some postal stationery, numerous complete booklets, various perf, roulette & paper varieties from the “Doar Ivri”
issue, a large quantity of control blocks, folders with complete sheets of labels, and multiple copies of some very high-end material,
such as #10-14 with tabs, 16, 31-32 tête-bêche gutter pairs, tête-bêche pairs from the 2nd Coinage series, a bit of Palestine and other
surprises. There is some very nice mint/used neatly arranged in a stockbook, but the rest is pretty random with glassines occupying two smaller boxes. Nevertheless, it was thrilling to rummage through them and here is some of what I found - Mint J1-5 and
also control blocks of J1-4, 55 with tab, 10-14 blocks of 4 with tabs, 33-34 with tabs, C1-6 with tabs, an Armoured Car Delivery
cover from the Interim Period (Bale I.102), and some errors including a horizontal pair imperf between of #2 (Bale #FCV 19) and
cancelled imperfs of 5-6. Don’t delay; visit us today to have a closer look at this magnificent offering, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

503

Israel, Extensive and Useful Collection of Blocks and Sheets, 1949-80. A huge compilation housed in 51 sheet files and 48
manila folders, all never hinged and Post Office fresh; majority of items in full sheets as issued, remainder either part-sheets or
inscription strips; full sheets, including #35-36 and C9-C14, offer the dealer the opportunity to sell as-is or to break out plate blocks
and tab singles; in need of reorganizing (the earliest items we found are in sheet file marked “17”), but the return is well worth the
effort; whether you sell them intact or broken up, you’re looking at stock enough to please all your customers, Very Fine on the
whole, ex Fishman. Shipping charges apply - weight 53 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

504

Israel, Extensive Singles, Plate Blocks and Covers, 1948-1981. 2 volumes singles in albums 1951-1981 with tabs; 8 Minkus albums of plate blocks (1951-1971); Scott Specialized with moderns (with tabs), Postage Due, Numerals, Officials, postal stationery,
and booklets; 2 binders of 1970s FDC (about 100); binder 1948-1980 postal stationery mint and postally used; binder 1948-65
FDC beginning with set of low value Coins and a Postage Due Bale 1-5 ($670) FDC; slim Lighthouse stockbook with mint, used,
and sheets; large Lighthose binder with hundreds of exquisite used with tabs (1950-80); scarce 1948-58 Post Office posters (47 of
50); plus a few hundred covers, both First Days and commercial; well worth a look, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

505

Israel, Exceptional Holding of Better Plate Blocks, 1948-52. Several hundred individually glassined and identified items, all
plates but for a black card with never hinged #7-9 singles; note iconic issues such as #10-14 (tête-bêche gutter blocks of six), 15
(4), 25 (3), 27 (2), 28-30 (3), 31-32, 33-34 (8), 35-36 (8), and 55 (14), but the true centerpiece of the lot is the specialized holding
of First Issue Coins, most all of which are identified by perforation and/or group—by Benjamin Fishman, one of the pioneering
students of Israel plate blocks; fresh and sound throughout, with immense catalogue value and great retail potential, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine on the whole, a lot well worth close inspection. (photo on web site)������������������������������ Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

506

Israel, Forerunners & Interim Period Collection, 1948. A fantastic mint collection of stamps issued before the declaration of
the State of Israel. An album presents these stamps in order as listed in the Bale Catalogue, almost all in mounts and NH. You will
find both the Tel Aviv and Haifa overprints in various colors with many blocks, miniature sheets, gutter pairs, even numerous errors
such as misperfs and omitted values, some of which are not even listed in Bale! There’s also a stack of stocksheets with duplicates
and various labels and other cinderellas, and a glassine file filled with full and partial sheets. If you’re a collector of Israel, you
definitely want to take a closer look at this vastly overlooked period of Jewish postal history, Fine to Very Fine, Online images
available. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.2 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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507

Israel, Massive Mostly Modern Mélange. Most everything multiples of one variety or another—blocks, strips, full panes,
etc.—and a total jumble making for a Hannukah-like experience; we do note a solid array of Old Shekel plate or tab blocks, but the
overwhelming material is denominated in NIS, offering the dealer either stock or postage to spice up mailings; like-new condition
throughout, with just a handful of items CTO (not included in our estimate); easily thousands of stamps with enormous face value potential, Very Fine, inspection invited, ex Fishman. Shipping charges apply - weight 40 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

508

Israel, Near-Comprehensive Compendium of Mostly Plate Blocks, 1950-93. Each issue in individual small manila envelope,
most fully identified as to year, issue and Scott number, with many blocks in individual glassine envelopes ready for retail; fresh
and clean throughout, several of the early issues regular marginal blocks of four, a good number of tab strips among later, but the
vast majority of items plate blocks with sheet number impressions; begins with #35-36 (plain corner margin blocks), and runs
through #1177, along with a nice selection of Airmails as well; useful duplication with several souvenir sheets noted; in need of a
light re-sort, but a rarely encountered stock holding, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine overall, ex Fishman. Shipping charges apply weight 62 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

509

Israel, Expansive Holding of Plate Blocks and Souvenir Sheets, 1950-88. Thousands of individual items, most individually
glassined and ready for retail; all like-new (the handful CTO hardly worth mentioning and not included in our estimate), with
strong to heavy duplication throughout and many if not most sets complete; plates begin with the Second Coin issue and appear to
be mostly earlier issues, including Officials, while souvenir sheets run from 1957 TABIL exhibit (98 examples, per the consignor’s
notes) through 1988 40th Anniversary Exhibition; most issues or year groups rubber-banded together, but in need of a quick sort,
Very Fine, a handsome lot, ex Fishman. Shipping charges apply - weight 29 lbs. (photo on web site)������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

510

Israel, Mishuga Mishmash of Multiple Miscellanies. Or variegated volumes that will have you verklempt; multiple binders of
tab singles and plate blocks, a small stockbook of forerunner and Judaica-related material, many hundreds (at least) of First Day
Covers including better like First Coins and First Airmails complete, plus loads of postally used material with tabs, multiple and
mixed frankings, etc.; numerous Year Books/Year Collections, various sheetlets and panes, and more; with bonus worldwide mix
including a Junior Edition International Album, even more covers, various sets and groups, etc.; Israel largely clean and fresh,
worldwide a mixed bag but plenty of interest, much Very Fine, inspect. Shipping charges apply - weight 283 lbs. (photo on web
site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

511

Israel, Beautiful Mint Singles Collection, 1948-2019. Virtually complete, missing 2-3 stamps but the best stuff is here, #1-9, 16,
J1-5 as well as the coveted first set of revenues. There are also many added mini-sheets, booklets, coil strips, tête-bêche pairs &
sheets, tagged varieties and a few other items only footnoted in Scott. After numerous spot-checking, the entire collection also appears to be never-hinged. A very nice collection indeed, Very Fine, First volume viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight
21.4 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

512

Israel, MNH Premium Tab Counter Stock, 1948-2018. Two counter books packed with premium material; each is annotated
with Scott numbers, catalog values, and retail prices; conscious effort to focus on centering obvious and all appear tabbed and
MNH; includes 1-6 Coins, 10-14 Scrolls (including gutter pairs), 18-21 tete-beche, 27, 31-32 tete-beche blk and gutter pair, C1-6,
J6-11, and O1-4; the second book is S/S and more recent material; all show pieces with significant CV, Very Fine. (photo on web
site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Italian Colonies
513

Worldwide A-Z Italian Colonies

Italian Colonies & Offices, Highly Advanced Mint and Used Collection, 1874-1939. A very comprehensive collection of several thousand stamps all neatly mounted on Scott pages in a thick binder and containing both mint and used with singles and sets
valued into the many hundreds of dollars or more each. A lifetime achievement put together by a knowledgeable and quality-conscious collector, it begins with five stockcards kept in a vault with better items which alone Scott for over $14,000. This is just the
beginning of a collection that is truly a pleasure to view and one of the finest we have offered. The Offices Abroad are both mint
and used and contain many desirable stamps from Crete, China including Peking and Tientsin, Tripoli, Turkish Empire, Albania,
Constantinople, Durazzo, Janina, Jerusalem, Salonica, Smyrna, and Valona, while Colonies include regular issues, Semi-Postals,
Airs and Special Delivery issues and are loaded with expensive singles and sets with much mint, including: Dalmatia, Cyrenaica,
Eritrea, Ethiopia, a fantastic very complete section of Fiume, Italian East Africa, Italian Somaliland, Libya, Oltre Giuba, Saseno,
Tripolitania as well as Aegean Islands such as Calino, Caso, Cos, Karki, Leros, Lipsi, Nisiros, Patmos, Piscopi, Rhodes, Scarpanto,
Simi, and Stampalia, Occupation of Austria, Castellorizo, and Corfu. A perfect collection to break down for sets, singles or by
the Colony for online resale or to augment any collection and bring it to another level. Condition is a bit mixed manly on earlier,
overall the vast majority is F.-V.F. with much o.g. and occasional never hinged, some reference stamps not counted. Owner’s Scott
of $72,500+ appears to be conservative as we checked values on only a portion of the Colonies and came up with the following: Cyrenaica Scott $1621, Libya $3566, Italian Somaliland $9787, Tripolitania $4373, Oltre Giuba $1887, Albania Occupation
$2853, Eritrea $8421, Dalmatia $741, plus the $14,000 previously noted. Neither the comprehensive Aegean Islands nor the very
solid Fiume collection section are catalogued by us and much more. This collection is well worth that extra push as intact holdings
this advanced are rarely offered. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.6 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������� Estimate $14,000 - 18,000

Italy
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514

Italy, Valuable, Unmounted 20th Century Collection. Several hundred different, virtually all in complete sets, many both mint
& used, and all identified by Scott number and value on 120 small dealer cards; highlights include (mint, never hinged unless
noted) #140-42, 171a-74a, 248-56 & C23-26, 258-64 (used), 265-67, 268-79 & C28-34 (NH & used), 280-89, 290-305 (NH &
used), 310-21 (NH & used), 324-328 & C62-65 (NH & used), 331-41 & C68-72, CE8-9 (NH & used), 349-54 & C79-83 (NH &
used), 359-66 & C84-88 (NH & used), 367-76 & C89-94, 377-86 & C95-99, 387-96 (used), 400-409 & C100-106, 477, 486-88,
495-506 & E26, 518 (NH & used), 526-27, 533-36, 538-39 (NH & used), 544-46, 549-69, 572-72 (NH & used), 574-76 (“used” but
not counted), 661-62, 668-73A, B17-19 (used), B26-29 (used), B30-33 (NH & used), B35-42 (NH & used), C1-2, C10-11, C23-26
(used), C42-47, C48-49, C78 (“used” but not counted), C89-99 (used), D14 (used), E6-9 (used), J54-64, Q14 & Q16 (used), Q3748, and QY8 & QY10. Condition is all clean and F-VF with nearly all of the used sets actually postally used (we have not counted
some of the used stamps and figured some CTOs as mint hinged). Overall, a truly fabulous lot. Shipping charges apply - weight 1
lbs. Scott $30,000 (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

515

Italy, Collection, 1862-1998. An extensive collection in a well filled Scott album which begins with an assortment of used
Italian States issues (usual very mixed condition) with the Italy proper section containing 19th centuiry mint/ unused/ used with
numerous $100+ catalog value items, excellent and predominantly mint selection of the popular 1910s/40s sets and singles inlcuding the charity issues and air mails, 1945/68 period filled with mostly mint premium sets and singles (some NH including the
1948 30L Torch and 1950 Workers), later issues mixed mint and used, “back of the book” with useful special delivery, postage
dues, parcel post, occupations, etc., generally F-VF, enormous catalog value and well worth careful viewing. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

516

Italy, Advanced High-End Mainly Mint Collection, 1855-1910. An outstanding holding comprising many hundreds of singles
and sets neatly mounted on quadrille pages in a binder 3-4 inches thick. The value is built up in the mint and never hinged sets with
minimal 19th Century. The first 23 pages have a Scott value of over $6200 with less than $1000 in the 19th Century stamps. Also
included are mint Trieste post-WWII mint issues almost complete and approximately $3000 in Scott. The Italian Back-of-the-Book
includes better Airmail sets with a number of never hinged and most of the scarce sets from the 1930s are present, and the Backof-the-Book section has a Scott value of over $5900 all in better mint material. Time didn’t permit us to catalogue the balance of
the Italy on several hundred pages running up to 2010 with some used in the later years but decent Scott value as well as a high
face value will reward the buyer if broken down for online sales. A few faults, but the vast majority of this excellent collection is
Fine-Very Fine. Loaded with $50 to $500 sets. Don’t miss this opportunity. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.2 lbs. (photo on web
site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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Italian Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1863-2000. Forza Italia! This collection mounted on Minkus pages begins with a bang. A
powerful collection of mint and used Italy, with many (and I mean many!) better sets of the 30’s. After WWII it is almost complete
and from 1993-2000 all mint. Accompanying this are mostly mint collections of the Aegean Islands, Italian Colonies, Italian East
Africa, Cyrenaica, Oltre Giuba, Eritrea, Fiume and Tripolitana. Libya is a mix of mint and used from 1912-1985 and Italian Somaliland (Somalia) is very well-filled from 1954 into the 80’s and almost all mint. Trieste was also a nice surprise with a fabulous
mostly mint collection. And for good measure, we are also throwing in an impressive collection of San Marino, which is nearly
complete from 1950-2000 with only a few used until 1970 and thereafter entirely complete. And that’s not all! If you win the bid,
you also get an almost complete collection of Vatican City until 2000. Only missing the Pope Pius XI surcharges, and for some
odd reason #14 valued at $3! Only a few used stamps early on, otherwise entirely mint., Fine to Very Fine, This lot is an offer you
simply cannot refuse! Shipping charges apply - weight 6.8 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

518

Italy Dealer’s Stock. 100s and 100s of mostly mint sets and singles to the late 1950s neatly arranged in Scott order in “102” cards
in two file boxes, also includes and handful of 1950s/60s issues gutter pairs in stock cards, better items far too numerous to list
individually but be assured of scores of $100+ cat value stamps, some dubious cancels as always but generally fresh and F-VF;
owner’s 2018 Scott $23,000+. Shipping charges apply - weight 7 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������ Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

519

Italy, Valuable Balance of a Large Collection/Accumulation. Mint & used assortment on 80 small dealer cards, all with Scott
numbers and values; includes a few 19th century, but the value is mainly in the 20th, with such highlights as (mint NH unless
noted) #268-279 (2 used sets), 331-341 (2), 349-354 (used), 359-365 & C84-88 (2 used sets, 387-396 (used), 486-488, 533-534
(NH blocks of 4), B30-33 (LH & used), C10-11 (2), C34 (2 used), C35-39 (used blocks of 4), C84-88 used), C89-94 (NH & used)
and C95-99; also includes a number of other better “used” with dubious cancels that were counted as mint, hinged; clean and F-VF
throughout. A useful lot for a dealer of eBay marketer. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs. Scott $19,000 (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

520

Italian Area, Quality Selection of Premium Covers, 1899-1971. 42 in total, all individually sleeved, identified and priced; most
from the 1930s and 1940s, with First Day Covers, Flight Covers, full set-frankings, etc.; earliest item is an 1899 lettercard bearing
Derna [Libya] postmarks; additional highlights include Italy 1917 #C1 First Day Cover, 1933 Zeppelin cover, 1934 Experimental
Rocket Mail cover, Hitler visit covers from Italy and San Marino; Italian Colonies #23-31 with Tripoli cancels; WWII Occupations from Albania, Ljubljana, Yugoslavia, mixed Aegean Islands/Rhodes franking, Rhodes Virgil set complete on Registered
Airmail cover, Rhodes #55-63 First Day Cover; post-war Trieste A #109-110 First Day Cover; Vatican #41-46 on cover (to A.
Bolaffi), #C20-C21 First Day Cover, and more besides; generally clean and attractive, Fine to Very Fine with better, inspection
invited. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

521

Italian Area, Excellent Mint, Mainly Never Hinged Selection of Better Sets. Unmounted collection of about 45 better mint
sets complete sets, all but three NH, identified with Scott number and value on small dealer cards; nearly all Colonial period, but
including a few Independent and Occupation issues; highlights include (NH unless noted) Cyrenaica C12-17, Eritrea CB1-10,
Ethiopia N1-7, Italian Colonies 46-50/C29-35 (LH), Italian East Africa 34-40/C18-19, C1-11/CE1-2, Aegean Islands 12-18, 31-35
(LH), C20-25, C26-27, Libya 135-146, C14-18, Somalia 148a & 150a, 156-163, C17-27, Q56-64, and Tripolitania B50-53, C2126 & C27-28; all clean and F-VF. A fabulous lot. Scott $8,000 (photo on web site)����������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

522

Italy, Outstanding Mint, Never Hinged Assortment. Unmounted collection of 28 better mint n.h. complete sets all identified
with Scott number and value on small dealer cards: 178-183, 232-238, 242-246, 265-267, 268-279, 280-289, 290-305 & C40-41/
E16-17, 331-341 & C66-72/CE8-9, 359-386 & C84-99, 400-409 & C100-105, 413-418, 486-488, 489-492 & C127-128, 495-506
& E26, 510-513, 518, 526-527, 533-536, 539-540, 549-567, 661-62, B35-38, C2, C23-26, C42-47, C62-65, C79-83 and CE1-2; all
clean and F-VF. A fabulous lot. Scott $8,180 (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

523

Italian Area, Valuable Balance of a Large Collection/Accumulation. Mint & used assortment on more 110 small dealer cards,
all with Scott numbers and values; nearly all Colonies, but including a few Occupation issues; highlights include (mint NH unless
noted) Albania 332-344 (used on piece), Eritrea 168-174 (used), CB1-10, Ethiopia N1-7 (2), Italian Colonies 46-50 & C29-35,
C13-19 (2), Aegean Islands C20-25 (LH), Lero 17-26 (LH & used), Rhodes 15-23 (LH), Libya C4-7 (used), Montenegro 3NCB1-3
(used), Somalia 242 & C68-69 (4), C17-27 (2), Trieste-Zone A #15-17 (2), 41 (4), Tripolitania B50-53 (NH & used); also included
are a number of other better “used” with dubious cancels that were counted as mint, hinged including Cyrenaica C12-17 (3), etc.;
clean and F-VF throughout. A useful lot for a dealer of eBay marketer. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs. Scott $12,500 (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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524

Italy, Exceptional Mint, Never Hinged Assortment. Unmounted collection of 28 better mint n.h. complete sets all identified with Scott number and value on small dealer cards: #268-279, 280-289, 290-305 & C40-41/E16-17, 331-341 & C66-72/
CE8-9, 359-376 & C84-94, 400-409 & C100-105, 486-488, 510-513, 518, 533-536, 549-567, C23-26, C42-47, C62-65,
C79-83, C127-128 & CE1-2; all clean and F-VF. Shipping charges apply - weight 40 lbs. Scott $5,990. (photo on web site)
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $800 - 1,200

525

Italy, Excellent Mint, Never Hinged Assortment. Unmounted collection of 28 better mint n.h. complete sets all identified with
Scott number and value on small dealer cards: #280-289, 290-305 & C40-41/E16-17, 331-341 & C66-72/CE8-9, 359-366, 367-376
& C89-94, 400-409 & C100-105, 486-488, 510-513, 533-536 & C42-47; all clean and F-VF. Scott $3,900 (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750

526

Worldwide A-Z Italy

Worldwide A-Z Italy

Offices in China

Italian Offices in China, Collection, 1917-19. 54 mostly used singles in a stock book highlighted by Offices in Peking 1 used,
16 mint, 19 used, 22-26 used, 29 used (surcharge shifted left), 30 used, E2 favor cancel, J6-8 used, J6 variety mint with “*CENTS”
kiss print double surcharge, Tientsin 5-13 mint (few NH), 15-23 favor cancels, E1 used, J1-4 NH, J6-8 favor cancel, some minor
faults, generally F-VF, nice collection of these with catalog value well into 5-figures. (photo on web site)Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

AMG VG (Zone A): AMG FTT
Worldwide A-Z Italy

527

Italy: Trieste Zone A, Stunning Specialist Collection, 1947-1954. An all-mint collection along with a few pages of the various
town cancellations housed in two binders on album pages, the vast majority of stamps in mounts. You’ll find the various fluorescence and paper types, watermark variations, gutter pairs, corner inscription blocks and postal stationery. The second volume
includes air post, special delivery, authorized delivery, postage dues, parcel post (including Q18 with 5.5mm spacing overprint as
footnoted in Scott along with accompanying certificate). There are even some added pages with revenues on documents. It will
probably be a long time before we see a Trieste collection this comprehensive. Magnifico! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges
apply - weight 9.4 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

528

Italy: Trieste Zone A, Small Mint, Never Hinged Collection of Better Sets. Unmounted collection on small dealer cards including #1-29, 41, 58-69, C13-16, E1-4 (plus blocks of 4 of E2 & E4), EY1-5, Q1-12, Q26 and QY1-4, plus gutter pairs of #88,
126-127, 178-180, 181, 196-197, E6 & EY4-5 (all counted at 3x normal). A marvelous lot. Shipping charges apply - weight 40 lbs.
Scott $4,100 (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

529

Worldwide A-Z Italy

WWII Occupations: Ionian Islands
Worldwide A-Z Italy

Italian Occupation of the Ionian Islands, Jaw-Dropping Collection, 1940-44. Amazing collection on album pages, all apparently used on piece, with many pairs, etc.; includes Occupation overprints on islands of Cefaloni, Ithaca, Corfu, Zante, etc., along
with some Greek Occupation of Albania; various stamps signed, with insanely expensive stamps present; the collector’s Sassone
catalogue value (if everything is real) is over €1,900,000 (yes, you read that right: almost 2 million Euros!), Very Fine, imaged in
full online. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������ Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

Ivory Coast
530

Worldwide A-Z Ivory Coast

Ivory Coast, Exceptional Quality Mainly Mint Collection, 1892-1961. Several hundred mainly mint with some used, high-quality sets and singles neatly mounted by an advanced European collector on quadrille pages, highlights include: 1-17 mint Scott
$580, 18-20 mint Scott $131, 21-36 mint Scott $312, 37-41 mint, 59/77, 84-91 mint $48, 92-95 mint $22, 96-111 mint $40, 112158 mint $58, B1-B7 mint $56, mint airmails, Q7 mint, Q26-Q27 mint Scott $90, a few used duplicates are included in this very
strong mint collection, well above the normal collection in condition and fresh strong colors, few faults if any, Fine to Very Fine or
better. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
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531

Japan, Extensive Collection and Stock, 1879-2011. Housed in seven pristine Lighthouse albums, five folders, three dealer card
boxes, and another dealer’s box with larger size cards (cards accompanied by owner’s inventory lists); the first album commences
with definitive issues from 1879 with mostly used examples and some o.g., including Scott #145, and thereafter most everything
is never hinged, including #148-151, 283a with folders (2), 293a, 311a, 318a, 367a (8), 378a (2), 407 (4), 422 with imprint, 422a,
435, 456, 480-479 (4), 508b (2), 517a (2), 564a with folder, 580a (2, one CTO), 922a, C9-C13, “Mihon” overprints, some Offices,
etc.; bonus Ryukyu Islands, 1948-71, in an album and on a few cards, with numerous issues complete, including C1-C8, mint,
n.h. There is some gum creasing and a few with small faults, generally Fine to Very Fine and a significant holding. Scott $30,000+
(Owner’s). (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

532

Japan, Extensive and Clean Mint and Used Stock, 1871-2014. Neatly arranged in three 32-page (64-side) Schaubek stockbooks
offering nearly the complete range of Japanese philately, genuine throughout apart from a half-page of identified reference material
at the end of the first volume; the holding starts off with a nice selection of hand-etched Dragons and continues through the Cherry
Blossoms, Birds, Kobans, Chrysanthemums; solid Tazawa, Earthquake and Showa sets; nice commemoratives including National
Parks and New Year stamps, etc., etc.; the Back-of-the-Book is well-represented also with Airmails, Military, Telegraphs and Revenues, Offices in China and in Korea; WWII Occupations of China, Burma, Malaya and Philippines; Manchukuo (including some
MLOs), Ryukyus, Japan used in Korea, a few perfinsyou get the picture; modern mint offers face with denominations generally in
the 50¥-100¥ range; duplication runs from a few to solid, though none overwhelming; offered as received, presenting the specialist
with a wealth of cancel types, perforation, shade and watermark varieties, and more besides, Very Fine on the whole, a magnificent
lot, well worth careful inspection; see a sampling online. Shipping charges apply - weight 17.8 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

533

Massive Four-Volume Scott Specialty Album Collection & More. An exceptional, clean and beautifully presented collection,
scattered in the 19th century classics, but strong from the 1930s on and virtually complete mint from the mid-1940s to 2013,
with volumes of complete runs for the period; the face value is huge and includes Prefecture issues including panes of 10; with a
sampling of earlier material showing (all never hinged) #190-193, 198-201, 212-213, all Parks sheets, #422a, 439-442, 456, 457,
480-497, 508b, 517a, 519a, 521c, 575a, C9-C13, C14-C24, C25-C38, etc., etc.; a wonderful lot, which should be seem to be fully
appreciated, bulk generally Very Fine mint, mostly all never hinged, well worth a thorough inspection; see a good representation
online. Shipping charges apply - weight 37 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

534

Japan, Tremendous Never Hinged Collection, 1969-2018. A massive, beautifully assembled all-mint collection of thousands,
on White Ace pages (with additional pages added) and housed in six large binders; aside from being apparently complete, there are
two volumes dedicated to the Prefecture issues—virtually complete with sheetlets, strips, souvenir sheets, etc.; clean with a face
value around ¥875,000 (approximately $7,940), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 49.2 lbs. (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,500 - 4,500

535

Japan Collection, 1872/2000. Many hundreds in a Scott album and including 1980s/90s Prefecture issues, many highlights with
39 used, 40-41 mint and used, 47 used, 48 mint, 50 used, 72-79 mint, 123 mint, 167-70 mint, 179-87 mint, 190-93 mint, 214-26
mint, 400a NH, 479 mint, C3-6 mint, M1-2 used, etc., earlier issues usual mixed condition, most F-VF. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

536

Japan, Fantastic Two-Volume Mint Postal Stationery Collection. A substantial and semi-specialized holding of approximately
500 different all-mint items, housed in two large 3-ring binders; includes comprehensive representation including postal cards from
the Cherry Blossoms on with syllabic types; entires, with Cherry Blossoms (15 in all), by size and syllabics; aerogrammes with
surcharge varieties; extensive Military cards with unlisted pictorial issues; the Great East Asian War commemorative set, Offices
in China, South Manchuria Railroad cards, lettersheets, and loads more including modern Prefectural issues, etc.; attractive collection, with some tough items noted, Very Fine, examine. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.9 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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537

Japan Collection, 1872/2000s. Mostly mint on White Ace pages in five binders plus the ever present “extras” waiting to be
mounted in the albums, many premium including assorted 19th century used with some dubious as always, 104 mint, 150-51 mint,
190-93 mint, 198-201 mint, 212-13 mint, 227-29 mint, 252 mint, 276-79 mint, assorted 1940s/50s Parks and Exhibition S/S mint,
378a mint, 385a mint, 422-23 mint, 425-34 mint, 521c mint, 521A-B mint, C9-13 mint, C25-38 mint, etc., leafing through the 100s
and 100s of extras revelas 11 used, 52 used, 110 mint, 140-42 mint, 145 mint, 167-70 mint, 369 mint, 400a mint, 435-36 mint, 479
mint, 480-97 mint, 517 mint, 609 mint, C1-2 used (stained), etc., later issues includes numerous S/S and mini-sheets along with
the colorful topicals, classic period usual mixed condition with majority F-VF. Shipping charges apply - weight 26.7 lbs. (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

538

Japan Collection, 1915/61. Mostly mint (a few used not figured) with majority NH with a nice assortment of about 40 S/S including National Parks (some with folders) and Stamp Exhibitions all neatly arranged on homemade pages in a Lighthouse album,
highlighted by 223-26 NH, 230-33 NH, 280-83 NH, 283a NH (light corner crease)), 285-88 NH, 288a NH, 290-93 NH, 303-06
NH, 306a NH, 308-11 NH, 318a NH, 378a, 385a NH (margin corner crease), 400a NH, 407-11, 421a NH, 437-38, 453a, 479 NH,
480-97 NH, 504a NH, 505-08 NH, 523-40 NH, 609 NH, 611a complete booklet, B9-11, C15-18 NH, C22-23 NH, etc., fresh and
F-VF, a lovely collection and ideal for continuation. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Japan

Korea
539

540

Worldwide A-Z Korea

Korea Collection, 1884/2004. In two Scott albums, partly filled to 1950s and then highly complete (less most of the S/S) and vast
majority NH to the end, also includes an envelope of extra material which would fill in some of the empty spaces and with some
North Korea issues, many premium including 6-9 unused, 11, 21-27, 34, 85-86, 227-28 NH, 371 NH, 373-74 NH, 385-96 NH,
434-43 NH, 756-80 NH, C23-26, C35-42 NH, etc., among the “extras” are 360-68 NH, 372, C27-30, etc., generally F-VF. Shipping
charges apply - weight 13 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $750 - 1,006

Worldwide A-Z Korea

Korea, South

Korea (South), Assembly of Stamps and Souvenir Sheets, primarily 1946-97. On dealer cards, with duplication, including
Scott #353a-355a, 353b-355b (3), 353b-355b with “E” in “Postage” missing (2), 370, 372, and 617b-623b; some earlier issues also
present, including a few 1884 issues, o.g., never hinged, overall Very Fine. Scott $8,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Latvia
Worldwide A-Z Latvia

541

Latvia, Extensive Postal History Collection, 1820-60. 420 covers in total, most stampless but a few franked examples, organized
in six binders plus a few pages loose, showing all small towns for the Kurland Governorate; the collection encompasses Bausk,
Bechgof, Frauenberg, Goldingen; Gazeenpot, Kokenhausen, Lemzal, Polangen, Kirchholm, Talsen; Libau, Friedrichstadt, Shrunden, Tukum; Rezhitsa and additional miscellaneous small postal stations; Boldera, Grobin, Jacobstadt, Vindava; Dinaburg, Doblen,
Illikst, Mitava, and Wolmar; quantity varies per town, but a remarkable achievement, Very Fine, have a look online. Shipping
charges apply - weight 14.3 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

542

Latvia, Extensive and Well-Filled Postal History Collection, 1856-1945. Over 200 hand-picked items arranged on two-row
clear plastic pages gathered in a large 3-ring binder; begins with four stampless covers, followed by solid offerings from the Russian Empire, Independence period, WWI and WWII German Occupations, WWII Soviet Occupation, and early Soviet period; all
manner of material is here, with covers, picture post cards, postal cards, letter cards, message-reply cards, etc., with Registered,
Express, Airmail and Feldpost usages; frankings are equally varied, with interesting cross-period items as well as Semi-Postal
usages, multiple and mixed frankings, etc.; generally fresh and sound, Very Fine overall, a must-see; be sure to visit our website.
Shipping charges apply - weight 5.6 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Libya
543

Worldwide A-Z Libya

Libya, Outstanding Postal History Collection, 1920-43. Exceptional, well-presented collection comprising approximately 80
covers, picture post cards and an item or two of postal stationery illustrating the Italian Colonial period; begins with a splendid
uprated 10c postal card used from Zuara, Tripolitania, bearing four additional 5c adhesives, to Tripoli; and continues on to include
numerous choice local scene picture post card usages, nice town cancels with some accompanying rare postmarks, Registered and
Postage Due usages, nice franking combinations, censored covers, an Express stamp franking, and more, Fine to Very Fine, a fantastic collection of uncommon material; see the lot in full online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Liechtenstein
Worldwide A-Z Liechtenstein

544

Liechtenstein, Gold Standard All-Mint Collection, 1912-2010. Housed in three slipcased Davo hingeless albums; virtually
complete, with all fresh, mint and never hinged; includes #1-3 (with 1981 Werner Reinhardt certificate), 54-69, 56a, 58a-60a, 7480, 82-89, 94-107, 116-131, along with better souvenir sheets such as #151, 159a, 171a, 218a, etc.; Semi-Postals, Airs and Postage
Dues all complete; later issues include the full run of Europas, souvenir sheets, and much, much more, Very Fine, a big collection of
a small country; inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 13 lbs. Scott $25,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

545

Liechtenstein Postal History Collection, 1912/38. 51 covers and cards neatly arranged and annotated (in German) on homemade
pages, includes registered, flights, express, etc. and with numerous better highlighted by 1912 5h-25h set on a 1912 registered post
card Vaduz to Plauen, 1915 registered cover Vaduz to Schaan, on a 1916 registered censored cover Vaduz to Bavaria, and on a
1917 registered censored cover to Vienna with added 1917/18 3h, 5h; 1920 Surcharge set on 1920 cover Eschen to Switzerland;
1920 2k single franking registered Triesen to Vaduz; 1920 5k+7½k registered Triesen to Vienna; 1920 10k plus 5h, 10h perforated registered Triesen to Vienna; 1921 80rp single franking on 1924 “express” use to Zurich; 1928 “express” cover Triesenberg
to Switzerland with forwarding and Swiss postage paying the forwarding fee; 1928 10r, 30r, 60r Johann II registered “express”
Triesenberg to Zurich; 1929 70r Royals single franking registered Vaduz to Triesenberg; assorted 1930s flight covers; etc., a Fine
selection of these attractive and seldom offered covers. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

546

Liechtenstein, Well-Filled Collection, 1912-89. Immaculately presented in two Davo hingeless albums, nearly all mint never
hinged; highly complete for the period with many better, including #1-3, 114, 116-129, 131, 171 sheet of 4, B1-B10, C7-C37,
O9-O75 and J1-J28; fresh and bright throughout, generally Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.6 lbs. Scott $9,400+
(Owner’s) (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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Macao
547

92

Worldwide A-Z Macao

Macao, Solid Assembly, 1913-2012. With better issues, blocks, part- and complete sheets, booklets, and presentation packs; most
items in glassines or stock pages, identified by Scott and priced; duplication including Scott #341-347, 438 unissued (footnoted
in Scott; 2), 482a (2), 529a, 544a (4), and 550a (2), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, see a sampling online. Scott $8,000 (Owner’s)
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
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Malagasy Republic
548

Worldwide A-Z Malagasy Republic

Madagascar, Advanced High-End Mint and Used Collection, 1889-1957. A comprehensive high-quality collection of several
hundred mint and parallel used with a number of interesting covers all neatly mounted on quadrille pages housed in a deluxe binder,
formed by a knowledgeable European collector with a great eye for quality and varieties; certainly one of the finest Madagascar
collections that we have offered, with highlights including #1 used Scott $220, 3 used Scott $200, 405 mint both signed Brun Scott
$470, 6-7 used both signed with a Scott of $250, 8-11 used plus shades Scott $205, 14-22 both mint and used complete sets of each,
very scarce with a Scott value of $1388 in total, Navigation and Commerce issue 28/47 mint and used plus a cover, not complete
Scott $403, three interesting pages of 1902 surcharges with multiple inverts, used pairs, mint and two covers with a Scott of $841+,
63-77 mint plus shades Scott $497 plus an almost complete used set including 74-77 Scott $212, bisects on full covers Dallay
#86-87 lovely neat small covers €525+, 79-114 mint set plus used partial, 115-124 mint plus 116a mint invert two wide spacing in
pairs and several used Scott $230+, 125-134 complete mint Scott $183, looks fairly complete from 1922-57 regular and commemorative issues with some parallel used, Semi-Postals mint, Airmails mint “Libre” issues noted, J1-J9 mint Scott $260, a number of
additional covers throughout, please view the scans or in-person to fully appreciate, perfect to augment your collection or to break
down for sales online with the array of scarce and rare singles, sets and covers, a substantial Scott value quality in exceptional fresh
colors and few faults, almost all is Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Martinique
Worldwide A-Z Martinique

549

Martinique, Advanced High-Quality Mint and Used Collection with Varieties, 1886-1947. A wonderful collection of mainly
mint with some parallel used and several hundred stamps all neatly mounted on quadrille paper by a European collector with an
eye for quality and scarce varieties, numerous highlights include: Scott number: 1 mint and used Scott $120, 4 mint Scott $100,
5-6 both mint and used Scott $68, 9 used, 13 used, plus a plethora of additional 1886-92 issues mainly mint with varieties and
including 18 mint “C” omitted, 15a mint single and pair (1), 19a used over $3000 value in Scott and Dallay on this page alone,
followed by another superb page of 1891-1892 surcharges with 21-32 mint plus 31b in strip of three with two normal signed and
a Dallay value of €2000 with a total page catalogue value of about $3000, 33-53 mint Scott $616, page of 1904 surcharges with
varieties including 6 mint block of 54 and 54c mint N.H. Type II, well over $500 on this page, 62-100 mint Scott $76, we also note
an interesting imperforate variety with denomination shift on 65 mint and signed, 114-119 mint Scott $381, 115a mint invert Scott
$100, 120-128 mint Scott $43, 129-233 complete mint Scott $176, B1-B11 mint Scott $75, C1-C12 mint Scott $72, J26-J46 mint
$26. Altogether an outstanding collection in exceptional quality, perfect to add to a serious French Colonies holding or to break
down for individual sales online of scarce and rare singles and varieties all in demand, few if any faults, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 2 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

550

Martinique, An Outstanding Almost Complete Mint and Used Collection, 1886-1947. An exceptional nearly complete collection of over 200 mint and used stamps, mounted on Scott Vintage pages, the 1886-1892 surcharges are outstanding with a Scott
value in excess of $1900, the Navigation and Commerce set mainly mint with a used 5-Franc has a Scott value of $566, the balance
of this collection is mainly complete with few missing and also much of it mint, a great collection for resale online, check out the
scans online, condition is a bit mixed on the early issues, overall most is Fine to Very Fine. Scott $3,730 (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Martinique

Mexico
551

Worldwide A-Z Mexico

Mexico, Stash of Early First Flight Covers, 1928-30. About 340 classic aerophilatelic gems from Mexico; origins include Mexico City, Tapachula, Tampico, Guadalajara, Nuevo Laredo, Mazatlan, Progreso, Tejeria Tapachula, Arriaga, San Luis Potosi, Patzcuaro, Matamoros, Monterrey, Saltillo, Tuxpan, Morella, Las Casas, Hermosillo, Ixtepec, Mexicali, Veracruz, Merida, Queretaro,
Acua Prieta, Arriga, and Morelia; a few unlisted, Censored, mixed franking and Registered as well as about a dozen autographed
by the pilot; attractive ettiquettes and colorful envelopes from the start of airmail in Central America; bold strikes and lovely frankings, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.8 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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552

Monaco, Captivating Classic Covers, 1888-1938. Very attractive 19th & early 20th century cover lot, about 42 items in all; early
flight cards, postal stationery, etc. Multiple covers from Prince Charles I issue and almost all values up to 5fr from Prince Albert
I, including four-color and single frankings. One postcard even has the scarce 1914 Rallye Aérien semi-official (Sanabria #S1).
Fantastic postal history from the tiny country on the Med! Fine to Very Fine, Entire lot imaged online. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

553

Monaco, Magnificent Mint & Used Accumulation, 1885-1978. A wide range of stamps with a strong selection of classics,
including #1-9 used, mint #3-4 NH, 7 NH, 15, 20, gutter pair of 21 NH, some Sperati forgeries and an excellent array of postage
dues, such as used examples of J4 & J18 and a MNH J25-26. In addition to a tremendous variety of mint sets, you will also find
the unissued “Albert” Dürer stamp (Yvert 876A) and the very scarce telephone stamp (Yvert TEL 1). There’s also a nice range of
postal history with some interesting covers as well as mint and used postal stationery, Generally Fine to Very Fine, Some images
online. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Monaco
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554

Mongolia, Attractive and Valuable Collection to 1959. Keenly assembled on quadrille pages in an old-time small-format Scott
springback binder; starts off with two red band covers, one franked by 7k Russia Coat-of-Arms issue tied by Cyrillic UGRA double-oval cancel, followed by the complete Scepter of Indra First Issue (#4 with 16 additional examples); handstamped Revenues
in purple, black and red (several Scott-unlisted); extensive, partially duplicated Soyombo issues; a lovely group of 1932 Pictorials
including seven different proofs on card; #83 (6), plus a set of 1959 Language Conference stamps, the 30m & 50m and 60m & 40m
se-tenant, plus a 40m pair imperforate-between and at right (#175a); pre-1932 mostly used, mint thereafter, Fine to Very Fine with
better throughout, a handsome holding sure to please; see it all online. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.6 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

555

Mongolia, Fabulous Assembly of Specialized Proofs, 1970s-90s. Incredible specialist’s assemblage of several dozen or more
proofs, mostly produced by Kultura Company Printers in Budapest, plus artist’s proofs, mock-up and corrected proofs, die proofs,
color separation proofs, imperforate proofs, etc.; a rich gathering of material, all very limited in terms of numbers produced, with
some others potentially unique; enormous Topical appeal, Very Fine, be sure to review one of the volumes complete on our website. Shipping charges apply - weight 5 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

556

Mongolia, Magnificent Postal History Collection, ca. 1950s-60s. Comprising 88 selected-for-interest covers, each and every
one superbly and professionally described, and beautifully presented in two binders; included are not only scarce to rare stamps
found on cover, but detailed analysis of cancellations, rare origins, rare early cacheted envelopes, late usages on cover of stamps
found in various Post Offices, such as #99 used on 1959 cover to Shanghai; small towns such as 1959 cover from Erdene Tsagaan
to Huhhot, a 1958 cover from Zuun Kharaa to Manchuria and several other noted as the only known examples; #111 on 1958 cover,
1958 Bulgan Hangai to Toronto cover, a 1957 stampless with boxed “ULAN-BATAR/T.P.” (all in capitals) handstamp, the only
recorded example, and many, many others of a similar ilk; simply put, a magnificent keepsake collection, remarkably presented and
researched, Fine to Very Fine or better, imaged in full online for you to evaluate. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.6 lbs. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

557

Mongolia, Highly Unusual, Exotic Cover Selection, ca. 1940s-2001. A fascinating and seldom-offered type of lot, comprising
eight plastic binders containing approximately 510 neatly presented Mongolian First Day Covers from 1958-2001; within this
group is an excellent overall run of sets and premium souvenir sheets present, without duplication, which on the surface may not
sound exciting, but a run like this is rarely seen; most First Day Covers are cacheted and unaddressed, though a smaller amount are
Registered Airmail covers, mostly to New York or London; the final two binders are either picture post cards or envelopes, mostly
1940s-70s vintage, about 18 items in all, some displaying frankings with 30-year-old (or more) stamps (!), Very Fine, a fun lot.
Shipping charges apply - weight 21.8 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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558

Mongolia, Remarkable Two-Part Specialist’s Postal History Selection, ca. 1950s-80s. A superb holding, broken into two parts;
the first being 39 very select, impeccably and thoroughly described covers, all postally used, including usages from Ulan Baatar,
Baian Uui Sum, Gobi Altai, Xhongor Aimag, Dariganga, Kargalant-Sum, Dorno Gobi, Choibalsan, Umnu-Gobi, etc., with many
of the smallest remote locations using a wide range of older stamps some 30 years after their issuance; this group provides an education unto itself, with every item select; the second section, perhaps consisting of 100 items, contains native picture post cards,
propaganda cards, First Day Covers, along with a healthy portion of commercial mail, with lots of premium items, though not with
the extraordinary write-ups of the first group; a super lot of exotic, uncommon material, Fine to Very Fine, specialist’s delight.
Shipping charges apply - weight 6.2 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

New Caledonia
Worldwide A-Z New Caledonia

559

New Caledonia, Exceptional High-Quality Advanced Mint and Used Collection, 1859-1952. A superior advanced collection
of over 200 stamps both mint and used with scarce singles and sets neatly mounted on quadrille pages housed in a deluxe binder,
collected by a European who only purchased high quality stamps for above the norm and rarely ever offered in a collection format.
The first page includes #1 mint margin copy Scott $250, 2 lovely mint signed with a Scott of $425, 3 mint, 4 mint four margins
Scott $300, 5 used socked-on-the-nose cancel signed Scott $400, a selection of 1883-1884 issue 6 mint and 4 used includes 5 inverted surcharges and all are four margins, The first page alone is $1877 in Scott and far higher in Dallay. The following page is an
array of stamps 8-9, 11-13 with mint and used inverts, double surcharges and an unlisted in Scot invert plus normal tête-bêche pair
well over $100 in catalogue value, Next page contains 4 margin mint copies of 16-17 and 19 all signed Scott $725, plus 23/33 mint
35-39 mint with some scarce types and the page is valued at $1500+, followed by a page of used including 17 and 19 both signed
Scott $375, 23/39 used Scott $321, 40-58 less 43 mint Scott $540, 40/54 used Scott $168, 1900-1902 page of surcharges 59-63 mint
plus varieties including 64 mint invert, Next the Jubilee issue 68-87 complete mint Scott $467, 88-118 mint plus shades, 117-121
mint plus 117a mint invert Scott $221, B1a mint Scott $75, The 1918-1927 includes mint and varieties such as 122B and 124a,
136-179 less 155 all mint Scott $80, 182-207 mint sets Scott $204, 208-216 mint Scott $42, B1-B9 mint, C1-C6 mint, CB1 Scott
$34, plus additional 1940’s issues, J1/J7 mixed Scott $261, J9-J31 mint Scott $44. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 3,500

560

New Caledonia, New Hebrides and Wallis & Futuna Collection. Of mostly mint to 1990 (pages to 2001) in a Scott album,
many NH in the post 1960s period and with some premium including New Caledonia 37-39 mint, 57-58 used, 218-24 mint, 219
block of 25 mint (22 stamps NH), 221-22 blocks of 25 mint (22 stamps each block are NH), 226-28 mint, 351a NH, C73-76 NH,
O1-13 mint, New Hebrides 22-32 mint, 36-39 mint, 98-108 NH, 112-50 mint (some NH), J1-5 used, J6-25 mint, Wallis & Futuna
122 mint, C1-19 mint, C42-45 NH, etc., also note some post-1970s imperf sets NH, generally fresh and F-VF. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

561

New Caledonia, Two Solid Mint and Used Collections, 1859-1983. Two solid collections of mint and used New Caledonia containing several hundred mint and used stamps mounted on album pages, both collections contain better sets and singles, including
scarce 19th century issues as well as comprehensive 20th century, the first collection has a Scott value in excess of $3600 and the
second totals $2275 so it is readily apparent from this Scott volume that the online sale value is significant, please view in-person
or online to realize the scope of this two collection holding, condition is quite good; a few faults, but mainly Fine to Very Fine.
Scott $5,875 (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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Obock, A High-End Quality Mint and Used Collection, 1892-1894. A solid mint and used collection of 73 stamps neatly mounted on quadrille pages formed by a European advanced collector includes scarce and rare adhesives valued into the hundreds of
dollars each, quite comprehensive with fresh quality stamps, Highlights include: Scott numbers 1(2) used Scott $90, 2 used Scott
$45, 4 mint Scott $40, 6 used Scott $50, 12-20 mint with 19 and 20 signed and Scott $692, 32-44 mint Scott $252, 32/43 used Scott
$108, 46-58 mint Scott $132, 46-57 used Scott $91, 44A mint Scott $65, 45 mint Scott $140, 60 mint Scott $120, 61 mint Scott $95,
62 mint and used copies Scott $320, 63 mint signed Brun Scott $875, A superb collection with high value stamps rarely offered in
a collection format, condition is well above the norm and mainly F.-V.F.+. (photo on web site)���������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
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563

Peru, The Dolly Llama Collection, 1858-1900. Neatly hinged on Scott Specialty pages, a stunner of a collection built one-stampat-a-time by a collector who didn’t compromise on quality; begins with a gargantuan #3, a second example in at top but with a
maximal socked-on-the-nose “06/NOVIEM./58” Tacna c.d.s., with 1862-79 period complete, solid and attractive UPU and “Peru”
overprints, and again complete 1884-1900 (missing just the elusive #159); exceptional color and mind-bending centering throughout, with a handsome array of cancels adding to the appeal, Very Fine, a holding that would be nigh-impossible to duplicate; see it
in its entirety online, ex Professor’s Collection. Scott $2,600 (Owner’s) (photo on web site)������������������������ Estimate $750 - 1,000

Poland
564

Worldwide A-Z Poland

Poland, Back-of-the-Book Local Issues in Stock Album. Intriguing lot with much Scott-unlisted material, obscure post-World
War I Michel-listed Local Overprints, Warsaw Local Issues and much more; much potential in spite of some reference material
here and there, Fine to Very Fine and uncommon, be sure to view. (photo on web site)������������������������������������ Estimate $500 - 750

Portugal
565

Worldwide A-Z Portugal

Portugal & Colonies, Mint & Used Collection, 1853-2000. Hinged on double-sided Minkus pages, this is yet another fantastic
collection worthy of a much better album. Regardless, you will definitely want to check this one out. After a mix of mint and used
early on, Portugal is nearly complete from the 1930’s all the way to 2000 and all mint from the mid-60’s onwards with a plethora
of souvenir sheets including 586A. Also impressive are some of the colonies being offered alongside this collection. The Azores
(1881-2000) appear to be complete 1980-2000 mint and Madeira, a nearly complete mint run of the same date range. Mozambique
(1877-1984) is a very well-filled mix of mint and used, along with Mozambique Company, Inhambane, Quelimane, Zambezia,
Nyassa and Lourenço Marques. Cape Verde (1877-1999) is a well-filled mix of mint and used until 1960, then virtually all mint
from then on. Portuguese Guinea (Guinea-Bissau) (1881-1989) too is well-filled with a run of mint from 1983-89. Angola (18701985), mint and used until the mid-60’s, is all mint and nearly complete from then on. In addition to mostly mint collections of
St. Thomas & Prince Islands (1869-1982), Portuguese India (1877-1960) and Timor (1892-1970), you will also find a fabulous
collection of Macau (1884-1998) with numerous better stamps including modern rarities such as #517a and the unissued 400th
Anniversary of Macao Diocese from 1976 only footnoted in Scott., Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.4 lbs.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Réunion
566

Worldwide A-Z Réunion

Réunion, Advanced High-Quality Mint and Used Collection, Rarities and Multiples, 1852-1957. A simply spectacular quality collection of several hundred stamps with great value in the scarce 19th century issues including multiples and rare varieties,
tremendous eye appeal as the early stamps are mainly four margin handpicked copies by a serious European collector all mounted
on quadrille pages housed in a deluxe binder, if you collect or deal in French Colonies this collection is for you to add adhesives
valued into the hundreds of dollars each which are normally sold individually at very high percentages of Scott or Yvert, we
could go on about the scope and quality, however, a perusal of the scans will confirm our words in far better fashion, highlights
are numerous only Scott numbers used, the first two pages of the 1885 overprints include a corner margin mint copy of #3 Scott
$450, 4 mint and used plus a block of 4 with (2) N.H. Scott $390++, and a plethora of mint and used with a pair 9 used and color
varieties all valued at over $2000 in Scott and far higher in French catalogues, an outstanding third page includes 11 mint signed
with a Scott of $575, 13-14 both mint and used beautiful copies Scott $190, 15 mint four margins signed with a Scott of $475, plus
12 top margin mint pair N.H. (hinged in selvedge), Maury $450+, 13 mint corner margin block (2) N.H. signed Maury $450+, 16
mint four margin block of 4 (2) N.H. signed Maury $450+, the next two pages include the perforated 1891 issues 17/33 both mint
and used including 27-28 mint signed with a Scott of $1250, plus numerous varieties well over $2500 catalogue total value, 34-52
complete mint plus used set less #50 Scott $954, 1893 overprints include mint block with Types I and III plus varieties and 56-59
mint Scott $105, 98/175 almost complete mint plus some used, 178-222 mint France Libre overprints Scott $165, plus some CFA
issues, C2-C34 mint Scott $120, B1-B14 mint Scott $247, J1-J5 used except J3 mint Scott $154, J6-J35 mint Scott $68, Q1-Q2
used Scott $300, significant Scott/Maury catalogue value, few faults on early issues, however, most are sound fresh and desirable,
F.-V.F.+. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,500 - 4,000
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Réunion, A Comprehensive High-End Mint and Used Collection, 1885-1947. A wonderful mint and used hundred stamps all
neatly mounted on leaves, mainly all mint after 1893, containing a plethora of scarce sets and singles and lacking only a few to
be complete for the period; begins with two sets of reprints of Scott 1-2 followed by 3 mint $450, 4 mint $70, and five additional
1885 issues, a superb corner margin copy of 11 $575, 1891 overprints including 27-28 used $1075, plus a group of mint 29-33 with
varieties, page with 34//52 mixed mint and used $558, from here on almost all mint including the scarce 109A $325, Semi-Postals,
Airmails include C1 $290, Postage Dues include used J1-J5 (2) sets $258, please view the online scans or in-person to fully appreciate this advanced collection, a perfect lot to break down for online sales, condition is quite nice with a few faults on the early
issues, the vast majority are all Fine to Very Fine. Scott $5,300+ (photo on web site)�������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Russia
Worldwide A-Z Russia

568

Russia, Imperial Stamp and Postal History Collection, 1835-1918. “imperial” referring not just to the time period, but to the
quality of this collection as well; neatly arranged and fully annotated on Lighthouse hingeless pages and presented in two “wraparound” slipcases/boxes; begins with eight stampless covers followed by four entires, and quickly moves into the meat of the
holding, with #1-4 used (#1 a fresh four-margined example), 5-10 mint and used, 12-17 used, a mix of nine different vertically
laid paper Coats-of-Arms (#19c//28c), errors such as #20d and 30a (13 of each), 60a (10 singles plus on-piece block of four); St.
Petersburg City Post stamps and entires; paper varieties of later Coats-of-Arms, numerous full sheets (folded as often), Romanovs
complete mint, Specimens, and loads of covers and cards throughout; a remarkably fresh and clean holding, sure to please any
russophile, Very Fine overall. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

569

Russia, The Pravda Proof Collection, 1964-1988. 34 pages of a hingeless Lindner album loaded with over 180 die and color
proofs and accompanied by the actual stamp or sheet they were representing. A beautiful collection in every respect and something
that doesn’t come along every day. Entire album viewable online., Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

570

Russia, Extensive and Useful Stock, 1918-85. A vast, valuable holding of mint and used in seven binders of manila stockpages,
professionally arranged by a veteran old-time dealer who knows what’s what; beginning with the earliest Soviet issues and running
to the mid-1980s, this holding offers the dealer everything you could ask for: proper identification, clean and sound items, logical
organization, and useful quantities topping out at about ten of any stamp; for the client looking for the “just so” item, we note perforation and shade varieties (especially among the early items), perforated and imperforate issues, and more; as expected, the early
material tends to the used, mid-range items a mix of mint and used, and later issues never hinged; a massive lot that will keep you
going for months; if you’re looking to restock, you can check off Russia, Fine to Very Fine with much better throughout, inspection
invited; see the entire lot on our website. Shipping charges apply - weight 49 lbs. (photo on web site)����� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

571

U.S.S.R., Virtually Complete on Stock Pages, 1958-1996. Hundreds of post office fresh stamps on black stock pages in protective sleeves; remarkably accomplished binder with almost all issues including souvenir sheets from the period in need of a
good album for display; sets from the period include Animals (1959), Production Plan (1960), Capitals (1961), Great Decisions
(1963), History of the Post (1965), October Revolution (1967), Paintings (1968), Aviation (1969), Flowers (1971), Russian autos
(1973), Olympics (1976), Research ships (1979), Rare birds (1982), Hermitage (1985), Cartoons (1988), Folk holidays (1991),
Monuments (1992), Songbirds (1995) and Cats (1996); ready for the right forever home, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply
- weight 7.6 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

572

Russia, Philatelic Exchange Tax Stamp Collection, ca. 1925. A lovely and well-annotated, semi-specialized holding of these
curious Revenues, neatly mounted on quadrille pages in a slipcased springback album; the collection starts strong with two complete sheets (folded) of the 1918 Severing the Chains overprinted issue, and builds from there with overprinted Postal Savings
stamps organized by perforation size and overprint color and further refined by type, a similar treatment given to the overprinted
1914 Semi-Postal issue; several pages of overprint varieties and errors round out the pages of this collection, but as stunning as the
stamps are, perhaps the real stars are the ten covers (plus one piece) illustrating these stamps’ usage, including two rarely encountered destinations of Costa Rica and Abyssinia, generally Very Fine, an exciting offering, imaged in full online. Shipping charges
apply - weight 4.2 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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573

Russia, Impressive Imperial Postal History Collection, 1830-1917. 126 items presented in two slipcased Uni-Safe cover albums, with a full array of material including stampless covers, mint early postal stationery, Offices in China (mint) and in the
Levant (mint and used) stationery, St. Petersburg City Post handstamps, picture post cards, real photo post cards, mint OMU Red
Cross envelope, mixed frankings, Censors, postage due items, a France-Russia Military Correspondence card (used), and much
more besides, Very Fine on the whole, see it all online. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.6 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

574

Russia, Collection of Coat-of-Arms Issue Full Sheets. Fresh and largely sound holding of 45 different sheets housed in an
oversized Paramount mint sheet album; one Semi-Postal at the end, otherwise all Imperial Coat-of-Arms values, some duplicated
but showing distinct color varieties; note various marginal inscriptions; paper, watermark and varnish varieties; different plate
combinations; even a group of imperforate sheets; a few with separations but surprisingly solid for their age, Very Fine, a great lot
for the dealer or specialized collector alike. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

575

Russia, Collection of Postage Due Covers and Cards. 150 in total, from both the Imperial and Soviet periods; domestic and
international usages, the foreign most likely with local Postage Dues affixed, the domestic items with a range of double-oval and
“lidded eye” Due handstamps with the amount due in manuscript, as well as several different “T” handstamps; in addition to the
postal history, the picture post cards included offer a nice range of topical and historical images; condition of the covers varies, but
all with solid strikes of the markings, Fine to Very Fine, imaged in full online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs. (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

576

Russia Collection, 1857/1998. Many 100s of mostly mint (good number NH) in mounts on pages in three Minkus albums, includes Forieign Offices and a fewe related areas, a listing of better items would be quite lengthy and the collection is replete with
better used 19th century (including #1), 1913 Tercentenary mint, many of the key mint sets of the 1920s/50s including some S/S,
airmails, etc. such as 472-78, 489-558, 569-72, 647-712, C12-13, C34-39, C53-57, C75a NH, etc and very nearly complete commems for 1939/60, also note some Civil War related issues including some “Wrangel”, Far Eastern Republic, some useful Offices
in China and Turkey, a few minor faults as normal but generally fresh and F-VF, a powerful collection and ideal for continuation.
Shipping charges apply - weight 21.5 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

577

Russia, Fresh and Extensive All-Mint Stock Selection, 1875-1960. Neatly arranged in two like-new stockbooks, with Coatsof-Arms including various positional and gutter blocks, and Romanovs including two 5R examples, solid early Soviet issues perforated and imperforate, nice holding of Workers, partial Spartakiada and Young Pioneers sets, and a wealth of other sought-after
items; quantities vary are useful throughout, with most present as singles, blocks and larger multiples, Fine to Very Fine with better
throughout, well worth a look; one stockbook imaged in full on our website to give you a taste. Shipping charges apply - weight
8.8 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

578

Russia, Back-of-the-Book stock, ca. 1914-91. From a retired long-time dealer, arranged in two stockbooks (one on manila pages), and covering the full gamut of material from Semi-Postals to Airs, Special Delivery to Dues, Essays, German Occupations,
Aunus, etc.; useful quantities, much identified, some with varieties noted; mostly singles but numerous blocks and larger multiples
also present; a great find for the dealer, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, see a sampling online. Shipping charges apply weight 12.4 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

579

Russia, Virtually Complete Collection, 1958-93. Post Office fresh and ready for your album or quick resale, a gigantic stock of
singles and souvenir sheets on black stockpages in sheet protectors, all gathered in a Mystic Soviet Union binder; neatly arranged
with many years noted complete; a regal 36-year russophilic run, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, see it all online. Shipping charges
apply - weight 6 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

580

Russia, Imperforate Issues, Sheets, and Proofs, 1918-1995. Several hundred Soviet stamps, partial and full sheets, and proofs
in wonderful condition; sample of multiples including sheets are Scott 177, 181-183, 186, 187, 191, 202, 236 and 251; this holding
not only has the earliest material but goes all the way to the modern; very difficult to duplicate; valuable for the dealer in contact
with advanced collectors, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.4 lbs. (photo on web site)Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

581

Russia, Gigantic Collection Bursting at the Seams, 1866-2000. A mostly used collection of 1000’s of stamps hinged on Minkus
pages. From the 30’s onwards, there’s hardly an empty spot to be found and about 1985 and onwards, the collection is entirely mint.
Also included is a good sampling of other related areas such as Armenia, Azerbaijan, Batum, Georgia, Ukraine, Wrangal, etc. This
level of completeness is not often offered, Fine to Very Fine or better, Definitely worth a look. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.4
lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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582

Russia, Powerful Collection in Albums, 1875-1991. Presented in three volumes and well-filled throughout, primarily used until
1973 and almost entirely mint and nearly complete thereafter. An additional stockbook is included with mostly mint material.
Without a doubt, worth the estimate, Mostly Fine to Very Fine or better. (photo on web site)�������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

583

Russia, Massive Mint Stock, 1956-83. In seven stockbooks filled to absolute capacity, decades of mint Soviet stamps with some
duplication, many in pairs or blocks, as well as a plethora of souvenir sheets. Also appears to be almost entirely NH. &#1054;&#1
090;&#1083;&#1080;&#1095;&#1085;&#1086;! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 26.2 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

584

Russia, Selection of 24 Covers & Cards to China, 1947-48. Presented on Lindner clear stockpages; all but one addressed to
Peking (the outlier to Shanghai) and addressed in both Cyrillic and Latin alphabets; postal cards all uprated, most with a mix
of commemoratives, the covers all multiple frankings and a mix of commemoratives and definitives; neat array of Airmail and
Registry markings, several 1948 covers sent via Hong Kong; three with remnants of Chinese Registry or forwarding slips, and
all with appropriate transit and receiver handstamps; travel wear but otherwise sound, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

585

Russia, “One-Sixth of the World” Collection, 1883-1998. Huge collection exemplifying the country itself with numerous
albums and stockbooks. There are three Scott albums, spanning 1941-98 of mostly CTOs, 1954-76 also mostly CTOs and looks
virtually complete, and 1986-96, an impeccable collection of mint in clear mounts which looks complete. In addition, there is another fine-looking collection in clear mounts from 1975-91, an extremely well-filled Minkus album of CTOs from 1978-91 and a
hingeless Kabe album very nearly complete with mint from 1987-92. There’s also two stockbooks bulging with mint from the 50’s
thru the 90’s and three very old German approval books of some very nice mint/used classics. A steal if you can nab this near the
estimate! Overall Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

586

Russia, Anti-German Propaganda Cards, 1939-45. A one-of-a-kind compilation of over 50 cards, mostly Russian (we note
a few Czech items included), all rallying the Motherland against Germany; numerous caricatures of Hitler, Goebbels, Himmler,
Mannheim and others, memorials to battles, encouragements to the troops and to the general population, even an early card celebrating the Chinese resistance to Imperialism; wartime paper and printing quality, but an insightful look at wartime Soviet propaganda; generally Fine-Very Fine with better; minimal duplication; see the entire lot online. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

587

Russia, 1954, 1R 37th Anniversary of the October Revolution, dealer’s stock (Scott 1735), 20 complete sheets of 72, o.g.,
never hinged, each Post Office fresh and sound, presented in an oversized sheet binder, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
3.4 lbs. Scott $8,640 (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $800 - 1,200
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588

Worldwide A-Z Salvador

Salvador, Lovely Airmail Postal History Collection, 1932-48. Excellent presentation of 88 covers offering a look at the early
years of Salvadoran Airmail service, offering a wonderfully colorful array of single, mixed and full set frankings; numerous cancel types and colors including slogan/pictorials for Central American Youth Games and Central American Olympics, First Flight
Covers including a lovely oversized TACA flight with differently colored cachet for each leg signed by the American Consul or
Vice-Consul at each station, First Day Covers, many Registered usages plus A.R. and Censored items; destinations across Latin
America plus the US and Europe (including a 1934 cover to Yugoslavia); rare usage of 1-Colon stamps on cover (including a block
of four), varieties on cover, and more, generally Very Fine, a stellar lot; early Salvador flights are generally pretty scarce; imaged
in full online. Shipping charges apply - weight 3 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Saudi Arabia
589

Worldwide A-Z Saudi Arabia

Saudi Arabia, Mint & Used Collection, 1916-1939. Very valuable and clean collection, almost all in mounts on pages. Strong
in Hejaz and subsequent surcharges and overprints, numerous of which are inverted and many of them signed. Entire collection
available for viewing, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Senegal
590

Sénégal, A Lovely Comprehensive High-End Mint and Used Collection, 1887-1944. An advanced collection of strong mint
and parallel used containing several hundred stamps all neatly mounted on quadrille page formed by a European collector with
an eye for quality and freshness, please view the scans online or in-person as this is an exceptional and worthwhile collection,
highlights include #1 mint signed with a Scott of $210, 6 neatly canceled signed with a Scott of $325, 8 mint signed with a Scott of
$475, 12 mint signed and Scott $120, 23 mint signed with Scott of $87, the scarce 31 mint signed and Scott of $450, also 32 used
signed Scott $200, the first page alone has a Scott value of $1867 and all are scarce high-value issues, almost complete mint with
some used and 53-56 mint total Scott is $510, the scarce mint set of 57-72 Scott #282, 1912 surcharges with Scott-unlisted material
looks fairly complete from 1914-44, missing only a few Airmails and Semi-Postals mint, also note some parallel used but the bulk
of the value is in the mint, J1 mint signed Scott is $105, plus J4-J31 Scott $136, a great collection for online sales or to simply add
many scarce issues to your own Senegal collection, few if any faults, condition is well above the norm with F.-V.F. or better the
rule. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Somali Coast

591

Worldwide A-Z Somali Coast

Somali Coast, High Quality Advanced Mint and Used Collection, 1894-1958. An extensive collection of several hundred
mint and used stamps all neatly mounted on quadrille pages with a superb binder, an exceptional collection formed by a quality
conscious European collector who prized the best and included inverts and varieties amongst the singles and sets valued into the
hundreds of dollars each, rarely will such an array of high values be present in the collection, Highlights include: all Scott numbers
1 unused signed with a Scott of $165, 2 used signed and Scott $225, 3 used signed and Scott $250, 1/15 mint and used Scott $266,
11, 14, 16(2) of each bisect is on piece (catalogue value as covers $5600 in Scott), 23 used, 16-20 mint Scott $372, 22 mint Scott
$600, 15-20 used Scott $283, 24-27 mint all signed with a Scott of $1225, 24-27 used Scott $905, 28-31 mint, Scott $69, 32 block
of six mint with (4) N.H. Scott $420, 33 blocks of (5) with (3) N.H. Scott $545, 33E-33F both mint and used plus variety 33Fg mint
Scott $482, 34-48 mint plus shades Scott $294, 49-63 mint plus shades and (3) inverts $848, 64-79 mint Scott $232, 80-118 mint
Scott $94, 19-145 Scott $97, 146-178 mint Scott $36, 179-193 mint Scott $86, 194-223 mint Scott $316, 224-267 mint Scott $58,
B1-B14 mint Scott $78, C1-C17 mint Scott $58, J1-J48 mint Scott $109, A very complete collection, pleas view the scans to fully
appreciate, few faults inf any, certainly one of the finest Somali Coast collections that we have had the pleasure to offer, mainly
F.-V.F.+. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.8 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 3,500

Somalia
592

Worldwide A-Z Somalia

Somalia Used Collection, 1903/60. A comprehensive collection of the Italian colonial period, English occupation and independent period all on specialty pages with just a handful of empty spaces, includes the early overprints and surcharges, 1920s/40s
sets and singles including the charity issues and airmails (note the Manzoni set), also includes the elusive 1934-37 5c-25L Perf 14
issue with the rare 20L signed Diena, 1934 Rome-Mogadiscio Flight, 1935 King Victor Emmanuel, also includes “back of the
book” with 1909-19 Postage Dues, 1920 1L-3L Dues with overprint at bottom, 1926-31 Parcel Post, 1934 20L Parcel Post, 19245
Money Order, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, an extraordinary collection from a country whose used stamps are decidedly scarcer
than mint; owner’s Scott value about $21,750. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Spain
593

Worldwide A-Z Spain

Spain, Collection, 1850-1988. Mostly mint in a moderately well-filled Scott album with the 1950s/70s section highly complete
and with many NH sets and singles, other premium include assorted 1850s/70s issues mostly used in usual mixed condition, 45
block mint (bottom pair NH), 264-70 used, 283-86 mint, 585c NH, B14-18 mint, B108E mint, C123-24 NH, C144-45 used, etc.,
generally F-VF. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Spanish Colonies
594

100

Worldwide A-Z Spanish Colonies

Spanish Colonies, Attractive and Useful Collection to 1968. Presented hinged or mounted in a Scott Specialty album, plus
mint and used additional material in a stockbook, on dealer cards or glassines; strength lies in the album, with solid Cuba (beginning with #1-4), 1960s Fernando Po, Ifni including strong Semis and some Airs, Morocco (Northern Zone, Spanish and Tangier),
Rio Muni, Spanish Sahara and Spanish West Africa, with further enticing items from Cuba, Puerto Rico and the Philippines
on additional pages; fresh and sound throughout, with a fair number of never hinged items (all in mounts); the collection the
work of a connoisseur of quality; bonus a brand-new set of Specialty pages without stamps, ready for you to make your own,
Very Fine overall, see a sampling online, ex Professor’s Collection. Shipping charges apply - weight 11 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $600 - 800
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St. Pierre & Miquelon
Worldwide A-Z St. Pierre & Miquelon

595

St. Pierre & Miquelon, An Exceptional Quality Advanced Mint and Used Collection, 1885-1957. A collection of several
hundred mint and used stamps all neatly mounted on quadrille pages by a very quality conscious European collector, the value
built up in scarce early singles and sets rarely offered in a collection format, highlights include: Scott 1-3 mint $240, 3a rare double surcharge $525, 4 used $110, 5 used with 4 margins $300, 6 used with additional surcharge in margin, 11 mint $47, 15 used
$40, 16 mint signed $725, 18 used $95, 19-35 mixed mint and used $1291, Pair 21 and 21a inverted mint $57, 35a mint inverted
overprint $220, 36-45 mixed $184, 42b mint with “S” omitted in “ST” $120, 46-51 mint $85, 60-78 lovely complete mint set $417,
79-109 mint $135, 79-109 mint $135, 110-120 mint $22, 121-131 mint $79, plus 121a mint double surcharge $190, 121b mint
triple surcharge $210, 132-135 mint $24, 136-159 mint $254, 160-164 mint $80, 165-170 mint $49, 172-204 mint $62, 209//221
used selection $185, 226//246 used selection $442, 256-259 used $99, B1-B14 mint $276, Dallay numbers 295-296 & 298-299
used €300 = $350, Dallay 320a and 320b “Oeuvres de Mer” overprints N.H. mint €700 Euros = $820, Chad-to-Rhine Airposts mint
imperforate set, C15-C17 mint $40, J1-J6 mint $215, J8-J9 neatly cancelled 4 margin copies $400, J10-J41 mint $205, J45-J46
unused $84, certainly one of the finest collections of this popular French Colony that we have had the pleasure to offer, many
high-value singles and sets for individual sales or a great start to forming an advanced collection with varieties and scarce stamps
in abundance, condition is exceptional with four margin copies the norm, we did not see any faults and we are confident that there
are few if any at all, certainly well worth the viewing, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout. Shipping charges apply - weight 2
lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 3,500

596

St. Pierre & Miquelon, Highly Advanced Mainly Mint Collection, 1885-1993. A wonderful comprehensive mainly mint with
some early used, collection of several hundred stamps all mounted on European album pages and absolutely packed with key singles and sets, the 1885 to 1892 surcharge issue contain 40 different mint and used stamps plus inverts between 1//51 and these difficult-to-find issues have a Scott value of $1885 followed by a set of Navigation and Commerce 60-78 mixed mint and used Scott
value of $397, 79-109 mainly mint Scott #137, 121-131 mint Scott $99, 136-158 mainly mint plus 160-164 mint set total Scott
$253, 172-204 mainly mint Scott $62, B1-B3 used Scott $72, B9-B10 mint Scott $150, 300-342 mint Scott $82, a plethora of mint
with a few used from 1952-93 with the majority pristine never hinged, Airmails are strong again with much mint never hinged,
Postage Dues are excellent with J1-J9 mixed mint and used Scott $705, J10-J41 mint Scott $194, J52-J56 used Scott $455, the very
scarce J58-J67 used Scott $824, a great collection to break down for online sales, please check out the scans or view in-person to
fully appreciate this advanced collection, condition is above the norm with only a few faults mainly on earlier issues, most are o.g.
or never hinged, or neatly canceled if used and F.-V.F. Scott $8,242 (photo on web site)��������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Worldwide A-Z St. Pierre & Miquelon

Sweden
597

Worldwide A-Z Sweden

Sweden, Outstanding Mainly Mint Inventory with 11 of the 1924 U.P.U. Sets, 1891-1980. A serious stock of several thousand
mainly mint (99%) sets and singles housed in 12 stockbooks, the 11 sets of the always-popular 1924 U.P.U. issue have a Scott value
of $1387 each for a total of $15,259 alone, we also noted mint 63-65 some in multiples, a superb holding of eight mint copies of
66 and two of B11 the overprint for a Scott value of $2140, in the stock we also found additional U.P.U. issues including 226 (2),
227, 209-211 (5 each) for a Scott value of $2345, this stock contains zero poor quality 19th Century “dogs” so the vast majority
is mint highly saleable sets and singles, well worth careful consideration and an online or in-person viewing to fully appreciate,
strong from the 1920s to 1980 with mint much never hinged, we counted the U.P.U. and earlier mentioned as o.g. however some
never hinged is likely, your investment will be returned quickly with the sale of the high value sets and singles; condition is generally F.-V.F. for the vast majority but we did see some toning, the U.P.U. issue looked quite nice. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Switzerland
598

Worldwide A-Z Switzerland

Switzerland, Superb Collection, 1881-1999. Beautiful collection mounted in a Scott Specialty album, our spot checks turning
up never hinged—even on the Seated Helvetias; nearly complete from 1924 on with regulars, commemoratives, Semi-Postals,
Airmails and Officials; highlights include #182-184, 200-203, 206, 209-215, 243-246, 293-305 (Pax set), 506-525, 701-720, B105,
B143-B144, B206, C1-C2 (#C1 signed), C13-C15, etc.; clean and fresh throughout, generally Very Fine. Shipping charges apply
- weight 5.8 lbs. Scott $10,300 (Owner’s) (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Switzerland, Lovely, Very Clean Two-Volume Scott Specialty Album Collection. Attractive and keenly assembled collection
of many hundreds going to 2013, housed in a pair of Scott albums, one for regular issues only, the second for Semi-Postals, Airs,
Dues and Officials; the regular issues, and Semis for that matter, are mostly used for the earliest issues, then mint or used from
there, with the regular issues apparently/virtually complete mint 1949-2013 and the Semi-Postals as well never hinged from about
1945 on; never hinged Official sets include #O19-O36, O37-O47, 3O71-3O82, 3O83-3O93, 4O23-4O39, 5O1-5O25, and much,
much more; substantial aggregate catalogue value as well, Fine to Very Fine, later Very Fine never hinged, inspection invited.
Shipping charges apply - weight 10.6 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Tahiti
Worldwide A-Z Tahiti

600

Tahiti, Exceptional Mint and Used Advanced Collection, 1882-1915. A wonderful holding of 42 mainly scarce and rare mint
and used issues of classic Tahitian adhesives mounted on two French album pages, a pleasure to view and rarely offered with so
many high catalogue rarities in one collection, almost every stamp is a highlight and includes #1 neatly canceled Scott $350, 2
used on piece Scott $650, 5 mint Scott $950 8 used, 9 mint 10-11 and 13 and 15 used Scott total $247, 16 mint Scott $92, 17 used
on piece Scott $800, 21 used on piece Scott $350, 22-23 used Scott $105, 25 mint, 27 used, 28 mint, a Scott-unlisted at €675, plus
B1-B2 mint Scott $335, the second page includes J1 mint signed with a Scott of $400, J3 mint signed and Scott $450, J5 mint Scott
$450, J6 used Scott $450, J7-J10 mint Scott $1700, J13 mint Scott $1100, J15 used Scott $550, J16 mint $550, J17-J23 used and
J25 and J26 used Scott total $4950, with many signed, simply one of the finest Tahiti collections that we have had the pleasure to
offer, quality is far above the norm, a few mint are on piece and few if any faults, mainly F.-V.F. catalogue, with €675, is in excess
of $16,000. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,500 - 4,500

601

Tahiti, An Array of Scarce and Rare Mint and Used, 1882-1915. An advanced collection of 47 mint and used stamps including
varieties neatly mounted on pages replete with many scarce issues rarely available in a collection format, a great lot to break down
for online sales or to augment any French Colonies collection, begins with #1 used on piece Scott $350, 2-3 mint Scott $650, 8-10
mint Scott $175, 11 used signed Brun, 13 mint, 15 used, 16 mint signed, the group total $306 in Scott, followed by 21-22 used Scott
$400, 23 and 25 and 27-28 mint Scott $250, next up is a page with several varieties including 8a mint Scott $160, 27a used Scott
$250, 30b mint Scott $80, 29 in a mint block, 30a plus 31b both mint Scott $152, B1 mint (ex Lilly) Scott $300, B2 socked-on-thenose used on piece, next is an excellent showing of Postage Due issues very scarce and many are signed, including J1 mint signed,
J2 used, J3-J9 mint most signed, J13 mint, J21 used four margins and signed, the Dues alone Scott $5500, collected by a serious
philatelist; please view online or in-person to fully appreciate, overall exceptional quality with few, if any, faults, well worth an
extra bid, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $8,888 (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

602

Tahiti, A Quality Mint and Used Collection with Key Stamps, 1882-1915. A neat Tahiti collection of 26 mint and used stamps
neatly mounted on Scott Vintage pages, Includes #2c $240, 3 $350, 8-11 mint $247, 13 and 15-16 mint $235, 22 used $50, 23
mint (2) $120, 25-27 used $105, 28 mint $75, pair of 22 plus 22a the invert mint Scott $310, 29-31 mint plus duplicate $70,
B1-B2 mint $335, condition is very nice with few if any faults, generally Fine to Very Fine. Scott $2,206 (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750
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Tannu Tuva
603

Worldwide A-Z Tannu Tuva

Tannu Tuva, Excellent Single-Volume Classics Collection, 1926-43. Neatly mounted and clearly annotated on quadrille pages
in a handsome green quarter-bound binder; stamps largely complete for the period, mixed mint and used, including varieties such
as #15 thick and thin “Postage”, 31 (never hinged), 120a-123a in full sheets of five, C8a (never hinged), etc., plus se-tenant pairs
and blocks; the covers, most uncommon, show some early legitimate usages such as a 1933 cover to China franked by Russian
stamps, and a rare 1936 combination cover (Russian plus Tuvan issues) from Moscow to the US with Express issue as well; fresh
and sound throughout, Fine to Very Fine with much better, a very interesting collection; see it all online. Shipping charges apply weight 3.4 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Thailand
604

Worldwide A-Z Thailand

Thailand, Marvelous Old Yvert Album Collection. Replete with many sought-after issues including #1-6 mint, 11-18 mint,
a number of the 1890-99 surcharged issues, 75-89 used, 92-105 used (105 mint), 108 mint with “Specimen” overprint, 113-117
used, 118-124 used, 128-138 mint, 139-144 mint, 145-156 used, B5-B9 unused, 164-175 mint (both high values signed), B18-B23
mint (B21 used), B31-B33 used, 207-222 never hinged, etc.; from the mid-’60s on never hinged includes #442-449, C1-C8 mint;
a beautiful collection throughout, cataloguing over $13,000—not including the #108 with Specimen overprint, Fine to Very Fine
with much better. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
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Thailand, Neat Assembly, 1948-94. With particular strength in souvenir sheets, including Scott #271-273 lightly hinged, the rest
of the holding never hinged, overall Very Fine. Scott $2,500 (Owner’s) (photo on web site)��������������������������� Estimate $600 - 800

606

Thailand, Old-Time Mint and Used Group on Stockpages. Hidden away for many decades, this group recently came to light
in a Paris attic and made the trip across the Atlantic to finally land in Danbury, CT; what can we say about this group apart from
that it looks and feels great, with numerous of those scarce issues that Thai collectors are always looking for; includes mint never
hinged, mint, unused and used, plenty of early issues (who knows what is hiding among the early overprints), some of the higher
values from the 1918 Red Cross set, etc., etc., overall Fine to Very Fine, enjoy the treasure hunt. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750
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607
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Tunisia, A Very Advanced High-Quality Mint and Used Collection, 1888-1949. Certainly an outstanding collection of several
hundred mint and parallel used all neatly mounted on quadrille pages, formed by a quality conscious European collector, this is one
of the finest collections of Tunisia that we have had the pleasure to offer, Collection begins with Scott 1-8 mint plus shades Scott
$1106, plus 1-5 and 7 used Scott $207, 9-27 mint plus shades Scott $1000+, 9-27 used plethora of shades and surcharges Scott
$300+, 29-57 mint plus used, B3-B11 mint Scott $280, B3-B11 used less B5 Scott $266, B12-B19 mint Scott $345 plus B16-B19
used Scott $331, B20-B36 mint Scott $155, B37-B46 mint Scott $77, 74/113D mint plus shades and used, B54-B73 used Scott
$187, Almost complete through to 1946 mint and some used excellent collection of postage due perforated “T” including inverts
mint and used Scott $887, J1-J11 mint Scott $73, Q1-Q10 mint Scott $49, Please review the scans to fully appreciate just how
exceptional this collection is, very nearly complete for the period and loaded with scarce sets that command premium prices when
sold individually, very few faults, the vast majority are F.-V.F.+ and most are lightly hinged, A great collection for online sale.
Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Turkey
608

Worldwide A-Z Turkey

Turkey, Mint & Used Classic Collection & Companion Stock, 1863-1938. A very good, old-time collection until 1938 hinged
on pages, a small stockbook filled with classics, along with a larger one from 1865-1915 arranged by Scott number and with light
duplication. Many better throughout with surely more to be uncovered, For the most part Fine to Very Fine, A portion of this lot
has been imaged for online viewing. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.4 lbs. (photo on web site)����������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Turks Islands
609

Worldwide A-Z Turks Islands

Turks Islands plus Turks & Caicos, Lovely All-Mint Collection, 1867-1992. A Scott Specialty album, very well filled, all-mint
with the exception of perhaps a half-dozen stamps; Turks start with 1d 1867 and 1873 issues mint, and pick up again with the 1882
issue; Turks & Caicos solidly filled from 1900-38, essentially complete from 1935 Silver Jubilee onward; we note King George VI
Pictorials, Peace, Silver Wedding and UPU issues, booklets, souvenir and miniature sheets, etc.; pages continue to 2000, Fine to
Very Fine with much better, a pretty collection; worth review, ex Winston. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.2 lbs. (photo on web
site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750

Ukraine
Worldwide A-Z Ukraine

610

Ukraine, The Poseidon Collection of Tridents, 1918-20. Fully annotated and keenly presented specialized holding, mounted on
quadrille pages in a lovely old-time binder; a real beauty, arranged by town, type and sub-type, many signed either UPV or Bulat
(the gold standard expertising marks for Ukraine); in addition to the stamps, we note 35 covers with various frankings and usages;
fresh, clean, and with a high degree of completion, Fine to Very Fine with much better throughout, a specialist’s delight; inspect
in-person or online. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

611

Ukraine, Retired Dealer’s Stock, 1918-2000. The year range referring to the stamps, not the dealer’s years in business; nice mix
of old and new on manila stockpages in a red binder; all identified by catalogue number with regular issues including souvenir and
miniature sheets, Semi-Postals and booklets; useful quantities that won’t overwhelm; condition varies on the classics as expected,
the post-Soviet items Post Office fresh, Fine to Very Fine with much better, inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.6
lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Ukraine, Well-filled Post-Soviet Collection, 1991-2018. Neatly arranged in 32-page (64-side) Davo stockbook; bright, clean,
and highly complete, with singles, sets, souvenir and miniature sheets, even a booklet is noted; Post Office fresh throughout and
ready for your album or stock, Very Fine. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $600 - 800

Vatican City
Worldwide A-Z Vatican City

613

Vatican, Better Mostly Mint Vatican Dealer Stock, 1929-2017. Counter book with mostly unused, higher quality material and
a binder with modern sheets and S/S; includes Scott 1-13, 19-34, 35-40 (both mint and used sets)41-46 NMH (also 2 used sets),
47-51 (several used and unused sets), 55-60, 149-153 (3 sets), B1-4 (NH, H, and used sets), C16-17, C20-21, C22-23, E11-12,
J1-6, and Q1-15; the binder has about 50 mini sheets, S/S and commemorative booklets all post office fresh; high CV and worth
inspection, Very Fine. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

614

Vatican City Mint Collection, 1929/2002. Set of very sparsely filled White Ace pages though do note a complete 1934 Provisional Surcharge set with Diena certificate, all the rest of the stamps “waiting to be mounted” are stuffed in a large envelope, sifting
through we note plenty of the better sets including #1-13 plus E1-2, 19-34 with extra 29-31, 41-46 (2), 47-54, 155a never hinged,
173 never hinged, B1-B4 (2), C18-C19, C20-C21 never hinged, C22-C23, E1-E2, J1-J6, Q1-Q15, and more, generally fresh; a
little organizing would turn this into a very nice foundation collection, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.1 lbs.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

615

Vatican, Virtually Complete Mint Collection, 1929-60. Mounted on White Ace album pages, a fresh and sound holding with
many of the more desirable sets (we only note #C16-C17 & C20-C21 missing), including the key #35-40 (acquired from Drasin;
twice-signed), 155a, B1-B4, C1-C8, C18-C19, C22-C23, with many additional bonuses including a “shortie” #99, #127a, 269-272
with latticework in selvage, E11a-E12a, C16 (2 used), C21 (used); gutter pairs of #54, 68-71, 77-79, 80-83, 84-86, 99-101, 110116, 117-121 & E9-E10; full sheets of #250-253 & 445-447; Second Printings of #103-104, E8, J7-J12 (used); First Day-cancelled
#61-67 card, several Maximum Cards, some later Exhibition items, etc., Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, a must-See.
Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Venezuela
616

Worldwide A-Z Venezuela

Venezuela, Land of Grace Collection, 1859-99. No fallen angels here, just a wonderful array of classics hand-picked by a
collector with keen knowledge and a refined sense of quality; Post Office fresh throughout with each stamp chosen for its color,
centering, or cancel; if you like Number Ones, there are two of them, the first page highlighted by a #4 on piece cut so large as
to capture a portion of the stamp below; highlights include #40-42, 58-67 (the key values as nice as they come, the 1b with an
attractive shield/Coat-of-Arms cancel), #76 with partial imprint capture, 137-14, etc.; clean and fresh throughout, a lovely holding
on which to build, generally Very Fine, fully imaged online, ex Professor’s Collection. Scott approximately $1,300 (photo on web
site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750

Yugoslavia
617

104
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Yugoslavia, Superb Croatia Proof Collection, 1918. Housed in a counterbook, 103 singles, or ina couple of cases sets, of highly
specialized proofs, mostly from the teens, with Predrag Zrinjscak photo certificates for imperfs/perf proofs, varieties, proofs of
overprints with double impressions, a fantastic collection not soon to be duplicated, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply weight 4.4 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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618

Africa
Worldwide A-Z Collections

Africa, Incredible—Yes, Incredible—Five-Volume Lighthouse Album Collection. A near-perfect, all never hinged collection
of many thousands, virtually complete as issued, comprising former British, French and Belgian Colonies, along with their present subdivisions, keenly assembled in five packed, like-new Lighthouse hingeless albums; aside from the listed material, which
begins at independence for each country and is either complete or virtually complete for all, we find sections and items such as
the Democratic Republic of Congo, which includes many Scott footnote-listed inverted and double overprint varieties, souvenir
sheets, imperforate sets, etc.; Algeria, featuring a wonderful offering of scarce Yvert-listed “E.A.” overprints, etc.; comprehensive
coverage from Algeria through Zanzibar; do not miss this one, folks, Very Fine, note video of one volume on the web. Shipping
charges apply - weight 39 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Asia
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

619

Asia, Massive Mint & Used Collection of over a Dozen Countries. Normally one would not expect much from a double-sided
Minkus album, but that’s not the case here. A mostly mint collection hinged on pages, it is surprisingly very strong in a number
of areas, most notably Korea, which starts off slow but more than makes up for it with an almost complete mint collection from
1956 onwards. Includes all the se-tenant blocks and strips and only missing a handful of souvenir sheets. Cambodia, which appears
to be an almost complete mint collection from 1951-2000. Thailand from 1883-1997 with many good sets from the 60’s & 70’s.
Vietnam is mostly mint and almost complete from 1951-1975. Also includes a fair amount of North Vietnam. Taiwan is well-filled
throughout the 60’s, 70’s & early 80’s with many of the better sets. Also represented in the collection is China with a mint and used
collection spanning 1897-1949 and also including some Manchukuo. A very well represented collection of mint Laos from 19511997. A Mongolian collection of both CTOs and mint and not missing much from 1970-1996. A decent collection of Japan of both
mint and used from 1874-2000 with some better. Indonesia is also well represented with mixed mint and used but almost complete
from 1948-2000. A mixed mint and used but almost complete collection of Nepal from 1907-1997 with a few high values. Last but
not least, a smattering of Bhutan., Overall, very high catalog value of Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 16.6 lbs.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

620

Asia, Noteworthy Accumulation, 1886-1976. A mostly modern collection featuring a Scott album spanning the year 1950-76
with excellent, mostly mint collections of Pakistan, Philippines, Ryukyus, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam, a well-filled collection through the 60’s & 70’s of Korea with dozens of souvenir sheets, as well as two binders filled with blocks and sheetlets, a box
of modern FDCs with a great deal of Cambodia, Malaysia, Singapore, Vietnam and, although unrelated, Great Britain, a mint collection of Indonesia on hingeless pages with #65b, 118, 119 and finally, a homemade collection of Nepal with some added sheets,
blocks and FDCs. A welcome addition to an Asian collection, Fine to Very Fine, Some images available online. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Middle East
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

Middle East, Impressive Mint & Used Collection of over 15 Countries. Where to even start with this towering collection of the
Middle East hinged on Minkus pages? How about Egypt (1872-2000), which is mostly used before 1970 and almost complete from
the 40’s on with what appears to be a near complete run of mint from 1970-2000. Afghanistan (1898-1999) has a strong showing
for the first half of the 20th century along with a nearly complete run of mint in the 60’s with many souvenir sheets and imperf
varieties. Turkey (1865-1998) is very well-filled throughout being mostly mint from 1971-1986 and mostly used before and after
those dates. Also includes a selection of mostly mint from Alexandretta, Hatay and Cilicia. Iraq (1923-1980s) is an extremely wellfilled mix of mint and used until 1970. Persia (1881-1997) is also well-filled throughout, a mix of mint and used into the mid-60’s
with many of the better sets from the 50’s, mostly mint from there until 1980, and then mostly used after that. The early issues seem
to have an abundance of forged overprints and surcharges and were not figured in the estimate of this lot, but then again you never
know what you might find! Israel (1948-2000) overall is very impressive consisting of about 95% mint. After the mid-60’s with
the exception of a few stamps here and there, all mint with tabs and nearly complete. Saudi Arabia (1916-1990s) is an excellent
mix of mint and used with many of the better sets from the 60’s. Pakistan (1947-1999) is mostly mint from the mid-60s until 1981
and mostly used before and after those dates. Bahrain (1933-1990s) has a good selection until the mid-70s with some better. Oman
(1944-1990s) contains an almost complete and mostly mint collection into the mid-70’s. Kuwait (1929-1990s) is almost complete
from the mid-50’s to 1970 and is a mix of mint and used, and then there is a virtually complete run of mint until the mid-80’s.
Jordan (1930-1990s) is extremely well-filled until 1980 and mostly mint from the mid-60’s onward. Qatar (1957-1980s) is also
well-filled up to 1978 and almost all mint. To round out this lot, the following collections are also included -Aden (1937-1964)
along with the Kathiri State of Seiyun and Qu’aiti State of Shihr & Mukalla, a selection of Yemen (1930-1980s), Palestine (19181942) and a mostly used collection of United Arab Emirates (1973-1990s) along with a decent selection of mint and used Trucial
States of Abu Dhabi, Ajman, Dubai, Fujeira, Sharjah & Dpendecies, Ras al Khaima, Manama and Umm al Qiwain, some of which
are listed in Scott and some aren’t. We encourage everyone to view this lot and see why this is such a fascinating region to collect.,
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 16 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������ Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Europe
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

622

Europe, Collections and Dealer Stock, 1860-2002. Let’s begin with the five hingeless albums included in this lot. We have two
Lindner volumes of mint DDR spanning 1963-76 which looks complete and two other volumes of Bund from 1990-2000; nearly
complete mint for most years, it was also double-collected from 1992-97. The last album is of France, a mint/used collection from
the beginning until 1944. A second French collection is also included, mostly black mounted on homemade pages up until 1975 and
mostly mint after 1962. The next highlight of this lot is the 1000’s of stamps housed in over a dozen stockbooks. There are three
covering Bund up until 2002 and one for each of the additional areas - Bavaria, Berlin, DDR, Switzerland, San Marino and France.
There are others with more than one country, the largest one being over 70 double-sided pages absolutely loaded with mint/used
French Colonies carrying some whopping catalog value. And that’s not all; we also have two cigar boxes crammed with France
singles and blocks on stockcards and “102” dealer cards with many better values. And if that weren’t enough, there’s also a binder
with over 120 large dealer cards filled with mostly covers but better single stamps and sets as well. And all this could be yours!
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 92 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������ Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

623

Europe, Country Collections in Albums, 1865-1982. Hefty conglomeration of European countries mostly in Scott albums. We
begin with a 2-volume set of Eastern & Southern Europe comprised of well-filled mint/used Albania (1913-64), Bulgaria (18811954), Croatia (1941-45), Montenegro (1893-1943), Romania (1865-1964), Serbia (1872-1943) and Yugoslavia (1918-62). We
have an additional Romania (1926-81) collection in its own binder with pages up to 2002. It is all mint from 1967-81 and nearly
complete. Germany (1889-1980s), Poland (1919-82) and Russia (1883-1982) are also one-country albums with pages up to 2002
and interspersed with homemade pages to accommodate souvenir and mini-sheets. They are all mint after 1967 with Poland looking the strongest as it appears to be complete from 1967-82. There is also a binder filled with album pages for A.M.G. (Allied
Military Government) covering Germany, Austria, Italy and Trieste. Only 38 pages are filled with stamps and postal stationery, but
it is nevertheless a nice introduction to this fascinating area of philately. Lastly, there is also a binder with 56 Swiss covers from
1938-57 which are FDC or from special events; many better, such as Pro Juventute/Pro Patria issues and Swiss Offices., Fine to
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 53 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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624

Europe, Eclectic Cover Collection, 1865-1965. Four areas are covered in this very intriguing collection - Austria, Switzerland,
Scandinavia and Poland. Each one features over 100 covers with many not-often-seen items. We begin with approximately 120
Austrian Ballonpost postal stationery, postcards and FDCs, following that up with Swiss mint and used postal stationery with
some much better, various air mail covers and even some metered mail from the 40’s. Scandinavia is the biggest pack and you’ll
find a lot of quality items from Denmark, Greenland and Iceland, including a decent amount of unused postal stationery. Poland
too has a lot to offer, from stampless military covers and picture postcards to German WWI & WWII occupation. We urge you to
view our online images for a closer look., Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

625

Europe, Mint & Used Collections in Old Albums, 1841-1965. Dusting off an old album is always exciting, and here we have
six of them (one without binder). There are three Schaubeks covering Europe, up to the 1920s, 30s & 40s, a Kabe album up to
1925, and two other albums covering Germany & Areas up to the 60’s, one a Kabe, the other Lighthouse. Some are better filled
than others, but you will find better stamps scattered throughout, especially Germany and States, Great Britain, Austria and the
Netherlands among others. Onsite viewing essential, Generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 32 lbs. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

626

Europe, Allied Military Government Collection, 1943-1952. A hundred pages or so of AMG sets, blocks, and covers; complete Bush album pages for AMG Catalog-Handbook and also Trieste; mostly complete FTT Fiscals on premium color pages
predominetly unused including gutter pairs, industrial-commercial tax, revenues, overprinted locally in Triese, high values, Rome
overprint, watermark varieties, photogravure, administrative, radio tax, and stock transfer; some wonderful commercial censor
covers as well as a pair of stampless Trieste; wonderful collection for the AMG fan, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply weight 13.5 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

627

628
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Baltic States
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Baltic States, World War II German Occupation Issues, 1941-44. An excellent collection of the Occupation Issues of Estonia,
Latvia & Estonia; nearly 200 stamps with special strength in the Lithuanian issues (more than 100 different), with a large percentage of the mint NH and a good number expertized. A great lot and a marvelous opportunity (see our online photos where we’ve
imaged every page). Michel €11,750 ($13,170). (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Benelux
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

Benelux & Colonies, Mint and Used Collection, 1852-2000. Somewhat messy but nevertheless impressive collection of Belgium (1863-2000), Netherlands (1852-2000) and Luxembourg (1859-2000) hinged on Minkus pages. Belgium is nearly complete
after 1960 and almost entirely mint post-1970 and has some of the better semi-postal sets of the 40’s & 50’s. Also included is the
Belgian Congo and Ruanda Urundi with a 50/50 mix of mint and used. You will also find a mostly mint and well-filled collection
of the Democratic Republic of Congo and the hard-to-find 1960 overprints of Katanga. Netherlands is a solid collection, primarily
mint after WWII and also features Netherlands Antilles (Curaçao) into the late 80’s and is predominantly mint, a mixture of mint
and used Aruba until 1997, Surinam with a nearly complete postwar collection of mint, a mostly used collection of Netherlands
Indies, and Netherlands New Guinea, which is almost complete including the often-elusive UNTEA set. Last but not least, Luxembourg, which is 90% mint with some of the better stamps and a nearly complete postwar collection., Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 8.4 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Scandinavia
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

Scandinavia Collection, mostly from 1850’s-1990’s. In two Scott Specialty albums, plus five stock books and a box of several
hundred 102 cards of duplicates, Denmark: 11 early imperf coat of arms, 11-15, 16-20, some better numerals, 164-75, 362-66 mint,
210-19 mint, 223d, 229b, 238a, C1 (2 mint), C2 mint, decent early officials with O1 (2), some slightly better Danish West Indies
numerals, Finland: several serpentine roulette coat of arms, a few higher denomination coat of arms, 24, Iceland: decent early numerals and I Gildi issues, 92-95, 108-28, Norway: good early posthorns, B3, Sweden: some better early coat of arms and numerals,
156 mint, 160 mint, 479-83 reprint sheets and some better officials. Condition and centering are both mixed, you will find plenty
of value when broken down properly, could be a good base for someone looking to build or expand their Scandinavia collection,
generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 20.8 lbs. Scott $30,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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631

Scandinavia, Very Useful Mint/Used Collection, 1862-2000. Mostly 50/50 mint and used collection hinged on Minkus pages.
One exception is Sweden, which has what appears to be a complete postwar collection of which 95% is mint. Denmark, Norway,
Iceland and Finland all well-filled to nearly complete in the modern era. Also includes what looks to be a complete mint collection
of Åland (1984-2000) and Faroes (1975-2000), and a very well-filled collection of Greenland (1950-2000)., Overall, a very sound
collection with Fine to Very Fine or better, You may view images of Sweden online as an example. Shipping charges apply - weight
5.8 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Eastern Europe
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

Eastern Europe, Mammoth Mint & Used Collection, 1864-2000. It’s raining stamps! Literally, 1000’s upon 1000’s of stamps
hinged on Minkus pages. All countries have a decent selection of early issues, but this is another lot where the modern era reigns
supreme. Both Bulgaria and Romania have a nearly complete mix of mint and used through the 40’s and into the mid-70’s and a
nearly complete run of mint through the 90’s. Hungary has very few empty spots from the 20’s on and has a mix of mint and used
until the mid-80’s, which then gives way to a virtually complete mint run until 2000. Czechoslovakia consists of a 50/50 mint and
used collection with very few empty spots from 1945 on. You will also find an almost complete mint collection of both the Czech
Republic and Slovakia. Yugoslavia is an extremely well-filled mix of mint and used to 1960, then virtually complete to 1999 with
95% mint. Also included with Yugoslavia are collections of Croatia, Slovenia, Serbia, Montenegro and Trieste. The Baltic States
are also well represented here with mostly mint collections of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania and including some of the better
semi-postal and airmail sets. A very strong Albanian collection is also here consisting of about 50% mint. And we’ve saved the
best for last, because probably the biggest highlight is Poland, an extremely well-filled mix of mint and used until the mid-60’s, and
from then on, an almost complete mint run until the year 2000. German occupation stamps, including what looks to be a complete
collection of General Gouvernement round things out. This collection will keep you busy for quite some time, and there is endless
interest for the topical collector too! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 21.4 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Latin America
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

632

Latin America, Handsome Hand-Picked Country Collections, 1853-1900. Truly pretty group of eight individual country collections on Specialty pages: Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Honduras, and Costa Rica; all formed by
a quality-conscious collector who built these holdings stamp-by-stamp, with a keen eye to centering, color and cancels; Bolivia
begins with a simply beautiful #1, with additional Condors #2, 5 and 7, solid Arms & Stars (9 or 11, take your pick), and complete
1878-99; Chile offers attractive Colons starting with #2 and complete #8-50; Colombia begins at #11, with numerous attractive
and less common cancels including Fancies and Panama; Nicaragua well-filled from #3 through #133; Panama offers a four-margined #1 with matching blue cancel and numerous striking Maps; Paraguay rampant with Lions and overprints (#5 signed Scheller
and others), essentially complete from 1879-99; plus nice Honduras and Costa Rica, each starting at #1; fresh and sound foundations on which to build, or to offer ready-made online or at your next show, Very Fine overall, a must-see; imaged in full online,
ex Professor’s Collection. Scott $4,800 (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

633

Latin America, Broad-Ranging Collection. In five Scott Specialty binders on quadrille Scott pages, a handmade collection
of Latin America and the Pacific; one binder each of Costa Rica, Panama and Haiti, the last two binders holding US Possessions with particular emphasis on Canal Zone; note also pages of Spanish Puerto Rico; mostly used, even for the more recent
issues, but numerous mint souvenir sheets throughout along with individual mint sets, with classic period nicely represented;
generally fresh and sound, Fine to Very Fine, inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 23 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

Central America, Very Large Mint & Used Collection, 1856-2000. It’s not often we see modern collections of Latin America
being this thorough. All countries are well-filled throughout and hinged on Minkus pages, but here are some specifics of the individual collections Costa Rica (1863-1998) is mostly mint and almost complete from the 40’s on. Honduras (1878-1999) is mostly
mint until the mid-70’s, and entirely mint from then on and virtually complete. El Salvador (1867-2000) has a mix of mint and used
early on, but after 1950 is over 95% mint and nearly complete. Panama (1887-1999) is mint and used until 1970 and mostly mint
thereafter. Guatemala (1871-1995) is mostly mint throughout. The Dominican Republic (1879-1997) is also a mixture of mint and
used until the early 70’s, but from then on all mint and virtually complete. Nicaragua (1869-1990) is nearly all mint after the 60’s
and Haiti (1881-1999) is mostly mint from the 40’s onward and includes most of the scarcer issues from the late 90’s. And let’s not
forget Mexico, a gargantuan collection of mint and used until 1970, and from then on 99% mint and nearly complete. So journey
on down south of the border and take a look. You’ll be glad you did! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.5 lbs.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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635

South America
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

South America, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-2000. Offering the entire continent of South America as one lot, almost all
countries were collected to the turn of the millennium. Hinged on Minkus pages, let’s begin with Brazil (1850-2000), which is
very nearly complete from the 1940s onward and almost entirely mint from the mid-60’s. Peru (1860-2000) is extremely wellfilled and mostly mint after WWII. Chile (1854-2000) is nearly complete from the early 60’s onwards and almost entirely mint.
Uruguay (1864-2000) is extremely well-filled and overwhelmingly mint from the 1940s onward. Argentina (1862-2000) is also
bulging at the seams with a mix of mint and used until the mid-60s and mostly mint from then on. Colombia (1865-2001) too is a
well-filled mint/used collection with a number of homemade pages added for varieties and a good selection of states, Antioquia,
Bolivar, Santander and Tolima among others. Bolivia (1868-1999) is also very extensive with a mix of mint and used up to the mid80’s and mostly mint thereafter. There are also decent mint/used collections of Paraguay (1881-1986) and Ecuador (1865-1994),
and an absolutely stunning collection of Venezuela (1862-2000). With the exception of a gap in the early 90’s, it is an extremely
well-filled collection of mint and used with many better stamps and ends with a copious amount of souvenir sheets and minisheets in the latter part of the 90’s., Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 16.8 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

WORLDWIDE
General Collections
Worldwide General Collections

636

Worldwide, Old School Exceptional Collection, 1840-1957. Collection of 18 well filled Scott Specialty and Schaubek albums
for European countries from start to around 1955. lncludes 10,000s of mint and used stamps from East and West Europe and
British areas, with colonies, except no British or French colonies. No great rarities but many countries go into variety, paper, and
color depth on home made pages. A plethora of individual stamps and sets from $25 into the $100s each. Strength is in 4 Schaubek
albums for the German areas, an album for Germany proper (East and West), an album of German states (which have to be examined), another with strong offices and colonies (50+ large yachts), plebiscites, and occupied territories, and an album with home
made pages with over 300 zummanadrucke. ltaly is exceptionally strong starting with ltalian States which also have to be examined
but include an unused Two Sicilies #18 ($975) with toned gum, regular issues appear complete mint or used except for about a
dozen stamps for the1930 to 1945 period mostly mint as well as the airmails with same used duplicates. Postage dues are complete
mint or used, and numerous Franchise stamps. This album also houses better than average colonies and territories. Portugal similarly has good earlies with additional pages for paper and perf varieties for the 1870-94 issues. All colonies are well represented from
Angola to Zambia which include Macao with #162-3 ($1000+). The rest of Europe continues in like fashion with many countries
supplemented with pages for early varieties to include Austria, Belgium, all Scandinavian countries, Switzerland among others.
Yes there is an album for Russa and areas and don’t overlook the 4 margin Great Britain #1 and the 150 plated #33s or the album
with over 1500 Belgium city precancels. On a lot this large some mixed condition to include no gum should be expected especially
on the earlier issues., Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 176 lbs. (photo on web site)� Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

637

Worldwide, Massive Old-Time Mint or Used Worldwide Collection to the 1960s. When you first begin to inspect this tremendous old collection, it becomes immediately clear that this gentleman most definitely loved his stamps; the collection, which is
packed (to say the least) in eight expanded Scott Blue Internationals, consists of thousands upon thousands of stamps, as the owner
most certainly tackled the world; Western Europe boasts excellent offerings from Austria, France & Colonies, strong Germany,
Netherlands, Saar, Spain, Switzerland and others, while noteworthy Latin America is present with especially good Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Ecuador, Guatemala, Mexico, Nicaragua and Salvador; Scandinavia offers solid collections from Denmark, Finland,
Norway and Sweden; Eastern Europe is enormous, with exceptional Russia & Area, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland
and Romania, while the British Empire features good Great Britain proper, strong Canada and India, general British Africa and
others; not to be forgotten, don’t miss the Asia, which includes nice China and Japan as well as others; truly a lovely old-time assembly, with a correspondingly huge aggregate catalogue value, bulk Fine to Very Fine, well worth a thorough inspection. Shipping
charges apply - weight 115 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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638

Worldwide, Whopping All-Mint 52-volume Scott Internationals, 1940-2011. Yet another case where the collection simply
doesn’t match the albums. This set of Scott Internationals is literally on its last legs, the older volumes well worn, and for good reason; each volume is bursting at the seams with thousands upon thousands of stamps, an all-mint collection neatly displayed in black
mounts. The collector didn’t stop there and inserted many homemade pages for variants, souvenir sheets and booklets. Speaking of
souvenir sheets, the collector had an affinity for them and there are scores throughout including much better items, such as Belgium
#B458a, B482a, Germany 664a, 5NB8a+b, 8NB4a, 10NB11, Japan 423, 453a, 463a, 517a, 519a, 521a, B11, Liechtenstein 238,
Netherlands 144a-45a, Switzerland B119, B130-31, B143, B178, Turkey 1054a and oodles more. And for single stamps and sets,
there are so many better items, I’m not sure even where to start, but here’s a sampling Austria #390-423/428-31, 500-15, Bahamas
132-47, BAT 1-15, Cambodia 53-58, Canada 249-62, 268-73, O1-11, O16-27, Comoros 39, C1-4, Egypt 299-316, Germany 66569, 670-85, B310-13, B314-15, B316-17, B318-19, B320-23, B327-30, 9N1-20, 9N35-41, 9N42-60, 9N68, DDR 82-84, Hungary
CB13-14, Hong Kong 239-44, 249-50, 253-54, Japan 479, 609, Luxembourg 318-20, Mozambique 332-55, New Zealand 288301, Saar 226, B69-73, B76, C12, Sudan 79-94, Vatican 149-53, C22-23 and that’s just to name a few! And for the record, after
numerous spot checks, the vast majority was NH. The collection starts to taper off after 2005, but make no mistake; it’s not often
we see a modern worldwide collection with this much depth. Don’t let this opportunity slip by! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges
apply - weight 650 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $8,000 - 10,000

639

Worldwide, Modern Day Mostly Mint Collection, 2001-16. Hats off to all those who collect from the current millennium. With
the increasing deluge of stamps released around the world, it’s a challenge to keep up, but along comes this collection of many
thousands of stamps hinged in a 14-volume set of Scott Internationals with tons of additional pages added for souvenir sheets,
booklets and Framas. Many countries are very nearly complete, most to 2016, such as the United States, Andorra (both French &
Spanish Administration), B.A.T., Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, Christmas Island, Cocos Islands, Czech Republic, Cyprus, Denmark
with Faroes, Fiji, Finland with Åland, France, Germany, Greece, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Ireland, Israel with tabs, Italy, Korea,
Kosovo, Monaco, Netherlands, New Zealand with Ross Dependency, Norway, Papua New Guinea, Philippines, PRC, San Marino,
Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Tokelau, UN (all 3 offices until 2012) and Vatican City. Two countries, Great
Britain and Japan, are mostly used but very filled collections. Many other countries have shorter spans of mint runs, such as Brazil,
Colombia, Egypt, Jamaica, Peru, Singapore, Uruguay, among others, which all add up to both massive face and catalogue value.
A welcome addition to any collector wishing to get up-to-date, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 156 lbs. (photo on web
site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

640

Worldwide, Bazillions of Stamps in Army of Albums, 1841-1989. We know the names well - Minkus, Harris, Scott, and others.
Here’s around 70 of those albums, many of them larger than a phonebook, filled with tens of thousands of stamps. And pretty
much every major country is well represented somewhere in the collection; if you’re looking for Russia and there’s not much in
one album, you’ll find it in another! Same goes for China, Germany, Great Britain, U.S., you name it. Come visit and have a look,
you’ll be glad you did! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 450 lbs. (photo on web site)�� Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

641

Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection from A-Z in Scott Internationals Up to 1999. We’ve all seen it before, a massive
multi-volume set of Scott Internationals, only to be disappointed when opening it up by seeing scores of empty pages and just a
scattering of stamps throughout. Not the case here! This set comprised of 27 volumes has not only thousands upon thousands of
stamps, there are many better sets and singles throughout the collection. You probably will not find many over the $100 threshold,
but even with just a quick examination, I found a very large amount in the $30-60 range. Most countries are well represented, some
even into the 1990s, and are generally a mix of mint and used with, after numerous spot-checking, the majority of stamps in mounts
appear to be never-hinged. Although there is no shortage of stamps in any geographical area, whether it be Europe, South America
or Asia, the strength of the collection seems to lie in the British Commonwealth. A sampling of online images is provided to give
you a better picture of the value and scale of this collection, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 178 lbs. (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

642

Worldwide, “My Big, Fat” All-Mint Collection, 1859-1940. Five heavyweight volumes of the Scott Internationals until 1940
will all stamps (99.9% mint) in black mounts. Well-filled throughout with many homemade pages inserted for stamps not given
a space in the regular album. What sets this apart is the vast amount of high-value stamps, something we do not see very often in
these large worldwide collections. After skimming through, here is a sampling of what you will find - Algeria #B1-13, B14-26,
Austria 128-43, B106-09, J132-58, Barbados 85-89, 97-100, Belgium B9-16, B106, B107-13, B123-24, B125-31, B156-62, B169,
B178, B179, Bulgaria C12-14, Denmark C1-5, France B11, B43, Germany B49-57, B68, B91-92, B104, B105, 1N55-58, Iceland
119, 122, 147-48, 170-75, 232-35, B5, C9-11, C16a-17a, Italy 58-63, 119-22, 248-56, 280-89, 346-48, B17-19, C89-94, Liechtenstein 89, 102a, 103-04, 106-07, C9-13, Monaco 3, 129, Netherlands 18, 69, 74, 80, B1-3, Neth. Antilles 19-23, Newfoundland 11A,
17, 24, 29, 31, 49, 51, C6-8, New Zealand 139, 165-70, C1-3, San Marino 4, 7, 13, 15 (NG), 17 (NG), 23, 25, J17, J50, SWA B5-11,
Spain B18, B60-63, Sweden 8, 29, 72, J12-22, Switzerland B80 and others, and I mean, many, many others. Perfect for sellers or
collectors who want to start their worldwide collections off with a bang! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 40.2
lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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643

Worldwide, Substantial, 27-Volume Scott Worldwide International Collection. Vast collection housed in 27 serviceable albums generally with pages to the 1990s, though coverage doesn’t extend that far; it is apparent what was done here, as perhaps
six or so countries were removed and upgraded to Specialty Series albums, and what’s present shows strength in French and Independent African nations with lots of mint, good New Hebrides, Persia, the Baltics, Germany, Italy, Columbia, China, Philippines,
Russia and Republics, general Portuguese Colonies, Indian States, Korea, France, Argentina and others; some nice pickings to be
had, Very Fine, worth a careful review. Shipping charges apply - weight 250 lbs. (photo on web site)������ Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

644

Worldwide, Exemplary Rarities with Certificates, 1853-1912. Marvelous classics, virtually all with APS certificates issued
2015-2016; Aegean Islands C14, Baden 1, 24, Bavaria 11a ($9,000), Buenos Aires 2 (unused), France 21 ($3,250), Germany
AMG 3N20, Great Britain 27 unused ($1,400), 28, as well as GB circuit book with better material, Italy 27 (unused), and two
copies of 48 (unused), Parma 5, Roman States 23b (unused), Sardinia 136, Senegal 34 unused ($6,500) without certificate, Spain
171, and Two Sicilies 12; wonderful examples to beef up your dealer stock or supercharge your collection; Scott catalog $27,600+,
Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

645

Worldwide, Collections of Belgium, Greece, Mexico, etc., to 2000. The one thing the countries have in common is that they
were all collected by someone who paid meticulous attention to the scope and presentation of his collections; housed in 3-ring
binders and beautifully mounted on homemade pages, they each cover the 1960-2000 timeframe and go way beyond completeness;
Belgium includes phosphor varieties, coil strips of 5 (numbered) and strips of 6 (unnumbered), complete booklets, precancels,
some blackprints, and Back-of-the-Book such as Military and Parcel Post stamps; Mexico goes into even greater detail with phosphor/fluorescent types and color, paper, watermark, gum and perforation varieties, many of which are not listed in Scott; Greece
was also a joy to thumb through with about 30 booklets included; as an added bonus, we also include from the same collector
two collections mounted in White Ace albums: Vatican City (1929-2000) complete, with the exception of the 1934 Provisionals,
but with numerous gutter pairs, booklets and inscription blocks (stamps appear to be hinged early on but never hinged from the
early 1960s onwards; and Ryukyu Islands (1948-72) never hinged, complete sans #17, and also includes both the first and second printing of the First Issue; in addition, the collector made pages for a complete never hinged collection of Riau Archipelago
(Scott-listed under Indonesia) which brings additional high catalogue value; and last but not least there is a complete never hinged
collection of Tokelau (1948-2000) in a spotless, like-new hingeless Kabe album, Fine to Very Fine with much better. Shipping
charges apply - weight 41.2 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

646

Worldwide, Lovely and Useful Diverse Accumulation of Collections. Eclectic holding housed in 15 albums, binders, etc.; we
note a lovely, apparently complete never hinged Cyprus collection 1957-2012 in a like-new Lighthouse hingeless album, plus
Turkish Cyprus apparently complete 1974-2011 in a second volume; we also find a lovely Malaria thematic White Ace album
collection, again apparently complete; good mint British Machin Heads, a two-volume Apollo 11 collection; an excellent, specialized Ghana White Ace collection complete, including Specimens, impers and aerogrammes; a lovely, well-filled Benelux Scott
Specialty album collection, and lots more besides; much of interest throughout, generally Fine to Very Fine, well worth a careful
inspection. Shipping charges apply - weight 65 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

647

Worldwide, Conglomeration of Albums, 1854-1992. Around 50 albums, mostly older editions with one dating back to 1899,
with enough stamps to encircle the earth many times. Okay, an obvious exaggeration but more than enough here to keep you
occupied for years. Heck, if I were ready to retire, I would bid on this lot! Some better U.S. noted, as well as France & Colonies,
Belgium, Austria and others, but still largely unchecked. Personal inspection recommended and could prove very rewarding, Fine
to Very Fine. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

648

Worldwide, “The World is Your Oyster” Collection 1857-1977. Not for the faint-hearted, this heavy-duty worldwide collection
delivers quite a punch. Consisting of 30 volumes (10 Minkus, 20 Scott) and multiple collections, most a mix of mint and used
hinged on pages. You probably won’t find any great rarities, but there is still plenty of worthwhile material here and most volumes
are very well-filled. If you can’t visit to view this lot, there is a video flip of one volume as a sampling. Additionally, here are some
items I encountered while flipping through the collection myself - Mint Aitutaki #1-6, Austria B245-51, B260-63, B264-67, B27376, French Polynesia 193-202, Germany B91-92, Iceland 195-98, Italy D1-14, E1-5, E11, Russia 250-59, 265-68, 333-35, 336-38,
375-81, 402-05, 411-12, 479, 524-28, 600, 636-39, 647-58, 659-65, 678-86, 794-810. Used Ascension 10-13, Australia 142-44,
147-49, Austria C1-2, GB 179, 222-23, Finland B1-7, B9-26, Germany B104, Iceland 203-08, C15-20, Italy 140-42, Liechtenstein
C1-2, Lombardy-Venetia 5-6, 12, Norway 5, Switzerland 100, B12-14, B15-17, B20, and need I say, many more! Generally Fine
to Very Fine. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Worldwide, “The Kit and Kaboodle” Collection, 1855-2000. Not sure if you can have a kaboodle without a kit, but it best
describes this lot, which contains ten albums, mostly older with a 1901 edition of Scott International, which has a decent amount
of classics (what else?!) and a number of homemade albums with stamps hinged on White Ace pages. Australia (1945-2000) is a
nearly complete mint/used collection in three binders and entirely mint after 1972. With numerous souvenir sheets, mini-sheets and
some booklets, there is some serious face value here. Along with Australia, you will also find mint collections of A.A.T. (1973-98),
Christmas Island (1993-98) and Cocos Islands (1969-98) along with a good selection of used States on pages. The same goes for
New Zealand (1935-90), an almost complete collection of which there are many mint before 1973, but only mint thereafter. Great
Britain (1965-2000) too looks as if it may be complete and is entirely mint. Among other odds ‘n ends is an entire box filled with
worldwide album pages and stocksheets loaded with thousands of stamps, a folder with collections of the Italian Social Republic
and Allied Military Government along with numerous blocks and partial sheets, a 46-page homemade album of the topic of ships
with many souvenir sheets and an emphasis on the British Commonwealth, two boxes of mint/used worldwide in glassines, a box
crammed with “102” cards of Denmark and Sweden, another box filled with worldwide mint blocks and souvenir sheets, and more
surprises. Say what you want about this collection, but if you land this lot within the estimate, it’s a bargain for sure., Fine to Very
Fine. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

650

Worldwide, Hodgepodge of Curiosities in Albums & Stockbooks. Large lot beginning with a well-filled 5-volume set of the
Scott Internationals up until 1962, and sure to contain many nice surprises. For the U.S. collector, there is a massive postal card
collection on White Ace and homemade pages from 1951-2001, along with over 200 different envelopes from 1958-2020 including
Air Mail and Officials. For the collector of Japan, you will find a mint remainder collection from 1888-1968 blackmounted in a
White Ace album which is actually well-filled from the late 50’s onwards. There are also well over 500 FDCs spanning the years
1960-80 and a beautiful collection of unused postal stationary of well over 300 postal cards from 1949-2015. Next, we have ten
Lindner stockbooks, most of which are loaded with mint and used stamps after 1962, which is where the Scott Internationals left
off. The collection is worldwide, but there is also an abundance of Great Britain, Channel Islands and a good selection of Machins.
There is also a sizeable amount of mint singles and blocks of Malaysian States in a Lighthouse stockbook with an intriguing breakdown of gum and fluorescence variants, as well as numerous stocksheets filled with mint and used Malaysia, Malaya and States
and Straits Settlements. A topical art collection and other extras included in this adventure lot! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges
apply - weight 144 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

651

Worldwide, “Another Nice Mess” Accumulation, 1850-1990s. Often quoted in the Laurel & Hardy films, this too is a “nice”
mess. Yes, it’s a bit chaotic with stamps stuffed in glassines and boxes and falling out of albums, but into the right hands and someone with patience, there is much to be salvaged here. There’s over a dozen albums, among them Switzerland (1850-1958), two
Vatican (1956-1972) collections on White Ace pages, one very well filled and the other containing covers and blocks, U.S. (18951961) in a Scott National with stamps in black mounts, four volumes of the Scott International (1940-1965), Burundi (1963-1983)
with hundreds of stamps and some better, such as #589-600 and more. There’s a binder filled with mint/used Austria & Belgium,
an album containing topical sets from around the world, a binder with mostly mint French Colonies along with circuit pages filled
with Italy, a stack of stamps on pages covering Japan to Wurttemberg, a large circuit book filled with many hundreds of Canada
including cut squares, precancels, revenues and tagged variants, six binders filled with 100’s of mint/used Turkey, Burundi, Cambodia, Mongolia, the latter three with topicals galore, a few more binders loaded with worldwide and a box filled to the gills which
must be many 1000’s of stamps, worldwide mint/used in glassines and lots of U.S. and Canada. To round out this collection, we
have a box of 30 retired APS circuit books with $4000-5000 cat value and mostly Western Europe; lots of Scandinavia and some
Asia. Many better stamps and sets, Austria #496-99 NH, Cyrenaica C24-29 NH, France 254A Used, 299 Mint, 414 NH, C27 Used,
French Polynesia C106 NH, Guernsey 8-23 NH, Italy 232-38 Mint, C127 Used, Spain 732 LH, Thailand 1755Bc NH and many
more. Finally, a nice mess worth getting into! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 139 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

652

Worldwide, Very Extensive and Unusual Consignment Caboose Lot. A very large and varied holding featuring some extensive
Israel with lots of mint tab sets, etc.; lots of modern Swiss new issues and postal stationery; lots of modern mint British stationery;
various candy boxes of sorted (and unsorted) US and foreign material, First Day Covers and covers; four old Brown Internationals
along with other miscellaneous albums, etc.; some organization and hunting will certainly go far with this one, largely Fine to Very
Fine, examine. Shipping charges apply - weight 191 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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653

Worldwide, Considerable Lifetime Collection, 1853-2012. Four Supreme Global albums, two Scott Internationals, and a
new-appearing Scott National; mostly mint US in 1920-1950 and strong Airmail with Argentina, Azerbaijan, Australia, Austria,
Bavaria, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, China, Congo, Cuba, Egypt, Finland, France, French Colonies, Germany, Great Britain (including #90, 91, 166, 293, 294 unused and #295 unused), Greece, Guadelope, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Hong Kong,
Hungary, Iceland, Persia, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Jamaca, Liechtenstein, Martinique, Monaco, New Caledonia, Newfoundland, New
Zealand, Niger, Norway, Nyassa, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Reunion, Romania, Russia, Saar, St Pierre, Somalia, Spain,
Switzerland, Transvaal, Turkey, Wallis; the two Scott International volumes are very well populated; the Scott National is almost
exclusively unused in black mounts, beginning with a few Washington-Franklins, Century of Progress souvenir sheets, National
Parks, complete from 1939-63 (except #1052 and 1053); several cartons containing thousands of US and foreign covers, many in
premium albums and others just a delicious mix of commercial and philatelic envelopes; dozens of envelopes from high-power law
firms with attorney correspondence still enclosed; dozens of BEP stamp show engraving presentation cards; stockbooks and loose
stamps; too much to list but not to much to view (you are cordially invited), Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
168.8 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

654

Worldwide, Super Selection of Mint & Used, 1863-1970. Small gathering of around 300 stamps but only better sets and singles.
Mostly mint, here are just some of the highlights - Argentina #627, Chile 50d, DDR 82-84 (NH), France 89, 34-35 (NG), B66-67
(NH), German Office in Turkey 1-6 (no #4), Italy 39 (VLH), 41 (VLH), Persia O28, Saar B9-15 (NH), Spain 171 (NG), 240-41,
623-34 (NH), C97 (NH), Sweden 248-62 (NH) and much more. On the used side, we spotted an Eastern Rumelia #7, an FDC
cancel of Dominican Republic 407 and more; all in all, huge catalog value, Generally Fine to Very Fine or better, All pages of
stockbook imaged for your viewing pleasure! (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

655

Worldwide, Array of Older Albums, 1850-1990s. 1000’s of stamps with heavy emphasis on 19th and earlier 20th century due
to the age of most of the albums of which there are around 20, some without covers. Some better stamps scattered throughout,
most notably U.S., Philippines, Great Britain, Australia and other Commonwealth. Viewing absolutely essential, Fine to Very Fine.
Shipping charges apply - weight 114.2 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,500

656

Worldwide, Diverse Collections in Albums, 1859-1995. Over 20 albums in all, ranging from a mint/used collection of Germany
(1872-1982) in a 3-volume hingeless Lighthouse set including WWII occupation and Saar to a very specialized and almost complete mint collection of Guinea (1959-66) including some FDCs, gutter pairs, imperf varieties not listed in Scott, pairs (3) imperforate vertically (Sanabria #16b-18b), and airmails with overprint color variants only found in Sanabria & Yvert. There are two
Vatican collections, one well-filled running from 1933-69, as well as a binder filled with about 100 blocks, a well-filled mint/used
collection of Romania (1872-1965), DDR with many 100’s CTO and pages up to 1988 (Oh, so close!), a very well-filled Canada
album of used until 1986 with some better classics, a mostly empty Minkus album of Tunisia, Libya & Morocco but a few nice
surprises like Libya 122-34 mint, a very well-filled collection of Japan (1896-1995) with Ryukyu, an album of Switzerland (18621980) with some added FDCs, postal stationery, gutter blocks, Soldatenmarken, etc., an album of the 1949 issues of Indonesia
including MNH 59, 65c, 118, 119, and an excellent collection of France (1853-1979), all mint after 1957 and in mounts, with many
better sets and singles, such as mint 414, B157a, B249-54, B285-90, B294-99 and used B11, B276-81, C22. A few more albums
thrown in like Peru, British Oceania and a couple more Germany & Areas, all make this one enticing auction lot, For the most part
Fine to Very Fine, Inspection recommended. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

657

Worldwide, Single Country Album Collections, 1850-1979. I hate to sound like a broken record, but once again we have 1000’s
upon 1000’s of stamps, this time in single country albums from Scott, Minkus, Davo, and others including some homemade efforts,
14 in all, as well as 10 more worldwide albums and 10 stockbooks as an added bonus! The following countries all have well-filled,
mostly used collections - Czechoslovakia (1918-77) including a stockbook loaded with mint singles, Germany (1872-1977) with
another binder of stamps on pages and a homemade Memel album, Hungary (1874-1977), Poland (1919-77), Romania (18681975) and Yugoslavia (1918-60). There’s also China (1897-1979), a very well-filled mostly mint collection of Argentina (18731970), Egypt / U.A.R. (1879-1971) used collection, France (1870-1960), Italy (1863-1930), Mexico (1864-1979), New Zealand
(1892-1951) in a hingeless Lighthouse album, and Spain (1850-1969) with many doubly collected. Many better sets and singles
throughout in both albums and stockbooks, like France #348 used, B294-99 mint and Italy used 33, 51, 121-22, 124-25, J2, J22,
Q1-6. Condition varies but generally F-VF. Closer inspection highly recommended, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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658

Worldwide, Very Large Accumulation, 1873-2013. Mostly U.S. but also a fair amount of worldwide both mint and used from
the classics to the modern era in over 40 binders; some are albums, some are stockbooks, folders, even photo albums call them
what you will, this is a massive collection that also includes many, many hundreds, if not a few thousand covers, again mostly U.S.
and for the most part FDCs, along with a large amount of U.N. FDCs and mint blocks, many with inscription. There are four books
of revenue stock, both federal and state along with some Ducks, a stockbook of mint/used British Commonwealth, two Liberty
Plate Block albums, U.S. Commemorative Panels, mint sheet folder including modern mini-sheets, a stockbook of precancels, and
much, much more. Inspection is highly encouraged., Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 176 lbs. (photo on web
site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

659

Worldwide “Aden-Bermuda” Countries Collection. Of over 5,000 mostly used stamps to 1960s in a Scott Jr International album plus assorted sets and singles in “102” cards in some stock sheets, includes useful Antigua, Argentina with officials, Australia,
Azores, 20th century Austria, Bahrain, Bavaria, Belgium,etc., generally fresh and F-VF; owner’s Scott value of over $10,000.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

660

Worldwide, Excellent Mint & Used Air Mail Collection, 1919-34. The outside cover of this album is long gone, but the pages
of this Nicklin Air Mail Stamp Album from 1934 are surprisingly in excellent condition and have endured the test of time. Even
more impressive is the collection herein, a very good mix of mint (some in mounts) and used. Some obvious standouts are France
#C1-2 used, Japan C1-2 mint and Russia C21(2) MNH, but there are certainly other treasures to be unearthed in what must be well
over 1,000 stamps, With very few exceptions, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)�������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

661

Worldwide, “Everything Must Go!” Mint & Used Accumulation, Up to 1980s. This lot is about quantity, with more stamps
than you can shake a stick at! We begin with seven Minkus albums containing mint/used collections of Mexico (1874-1984),
France (1854-1970) including Saar & French Zone of Germany with some better, Chile & Peru (1866-1970), Latin Caribbean
(Cuba, Haiti, Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico up to 1962), Portugal & Colonies (1856-1969), a very well filled album of Hungary
(1871-1970) and a very nice mix of mint and used Ireland (1922-1970) with some of the better sets and singles. You’ll also find a
few more mint/used collections in various albums, mostly worldwide with two of them from the 1930s along with other odds and
ends such as a Cuba album (1991-2005) of CTO’s which looks complete from 1995 onwards, an extremely well-filled collection of
mint Nevis (1980-1993) on pages, eight binders loaded with worldwide on manila stock sheets and two large counter books filled
with worldwide souvenir sheets and blocks cataloging around $4000 alone. Clear off some shelf space, you’re going to need it,
Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

662

Worldwide, Country Collections, 1862-1990. Organized by country in manila folders, a banker box filled with mint/used on
Scott pages. A lot of better Swiss items including 19th century and many Pro Juventute sets, nice selections of Bavaria, Vatican and
better Spain, Tristan da Cunha #14-26 mint and other better British Commonwealth, etc. Generally F-VF. Inspection recommended, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

663

Worldwide, Mostly Mint Souvenir Sheets, 1934-2013. From virtually every corner of the globe, arranged alphabetically from
Aitutaki to Yemen, a collection of 13 counter books filled with mostly mint souvenir sheets but also a large amount of booklets,
blocks and se-tenant pairs and strips. You’ll find a lot of material over the $40 range and even much better, such as Canada #C4 (NH
block), Cyprus 226a (NH), Hungary 486 (hinged), Luxembourg 279a (NH), and Norwegian NH booklets 307a, 408a, 420a. This
tempting lot cataloging at well over $10,000 could be yours! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 20.2 lbs. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

664

Worldwide, Global Collection in 9 Volumes, 1851-2016. Five Minkus Global albums, a looseleaf of Israel, a Lighthouse binder
of Great Britain, a Scott Specialty with Spain and Colonies, and a Scott Junior International; still plenty of room in the Minkus
albums, noting unused and postally used stamps from Chile, Bolivia, Belgium, Austria, Albania, Venezuela, Sweden, San Morino,
Russia, Italy, Iraq, Greece, Germany, France, Romania, Poland, Panama, Norway, Lebanon, South Africa, Papua, Pakistan, and
several British Colonies; the Spanish volume is old school mostly unused hinged (a few hundred) in the album with several efforts
to price stamps annotated over time; virtually complete mint Israel in black mounts on White Ace pages, except for early coins
most are tabs (there are no hi value coins), includes Officials, Postage Due, Airmail, complete otherwise from 1948-1979; International Junior has less than 100 stamps; lastly the Lighthouse binder of Great Britain with stock pages great for the dealer, 1842
stampless letter from Birmingham, as well as perhaps a thousand used GB stamps neatly organized with a few Penny Reds and Two
Pence Blues, QV, KEII, KGV (Scott# 173 noted), and QEII, vast majority are used with moderate to lafge duplication observed;
considerable variation in condition so examination is recommended, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 73.5 lbs.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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665

Worldwide, “Worth the Weight” Accumulation, 1850-2011. Towering stack of 10 albums and 29 stockbooks of worldwide material with an emphasis on Germany. The albums are older, some dating back to the early part of the 20th century and are worldwide
with the exception of one U.S. collection of mint/used up to 1953. The stockbooks are loaded with mostly used worldwide with
seven of them dealing exclusively with Germany. Overall, some very useful mint/used stock covering everything from the states
to Germany 2011 including DDR, Berlin, Zones, Offices, Colonies, WWI occupation, Danzig and Saar with some better. Yeah,
it’s worth the weight (pun intended)., Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 110 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

666

Worldwide, A to Z and Around the Globe, 1880-1990. Enticing but elementary collection found a long time ago; includes an
ancient Scott and a handmade album plus a few hundred loose pages with Hong Kong and other useful countries; from the New
England countryside to you (might be the sleeper of the sale!), Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 23.4 lbs. (photo
on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $750 - 1,000
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667

Worldwide, “The Whole Schmear” Trilogy, Part III. The saga continues with the final episode featuring more of the same with
about a dozen albums and at least 25 stockbooks of various sizes. And that doesn’t even account for the bulk of the content, with
many thousands of glassines both in files and heaping piles, and stacks upon stacks of covers with many FDCs, shoeboxes, mint
sheet folders, stockcards, bags, you name it. You’ll find many mint sets from postal services around the world, like U.S., Canada,
Britain, Ireland, Finland, NZ, India, a very pretty collection of British Commonwealth gutter pairs mounted on pages, many full
and partial sheets of Italy, Japan, Korea, Liberia, Monaco, Poland, Russia, Ryukyu including Christmas Seals, a homemade collection of Belgian Congo stamps & covers annotated on pages, numerous souvenir cards, four boxes of “102” cards with excellent
used French stock until 2014, used Canada up until 2000 and extensive Austria and Ireland, an approval book with many 100’s of
mostly mint French Colonies, a mint/used collection of Hong Kong 1946-86, U.N. Year Packs, nice selection of U.S. Transportation PNC strips, huge Swiss stock of mint & used in envelopes, sheets of U.S. Christmas & Easter Seals, Boys Town and other
labels, a couple of pages of Great Britain #33 plate numbers, an entire binder of Greek covers, and much, much more. Zipping
through this lot, some individual items also stuck out - Norway #1, 3-5, 11-12, 15, Sweden 2, 12, Denmark 3, 5, over 20 U.S. Duck
stamps including RW26-27 NH, Germany 10NB11 mint, Nicaragua 3-7 mint, a number of Canadian KGV booklets cataloging
over $1000 and you can bet your sweet bippy there’s more to be discovered. Check out the lot firsthand and happy hunting! Fine
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 725 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������ Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

668

Worldwide, “The Whole Schmear” Trilogy, Part I. Stamps are like a box of chocolate, you never know well, you know the rest.
And this lot illustrates that perfectly with everything but the kitchen sink. Rummaging through the 20-odd boxes, I encountered
what must be many tens of thousands of stamps in albums or on loose pages, a few thousand glassines, envelopes organized by
country, stamps on paper in large Ziploc bags, numerous stockbooks and stocksheets, cigar boxes, shoeboxes whatever it was, it
was crammed with stamps from all over. A lot of U.S. with hundreds of covers, some first flight and many FDCs, postal stationery
and picture postcards, early bundle-stock, a few annual mint sets as issued by the U.S. Postal Service, an entire box filled with
folios from the Postal Commemorative Society, etc. There’s a glassine file of classic France by cat number, stacks of CTO blocks
and sheets from the Trucial States, mint sheet folders with full and partial sheets from Argentina, Brazil, Russia, Greece and around
50 from Egypt alone, a couple stockbooks filled with thematics, a huge stack of Brazilian new issue announcements with FDC
cancels, French Colonies on pages, a box with thousands on paper, mostly earlier 20th century Turkey, an Israeli mint collection
with tabs in a hingeless SAFE album and a file of inscription corner blocks, Soviet commemorative folders, stocksheets filled with
mint/used Belgium, Germany, Mexico, Philippines, Poland, Russia, Spain, U.N., Vatican and tons more. The most exciting part is
what I alluded to earlier; you never know what you might come across and in the short time of examining this lot, here are some of
the more eclectic items encountered a packet of Austrian revenues, full panes of Danish Christmas seals, an envelope with seven
hunting licenses with federal and state ducks, six retired APS circuit books from the 1970s, a number of Cinderella blocks from
the 1933 WIPA exhibition, even some full sheets of Württemberg. Even more specifically, I saw Belgium #B178 & B662a, Alexandretta C1-8 used, Gibraltar 132-45 mint, Andorra (Spanish Administration) 1-12 as listed in Sanabria, Telegraph stamps from
Tangier 35-46 as listed in Edifil, U.S. C18 on cover, and other goodies. Viewing is not only helpful but mandatory! Fine to Very
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 275 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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669

Worldwide, “The Whole Schmear” Trilogy, Part II. You won’t find a C3a in this lot either, but there is plenty of worthwhile
material here, whether for the reseller or for the collector getting ready for the long winter. Similar to Part I, we have about 10
albums, over 30 stockbooks, numerous cigar boxes and thousands of glassines. Some of the albums are high-end, like a SAFE
hingeless in pristine condition with a mint Faroes collection, a U.S. mint collection (1940-75) on hingeless Lighthouse pages and
others. There’s even an impressive 2-volume homemade Worldwide collection on the topic of Christianity (Churches, Madonnas,
Christmas, Martyrs, Missionaries, etc.). A few of the 30-odd boxes border on psychotic ranging from everything from S&H Green
Stamp Booklets and Yugoslavian bundleware to some very nice stock of France & Colonies. Among the varied material you will
find is stockbooks filled with mint/used Portugal, Russia, Turkey, one with mint Cyprus, some very useful Switzerland, a cigar box
loaded with Australia, another with Korea, a folder of Grenada full sheets, 100’s of worldwide souvenir sheets, stacks of Canadian
FDCs, a nearly complete collection of mint Victory & Peace Issues on White Ace pages, old Danish circuit books filled with classic
Italy, bags of stamps on paper, U.N. inscription blocks & FDCs, abundant U.S. postal stationery, a box filled with 1000’s from the
Middle East organized by country and counter book pages scattered throughout with better material. And this lot, like the previous,
is largely unchecked, but I did manage to spot the following - Mint Belgium #B106, France B157a, NZ 165-70, Egypt 172-76, C525, a nice selection of mint/used Soviet Tax Stamps as listed in Michel under Gebührenmarken, and a stockbook of imperf New
Caledonia and Wallis & Futuna Islands, including some proofs. So grab a shovel, because “there’s gold in them thar hills!”, Fine
to Very Fine. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

670

Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation, 1819-1979. With this lot, you get a bit of this, and that, and of course, the other too!
Despite being worldwide, there is a sizeable chunk of U.S. here mostly in the form of covers, over 350 of them, with stampless
covers dating back to 1819, many of them transatlantic, some from World’s Fairs and Expos, most notably St. Louis from 1904
and the Jamestown Exposition from 1907. You’ll also find many FDCs, picture postcards, postal stationery, first flights, and more.
There’s also a stockbook with a neatly arranged used collection from 1925-77 and a box of duplicates with a lot of precancelled.
Another country dominating this collection is Switzerland; over 250 with the usual mix of postal stationery and picture postcards,
but also stampless, Soldatenpost, Balloonpost, revenues on documents and more. In addition, we have 8 retired circuit books with
over $3000 in catalogue still remaining; #200-03 mint, 200a-03a mint, B7-9 used and B206 MNH to name just a few. For the rest
of the world, there’s a stockbook of Liechtenstein Framas along with worldwide souvenir sheets, a small album with 100’s of mint/
used hinged on pages, a stockbook of Iraq and one on British Africa, five old circuit books with a boatload of used, packets of older
stamps, around 90 Russian covers from the WWI era and around 400 more worldwide featuring a half-dozen Spanish Graf Zeppelin covers and a 1917 first flight from Torino to Rome with Italy C1. All in all, a fantastic lot and surely much yet to be discovered,
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 37 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������ Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

671

Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation, 1852-1990. Around 15 stockbooks with much mint/used Great Britain, Italy, Latin
America, Mongolia, U.S., French Colonies, Yugoslavia, among others, and 10 or so albums. A Mexican collection mounted in a
Minkus album, exceptionally strong in the modern era with a nearly complete mint run from 1956-90 and with many added blocks.
Two Scott albums covering British North America, Caribbean and the South Atlantic, as well as some binders with stamps on pages
including excellent representation across the Commonwealth. There are also a few U.S. collections in Scott albums up to the 1960s
with some better items like mint #C4-6, C18 and used C1-2, E1, E3. One of the albums appeared fairly empty, but upon closer
examination I saw a number of ducks, mint RW11, RW12 NH, RW13, and used RW4, RW5, RW7 and out of nowhere, a couple
of Shanghai overprints, one of them K16 NH! Oddly enough, some of the best material I discovered among the 100’s of glassines
stuffed in bags, U.S. mint 232-33, 287-89 and used 76, 78, 116, a nice selection of Bank Notes, duplicates of the Columbians up
to 30¢ and Trans-Mississippi issue up to 10¢, extensive Washington/Franklins and tons more. A few more odds ‘n ends like mint
sheet folders with mostly full and partial sheets of Argentina, bunches of U.S. plate blocks and an excellent selection of mint/used
Roman States hinged on pages and in stocksheets, but closer examination is recommended, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

672

Worldwide, A Mostly Twentieth Century Accumulation/Amalgamation. In various albums and on dealer’s cards, with better
never hinged country collections including French South Antarctic Territories, 1955-2007, in Lighthouse album and on dealer’s
cards with #16-19, 23-24, 25-28 and 294, similar for French Polynesia, 1921-2008, with #C17-C19, and St. Pierre & Miquelon,
1931-99, with #J48-J57; also Ghana 1957-60 collection of corner plate or requisition number blocks of four, Europe, US, and
recent United Nations, Fine to Very Fine and fresh. Shipping charges apply - weight 46 lbs. Scott $14,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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673

Worldwide, A-Z Adventure Lot with Topicals Galore. Without a doubt, an adventurous lot but one that will surely pay dividends. Mostly 20th century, with mountains of mint, some in the form of year sets issued by the post office (around 20 years for
Canada, 13 from Denmark, many from NZ and others), mint sheet folders, numerous stock books, hundreds of glassines, all filled
with mostly mint singles, blocks, and a seemingly never-ending supply of souvenir sheets. You’ll find stamps from all over the
world; much U.S., China, British Commonwealth, Scandinavia, Japan, and many more, but let’s not forget about the topical collector; there is so much material here, it’s mind-boggling ships, aviation, trains, space, stamps-on-stamps, birds, and much, much
more. Some of it is chaotic but other parts are quite orderly, like four stockbooks of mint/used Philippines, an entire box filled with
philatelic panels, and a binder of Marshall Islands loaded with mini-sheets and blocks. Photos will not do this lot justice; it must
be seen to get a grasp of the enormous value this carries, Fine to Very Fine and better. Shipping charges apply - weight 102.2 lbs.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

674

Worldwide, Accumulation of Delicious Leftovers, 1900-2000. Among the dozen or so binders included in this remainder collection, we have a hingeless Lindner album containing a very nearly complete MNH Europa collection from 1968-78 with some
added mini-sheets along with a stockbook of additional issues from 1956-71with many better, such as Luxembourg #318-20 and
Liechtenstein 356. There’s a UN album with almost complete mint NY, Geneva and Vienna from 1974-85 with an additional binder
of flag stamps in singles, blocks and mini-sheets. A commemorative album of around 80 covers of the 1980 Olympic Games in
Moscow, a worldwide Audubon FDC collection consisting of 78 covers, a collection of 56 Soviet and U.S. covers commemorating
the Apollo-Soyuz Space Test Project, and a hardcover book entitled “The Millennium Collection” from Canada Post. There’s also
a binder and box filled with worldwide postal stationery featuring a good selection of Brazil, Mexico and Nicaragua, and a binder
loaded with sheets, like an entire sheet of Belgium 139b and a slew of Japanese sheetlets from the 70’s & 80’s. And that’s not all
folks! This lot also contains a great deal of Germany, especially from the Third Reich era, with many stamps, sheets and covers,
as well as leaflets, documents, photographs, brochures, maps and other odds ‘n ends. Finally, leftovers to look forward to! Fine to
Very Fine, Some images online, but inspection is still strongly encouraged. Shipping charges apply - weight 81 lbs. (photo on web
site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

675

Worldwide, Small But Powerful Accumulation, 1851-1982. Looks can be deceiving. We have a Denhof U.S. album with just
a smattering of stamps, a cigar box filled with mint U.S., Canada and Austria; not bad but nothing extraordinary. That is when I
happened to come across a small box filled with unimaginable treasure! Mint Andorra #C2-4, Austria C54-60, Cyprus 226a (2),
Greece 568-73, Israel 1-4 with tabs, 27 with tab (2), 33-34 with tabs, Italy Q76, Luxembourg 318-20 (3), Persia 995-98 (3), Taiwan 1064-69 (imperf), 1077-91, Trieste (Zone B) C21 (2) and many more! Talk about a nice surprise! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

676

Worldwide, Massive Wide-Ranging Balance Lot, 1862-2019. Albums, stockbooks and tens of thousands (or more) of mint sets,
singles, souvenir sheets and postally used stamps; Albums include Scott International 1920-1926, Scott 1899, Scott National 1940,
Scott International 1901-1920, Aristocrat World Album, HE Harris Canada, Scott 1900, Minkus 1961-1970 plate blocks, Scott International Junior, HE Harris Liberty and a Berck French album; Supplies include 7 Lighthouse two inch black page unused stockbooks, 10 heavy duty White Ace binders with page guards, Scott Specialty binder, and 20 stockbooks populated in varying degrees
organized by country; Stamps include several dozen oversized black stock cards with modern Great Britain, considerable recent
Canadian commemoratives, Swedish booklets, Israel blocks and tabs, and $300+ US Face mostly coils and blocks; quite the opportunity for the dealer ready to impose order, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 382 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

677

Worldwide, Incomparable, Superior Grade Mix Masters Delight, 1855-2018. A simply superb and enormously extensive,
clean and super high grade mixture, not burdened with the typical lower grade material, comprised of over 200 pounds, housed in a
dozen, uniformed sized cartons; there is truly an exceptionally worldwide representation here, with dozens of countries represented, with the bulk of items present spanning the last 50 years or so; a great lot for traders, as mixtures of this quality do not come up
often, inspection invited, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 223 lbs. (photo on web site)Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

678

Worldwide, Mother of All Mixture Lots, 1882-2019. Ok, got your attention now; seriously, for those of you who crave something way different, here it is; first off, the lot consists of many, many tens of thousands of issues; issues here spanning decades
worth of philately; still not convinced?; well, what if I told you that every single country, or in a few cases, areas, have been
diligently sorted into plastic bags; it’s almost as if the owner stripped collections by country and put them into sorting bags; highlights include extensive British Empire, Korea, Thailand, Sweden, Mongolia, Salvador, Italy, Japan, Columbia, China and Peoples
Republic of China, Germany, New Zealand, Costa Rica, Uruguay, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, Spain, Australia, Romania, Greece,
Netherlands, India, Belgium, Russia, Poland, etc.; mostly all appear used;generally VF, should be examined to be appreciated; hey
folks, I did my best! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 111.2 lbs. (photo on web site)���� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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679

Worldwide, 20th Century Global Accumulation, 1892-1965. Dealer’s old worldwide and US cover accumulation of over 1000
items; these range from the 19th century to the 1960s or so; includes Registered, Censored, Airmail, Underpaid, Special Delivery,
Paquebot and other unusual uses; mostly commercial with a sprinkling of topical and first day covers sleeved and priced between
$10 and $50 with a few higher and a lew lower; many small countries are included in this grouping; huge variety of countries and
usages; consignor reports total retail in excess of $20,000, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 19.7 lbs. (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

680

Worldwide, Caboose Lot from a Fine Consignment. A dream lot for the packet-maker or bourse dealer, with a fair amount
of everything to make things interesting; numerous shoeboxes of foreign singles, some identified by country, others specifically
by Scott; binders of stockpages centering on Haiti, Hong Kong and Iceland; a solid offering of covers, be they First Day, commemorative cancel or postally used; seals and labels; a box of foreign Revenues sorted by country, and much more besides;
US material included, Fine to Very Fine, worthy of review. Shipping charges apply - weight 52 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

681

Worldwide, Far-flung Super Interesting Balances, 1870-2016. Each area makes you want to jump down the rabbit hole; a
cursory look includes Minkus pages of Australian Antarctic, Suez Canal references, Danish West Indies, Faroe Islands, Greenland
including a couple Pakke-Porto and American Issues (the latter mint), beautiful Latin American cut squares, Japanese WWII war
bonds, German Marshall Islands and Samoa, hundreds of stamps on Scott Specialty Album Mexico pages, about 100 Lundy mint/
used/on piece, a few hundred better Australian Antarctic on album pages and loose, at least 100 Viet Nam on four manila cards,
a few hundred used Belgium Railroad Parcel Post nicely presented on pages (1882-1940), six sheets (different denominations) of
unidentified Philippines (circa 1899), St. Pierre and Miquelon on Scott pages plus postal stationery, sheets of Matanzas locals, etc.,
etc., Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.4 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

682

Worldwide, A Mondial Amalgamation of Amassed Amusements. A hodgepodge of a lot, including a stockbook of souvenir
sheets from Afghanistan to Yemen; Slovakia postal stationery (including Pigeongrams!), black prints, and a nice holding of miniature and souvenir sheets in useful quantities, plus booklets; and three baggies of worldwide issues including Bhutan Record stamps,
Tonga and Sierra Leone shaped stamps, a good dose of mid- to modern Italy and Vatican, and more; no great rarities, but useful
and salable material, much of it prepped and ready to go, Fine to Very Fine or better, worth a look-through. Shipping charges apply
- weight 9.8 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $600 - 800

683

Worldwide, Enticing Caboose Lot from an Outstanding Consignment. A nice mix of miscellanies, organized to a greater
degree than most such holdings, sure to please the online or bourse dealer, especially useful for the Topicalist; we note recent US
miniature sheets and panes First Day canceled, with subjects such as Elvis, Space, Olympics, etc.; a binder of British Caribbean
sheets focusing on Queen Elizabeth II, the Queen Mother, Butterflies, Crickets, Birds, Cars, Planes, and Michael Jackson (we did
say it was a mix, didn’t we?); loads of US First Day Covers with additional commemorative cancels, many associated with Chinese
New Year; useful US face sprinkled throughout; a binder of fresh 1960s Japan and Ryukyus mint; numerous PRC folders and year
books 1997 (Return of Hong Kong Philatelic Exposition) to 2000, and more besides; Post Office fresh and carefully bundled, well
worth a look, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 110 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������ Estimate $600 - 800
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Worldwide Dealers Stock

Worldwide, Exceptional Stock Holding of Better. On 102 or black cards, majority mint, nearly all of which is never hinged,
with nice used early material, all identified and catalogued, with almost every item with Scott value of $100 or up (some way up);
from Ascension to Yugoslavia, a bit of everything for the savvy dealer; light but useful duplication, with some sets present parallel
mint and used; too many highlights to list them all, but a selection includes (never hinged, unless noted) FSAT #25-28 (2); Germany #C27-C34; Berlin #9N35-9N41; East Saxony “Post/POCHTA” margin single imperforate (signed; light gum disturbance
to corner); Greenland #10-18 (4, 1 never hinged, 3 used); Iceland #C4-C8 (2 beautifully centered, 1 used), C9-C11 (3, 1 used);
Panama footnoted set of 12 Popes; strong Saar Semi-Postals including #CB1a (4, 1 used); San Marino #278-293, C1-C10 (3, 2
used), C11-C16 (3, 2 used); Vatican #35-40 used (with E Diena certificate), C20-C21; Canada #5 used (and four-margined); Ireland
#2 used strip of three (two stamps with overprint varieties), 77-79 used, 77B-79B used; and much, much more besides, Very Fine
overall, see the entire lot online. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.6 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������� Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
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685

Worldwide, High-End Airmail Stock with Extra Goodies, 1847-1975. An eclectic inventory of several thousand stamps in three
long glassine boxes, mainly mint with some better used sets and singles, all on display cards with Scott numbers, priced and ready
to sell without additional work, perfect for online or show sales. The Airmail worldwide section alone is priced out at over $45,000,
and this doesn’t include the US Airmails or stock beginning with a used #1. This is not your ordinary stock as its value is built up
on mainly mint sets and singles valued at $50 and up each, with special sections of items priced over $20, $50, $100 and $300 per
item. The US is mixed and was not counted in our total but has better items including some mint Columbians up to the 50¢, mint
Pan-Americans and more with a nice airmail section with C1/C6 and a mint 65¢ Zeppelin. While the strength is in the comprehensive worldwide Airmails there are other better stamps such as a mint Canada Bluenose Scott 158, a used China Scott 24, Denmark
Scott 82 used block, Airmails including German Zepps, Canada C2 plus more, Newfoundland, Israel C1-C6 tabs, Denmark C1-C6,
France C1-C2, French Colonies, Liechtenstein C1-C6 plus three sets of C15-C16, Russia C15-C19, Italy three Soccer sets and
C42-C47, San Marino C11-C16, Eritrea CB1-CB6, Italian Colonies, Uruguay C93-C109. All noted are mint unless qualified as
used. Rarely do we find such a massive holding of Airmails with a fair amount of never hinged and some used: one small section
of sets and singles on display cards, 33 in total, had a value of $10,766 or $326 per card. Certainly this was exceptional in value but
there are many other sections of high value as noted. Condition is a bit mixed with some gum issues and mainly in the uncatalogued
US some are misidentified and uncounted. On balance a great stock with excellent profit potential and estimated at a conservative
level to realize its maximum value, the vast majority F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 12 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

686

Worldwide, Expansive and Valuable Dealer’s Stock. All on 102 cards and fully identified and catalogued, housed in seven 11inch card file boxes and a shoebox; the shoebox is all used, the file boxes are a mix of mint and used, with the vast majority mint
never hinged; note singles, sets, a few souvenir sheets, a smattering of complete booklets and panes, etc.—everything a dealer
could want; material tends to skew to middle years and modern, but several European countries include nice classics as well; note
one full box of Germany and Area (States, Colonies, Empire through post-1945), another box of Italy and Colonies, plus solid
holdings of Japan, Korea, Monaco, good Scandinavia, Netherlands, Switzerland, etc.; fresh throughout with a massive cumulative
catalogue value (and the owner’s values look to be largely up-to-date), Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, well worth a
careful inspection. Shipping charges apply - weight 35.4 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������� Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

687

Worldwide, Country Collections Ready for Sale, 1865-2019. 60+ oversized clear sleeves with folders holding album pages
full of stamps; each is labeled with the country, total catalog value, and a net price; random glance runs from Ascension, France
(and another with BoB), Germany, Ireland, Netherlands, New Zealand and Sweden (and obviously many more); compact yet
displays well and priced to move; CV $46,000; priced to sell at over $10,000, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

688
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Worldwide, Dealer’s Delight of Souvenir Sheets. Many, many hundreds from Aitutaki to Zambia, neatly arranged on cards or
in page protectors, fully identified, catalogued and priced; only a handful of used items, the mint all appearing to be never hinged;
most appear to be more recent, but we note US Century of Progress souvenir sheets, Japan National Parks (some with folders), and
other pre-1950s/1960s issues; useful duplication with tons of Topical interest; a boon for the bourse or online dealer, Very Fine, a
clean holding well worth the time to review. Shipping charges apply - weight 35.8 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide Dealers Stock

689

Worldwide, Excellent Selection of Premier Souvenir Sheets. Post Office fresh group of 38 individual items or sets, all individually carded, identified, catalogued and ready for sale, nearly every item carrying a Scott value of $100 and up; note Belgium
#B466A-B466B (2); East Germany #144a & 146a, 144a perforated and imperforate, and First Day Covers of imperforate sheets;
France #2168 with fluorescence (footnoted in Scott); Japan #293a, 318a; Monaco #592-595, C65 imperforate sheet, #596 (1 perforated, 2 imperforate); Poland #251, B49Bc, C26Cd; Saar #B64a used; Russia #C75a used; San Marino #304; Singapore #716-717
souvenir proof sheet; Tonga #CE2-CE6 sheet, and more, Very Fine, a lovely holding; imaged in full online. Shipping charges apply
- weight 1.4 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

690

Worldwide, Fresh Dealer Stock, 1850-2016. Three 10”-deep boxes packed with more than a thousand 102 cards organized by
country, annotated with Scott catalog number and priced; includes Canada, Finland, Great Britain booklets, Norway, North Borneo,
Papua New Guinea, Saudia Arabia, considerable Sweden (including booklets), Turkey, and United Nations; also includes Lighthouse hingeless pages for Luxembourg (1975-82); a great way to freshen your show and internet stock, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 8.1 lbs. Scott $9,300+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Worldwide, Mostly New Issue Accumulation, 1980-2018. Many, many thousands of mint singles, sets, and S/S in glassines, on
album pages, and binders; two sumptuous St Kitts and three Nevis albums with 1980s era sets in black mounts including gutter
pairs, tabs, souvenir sheets and progressive proofs; considerable modern Canadian mint with most in original packaging as well
as plate blocks dating back to the late 1930s; about a hundred Lighthouse hingless pages with lots of Portugal; thousands of neatly packed Australia and Territories, Tonga gold coins, Latvia and Lithuania; 1940 Newfoundland plate blocks; lots of attractive
Tanzania; stacks of Swedish minisheets; very STRONG Great Britain singles, sets, presentation books, booklets; British Colonies; virtually any stamp issuing country on the planet; buy it for the GB alone, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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692

Worldwide, Bourse Bonanza of ~10,000 Covers, Mostly 19th & 20th Century. A vast ocean of covers, postal stationery, picture postcards, etc. covering almost every collecting area imaginable. From stampless covers to modern specialized metered mail,
this lot has it all. Housed in many binders and boxes, it is for the most part well organized and contains mostly U.S. filed by issue
(Bureau, 1902, Washington/Franklins, 1922, Prexies, etc) but also placed under categories like Coils/Imperfs, 1920s Commemoratives, Plate Numbers, Perfins, Precancels, Postage Dues, Special Delivery, Certified and Registered Mail, Airmail of which there
are 100’s and also broken down by issue (Beacons, Winged Globes, Trans-Pacific, etc) and many First Flights and Airport Dedications, two boxes of covers alphabetized by state and an entire box of revenues on documents and other B-O-B. You’ll encounter
many themes too, such as Civil War-related, World’s Fairs and other Expositions, Politics & Presidential Inaugurations, National
Parks, Movie Star Mail, Polar, Philately-related, Scouts, Ships, Space, Sports and Special Events. An accumulation of both mint
and used postal stationery in the form of envelopes, postal cards and aerograms. There’s an entire box of metered mail sorted by
type, FDCs galore, military covers with censored mail from both WWI & WWII, APOs, POW Mail, Red Cross-related, bisects
& illegal usage, early machine cancels, RPOs, penalty envelopes, slogan cancels, auxiliary markings, Christmas seals and other
cinderellas, a bit of covers after 2000, even Modern-Day local posts. And despite all the U.S., there’s still many hundreds of covers
from around the world, some postal stationery, picture postcards, ship cancels, TVCs (Timbre Côté Vue) and affixed cinderellas.
Also includes a couple of boxes of mint/used worldwide sets & singles, some brochures and other curiosity items. Total retail, and
the pricing was very realistic, exceeds $50,000. A cover-collector’s dream lot or ideal for the reseller, Mostly Fine to Very Fine,
Viewing essential for proper evaluation. Shipping charges apply - weight 250 lbs. (photo on web site) Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

693

Worldwide, Massive Zeppelin Balance Collection, 1931-1939. An unbelievable 127 better flown covers to around the globe;
destinations like Santiago, Rio de Janeiro, Recife, Buenos Aires, San Paulo, Montevideo, Pernambuco, Sweden, Holland, as well
as the US and Germany; DELEG cards, many On Board postings on both Graf Zeppelin and Hindenberg, magnificent Germany
to US (by way of Brazil) franked by C43-C45 (cats $755), numerous C35-C37, On Board drop mail on Polar Flight, flown
covers on Graf Zeppelin II, stunning Hindenburg On Board to Rio de Janeiro autographed by Dr Hugo Eckener; you will
want to check out this lot, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

694

Worldwide, Extensive Flown Zeppelin Mail Collection, 1912-37. About 100 flown Zeppelin covers and an equal number
of postcards (many vintage) and commemorative envelopes in 3 binders; 1912 Airmail week postmarked Darmstadt with 20p
Semi-Official, Graf Zeppelin from Germany to America, Egypt, Spain, Japan, Palestine, Romania, Austria, Switzerland, Brazil,
and Holland, often with 2RM or 4RM Zeppelin franking (and three with Polar overprints); worldwide frankings include Switzerland, Austria, Spain, Brazil, United States (including two postcards with Scott C13 and four with a single, pair or block of
C18), Finland, Hungary, Russia, Liechtenstein, Brazil, and Great Britain: also postcards and commemorative envelopes and a few
autographs; a wonderful collection to far-flung destinations including Orient Flight, Round the World, Balkan and Silesia, South
America Flight, Northern Lands Flight, Baltic Sea and Polar Flight, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.4 lbs.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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695

Worldwide, “Around the World in Over 3000 Covers”. If Phileas Fogg were a stamp collector and alive today (I know, I know,
he was just a character), this is probably what his cover collection would look like. We begin our journey with well over 1,200
covers from all over the world in the form of envelopes and postal stationery. You might not find any U.S. or Germany nor will
you find much past 1950, but you will encounter a large amount of Latin America, Britain and Commonwealth, and Switzerland
along with some Feldpost. In addition to these 1,200 there is an enormous collection of Spain clocking in what looks to be at least
800 covers. Some early 20th century but mostly from the 50’s & 60’s, the vast majority with beautiful cachets of special events
including many philatelic exhibitions and FDCs. Next we find a box containing over 300 Scandinavian covers spanning 18491973 and mostly from Iceland with around 100 unused postal cards. We also have a small, yet fascinating collection of 45 Rocket
Mail (Raketenpost) covers from the early 1960’s and originating from various countries. Another specialized collection is that of
Russian Polar covers; mostly from the 60’s & 70’s, it should spark an interest in anyone even remotely interested in this part of the
world. You’ll also find a pack of 50 Polish covers from the 50’s and hundreds of picture postcards including nearly 100, mostly unused with photos and/or depictions of ships, around 75 unused postcards from Italy and almost 200 used in Austria / Italy / Trieste,
mostly from around WWI and before. Don’t be left behind; take a peek at some online images for a closer look., Fine to Very Fine.
Shipping charges apply - weight 39 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

696

Worldwide, Top Flight Trans-Oceanic Collection, 1924-52. Over 85 better covers plus some photographs in a three ring binder;
1924 Round the World Clover Field First Leg postmarked Santa Monica, San Francisco, and Seattle with photograph signed by
Leigh Wade and two unused Airmail envelopes with autographs of Lowell Smith and Erik Nelson; pair of Amundsen-Ellsworth
Polar Expedition postcards (AAMS 1030) with one Returned to Writer (considerably stained) autographed by Bernt Balchen;
1925 MacMillan Aerial Arctic Expedition postal card (AAMS 1031); 1925 San Francisco to Hawaii Nonstop Flight (AAMS
1033a); 1926 unused “Mourning” type envelope (AAMS 1041b) carried from Calcutta to Melbourne signed on reverse by Stephen
H Smith; 1926 Ship to Shore from SS Homeric at Sea (AAMS 1045) initialed by pilot Sir Alan Cobham;1927 Nungesser-Coli
Search Expedition (AAMS 1055) carried by Floyd Bennett; 1927 First Junkers Attempt Germany to the US (AAMS 1061); 1928
Round the World Mears and Collyer postal card mixed franking postmarked in New York and Manchuria; 1929 Swedish Attempt
Stockholm to New York (AAMS 1090a); commemorative cover (Welcome to New York) for 1930 Von Gronau Transatlantic Flight
Germany to US sent Aug 26th to Halifax with signatures of Wolfgang von Gronau, Franz Hack, Edward Zimmer and Fritz
Albrecht; 1931 First Transatlantic Commercial Flight postal card (AAMS 1130) with William MacLaren autograph; 1931 New
York to Copenhagen Transatlantic Flight (AAMS 1140a) scarce covers (only about 30) to make the entire trip, signed by Otto
Hillig and Dane Holger Hoiriis, with an additional Hilling autograph on unrelated envelope; 1931 New York to Budapest postcard
(AAMS 1144); Von Gronau Round the World Flight (AAMS 1168b) dispatched Montreal to Chicago; 1933 First Passenger Airplane Flight France to South America (AAMS 1175); 1933 Attempted New York to Lithuania (AAMS 1182) unsigned with another
cover that remained local and autographed by Stefan Darius and Stanley Girenas (who died during the attempt); 1933 Distance
Record Flight New York to Syria fliers Paul Codos and Maurice Rossi have signed a commemorative cover; 1934 First Navy
Squadron Flight San Francisco to Hawaii (AAMS 1200) signed by Knefler McGinnis, with another autographed by Mc Roberts,
Osborne, Cushing, Easley and Stempfel, and another signed by Perry and the last by Averill; MacRobertson Air Race England
to Australia (AAMS 1217) signed by Roscoe Turner; 1935 Amphibian Flight (AAMS 1239) autographed by Thor Solbergs; First
Flight Midway Island to Wake Island (AAMS 1240) signed R O D Sullivan: 1936 First Flight Manila to Madrid (AAMS 1260)
with mixed franking and signatures of Antonio Arnaiz and Juan Calvo; and 1937 Air France Dispatch Around the World (AAMS
1288); many lesser priced items not highlighted, a phenominal collection hard to duplicate, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges
apply - weight 5.2 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

697

Worldwide, Mostly Zeppelin Airmail Postal History Collection, 1912-86. 100 covers and cards in all, neatly arranged (in no
particular order) on stockpages; the overwhelming majority of items cover the Zeppelin era—but these aren’t your run-of-the-mill
Zepp covers, with many sporting unusual multicolor, mixed frankings, quite a few US in particular without an Airmail stamp in
sight; we note covers from Argentina, Austria, Brazil, Egypt, Germany, Hungary, Japan, Liechtenstein, Peru, Russia, Spain, US and
Uruguay (one with Albatrosses, one with a Pegasus), with proper flight cachets, many with interesting and uncommon backstamps
and route markings; in addition, we find four Hindenburg In Memoriam covers, a Europa Catapult cover, two Concorde First Flight
Covers, a picture post card of a Junkers G38 (“The Giant of the Air/34 passengers, 6 crew”), plus three 1912 cards from Germany,
one with a Zeppelin onboard postmark, and two Rhein-Main flight cards franked with 5pf Germania, one with three 30pf Forerunners, one with two Gelber Hundsand much, much more to entice and delight; these, if you can believe it, are the tail-end of the
consignor’s collection, Very Fine, a must-see for the Airmail enthusiast; imaged in full online. Shipping charges apply - weight 5
lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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698

Worldwide, Interesting and Wide-Ranging Cover Stock Selection. From classic to modern and spanning the globe, with solid
Europe (East and West), British Commonwealth and Asia, plus useful Canada and miscellanies; over 400 cover sleeves (some
holding multiple covers/full sets) fully identified and priced; nice First Day Covers and commercial mail with Air, Registered and
other usages, commemorative covers, etc.; highlights include a Penny Black on 1841 folded letter sheet to Oxford; Newfoundland
Gilbert set single First Day Cover; France 1811 stampless, 1861 #14c on cover, 1939 Military postal card mint, 1909 picture post
card signed by pilot de Lambert; PRC First Day Covers for #1-4 and 5-7; attractive 1944 Ethiopia Menelik II Centenary First Day
Cover; two Russian Polar Flight items (1 cover, 1 card); Poland #C11-C12 First Day Cover; three-country 1988 “New Sweden”
First Day Cover signed by Slania; some pretty Japan, and much more besides; some cheaper covers, plenty of better and numerous
premium to satisfy all your customers, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, well worth a look. Shipping charges apply - weight
7 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

699

Worldwide, Excellent, Clean & Valuable Zeppelin Collection. Attractive group of 32 ca.1924-36 Zepp flights including four
lovely 1931 Iceland flights, covers or cards bearing different frankings & combos of #C9-11, a 1933 Rome to Zurich flight, several
clean Liechtenstein, Zeppelin stamp franked covers, several nice Russian polar flights, a superb maiden voyage of the 1924 ZR3
on a Roessler-cacheted cover, plus Chicago flight, Brazil flights, a 1929 Tokyo Round-the-World flight, etc, Super group, generally
Fine to Very Fine or better, Inspect the entire offering on the web. (photo on web site)������������������������������ Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

700

Worldwide, Massive Offering of Twentieth Century Postally Used Covers. Received in 15 boxes, thousands upon thousands of
covers (we’re tempted to add a zero) from the US through at least the Vatican; anything and everything you and your clients could
want is here: postal stationery, postcards, legal-size covers, meters, Air and Registered usages, multicolor and mixed frankings,
etc., etc., etc.; the earliest cover we spotted (from the US) bears a First Bureau 2¢ cancelled 1901, with extensive coverage across
the board into about the 1960s along with strong holdings thereafter; some First Day Covers and/or maximum cards sprinkled
throughout (the Vatican mostly so), but the overwhelming majority of this mega-haul has actually seen the mails, Fine to Very Fine,
a must-see to truly appreciate. Shipping charges apply - weight 180.8 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

701

Worldwide, Better Zeppelin Collection, 1911-1939. 61 worldwide Zeppelin covers, 11 better Airmail, and a binder with 37 picture postcards and modern covers, 149 in all; wide ranging covers from Spain, Brazil, Sweden, Netherlands, Norway, Austria,
Argentina, mixed franking (Brazil and Germany), Hungary, Danzig (damaged), Italy, Germany, and Liechtenstein; the
Liechtenstein alone (11 Registered covers) has stamps that catalog $1890 ; Aviation includes vintage Wright Flyer type aircraft
on Japanese postcard, 1911 1st UK Aerial Post card addressed to London, 1931 Segment 1 DOX “Condor” Airmail cover from
Natal to Rio de Janeiro and more; bonus sheet of Hindenburg on board stationery (folded), and a 5” x 8” wood plaque with a pair
of 2.5” diameter raised relief medalions honoring Ferdinand von Zeppelin; not your run of the mill material, missing from most
collections, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

702

Worldwide, Mostly European Covers, 1869-1984. A cover lot from various countries with a serious amount of Italy (1869-1984)
and Russia (1895-1978). There are around 800 covers of Italy along with San Marino and Vatican City, with many picture postcards
both unused and franked, as well as some FDCs. You’ll find nearly 600 Russian covers with much postal stationery, cachets, and
special event cancellations, as well as over 100 covers from the 1990s of the Baltic States. And that’s not all we’re also throwing
into 100 maximum cards from Liechtenstein, over 80 Swiss FDCs along with some high-quality items and a couple of hundred
worldwide covers including the U.S. Inspection encouraged., Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 21.2 lbs. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

703

Worldwide, Covers Extravaganza, 1836-1972. Don’t be fooled by the date range; the vast majority are pre-WWII with many
before WWI including a pile of stampless 19th-century German covers. You’ll find covers from just about everywhere among the
2000+ covers including generous servings of Austria, Germany, France and Italy. This lot also features hundreds of U.S. covers
mostly 19th-century and many still with their enclosed letters, about 50 First Flight covers and picture postcards galore, mostly
franked but a large portion of unused too. You’ll also find a slew of German, French and Italian military covers, 20 Persian covers
from the early 20th century, German States, FDCs, a collection of ocean liner covers, Antarcticana, and mint/used postal stationery
from around the world including the U.S. A very diverse and captivating lot! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
28 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

704

Worldwide, Zeppelin, “Wunderbar” Covers Collection, 1912-38. A good mix of well over 300 pieces of Zeppelin material
from flight covers to unused and franked picture postcards with many items rarely seen. The majority of stamped cards feature
German stamps, but you will also find some Austria, France and Switzerland among others including some mixed franking, such
as an intriguing 1914 postcard from “Dreikaiserreichsecke bei Myslowitz” bearing Russian, Austrian and German stamps. There
are many, many more eye-opening examples to please any Zeppelin-enthusiast! Fresh and generally Fine to Very Fine or better.
Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,500
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705

Worldwide, Compelling Covers Collection, 1818-2006. Clocking in at about 800 total, this collection is weighted towards the
first half of the 20th century, yet one of the highlights is a box of over 300 Ballonpost covers up to 2006, Austria and UN Vienna
Offices with very light duplication. At the other end of the spectrum, we have a dozen stampless covers from around the world
and a considerable amount of early picture postcards. There are over 200 covers from Switzerland alone with a very nice selection
of Pro Juventute and a lot of airmail-related material, both Swiss and worldwide. Have a closer look by checking out some of the
online images., Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 11 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

706

Worldwide, Commercial, FDCs, and Correspondence, 1883-2019. Nine Bankers Boxes house thousands of mixed envelopes
and postcards; lifting a handful found Hindenburg Zeppelin cover from Germany to America, USS Los Angeles flight from New
Jersey to Bermuda, Tin Can Mail, immediate post war Japan from APOs and American Consulate, wonderful early Estonia; more
Zeppelin mail (including German 4M Zepp franking), Catapult mail, POW stationery, commercial correspondence, recent China
stamps and postal stationery; envelope carried in obit in Space Shuttle Challenger; beautiful album full of Taiwan FDCs; International FDC honoring US Bicentennial (about 150 covers); Bhutan sheets; mint US and Canada; Swedish presentation sets; UN
stationery; WWII Polish postwar mail with censors; more Registered Hindenburg mail; German Fieldpost censored; 19th century
Great Britain covers and wrappers; Irish Sweepstakes tickets (spoiler alert: they may not be winners); considerable 1920s Canadian
mint entires; more Hindenburg mail; 1911 birth certificate; Congressional free franks; 1920s Russian mail to UC Berkley; French
mail 1919 era; Third Reich covers; Warner Brothers National Pictures commercial from all over (dozens); Israel FDCs; India
FDCs; documents dated 1788, 1801 and 1816; four binders of modern Italian envelopes (1950-1970s); the more you dig the more
you find, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

707

Worldwide, Origins of Airmail Collection, 1911-32. 80+ foreign pioneer flights in a three ring binder; 1911 World’s first official Air Mail large postcard autographed (large crease) India to England, 1911 Great Britain Coronation Aerial Post, 1929
Galway to Croydon, 1929 London to Karachi, 1929 London to Bombay, 1921 Botwood to Halifax, 1931 St Johns to North Sydney,
1925 Teheran to Pehlevi, 1927 Calcutta, 1929 Liverpool to Belfast, 1947 Iceland to New York, 1929 Fairbanks to Nome (arctic
rescue), 1928 Barrow to Nome with Noel Wien signature, 1922 Zurich flown postcard, 1916 Heidelberg to Mannheim, 1923 Paris
with 5 franking set, 1924 Estevan to Winnipeg, 1926 Algiers to Marseille, 1930 Algiers to Paris (Registered), 1926 Montevideo to
Buenos Aires, 1924 Budapest to Esztergom, 1928 Stockholm to London, 1927 Port au Prince to Santa Domingo, 1929 Djibouti to
Addas Abbeba, 1932 Madagascar to Paris, 1938 Tunis to Algeria, 12 NYRBA flights)to Antigua, Suriname, Brazil, Venezuela and
British Guiana), 1931 Juba to London, 6 Philippine Island covers (1925, 1928, 1931, 1932, 1933 and 1936), 1917 Rome to Turino,
1917 Turin to Rome, 1932 Caqpe Town to London, 1929 India to Great Britain, and a pair of WIAE covers; a delicious collection
of global pioneer airmail, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs. (photo on web site)Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

708

Worldwide, Extensive and Varied Postal History Assortment. Dealer’s delight, with approximately 400 or so covers from
every corner of the globe (including a few you don’t usually find); period ranges from the mid- to late 1800s through about the
mid-1960s, with a solid holding of classics; no great rarities spotted, but among the highlights are strong early Austria; Germany
including at least one Bavaria card; a baker’s dozen of Republican China with various Sun Yat-sen and a Junks cover; Netherlands
First Day Covers from the 1950s and ‘60s in limited quantities; a nice tranche of Swiss First Day Covers ranging between about
1949 and the ‘60s, again in useful quantities; 51 different Collins hand-painted US First Day Covers; 11 1952 Papua New Guinea
First Day Covers (!); a 1949 £1 King George VI First Day Cover; plus material from Japan, Algeria, Bosnia & Herzegovina, and
more besides; condition varies, but plenty clean, and much interesting, Fine to Very Fine, inspection invited. Shipping charges
apply - weight 5.8 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

709

Worldwide, Dealer’s Better Mostly Commercial Covers, 1912-1971. 1000+ Registered, Postage Due, Express, Paquebot and
Censored envelopes sleeved and priced between $10 and $50 with a few priced a little more and a few a little less; mostly commerial mail with a few topical and first day covers noted; huge variety of countries and usages from the turn to about the middle of the
last century; a glance reveals considerable Western Europe, Central and South America as well as some from the United States; a
great draw for your show table or online business, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 19.1 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

710

Worldwide, Mostly Modern Better Cover Stock, 1946-2018. Approximately 700 better items sleeved and annotated with country and priced; while did note Palestine 2nd Interim, 1947 Norfolk Island, and Hitler franking, vast majority are modern; often in
sets on cover with attractive cachets from nations including Bahamas, Australian Antarctic, People’s Republic of China, Palau,
Canada, Great Britain, Denmark, Costa Rica, Germany, France, Pitcairn, Israel, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Mongolia, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Ireland, Hong Kong and more; priced $5-$15 each and very attractive; perfect for shows and online sales, Fine to
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 20.6 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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711

Worldwide, Cover Collection, 19th & 20th Century. A mountain of around 800 covers as varied as the hobby itself. Everything
from First Flights, to mint and used postal stationery, early meter stamps, censored mail, Zeppelin and Katapultpost, as well as a
fair amount of FDCs. You’ll find covers from all the far reaches of the globe including a great deal from the U.S., Western Europe
and the British Commonwealth. Something of interest for everyone, not to mention very high catalogue value, Fine to Very Fine.
Shipping charges apply - weight 9.4 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Specialized Collections
Worldwide Specialized Collections

712

Worldwide, Mostly German Zeppelin Collection, 1924-1939. 198 envelopes and cards (about 175 flown) headed in all different
directions; 19 Hindenburg beginning with 1st North American flight including ten Registered; 4 South American covers (three
On Board); 15 Liechtenstein to US (stamps cat $2,230); 64 mostly aviation (several LZ-130 related) covers and cards, numerous
Nazi era material with Hitler franking (6 Hitler postal cards addressed to Ukraine), Registered commercial mail, First flight Prague
to New York, beautiful 1937 commercial Airmail Netherlands to the US, Hitler postcards cancelled at Kassel and a different one at
Nuremberg, Hotel corner card Monte Carlo to NZ, 1934 GB to Finland, 1936 Congo to the US; 9 ZR-3 (LZ-126) USS Los Angeles; 29 Graf Zeppelin II first post test flight to Sudetenlandfahrt (drop mail?); 24 lovely pieces of LZ-130 mail during the summer
months of 1939; 9 items carried by Catapult (6 Bremen and 3 Europa); and 25 cover mix of Hindenburg and Graf Zeppelin
including Brazil to Friedrichshafen, numerous On Board items within Germany, C18 Baby Zepp in Akron Century of Progress
cover, mixed franking (Hindenburg Airmail and US Special Delivery) on a Roesseler envelope posted on the Hindenberg, 2RM
German Zepp on postcard, pair of 1929 Graf Zeppelin North American flights franked with the 4RM Zepp, Rotterdam to US
envelope, and a complete 1936 Olympic set on Registered cover from the Berlin venue; choice material that will sell online and to
your show clientele, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

713

Worldwide, Rock-Solid Bi-Polar Collection of Covers and Labels. Neatly arranged on stockpages in a binder, starting with
19 cigarette cards portraying different explorers, followed by covers (US in origin and frankings) for the Amundsen North Polar
Expedition (3, each with different stamp collar), an unaddressed picture post card with a Spitsbergen Local (cancelled), 1925
Trans-Polar Flight postcards (3), a lovely selection of Nobile labels/Air Semi-Officials (including two blocks of four overprinted)
plus 12 picture post cards of the expedition with their original envelope; 1931 Wilkins-Ellsworth Trans-Arctic Submarine Expedition (7, several signed); R.E. Byrd Polar Expeditions including tiny cover signed, sent from USS Peary, addressed to Ellsworth,
plus booklets and 16 additional covers (14 cancelled Little America, Antarctica, with various cachets, a few signed), plus two US
Antarctic Program souvenir booklets in original envelopes, plus a page of 1954 Antarctic Expedition labels; remarkably fresh and
sound for the distances traveled, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, a cool lot; imaged in full online. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

714

Worldwide, ZEPP-a-Dee-Doo-Dah Collection. My oh my what a wonderful day; a grand set of Zeppelin stamps and labels
from all corners of the globe, from Argentina to Tripolitania; we note Argentina #C25-C29, Austria 1933 WIPA labels picturing the Zeppelin, Bolivia #C24a, Brazil #4CL1-4CL3, 4CL4-4CL5, 4CL8-4CL9; Finland #C1, Germany #C35-C37 (2),
C38-C39, C40-C42, C43-C45, C59-C60 (2), plus two Liegnitz Airpost Semi-Officials (Michel #11a, 11b); Iceland #C9-C11, Italy
#C42-C47 (2) plus 1933 labels, Liechtenstein #C7-C8 & C15-C16, Russia #C12-C13 plus perforated and imperforate sets, San
Marino #C12-C16, and more besides; fresh and clean throughout, and a boon for the Zeppelin enthusiast, Very Fine on the whole,
see the entire lot online. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

715

Worldwide, Stellar Collection of Premium Postcards, 1890-1945. Some of the most extraordinary postcards you will ever
see; about 800 cards divided into 4 albums and a file drawer; about 180 Germany are turn of the century through the end of the
Second World War including real photo, POW used, marine cancels, hand drawn ink, early aviation and Zeppelin, beer advertising, Olympics, WWI, gas warfare (6 different), artist signed, Hitler, Russia POW, Olympic German cigarette cards (39), British
cigarette cards (50), pencil nudes, and German POW in Japan; 100 Italian including Rome, Naples, Palermo, Milan, and Venice;
100 European from France (needlepoint, nudes, real photos, aviation, pictorial cancels), Great Britain (Reinthal & Newman (4),
paquebot), Greece, Greenland, famous Jewish cards (14), Soviet Judaica, famous Jews (15), handcolored Ryukyu card, and early
Switzerland; 200 or so postcards organized by subject including colleges, hotels, buildings, bridges, government buildings,
lighthouses, western Indians, trains, aircraft and more; and lastly 200 worldwide in a Lighthouse album including thread embroidered cards (12), stamps on cards (13), Palestine censored, Swiss hand painted and artist signed, French nudes (for artistic purposes
only), exquisite Mexican handpainted peacock with real feathers, Chinese junk fashioned from stamps, and much more; owner’s
retail nearly $18,000, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 23.8 lbs. (photo on web site)��� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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716

Worldwide, First Day Cover Extravaganza, Up to 2010. Over 40 banker boxes, almost all filled to capacity, containing many
thousands of covers, most of which are U.S. FDCs, but you will also find a fair amount of mint postal stationery and some worldwide FDC & non-FDC covers. For the most part, this accumulation is quite orderly with FDCs stored in many smaller boxes and
over 60 cover albums, most of which are still in excellent condition and quite attractive. Many Fleetwood albums showcasing
modern issues, such as “Celebrate the Century” and “Baseball Legends”, and numerous beautiful editions published by the Postal
Commemorative Society, such as America’s First Ladies and Golden Replicas collections of the 1984 U.S. Olympic Games and
U.S. Classic Stamps. Other items include nine Audubon souvenir folders, a 4-volume set of America’s Bicentennial, a virtually
complete mint collection of U.S. Postal Cards from 1979-94 in a Scott album, over 120 U.S. souvenir cards mostly from the 1970s,
a binder of official mail, many unopened postcard packs from the U.S.P.S., and albums on Norman Rockwell, the 1982 State Birds
& Flowers Issue, Lewis & Clark Bicentennial, and many more. And it’s not all U.S.; you’ll also find a binder of Vatican, as well
as Israel with two additional shoeboxes of FDCs still in their original envelopes from the Israeli Philatelic Service, and each one
seems to also contain a mint set of stamps with tabs. There’s also an abundance of U.N. and Great Britain & Commonwealth, with a
sprinkling of other countries. And it’s also not all modern; there are some 19th-century covers, many first flight and special events,
and cacheted covers from the early 1930s carrying higher catalog value. We welcome you to inspect this lot to fully see what is
being offered, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

717

Worldwide, Massive Merry-Go-Round of Mostly Modern Miscellanies. The tail end of an old-time holding, with lots of
everything; note US and worldwide First Day Covers mainly from the mid-1960s to mid-1970s, with more recent First Day and
commemorative covers as well; several Germany collections spanning States to Reich, plus additional stockbooks of Bund in
quantity; nice selection of British Commonwealth islands sheets and blocks; masses of mint and used on- and off-piece, including
mini-country collections on album pages, plus cigar boxes (neatly partitioned) for specific US issues (Fourth Bureau, Dues and
Special Delivery, etc.); we also spotted a nice old-timey accumulation of poster stamps, US Revenues, a homemade page of philatelic terms illustrated with real stamps, along with groups of US Customs Service stamps on documents, US Revenues on documents including checks, a group of mid-19th century French children’s lettersheets, etc., etc.; no great rarities, but a fun treasure
hunt for the bourse or online dealer, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 228.2 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

718

Worldwide, Foreign Automobile Cover Collection, 1900-1960. Magical car crazy collection with about 250 worldwide covers;
numerous better items (particularly French) dating back to the invention of the automobile, and includes commercial, First Day
of Issue, postal cards, and several hundred mint singles, sets and souvenir sheets; this would make an awesome Topical exhibit or
constitute desireable internet dealer stock; bonus includes World Automobile Stamp Album with about 100 stamps; well worth a
look, Very Fine. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

719

Worldwide, Picture Postcard Collection, 1904-70s. This fascinating collection begins with a box of around 400 mostly older
mint/used postcards arranged alphabetically by country. In addition to this, you will find over 100 cards from World’s Fairs and
Expos from around the world and almost all early 20th century, as well as over 200 artist signed cards from the U.S., Germany,
Great Britain, among others, around 100 Jewish cards with additional on Palestine, and over 150 of the much sought-after Tuck
postcards. Inspection recommended., Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 16.2 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

720

Worldwide, Crash images of downed zeppelins, 1908-1925. 40+ tragic photographic and printed postcards of airships destroyed
after hitting obstructions, encountering weather, or downed by enemy action in combat; two cards depicting L-1 as it crashed into
the North Sea off Helgoland in 1913; Greek card depicting LZ-85 after shot down at Thessalonika; LZ-7 following crash into
Teutoberger Forest in 1910, the card was posted 4 days later with message content about the accident; complete set of six cards
showing destruction of LZ-4 near Stuttgart in 1908; stunning image of LZ-5 wrapped around the Hotel Berg after high winds tore
the ship from hands of the ground crew in 1910; skeletal remains of L-2 after spilled hydrogen sucked into the forward engine
car exploded resulting in a 2,000 foot fall for the 28 people onboard in 1913; a zeppelin sinking in the Thames Estuary in 1916;
a French airship forced down by the Germans in 1916; LZ-5 under repairs near Stuttgart after hitting a pear tree; LZ-77 brought
down in flames by motorized artillery at Revigny, France Feb 1916; two cards documenting the demise of L-39 detroyed by French
forces at Compiegne after the Navy Zeppelin lost power after returning for a raid on England; another LZ-5 crash card showing it
draped over a hill close to a hotel, good content in the message; early “photoshopped” image of L-2 falling after fire broke out from
the forward engine; superstructure remains of LZ-77, one of the first Zeppelins to experiment with the “Spy Basket”; seven cards
from a series showing the wreckage of the USS Shenandoah destroyed near Ava, Ohio; a 3” x 5” photograph (reduced at bottom)
showing the wreck of the Shenandoah; lastly a photograph of a photograph showing an aviator on top of the destroyed gondola,
note on the reverse reads, “Baby Blimp crash - Butler (PA) airport 1941. I removed this piece myself.” Include is an irregular 3”
x 6” aluminized piece of fabric; extraordinarily hard to duplicate collection illustrating the downside of airships, Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
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721

Worldwide, Diverse Assortment of Zeppelin-Related Ephemera. Comprising picture post cards of the airship, Eckener, von
Zeppelin, including a set of four cards that together show the 1930 Europe Pan-America Round Flight route and details; HAPAG
advertising brochures, flight schedules, a luggage tag, and a wonderful intact 1937 Zeppelin Calendar, one page per week, with
photos of and from the ship, including a great view of its latest “all electric kitchen”; loads of fun—and check out the passenger
fares. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

Topical Collections
Worldwide Topical Collections

722

Worldwide, Disney and Princess Diana Collections, 1984-2014. Thousands of stamps in wonderful collections of Walt Disney
in two large volumes and Princess Diana in a large volume plus a carton packed with several hundred MNH sets and souvenir
sheets; Disney countries include Guyana, Grenada, Gambia, St Vincent, Sierra Leone, Maldives, Mali, Nevis, Palau, Uganda
(massive gold stamps), Zambia, Belize, Bhutan, Dominica, Lesotho; Diana countries include Antigua, Cambodia, Dominica, Ghana, Madagascar, Maldives, Mongolia, Niger, Togo, Liberia and many more; the carton has large hologram stamps, gold, souvenir
sheets and hundreds of sets; condition is post office fresh throughout; well worth looking carefully at, Very Fine. Shipping charges
apply - weight 28.8 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

723

Worldwide, Extraordinary Stamps on Stamps Collection, 1946-2016. Several hundred pristine stamps from all over the globe,
arranged in nine volumes on black stock pages, each with a typed label as to country, year of issue, and Scott number; there are two
additional binders labeled “Sundry Stamps & Sheets” with more beautiful issues, as well as a like-new stock book with even more
material; included is the ultimate reference collection of articles (all nicely segregated with album dividers) housed in nine loose
leaf binders; this could simply not look nicer, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 80 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

724

Worldwide, [Lion Clubs] A Super Pride of Serviceable Covers. Come to us in a dozen filled 12x14x6-inch tofu boxes, thousands upon thousands of covers to, from or between the Lions, with corner card and typed return addresses; a truly worldwide
holding, with our riffling turning up covers from Argentina to Japan and Cuba to Denmark; if you run out of Lions hunters among
your clientele, you can easily turn to country and postal history collectors and entice them with the franking varieties, origins and
destinations; all truly postally used, so expect some wear and tear, but surprisingly sound as a whole, Fine to Very Fine, a compilation impossible to repeat today. Shipping charges apply - weight 118 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

725

Worldwide, Lifetime Ballooning Event Collection, 1906-2000. Approx 350 envelopes carried on or commemorating ballooning
in three massive ancient binders; beginning with a 1906 franked postcard showing a partially inflated balloon, the extensive collection traces the Gordon Bennett Races, hot air and lighter than air gas balloons up to the present; includes 1909 Gordon Bennett
special postmark, 1927 Luxembourg card, 1935 Brussel card, 1958 first flight in South West Afrika, 1964 first flight in Pakistan,
Echo I balloon skin, 1974 Project Da Vinci 1st flight, 1977 Double Eagle, 1978 Zanussi (2), 1979 Double Eagle III, 1980 Double
Eagle IV, 1983 Double Eagle VII, and a 1984 Rosie OGrady’s solo transatlantic; includes several dozen signatures as well as
documentation concerning the flights; overall condition is quite good with slight moisure damage noted on the Double Eagle (they
all got wet during the ocean landing); one look at this uplifting collection and you will be carried away, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 27 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

726

Worldwide, Coats-of-Arms on Stamps Collection, 1892-2015. Hundreds of beautifully displayed stamps presented on black
pages in two binders and four like-new premium stockbooks; mostly mint and in sets from Ascension, Belgium, Austria, Cape
Verde, Great Britain, Colombia, Gibraltar, Russia, Spain, Bermuda, Guatemala, Orange Free State, Luxembourg, Liechtenstein,
United States, Mozambique, Sweden, Paraguay, Pitcairn Islands, Germany, Mauritius, Denmark, Finland, France, Isle of Man,
Jersey, Switzerland, Transvaal, Vatican, Western Australia, and many more; exceptionally clean and carefully chosen; well worth
careful examination, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 15 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction
THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
BIDDING
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the printed
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing and please note that we are a certified State of
Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding and shall deterCT, COVID-19 compliant business. As the guidance and rules change, please refer to the CT.GOV
mine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves the right to withdraw
or CDC.GOV websites. Ample opportunity is given for on premises inspection prior to the aucany lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or agent), to re-offer any withdrawn
tion date, by appointment only, and upon written request and at Kellehers’ discretion. Live video
lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging to the same consignor or vendor, and to
viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange same, at least one week prior to the
refuse any bid believed not made in good faith. Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed
sale date.
Catalogue reflect the best judgment of Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description as modified
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page for increments. (b) The highest
by any specific notations in this Catalogue or as announced at the time of sale.
bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described and was not examined
a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a mail bidder,
by the bidder or his agent prior to the sale, may be returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its
consignor or vendor, the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful bidder is and whether
receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by
to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the auctioneer’s sale records shall
Kelleher within four weeks of the date of the auction and in its original packaging; however, Kellebe conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on the hammer price is payable by the buyer
her may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acto the auctioneer together with any sales and use tax or customs duties. (c) Lots may be re-opened
ceptable authority is desired (Extension), the period of time within which a lot must be received by
as necessary to accommodate connectivity issues or incorrect bids.
Kelleher will be extended in accordance with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute can3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but
not be resolved by reference to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes
shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and
to re-offer the lot with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser
whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those of the auctioneer.
shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve price by
and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and expenses of the
bidding on behalf of the consignor/ vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all consignors have been
re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the description of which is
advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and Kelleher therefore has a security
disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging and in the condition received (uninterest in the consigned material over and above the normal auction commission.
altered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher:
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a
(i) lots from purchasers who attended the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers;
sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(iii) lots on account of their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; (iv) lots
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on behalf of
described as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10)
their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed in writing prior
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared other than genuine by a mutually recognized
to the auction.
authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four weeks of the date of the
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to express an opinion is not grounds
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Extensions), shall be as
for the return of a lot. (e) Expenses incurred by a purchaser in the submission and the return of a
follows:
lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund. (f) Numerical grading is subjective and is
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall require,
based upon the condition of each issue. Lots may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp
shall be made by the purchaser in cash, bank or certified check, credit card, PayPal or in such other
at lower than our grade. (g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall be
Professional Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(London) (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or any other
(c) Mail/Internet/FAX/Website Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased.
expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP),
Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3)
for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7) years from the date of sale, will be
business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser
offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate payment
for any reason, including but not limited to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
(by a dollar draft, ACH or wire transfer from a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall pay to
advised address shall constitute delivery. This includes disputes for payments made via PayPal and/
Kelleher the compensating Sales and/or use taxes of any State claiming jurisdiction, which is being
or credit card. Buyer acknowledges that he/she waives their right to file a dispute in such cases with
collected, reported and remitted to said State, based upon the Supreme Court Wayfair legislation
PayPal or their Credit Card Company. All charges for handling, delivery and insurance obtained
enacted June, 2018. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall
by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase price; a minimum charge of
indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes
$20.00 will be made for same.
relating to the purchase of articles at the auction, whenever the same may arise.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within 15 calendar
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment discount of the hammer
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws of the State of Connecticut
price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as agents
ARBITRATION
for the consignor or vendor.
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled by arbitration
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same may
in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules of the American Arbitrabe modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge of 2% per
tion Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be
month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance with the aforesaid
entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
conditions.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Complying
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the Courts of the
Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs, Kelleher, may, in
State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial district within the territoriits sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auction at a later time, or by
al limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out of this auction sale, including, without
private treaty sale at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate and
limitation, any action or proceeding instituted for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation
the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the hammer price and
and liability arising under or by reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such
the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, whether at auction or by private treaty, as well
action or proceeding in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such juas for all costs and expenses of both sales, including all other charges due thereunder, including
dicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents that
commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all
service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail, return receipt
incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’ sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot
requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer at the time of the sale.
theretofore hammered-down to a Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty
BIDDING STEPS
in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus aris12. Bidding Steps (Increments) are as published; bids made out of increment will be reduced to
ing from the sale of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc. “Split” or “Slice” bids are not
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in property
accepted.
in Kellehers’ possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the rights afforded a
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
purchase money secured party under the Connecticut Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) with
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer. (b) Any errors are the responrespect to such property and may apply against such obligations all monies held or received by it
sibility of the bidder. (c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
for the account of, or due from Kelleher to such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Statement in order to perfect its rights as a secured party.
Bids must be received at least 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting purFAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
chaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to secure such payment,
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’ fees. For purposes of this paraPhone bidding space is limited and available on a first-come, first served basis. The importance of
graph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any and all consultation by Kelleher with its
reserving early cannot be overstated!
attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of a delinquent account.
Please call us at (203) 830-2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of cash, bank
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN)
check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of lots), credit card
Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be registered and be approved by both
(AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank ACH or wire transfer. Payments made
Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to
by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge.
www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the Kelleher link.
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